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ABSTRACT

Northwest Coast Native Art Beyond Revival, 1962–1992
by
Christopher T. Green

Advisor: David Joselit
Histories of “primitivism” in the avant-garde show that Euro-American modernism was
always engaged in the appropriation of nonwestern and Indigenous art, with particular interest in
Northwest Coast Native art forms by the Surrealists, Abstract Expressionists, and Indian Space
Painters. However, there has been little consideration for how Northwest Coast Native artists
chose to engage with the styles and tenets of Western modern art. To date, the history of postwar Northwest Coast Native art has been dominated by what is known as the Renaissance, a
narrative in which artists pursued a neo-traditional style in modern times through the recovered
and revival of nineteenth-century Indigenous forms and mediums otherwise thought to be lost
and disassociated from home communities by colonial history. Revival forms were based on a
canon of objects and styles constructed primarily by non-Native scholars. These anthropologists
and art historians defined formline design, an organizational structure that uses a swelling and
narrowing band and repeated geometric motifs to delineate totemic forms, as a rule-laden system
that determined the spatial arrangement of motifs in a consistent visual language. Native neotraditionalist artists strictly adhered to this canonical style, producing work to meet the
expectations of non-Native audiences and for internal use in home communities, rarely engaging
with broader contemporary art movements.
Between 1962 and 1992, however, many Northwest Coast Native artists did depart from
the neo-traditional style of the Revival. They critically drew on Western modernism and other
non-Native aesthetic innovations to create works that complicate notions of identity, authenticity,
and tradition. Trained in and deeply knowledgeable about Western modernism’s legacy, these
artists understood and reframed aesthetic operations to represent and reflect on the estranged
experience of Indigenous life, culture, and tradition in the twentieth century. They combine and
layer Euro-American visual styles with and into customary forms to grapple with the
fragmentary experience of modernity while striving to adequately express the cultural values of
their heritage.Through the art of Nathan Jackson, Jim Schoppert, Lyle Wilson, and Edna Davis
Jackson, I examine how Northwest Coast Native artists worked through the legacy of Western
modernism by applying its procedures to Indigenous content. They created work outside of the
binaries of tradition and innovation and allow for a reconsideration of the divide between
modernism and postmodernism. I argue that their art produces visual expressions of the complex
political relations between Northwest Coast Native Americans and the fragmented territories of
settler-colonial states that they cohabit.
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INTRODUCTION
BEYOND HISTORY, BEYOND REVIVAL

In 1989, the landmark exhibition Beyond History opened at the Vancouver Art Gallery
(VAG), one of the museum’s first major shows of Native American art in decades. Curated by
Karen Duffek and Tom Hill (Seneca), Beyond History was organized around art defined by
“strong social and political beliefs, [that] signals the creation of a new ideology which is highly
personal and political, unlike the collective tribal response proclaimed during the sixties”1 The
work by ten Indigenous artists from across North America, including paintings, mixed media
assemblages, sculptural installations, and video works, confronted the colonial injustices and
histories of stereotype and misrepresentation using a shared aesthetic defined, according to Hill,
by “the shared cultural origins and parallel ideologies” of political and social awareness of issues
facing Indigenous artists and communities.2 The curators chose artists from a variety of
backgrounds of Native ancestry who deploy contemporary techniques such as collage,
assemblage, and installation in order to speak to these conditions with their own voice rather than
be defined by the expectations of the dominant settler colonial culture or their own tribal
traditions. As the curators wrote, the artists in the exhibition, including Robert Houle
(Saulteaux), Joane Cardinal-Schubert (Kainaiwa), Carl Beam (Anishinaabe), Edward Poitras
(Métis), and Mike MacDonald (Mi’kmaq), engaged the logics, aesthetics, and media of
modernism while challenging its Western bias (Fig. I.1-I.2). They resisted being marginalized on
the basis of their ethnicity while rooting their work in their Native ancestry. The exhibition
punctuated the turn of a decade marked by the rise of contemporary Native American art in the
1
2

Karen Duffek and Tom Hill, Beyond History (Vancouver: Vancouver Art Gallery, 1989), 5.
Ibid.
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mainstream art worlds of the US and Canada, during which artists broke through historic
exclusion from fine art contexts and criticisms that working outside of the category of “Indian
art” was akin to assimilation and the loss of cultural integrity.
While Beyond History presented the work of numerous innovative Indigenous artists, not
a single Northwest Coast Native artist was included, despite the exhibition being held on
traditional, ancestral, and unceded territories of Coast Salish nations, the x m k y m
(Musqueam), S wxw 7mesh (Squamish), and s lilw taɬ (Tsleil-waututh) Nations.3 The absence
of local or regional representation in one of the artistic, commercial, and intellectual centers of
Northwest Coast Native art did not go unnoticed, particularly because the Union of BC Indian
Chiefs sponsored the exhibition.4 The curators were upfront about the distinction they perceived
between the priorities and tactics of the artists on display and Northwest Coast Native art. Hill
wrote in the catalogue that the exhibited artists were “viewed by their own communities as a
threat to the survival of distinct and diverse Native cultural traditions” and, with their challenge
to the values and ideas of Canadian art history, “wrench the art away from the Native society
which traditionally enshrined it and endowed it with status.”5 The art of the Northwest Coast, by
contrast, was explicitly labelled as “traditional image-making” despite Hill’s admission that the
inclusion of a “traditional Northwest Coast dance group” performance at a VAG exhibition
opening in the early 1970s challenged the conventions of the gallery space and audience
perceptions of contemporary Northwest Coast culture.6 Duffek notes in the catalogue that
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Northwest Coast artists embrace the “maintenance or revival of an art that retains its relevance to
the Indian community” and express “collective identity beyond the personal” in contrast to the
“individualist” stances by the artists on display.7 Such a stance, the curators concede, is
indirectly political but has not found a place in the contemporary art world. The split between the
individualists and traditionalists is exemplified for Hill by the events of the 1983 National Native
Indian Artists Symposium held at ‘Ksan, home of the Kitanmax School of Northwest Coast
Indian Art. The topic of mainstream exclusion framed many of the discussion at the symposium,
during which contemporary artists argued in favor of rejecting the label of “Indian art” in favor
of individual aesthetic visions.8 This polarized the Northwest Coast artists and carvers, who
found “the encouragement of change to be an attack on traditional society.”9 The implicit
message of the curatorial omission was made explicit during the symposium marking the
opening of Beyond History, when participating artist Robert Houle berated Northwest Coast
artists for the purported absence of politics in their work and their failure to engage the
contemporary styles and media of their peers on display.10 The Northwest Coast artists, focusing
on the maintenance and revival of the forms of the past, were apparently not prepared to move
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beyond history. The lack of Northwest Coast artists in the exhibition seemed to affirm Houle’s
accusations that artists from the region were too conservative and “traditional” for inclusion in an
exhibition dedicated to Indigenous artists working more broadly within the contemporary.
The same year, the Charles H. Scott Gallery at the Emily Carr College (now University)
of Art and Design organized Beyond the Revival: Contemporary North West Native Art. Gallery
curator Greg Bellerby describes the intent of the exhibition in his forward to the catalogue:
Contemporary Northwest Native art has rarely been shown in public art galleries….
Many curators have had difficulty in knowing how to place Native art in the context of
contemporary art production…. The intent of ‘BEYOND THE REVIVAL’ is to expand
the discussion outside the anthropological concerns and examine recent developments in
Northwest Native art. Many Northwest artists are breaking new ground in artistic
innovation, personal expression, and style. Yet the work is still rooted in the Northwest
tradition and informed by Native experience and history. 11
Opening a week after Beyond History closed, Beyond the Revival seemed almost a response to
the VAG’s omission of Northwest Coast art. As its title suggests, Beyond the Revival attempted
to demonstrate that Native artists of the Pacific Northwest had begun to move beyond the
paradigm of the recovery and revival of nineteenth century forms. Through reinterpretation and
innovation, historic mediums and forms that the Northwest Coast was known for—masks,
carvings, jewelry, and basketry, among others—were being expanded by “contemporary nonnative approaches” to the canon of visual tradition. “This present period is also characterized by
the introduction of abstraction, naturalism, pictorial realism, and symbolism in the art,” the
organizers, Maureen Milburn and Barbara DeMott wrote. “Beyond the Revival demonstrates the
individuality of approach within a synthesis of historic and contemporary considerations.”12
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The organizers of Beyond the Revival positioned the exhibition against the paradigm of
the Renaissance, a narrative of the death and subsequent rebirth of Northwest Coast Native art in
the post-war period. Artists working in the mode of the Renaissance created neo-traditional art
that emulated the style, forms, and mediums of nineteenth-century Indigenous material culture
that was thought by twentieth-century non-Native anthropologists and historians to have been
lost and dissociated from home communities. Formline design, the immediately recognizable
visual style of calligraphic swelling and narrowing bands and repeated geometric motifs that
delineates animal and figural motifs, was defined in the period as a rule-laden system and
consistent visual language. DeMott and Milburn suggest in their exhibition that the mastery of
historic forms and the need for innovation drove Northwest Coast Native artists in the 1980s to
expand beyond this revival of historic forms into new avenues of artistic exploration. A survey of
the included works, however, demonstrates a significant gap between the exhibited artists at the
forefront of Northwest Coast Native art and the idioms and concerns of their peers in exhibitions
such as Beyond History. The majority of works in Beyond the Revival were executed in
traditionalist mediums: painted masks, wooden carvings, engraved jewelry, and silkscreen
formline designs dominated the exhibition. Some of the works, such as Kwakwaka’wakw
(‘Namgis First Nation) artist Wayne Alfred’s sculpture Christ at Gol-Go-Tha (1988), a carving
of Christ on the cross depicted with masklike features in the manner of a Kwakwaka’wakw
puppet, take on the kind of socio-political content by which Hill and Duffek defined inclusion in
Beyond History (Fig. I.3). Others, such as Robert and Reggie Davidson (Haida), Tony Hunt Sr.
and Jr., (Kwakwaka’wakw), Susan Point (Musqueam Coast Salish), and Art Thompson (Nuuchah-nulth), contributed masks, prints, and formline compositions that are hardly radical
departures from the decades of traditionalist production that had burgeoned in the Northwest
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Coast art market up to that point (Fig. I.4). Even Lyle Wilson, a Haisla artist known at that time
for conceptual prints critical of the Northwest Coast art complex, contributed a carved Sun Mask
(1987) rather than his more innovative work on paper. Of all the contributions, only the mixedmedia installation Untitled (1988) by Métis/Gitksan artist Eric Robertson approached the level of
engagement with modernist styles and idioms that characterized the work in Beyond History
(Fig. I.5). Robertson, then a break-out young artist, combined blankets, sculpted hands,
Indigenous syllabics, and abstract geometric motifs on a six-panel construction that shared more
formal similarities with the multimedia installations of Robert Houle and Joane CardinalSchubert than the masks and carvings of the other artists in Beyond the Revival.
The stylistic distance between the art in Beyond the Revival and Beyond History, the
absence of Northwest Coast art in the latter, and the criticisms by curators and contemporary
Native artists of the lack of political relevance and engagement with modernist idioms, all point
to a seeming gap in the history of Northwest Coast Native art. While the post-war period saw the
emergence of a modern revival of art that by the 1980s seemed to pursue more innovative
approaches to tradition, there nonetheless did not seem to be a strong sense of Northwest Coast
Native art’s role and participation in the contemporary Native art movement that emerged in the
1960s and 1970s and came to prominence in the 1980s. This dissertation is an attempt to bridge
that gap. I argue that from 1962 to 1992 a generation of Northwest Coast Native artists took up a
wider variety of modernist styles and idioms than the history of the post-war period as a revival
or Renaissance would suggest. The exhibitions of 1989 suggest the terms of engagement that
such artists troubled in their approaches to diverse visual histories and forms, troubling binaries
of traditional and innovative, individualist and community oriented, aesthetically autonomous
versus culturally situated. This study examines three decades of artists who, I propose, went
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“beyond the revival” long prior to 1989, renegotiating the intersection of Euro-American
modernism and Northwest Coast Native art to challenge outsider conceptions of tradition and
authenticity and to express Indigenous values through non-Native visual operations.

I. Northwest Coast Art and the Contemporary Double Bind
The Northwest Coast is typically understood to be the naturally rich coastline stretching
from the Columbia River in northern Oregon the north of Yakutat Bay in southeast Alaska,
encompassing Washington and British Columbia. These are the ancestral territories of dozens of
Indigenous nations typically organized by linguistic affiliation, including the Tlingit, Haida,
Tsimshian, Gitxsan, Haisla, Heiltsuk, Nuxalk, Nuu-chah-nulth, Kwakwaka’wakw, Coast Salish,
among many more. As a category, the concept of the Northwest Coast is a constructed and
arbitrary one that problematically includes a broad group of peoples with heterogeneous
linguistic, social, spiritual, and material characteristics spread across multiple settler colonial
nations and states, the border of which transect their land and territories.13 Nonetheless it has
persisted as a means of recognizing shared cultural and aesthetic traditions, the result of
millennia of trade networks, intermarriage and kinship relations, and other forms of exchange.
The colonial impact on the Northwest Coast is likewise a shared condition of the Indigenous
people residing there, who have experienced like histories of the forced deterritorialization and
dislocation Indigenous peoples from the land that they have known for countless millennia
through close observation and experience.
Northwest Coast Native art is an equally constructed category, born of the forced rupture
between material culture and social function exacerbated by the rush of ethnographic collecting
13
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known as the salvage paradigm.14 It was born less as a category than, as art and cultural historian
Charlotte Townsend-Gault has written, as a “sociopolitical situation constituted by a devastating
history.”15 The dislocation of cultural belongings to museum collections removed Indigenous art,
regalia, ceremonial implements, and other categories of objects with diverse statuses and
ontological meanings from home communities while contributing to a colonial archive of
Northwest Coast culture.16 These museum collections told conservative stories of the
development of historic Northwest Coast art for much of the past century, taxonomically
organizing classes of belongings and defining an ideal “classical” period of visual and material
production in the nineteenth century against which “visual tradition” came to be defined.
The category of art, however, has been a variable and problematic concept in relation to
the visual and material culture of the Northwest Coast. As Aaron Glass notes, "Since the late
nineteenth century, First Nations artists have deployed and performed the category of ‘Northwest
Coast art’ in ways that hold different meanings for different publics, including the formation of
anthropological knowledge about art.” 17 The category of art has been contingent in Northwest
Coast Native art history, and Indigenous art more broadly, for several decades. When a work of
Indigenous material production becomes “art” depends on its framing, construction, and
destination. This dissertation accordingly considers a period in which Northwest Coast Native art
14
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has come into the status of “fine art” by the mid-century. The artists working in the post-war
period consciously created art for a fine art context. While Chiricahua Apache scholar Nancy
Marie Mithlo has noted that the refusal of the category of art “indicates an Indigenous rejection
of how Native arts are perceived in non-Native contexts such as museums, cultural centers,
galleries, and scholarly texts—contexts that imbue fine arts with the Western values of
individualism, commercialism, objectivism, and competition, as framed by an elitist point of
reference,” the artists at subject did not explicitly reject such non-Native contexts, seeking
instead to work within, through, and beside them.18
In considering how Northwest Coast Native artists consciously entered into the category
of fine art, a secondary aim of this dissertation is to demonstrate how, in the meeting of styles
and visual histories, certain Northwest Coast Native artists used contemporary idioms as visual
metaphors for the colonial conditions that they cohabit. I take inspiration from Audra Simpson’s
framework of nested sovereignty, the concept that an Indigenous sovereign political order can
exist nested within a sovereign colonial state. Her conception of nested sovereignty demands
recognition of Indigenous political orders existing, paradoxically, “within and apart from settler
governance,” albeit in great tension with issues of jurisdiction, legitimacy, and material
conditions.19 While Simpson’s concept is formulated in reference to Mohawk sovereignty, there
are parallels to the political conditions of Northwest Coast Native nations who maintain, for the
most part, unceded territory within the settler national borders of the United States and Canada.
In applying Simpson’s conception of nested sovereignty to the meeting of visual styles within the
art of Northwest Coast Native artists working in the post-war period, I propose that, in place of
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hybrid conceptions of stylistic mixing, the art in this study be understood in how Indigenous
visualities and epistemologies coexist within and apart from Euro-American.
It is in this coexistence, rather than the creation of a new third position or zone of
representation, that some Northwest Coast Native artists utilize the idioms of Western
modernism to maintain, rather than dilute, the Indigenous epistemologies of their heritage.20
These understandings of kinship, cosmology, ecology, social protocol, intangible rights and
inalienable property, and relations with other-than-human beings, I argue, may be practiced and
expressed in relation to and through any visual discourse, whether historically Indigenous or
Western. It is the world view and relational attitude towards materials and practice that express
Jolene Rickard’s conception of visual sovereignty more than the archaeological revival that has
typified the Renaissance paradigm on the Northwest Coast.21 Rather than intercultural,
acculturated, hybrid, or other identifications that stress the dilution of Indigenous values, artists
of the Northwest Coast maintain cultural definition even in their intermingled, though not
indistinguishable, approach to diverse visualities from the broader history of art.
These artists face a variety of double binds that trouble Indigenous art and Native
Northwest Coast art in particular. It is a well covered paradox that Indigenous peoples are
expected to be both traditional and modern simultaneously, engaging in beliefs, practices, and
materials forms from the past while living through the realities of colonial life and Euro-
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American modes of domination and governing.22 An extension of this is the double bind faced by
Indigenous artists, whereby selling art is considered profiteering from their culture that
simultaneously diminishes their authenticity through such participation in the market economy. 23
This is compounded for contemporary Northwest Coast artists whose attempts at innovative
cultural production, having been alienated from aspects of their heritage by the colonial
collecting process, are dismissed as inauthentic or acculturated for departing from tradition
defined by the forces responsible for that alienation.
The artists in this dissertation work through these various double binds not just in their
use of contemporary aesthetic, but in how they deploy non-Native idioms and to what ends.
Inspired by the recent work of David Joselit, I trace the process by which Northwest Coast
Native artists made use of Euro-American stylistic histories and beyond in order to become
contemporary. I argue in parallel that the post-war period is a moment of “becoming
contemporary” for Northwest Coast art and its deployment of visual heritage.24 Unlike their
traditionalist peers who, in 1992, become “contemporary” when they are curated into the
position (as I discuss in the Conclusion), the artists I address in this dissertation choose to
become contemporary just as they chose to engage the category of fine art. Startlingly, perhaps,
they chose seemingly conservative approaches to tradition at times, strategically moving between
and disrupting these categories. This entails working through what Joselit identifies as the “postcolonial double bind,” the condition whereby settler colonists interrupt artistic traditions and
alienate Indigenous artists from their own heritage while blocking them from access to Euro22
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American methods and styles less they be acculturated by inauthentic and illegitimate attempts at
mimicry.25 Joselit notes that colonized artists have globally invented procedures of “bilaterial
appropriation” where Indigenous and European aesthetic idioms are rearticulated with one
another to recalibrate colonial hierarchies and reassert heritage. On the Northwest Coast, such
“reverse appropriation” occurs with modernist primitivisms that themselves have appropriated
from Northwest Coast Native tradition. The result is a recursive appropriation in which
Northwest Coast artists rearticulate the Indigenous heritage and subjectivity from which the
Euro-American avant-garde constructed its own modernity.

II. Framework and Chapter Outlines
The lion’s share of research and attention in the history of post-war Northwest Coast
Native art has been paid to artists who are considered to “expand” the precepts of historic forms,
namely formline design, while remaining respectful of and true to its historic origins. This
includes artists such as Robert Davidson, Doug Cranmer (Kwakwaka’wakw), and others who
were undoubtedly innovating Northwest Coast art, yet who did not challenge or transgress the
conditions that made their art palatable to aesthetic appreciation and critics eager to locate an
“authentic” approach to the vocabularies of Northwest Coast art rooted in lessons from the
past.26 As Duffek wrote in 1989 of such examples, the “[n]ew artistic approaches…remain based
on a mastery of formal conventions developed over past centures.”27
This dissertation, by contrast, describes art that deploys heritage in contemporary times to
move beyond frameworks of revival or survival and the recovery of historic forms. Rather, I ask
25
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how the worldviews underpinning Northwest Coast Native art are expressed through diverse
meetings of styles in order to exemplify the Anishinaabe theorist Gerald Vizenor’s conception of
survivance: the assertion of innovative, persistent, and active Indigenous survival and presence.28
As a group, the artists that this dissertation considers directly confront and make expression from
the collisions, appropriations, oppressions, and meetings of stylistic legacies and heritages that
have defined the modern history of Northwest Coast Native art and life. They have access to a
broader set of visual heritages than the common telling, and deploy them to better negotiate the
connection between “heritage,” which I define as one’s cultural inheritance tied to one’s ancestry
and past lineage, and “tradition,” which I understand as an accumulated cultural and visual
history that, as a living resource instantiated at a given moment, is not relegated to the past. Both
heritage and tradition have a relation to historic forms, which in the Northwest Coast tends to
particularly refer to art and material culture produce in the late-eighteenth through the latenineteenth centuries. As Joselit argues, in the global post-war varied aesthetic responses to
Eurocentrism resulted in the reactivation of heritage as a resource for exploring diverse
experiences of contemporaneity.29 The artists in this dissertation, I argue, are less reactivating
their heritage than redeploying it through their engagement with Euro-American modernism and
other stylistic histories. This is equally a response to the conditions of Eurocentrism and, more
deeply, the conditions of settler colonialism that define the art market and history alike. But by
understanding these redeployments as strategic rather than as reactivations, I aim to privilege
Vizenor’s conception of survivance over the false narrative of archaeological recovery and
rebirth. Hence, in considering the terms “Renaissance” and “revival,” I use the latter to more
accurately characterize the post-war period on the Northwest Coast in terms of a genuine
28
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resurgence of cultural forms following the better part of a century of oppressive colonial policies,
the result of the potlatch ban in Canada and prohibitions against Indigenous religion and
ceremony in the United States.
I frame this study between two dates that do not typically feature in histories of post-war
Northwest Coast Native art. The first, 1962, corresponds to the year that the Institute of
American Indian Arts (IAIA) was founded in Santa Fe, a landmark in the history of twentieth
century Native art. That year a large number of students from the Pacific Northwest of the
United States, including Alaska Native students and others from Washington and Oregon,
travelled to the Southwest as part of the inaugural student body. The axis between the Northwest
and Southwest, taken up in Chapter One, has never before been extensively engaged histories of
Northwest Coast art, primarily because it is a predominantly United States-based connection.
This greatly expands the borders of an otherwise regionalized history, and today this historic
nexus has been revived by a partnership between the IAIA, the Sealaska Heritage Institute, and
University of Alaska, Southeast, in Juneau for a formalized Northwest Coast Native art degree
program.
The terminal date of this study, 1992, signifies the momentous year of Indigenous artistic
response to the Columbus Quincentennial, the five hundred year anniversary of Christopher
Columbus’s arrival in the Americas. The widespread inclusion that year of Northwest Coast
Native art in exhibitions at major fine art institutions in the eastern United States and Canada was
the moment that, unlike in Beyond History, Northwest Coast Native art became coterminous with
the broader field of contemporary Indigenous art. Rather than a regional history confined to the
Pacific Northwest, artists in this period moved across the region as well as the United States,
Canada, and other international destinations. Instead of a geographically static and stagnant
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understanding of the period, I intend a contribution of this study to be an understanding of how
contemporary Northwest Coast Native art, in its movements between exhibition centers and
home territories, exemplifies another of Vizenor’s conceptions, that of transmotion: “that sense
of native motion and an active presence, [that] is sui generis sovereignty.” 30 Through movement
across borders and boundaries and through territory, Vizenor writes, “Native transmotion is
survivance, a reciprocal use of nature, not a monotheistic, territorial sovereignty.”31 Transmotion
is compatible with a sense of identity rooted in land and place, yet suggests sovereignty is
likewise expressed in movement through a global framework. This project thus seeks to
counterbalance the overwhelmingly Canadian bias within studies of twentieth century Northwest
Coast Native art with an international approach that tilts in focus towards U.S.-based artists who,
due to historic, personal, and economic circumstances, found a certain degree of mobility across
the borders and regional boundaries of the Pacific Northwest.
In the lead up to Northwest Coast art going either Beyond History, in the sense that
postmodernism is a transcendence of the modernist narrative, or Beyond the Revival, in breaking
free from terms of engagement defined by the return to the past, these artists make up what
Charlotte Townsend-Gault characterizes as the back story of “responses to the formalized norms
of ‘Northwest coast art’.”32 While Townsend-Gault writes that “arguments regarding what
Northwest Coast art should look like, or by whom it should be influenced, are subsumed and
overtaken by struggles over the rights of Indigenous peoples, their histories, and their place
within an apparently globalized economy of values,” the artists in this dissertation challenged the
visual coherence of the Northwest Coast art canon and their disruption of that category went
30
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hand in hand with their responses to those struggles.33 They appraised the constructed nature of
Northwest Coast art as a discipline in their times and visually and metonymically presaged the
disintegration, fragmentation, and diversification that scholars such as Townsend-Gault have
identified as a tendency in contemporary art of the past two decades.34 We cannot simply gloss
over the false traditional-contemporary binary, for it was at the center of what the artists in this
study contended with, unsettled, and worked around and beyond.
The first chapter, “Nathan Jackson and Tlingit Modernisms Amid the 1960s Revival,”
examines the early artistic practice of renowned Tlingit carver Nathan Jackson as an alternative
to the “Renaissance” narrative that has defined postwar Northwest Coast Native art history in
terms of the emulation of historic forms of the past. Beginning with the recognition of Jackson’s
participation in the foundational 1967 exhibition Arts of the Raven, which cemented the elevation
of Northwest Coast Native art and material culture to the category of “fine art” and crystallized a
canon of nineteenth-century artists, models, and forms, I trace Jackson’s engagement with
modernist styles, movements, and contexts of display to complicate the typical moderntraditional binary. For while Jackson is best known today as a master of the classic Tlingit style,
his early artistic practice included painting and printmaking in which he combined abstract
geometric Tlingit motifs and isolated totemic forms with figurative techniques, expressive color,
and flattened space. Developed while a student at the Institute of American Indian Arts in Santa
Fe in 1962, where he was influenced by the school’s fine arts curriculum and instructors with ties
to modernist movements such as the New York abstract painters known as the Indian Space
Painters, Jackson’s modernist training underpins his eventual dedication to the revival and
mastery of historic Tlingit styles. Along this trajectory, I use Jackson’s movements throughout
33
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the 1960s to draw a broad network of Northwest Coast Native artists across the United States and
Canada and argue that the history of post-war Tlingit art is cohabited by Indigenous and nonNative visual, cultural, and economic forms.
The following three chapters consider artists working in the 1980s who attended fine arts
programs at American and Canadian universities where they encountered and enthusiastically
engaged Euro-American stylistic histories. From this encounter they developed critical responses
to the limits of the Renaissance paradigm while pursuing careers as contemporary artists. In their
two-fold responses to both the terms of the modern revival of Northwest Coast art and EuroAmerican modernism, these artists do not just seek to transcend the monolithic Euro-American
modernist master narrative, but rather work outside of the dichotomies of Native/non-Native and
modern/traditional altogether. While more artists fit this category than I discuss in depth, some,
such as Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun (Cowichan/Okanagan [Syilx]), have already received
significant art historical attention. Others, such as Larry McNeil (Tlingit), Jesse Cooday
(Tlingit), Tanis S’eiltin (Tlingit), and Eric Robertson, only begin to professionally develop a
similarly interrogative approach to the intersection of Northwest Coast art and modernism in the
late 1980s and early 1990s. I discuss these artists in passing, but reserve the bulk of my analysis
for the underanalyzed and untold histories of Jim Schoppert, Lyle Wilson, and Edna Davis
Jackson, three earlier and transitional artists who formed important nodes in the broader
networks of Northwest Coast art and on whose heels the likes of McNeil, Cooday, S’eiltin, and
Robertson followed.
The second chapter, “Morse Code for Creation: Jim Schoppert's Abstract Language for a
Post-Modern Revival,” examines how the Tlingit artist Jim Schoppert made use of the
procedures of Western modernism to respond to and extend beyond a Northwest Coast art
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paradigm that emphasized the aesthetic legibility of traditionalist styles. Drawing on the
principles of abstraction, Schoppert fragmented formline designs, cutting and rearranging
formline elements into abstract wooden panel compositions that he layered with expressionistic
paintwork. By blending Euro-America art theory with the heritage of the Northwest Coast and
appropriating material from a wide range of visual traditions, Schoppert sought a future for
Tlingit art beyond the revival of historic forms. By incorporating mid-century abstraction, with
its history of primitivist appropriation, back into Indigenous art, Schoppert’s panels, in which
cultural fragments are split and reorganized, reveal how modernism’s legacy can be accessed for
the pursuit of new sovereign languages by Native artists rather than imposed on them as a
unidirectional operation.
The third chapter, “Lyle Wilson: Fragments of Formline, Croppings in Time,” considers
the early work of Haisla artist Lyle Wilson as an iconoclastic response to the institutionalization
of Northwest Coast Native art by the 1980s. Wilson’s prints shatter and isolate formline motifs in
order to mediate their role as representations of “authentic” style and culture. His graphic
fragments serve as metaphors for the destruction of cultural and artistic sovereignty, as well as
criticisms of the expectations of Native artists to adhere to constructed notions of the traditional
for commercial success. After attending art school in Vancouver, BC, in the early 1980s, Wilson
made use of contemporary print techniques and Euro-American modernist idioms to visualize
colonial tensions and the double bind faced by contemporary Indigenous artists faced between
heritage, authenticity, and contemporaneity in art and politics. Wilson’s discovery of the
correlation between his fragmentation and the cropped forms of nineteenth-century Northwest
Coast paintings, I will further show, led Wilson to dedicate his artistic energies to Haisla cultural
renewal. This trajectory, I argue, further breaks down of the distinction between the traditional
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and modernist, which cannot be accounted for by conventional understandings of the
postmodern.
Tlingit artist Edna Davis Jackson comes from a mixed background yet her organic
assemblages of handmade cedar bark paper combine surreal imagery with the land-based
weaving practices and the materiality of the fibers gathered in her home territory of Kake,
Alaska. The fourth chapter, “Grandmother Moon, Cedar Woman Spirit: Edna Davis Jackson,
Sovereign Assemblage, and the Contested Landscape ,” argues that Jackson’s stylistic
entanglements express a relationship to land that centers her claims to Tlingit identity in the face
of hybridity discourses and essentialisms. I first examine how Jackson uses visual idioms and
techniques drawn from Euro-American art histories in combination with Tlingit formal and
material histories to address the double bind of authenticity that faced Indigenous women artists
in their personal and aesthetic identities. Secondly, the chapter considers how Jackson translates
heritage while breaking down entrenched male/female and art/craft dichotomies. Drawing on
basketry and weaving practices through her assemblages and abstract-geometric compositions,
Jackson bridges these dichotomies through a relational understanding of process and material.
Her art manifests an inherently political bodily experience of the landscape, particularly in the
context of ANCSA and Alaska Native Corporations, and the chapter concludes by analyzing how
Jackson express sovereign political claims to land and territory in contemporary idioms while
materially reconstituting ecological, social, and legal issues.
In the conclusion I consider the year 1992 and artistic responses to the Columbus
Quincentennial as the moment that Northwest Coast Native artists converged with their
Indigenous peers in the broader category of contemporary art. Group exhibitions at major art
institutions centered Indigenous perspectives and countered colonial histories. Numerous
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Northwest Coast Native artists were included alongside their contemporary peers as the troubled
division between traditional and innovative artistic production was blown open for the
contemporary period to follow. Despite the importance of this occasion for recent histories of
Indigenous art and display, however, none of the artists discussed in the preceding chapters were
included in these consequential exhibitions. I examine the impact of 1992 for each of them and
how their work bridged the modern Northwest Coast revival with this mainstream convergence.
As a concluding example, I consider the abstract mixed media paintings of the Tlingit artist
Dorothea Romero. Abstraction, for Romero, was tied to her process of establishing and renewing
her Indigenous identity, despite its seeming incongruity with historic Tlingit form. Her example
challenges the notion that style, historic or otherwise, serves as the sole marker for heritage.
These artists moved between styles and visual histories to create art beyond the mere
revival of historic forms, thereby setting the stage for the entry of Northwest Coast Native art
into the broader contemporary field. This project, however, does not contend that these artists
exclusively sought recognition by the dominant art world, nor does it seek such recognition for
them within the increasingly globalized canon of art history. The politics of recognition, as Glen
Coulthard has shown, function to reproduce the effects of settler colonialism and its material and
intellectual domination.35 Coulthard encourages a refusal of the affirmation and recognition
offered by settler colonial state powers and instead urges a “resurgent politics of recognition”
through which Indigenous autonomy and justice might be self-affirmed. Along these lines, Karen
Duffek has noted that Indigenous art’s position with modernist frameworks has been shaped by
selective politics of inclusion, where the recognition of Indigenous art’s value has been
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incremental and always fixed within a colonial hierarchy (rising from ethnographic curiosity to
aesthetic inspiration to objet d’art) that reinforces Western typologies while negating Indigenous
frameworks of value.36 This project thus attempts to address the concerns of these artists and the
conditions in which they worked while, where possible, minimizing the recognition of their work
in terms of normative art historical values that privilege settler scholars, curators, and taste
makers as recognizing agents. Instead, I attempt to interject Indigenous frames of reference for
the creation of their art alongside mainstream sources of reception and critique. As a settler
scholar born in Canada and living and working in the United States, personal contact with the
subject artists and their familes through personal conversations, home and studio visits, and
formal interviews was essential to centering their voices within this study. Their accounts and
perspectives on their work, drawn from published and unpublished personal writings, artist
statements, and both past and recent interviews, are privileged sources within my analysis.
Recognition confines Indigenous artists to essentialized forms of cultural difference, yet these
artists work to overcome the structures that have long arbitrarily defined their terms of
engagement. Instead, these chapters feature different kinds of refusal by the artists at hand in the
face of recognition paradigms: selective turns away from modernist idioms, denials of visual
legibility, the confounding of settler categories and expectations, and demonstrations of the
inadequacy of Western optical and formal frames of analysis alone, even when artists
intentionally engage with discourses and contexts where those forms of perception are dominant.
This dissertation emerges from questions of stylistic difference in the negotiation of heritage and
modernity, but arrives at the realization that the works under discussion are, inevitably, about
relations, origin stories, and shared histories as much as appearances.
36
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CHAPTER ONE
NATHAN JACKSON AND TLINGIT MODERNISMS AMID THE 1960s REVIVAL

In 1967, the Vancouver Art Gallery organized the exhibition Arts of the Raven:
Masterworks by the Northwest Coast Indian. Staged in celebration of the centennial of Canada’s
confederation, the exhibition sought to fundamentally change the understanding of Northwest
Coast Native visual and material culture.1 As the senior curator Doris Shadbolt, then acting
Director of the Gallery, made clear in her forward, the exhibition intended to enact a shift in the
reception of Northwest Coast material culture from the category of ethnology to that of art:
The intent of this exhibition is to make an explicit and emphatic statement contributing to
this shift: this is an exhibition of art, high art, not ethnology. It proposes to bring together
many of the masterworks of this art, to show the wide range and aesthetic excellence of
its forms, and to explicate and establish its claim to greatness.2
The “masterworks” on display consisted of nearly 550 objects amassed from dozens of lending
institutions; masks, dance screens, house posts, model crest poles, dishes, utensils, jewelry,
chests, and rattles, ranging from the eighteenth century to then-present day, and executed in a
variety of materials including wood, argillite, copper, shell, horn, and silver. The works were
chosen by a curatorial team consisting of Wilson Duff, longtime curator of anthropology at the
Royal British Columbia Museum, Bill Holm, art historian and curator of Northwest Coast Indian
Art at the Thomas Burke Washington State Museum, and the Haida artist Bill Reid, described as
“the foremost authority of Haida culture.”3 Spread across the entire 13,000 sq. ft. main floor of
the gallery, Arts of the Raven made a case, rarely replicated in scope since, for the greatness of
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Northwest Coast visual production in the history of world art. The exhibition is often considered
to be the first major exhibition of Northwest Coast Native art framed in an aesthetic rather than
strictly ethnographic context, though in fact it was rather one of a series to make this transition.
The exhibition was a turning point in the history of Northwest Coast Native art, not least
of all because of its crystallization of what came controversially to be known as the Renaissance
of Northwest Coast art – the purported rediscovery and renewal of historic art forms, mediums,
and techniques by living artists in modern times. Following the purported “death” of Northwest
Coast art in the early twentieth century, Arts of the Raven heralded a “rebirth.” A section of the
exhibition titled “The Art of Today” celebrated the modern revival of forms by living artists
alongside historic masterpieces, establishing a canon based on the past and setting the stage for
the aesthetic appreciation of and a vibrant market for the art of now household names such as
Bill Reid, Robert Davidson, and Tony Hunt, who became the faces of modern Northwest Coast
Native art (Fig. 1.1). The exhibition also established British Columbia as the intellectual and
commercial center of the field, centering the discourse of the Renaissance on Canadian museums
and academic institutions as well as favoring the majority-Canadian selection of living artists in
“The Art of Today,” despite the historic works being drawn from collections across the globe.
Contributing to or perhaps as a result of this bias, the inclusion of a young Tlingit artist named
Nathan Jackson (Yéil Yádi, Raven Child, b. 1938), the only living Alaskan Native artist
represented in the show, has gone overlooked in historical accounts of the momentous exhibition
due to his exclusion from the catalogue and published accounts of the exhibition. More
consequential, though, was the absence from the exhibition of art executed in the diverse styles
and media that Jackson and others were creating at the time: abstract and expressionistic prints,
paintings, and textile designs far outside of the scope of the historically-oriented approach of
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Arts of the Raven. Such work has not found a place within the history of modern Northwest
Coast art and not only contradicts the organizing principles of the exhibition but challenges the
traditionalist orientation of the early history of modern Northwest Coast Native art altogether.
In this chapter I argue that the early visual production of Nathan Jackson and his network
of colleagues and students provide an alternative understanding of the emergence of Indigenous
modernist movements on the Northwest Coast and throughout the United States and Canada. His
work contradicts the monolithic understanding of post-war Northwest Coast art that has been
defined by the Renaissance narrative. While the myth of the Renaissance as a “rebirth” has been
thoroughly critiqued, less attention has been paid to contemporary alternatives to the strands of
that history defined by touchstones such as Arts of the Raven.4 If that exhibition and figures such
as Duff and Reid crystallized the Renaissance narrative’s adherence to a canon of historic forms
and a certain narrative of achieving the modern through revival, Nathan Jackson’s work offers an
alternative. Today Jackson is known as one of the preeminent living Tlingit carvers and he has
spent over fifty years of his career dedicated to the mastery and refinement of the classic Tlingit
style. Undiscussed in any account of his career, however, and therefore in the history of modern
4
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Tlingit art, are his early pursuits and formal training in a variety of visual styles. Rather than the
story of a carver rediscovering Tlingit forms, a narrative that supports the myth of the so-called
Renaissance, Jackson’s early artistic career represents a more circuitous series of artistic
explorations. His personal movements between various centers of Indigenous art production in
the 1960s provide a through-line between regional histories. His early artistic career arose from a
melding of artistic influences, pedagogies, and trajectories that saw him take on self-taught
Western modernist forms and techniques and attend two years of formalized fine art education at
the Institute of American Indian Art in Santa Fe, New Mexico. There he encountered the
modernist principles espoused by the likes of artist, educator, and administrator Lloyd Kiva New
(Cherokee) and lines of influence from the schools of New York abstraction such as the Indian
Space Painters, a group of Euro-American painters who drew inspiration for their abstract art
from Native American material culture. His work entails a reciprocal relationship between
modern Northwest Coast art, the art of Euro-American mid-century modernists who looked to
Indigenous art for inspiration, and contested values in the creation of a Northwest Coast Native
arts and crafts market. Jackson’s initial entry into the category of modern or fine art was thus not
based in an aestheticization of historic and traditional Northwest Coast art, as Arts of the Raven
defined and celebrated, but had begun years prior.
The post-war period saw a genuine process of renewal of Indigenous artistic production
and an increase in public interest following more than a century of colonial oppression, yet the
characterization of this process as a “death” and “rebirth” is inaccurate and freezes Northwest
Coast culture in relation to an imagined nineteenth century peak. While early histories typically
suggest that the advent of modern Northwest Coast art followed the recognition of historic
material as fine art and the revival of traditionalist forms and techniques, the irony of Jackson’s
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omittance from histories of Arts of the Raven is that at that moment he was in fact in the midst of
a radical transition from resolutely untraditional media and visual styles towards classic Tlingit
form and design. In other words, Arts of the Raven marked a moment in his shift from work that
would have been excluded from the exhibition for its experimental nature to a traditionalist style
that was emphasized and deemed appropriate for inclusion in the exhibition that finally made
Northwest Coast art “art.” Jackson’s pivot to traditionalism was in fact a move away from his
modernist training towards classic Tlingit cultural forms. Contrary to criticisms of post-war
Northwest Coast Native art that claimed it was an inherently conservative and backwardslooking movement, Jackson had already been modernist at the time he shifted into a style that
might otherwise be considered neo-traditional. Jackson’s early oeuvre thus offers opportunity to
reconsider the false binary of the modernist and traditionalist divide.
Jackson’s life and career have consistently pursued forms of dance, song, storytelling,
and other essential non-visual cultural contributions which have built, preserved, and circulated
forms of Tlingit knowledge in his greater artistic practice. In focusing on his visual output, I aim
to show that Jackson and other Northwest Coast artists in the 1960s made use of the formats,
idioms, and audiences of the burgeoning market for modern Northwest Coast art and fluently and
fluidly moved through different hierarchies of value, settler-colonial bureaucratic and power
structures, and the wants and desires of both non-Native and Native audiences, teachers, peers,
and scholars. I do not aim to rectify Jackson’s exclusion from historical accounts of Arts of the
Raven by advocating for his inclusion into the canon of the Renaissance narrative, or that of any
other artist discussed herein. Nor do I intend to demonstrate his status as a “master artist,” though
his output and ability would certainly qualify him as such on the level of peers like Bill Reid and
Robert Davidson. Rather, I aim to show how Jackson’s career, network, movements, and shifting
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priorities further upsets the narrative of the Renaissance and complicates the relationship
between the modern and the traditional. While the trajectory of Northwest Coast modernism has
long been defined as a progression of past to future or historic to modern, Jackson’s career
disrupts such a neatly conceived development, demonstrating it to be both localized and
expansively transnational and transregional. In using Jackson as a roaming focal point, I also aim
to fill out the history of Northwest Coast Indigenous modernity in all of its complexity of forms,
networks, and figures that Jackson touched upon in an astonishingly short period of time. I thus
aim to make the complex biography and personal experience of Indigenous modernism both
visible and material through and beyond aesthetic categories.
In considering Jackson’s early work, I seek to answer on which terms his prints,
paintings, sculpture, and carving warrant inclusion in the history of modern Northwest Coast
Native art as it is currently understood, or whether his work and that of his peers and students
who have, until now, existed outside of that history in fact signal another distinct modern
movement based in, but not limited to, the Pacific Northwest. Charlotte Townsend-Gault notes
that while modernism may be defined by its "critical overturning of previously held values and
ways of doing things," Northwest Coast Native art operates differently in relation to that
modernist regime of value which cannot account for Indigenous relations to heritage and the
presentness of the past.5 In considering Jackson’s oeuvre, then, it is important to not understand
it in terms of what it overturns, historiographically, aesthetically, or culturally, so much as how it
relates to an intermingled past, present, and future Tlingit art. The constellation of his artistic
training imbricates Euro-American modernism within the Tlingit revival, troubling binaries
between the Native and non-Native and the modern and the traditional beyond their temporal
5
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frames. His early experiments with modernist styles and media at the Institute of American
Indian Arts make clear that modern Northwest Coast Native art intermingled with, borrowed
from, and adapted aspects of Euro-American modernism prior to and alongside the recovery and
emulation of nineteenth-century Indigenous forms. His transitional work further offers insights
into the nature of the modernity of art that otherwise may not appear to follow typical aesthetic
criteria of “modernism.” Jackson’s reflections on Euro-American modernism demonstrate that
the traditional and the modern are, instead, co-constituted.
Acknowledging that the politics of recognition can nefariously neutralize criticisms of
dominant settler-colonial power structures, I do not argue that Jackson’s work exemplifies
resistance and subversion. Rather, his early career demonstrates how Indigenous encounters with
modernist principles and idioms were, as often as not, points of reference that the artist took up
when useful for his own purposes. I further seek to counter his easy inclusion into any singular
history of either the dominant art-historical criteria of modernism or of the “Northwest Coast
modern.”6 His movement through and, eventually, away from such idioms makes a monolithic
modernism impossible to sustain, as well as any cohesive and coherent conception of a singular
Northwest Coast modernism. Jackson articulates the terms of the modern and Tlingit culture in a
way that, I argue, asserts the presence not only of the traditional within the modern, but of the
modern within the seemingly traditional. He took advantage of the freedom of style and form
that his modernist training allowed him and his turn to classic Tlingit styles was therefore not a
resistance to modernism but an eventual incorporation of it in ways that fundamentally
6
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complicate the binary of aesthetic and culturally rooted understandings of art.

I. Configuring (and Excluding) Northwest Coast Art Modernisms in Arts of the Raven
As an exhibition, Arts of the Raven embodied a complex dynamic central to the reception
of Northwest Coast art and the establishment of the Renaissance narrative in the post-war period.
It proposed a categorical shift in the reception of Northwest Coast Indigenous material culture
from the ethnographic to that of high art, and in doing so relied on the subordination of cultural
context and community-based values in favor of aesthetic ones. To be understood as
“masterworks” by a fine art audience, belongings with spiritual, utilitarian, and social uses had to
be decontextualized to the point of legibility as works of sculpture and painting in mainstream
(Euro-American) terms.7 A defined standard for “aesthetic excellence,” largely based in a
perceived ideal canon of forms located in the classical nineteenth-century past that had been
developing in the field through several decades of anthropological study and exhibition, came
from the exhibition’s organizers, a series of experts who were responsible for the exhibit’s
conception and thematic organization and established a “criteria of excellence” in their selection
of works for the show.8 The curatorial team of Duff, Holm, and Reid structured the exhibition in
order to introduce the audience to historic, primarily nineteenth century, forms, exhibited in such
a manner so as to educate and inform the audience on how to visually comprehend the
masterpieces on display while emphasizing their visual splendor and rarity. At the same time,
their format established that the artistic tradition, framed as having been largely lost due to
historic colonial pressure, had by the time of the exhibition nonetheless begun to be recovered by
artists working in the present day. Contemporary Northwest Coast Native work, the exhibition
7
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organizers suggested, could recover the lost or dying artistic traditions of the masters of the past
and preserve such visual culture in dynamic new manifestations of historic forms.
To guide the audience along this aesthetic journey of artistic excellence and revival, the
exhibition’s floorplan and catalogue were organized into eight labeled gallery sections: 1. Faces;
2. Small Sculptures in Wood; 3. Interpretation; 4. Slate, Ivory, Horn, Bone, Silver; 5. Flat
Design; 6. Charles Edenshaw: Master Artist and Masterpieces of Northwest Coast Indian Art; 7.
Arts of the Kwakiutl; and 8. The Art of Today. Though the exhibition included interpretive and
contextual material, such as photomurals of Pacific Northwest landscapes and historic village
sites on the walls, as well as a contextualizing essay in its catalogue, the displays were designed
to achieve the goals of the exhibition outlined in the exhibition’s rationale: “to assemble the
finest artistic products of the Northwest Coast,” “maintain a higher aesthetic standard than any
previous show,” “to attempt to bring together the masterpieces of coast Indian art” and to
“provide perspectives on the directions and quality of present-day Indian arts” in order to
“establish this as “high” art of fine quality and wide range.”9 Among the first four galleries,
sculptural works – carvings, masks, and other three-dimensional objects – were displayed in
isolated glass cases on plexiglass stands and pedestals so as to allow unobstructed 360-degree
views (Fig. 1.2). Masks and rattles in the “gallery of faces” were dramatically underlit in floating
arrangements. Two-dimensional works, such as painted panels and woven Chilkat dance robes,
were hung flat on the walls like paintings, and in the gallery dedicated to Flat Design a “walk-in
box” was created to dramatically illustrate the two-dimensional surface design known as
formline, the graphic visual system centered as essential to the art history of the Northwest
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Coast.10 Bill Holm’s primary contribution to the catalogue was his formal analysis of the
northern graphic style, drawn from his famed book Northwest Coast Indian Art: An Analysis of
Form (1965). There he explained the principles of northern Northwest Coast formline design
through a concrete vocabulary of formal conventions that allowed for aesthetic comprehension
and interpretation. The organizational structure of formline’s swelling and narrowing bands and
the nature of the repeated geometric elements (such as ovoids and U-forms) that delineate the
framework of totemic figural images and define the space of abstract designs were explained
through such displays organized for the audience’s ease of access. As Holm described in the
catalogue, it was the historic masters’ personal interpretations of this set of rules and “the art
tradition which elevates the masterworks to their place,” and his book served as a conceptual
framework for the exhibition.11
It was the emphasis on “masterpieces,” defined according to purely aesthetic standards,
and the inclusion of named individual masters that would establish Arts of the Raven, as Wilson
Duff would write eight years later when looking back on the exhibition, as an exhibition that
crossed the "threshold over which Northwest Coast art has come into full recognition as 'fine art'
as well as 'primitive art.'"12 A section dedicated to Da.a xiigang, Charles Edenshaw (Chief
Idɨnsaw) was the first one-man show dedicated to a named historic Northwest Coast artist,
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including an entire gallery of 66 objects introduced by a photo of the Haida “master artist”.13
This led into the “Masterpiece Gallery,” the largest section of the show, where well-lit works that
exemplified their form and stylistic type were given ample room for appreciation in display cases
and on the walls. This was in contrast to the theatrical and crowded hang of the
Kwakwaka’wakw display, which included flickering fire-like lighting and recordings of singing,
a display more concerned with the visual drama of the art than with providing true ethnographic
context.
The final section of the exhibition consisted of approximately thirty contemporary works
titled “The Art of Today” that recognized living artists alongside such historic masterpieces. The
prior section’s establishment of a canon of masterpieces would prepare the audience with the
aesthetic vocabulary necessary to comprehend a series of artists on display who could claim
familial, cultural, and artistic lineage to the masters of the past, including co-organizer Bill Reid,
a great-great-nephew of Edenshaw. Writing in the catalogue to introduce the section, Duff
directly identified contemporary Northwest Coast art with the modern: “Now these are arts in a
different sense. Though truly enough of Indian descent, they are now Canadian art, modern art,
fine art.”14 These modern works, done primarily in historical mediums, included contributions by
Haida artists Reid (silver and gold bracelets, box, brooch, ivory carving, wood mask, and slate
panel pipe, platter and model poles) and Robert Davidson (slate platter, silver bracelet), another
13
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Edenshaw descendant; Kwakwaka’wakw artists Henry Hunt (wood model poles), Tony Hunt
(wood model pole), and Doug Cranmer (mask, painted wood panel, cradle); and non-Northwest
Coast Native artists Bill Holm (wood bowl, frontlet, mask, rattle), Michael Johnson (mask), and
the Cherokee carver Don “Lelooska” Smith (ivory pendants, horn ladle, wood mask). According
to Duff, these artists had “rediscovered and revived” the art and styles of “old Indian cultures of
the coast [that] are dead” through “new expressions” in modern contexts and demonstrated the
ongoing viability of the art styles, if not the cultures that produced them.15 This included a
variety of traditionalist techniques and styles, namely the carving of masks and sculptural works
based on historic forms and a deep engagement with the visual system of northern formline
design. Displayed in tall glass cases with no contextual or culturally specific information beyond
their tribal affiliations, these works exemplified for the organizers the best in the present-day
revival and ongoing production of Northwest Coast art. These works, defined against the canon
of historic work on display throughout the rest of the exhibition, would set the standards for the
ongoing reception of modern Northwest Coast art for decades.
There were no prints and only one painted panel in “The Art of Today,” reflecting the
absence of these media from the exhibition as a whole. As Marcia Crosby has noted, the
contemporary section was not “aboriginal iconography transposed onto Western mediums,” as
had occurred in other mid-century Native modernist movements.16 Rather, the exhibited works
were largely executed in mediums and styles that drew on nineteenth century forms and
examples. The one painting by Douglas Cranmer, for example, The Wren and Bear Myth (1963),
depicts the titular figures in a predominantly red and black formline painted design on Masonite
and, compared to Cranmer’s abstract work from the period, fits comfortably within a
15
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Kwakwaka’wakw figural tradition as presented in the section immediately prior and the history
of Northwest Coast “Flat Design” described by Holm.17 The positioning of such artists in
relation to historic traditions rather than modernist movements is best exemplified by the work of
Bill Reid, which consisted of nearly half (thirteen of thirty) of the listed works on display. Reid’s
contributions were primarily adaptations or direct copies of historic works and imagery, executed
in classic Haida formline style. One silver bracelet on display, for example, was a direct copy of
a Sea Bear design by Charles Edenshaw, executed with the same large central head and split
body arrangement.18 Other original compositions adhered to the historic styles even if executed
using contemporary techniques; a gold bracelet by Reid depicting a bear illustrates “The Art of
Today” section in the catalogue. It also has a large central head and split body, with crosshatching engraving in the negative spaces of the formline design. But this bracelet is executed in
a repoussé technique that Reid knew from his jewelry training and practice in the Europeantradition. Along with his other works in argillite and wood, like those by the other artists in the
section, the value of Reid and the contemporary practitioners lay in their “reclaiming the art of
the past for present use” using modern techniques, sometimes in new mediums though more
often than not in mediums located, according to the preceding seven sections of the exhibition, in
the Northwest Coast tradition.19
If there was a place in which Reid and the contemporary artists were considered
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innovative, it was in the ways they adapted and freely composed with the forms and practices
defined by Holm and in prior sections of the exhibition. To be “modern, fine art” in this context,
the Native artists had to be identified as innovating the forms of the past within Euro-American
field of aesthetics and conceptions of mastery – categories that the exhibition organizers worked
hard to frame them within. Duff emphasized throughout the exhibition that of the varying
regional and tribal styles of Northwest Coast art, most had been almost completely lost to the
pressures and impact of colonial history. They were, in Duff’s reading, kept “barely alive” from
a “full eclipse” by only a handful of artists. The purported rediscovery of these art forms by
modern artists, a process accomplished through the close study of historic examples in books and
museum collections and a reconstruction of the forms, principles, and techniques involved by
artists and historians, came to controversially be known as the Renaissance. Following the
“death” of Northwest Coast art in the early twentieth century, Arts of the Raven heralded a
“rebirth.” “The Art of Today” section celebrated the modern revival of forms by living artists.
The exhibition was, as Karen Duffek, amongst others, has succinctly described, a
“turning point for Northwest Coast art appreciation, and, by implication, for values of Northwest
Coast art in the art market.”20 The subsequent explosion in the consumption of Northwest Coast
art, in the market, exhibitions, and popular culture would demonstrate the supposed victory of
cultural producers and scholars over the feared loss of Northwest Coast culture. These urges to
20
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consume were not dissimilar to those driving what has become known as the salvage paradigm
which, spurred by a feared loss of authentic culture, fed a self-perpetuating cycle of concrete
material loss.21 The “rediscovery” of Indigenous art in the post-war period, by contrast, was
accompanied by concrete political and cultural resurgence amongst Indigenous communities
following more than a century of colonial oppression across Canadian and U.S. contexts:
military conflict, devastation by disease, dispossession of land and territory, forced assimilation
through the suppression of language and outlawing of ceremonial and social institutions, and the
coerced sale, collection, and confiscation of art and material culture. In the wake of the lifting of
the Canadian potlatch ban in 1951, which had outlawed most forms of Indigenous spiritual and
cultural expression in British Columbia, exhibitions of Northwest Coast art became sites from
which collective political and cultural Indigenous voices could carve a space from which to
speak to their concerns, even as vast social inequalities remained.22
While Arts of the Raven celebrated and contributed to such a modern revival, of the living
artists it showed in “The Art of Today,” all three of the artists from the United States listed in the
catalogue were non-Native or not of Northwest Coast Indigenous descent.23 Thus, while Tlingit
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art was well represented in the historic material of the exhibition, the catalogue did not identify
any contemporary Tlingit and Alaskan Native artists, a major absence not explained away by the
terms of the exhibition in the same way as the intentional exclusion of Coast Salish art.24 This
ironically meant that the only “contemporary” Tlingit-based work identified in the catalogue was
the exhibition’s logo, a Raven design adapted from the Denver Art Museum’s Raven Screens of
the Huna Tlingit (ca. 1850) and redrawn for the exhibition by Bill Reid without input from
Tlingit community members or permission from DAM.25 This perceived absence contributed to
the segregation of US-based Northwest Coast Native artists from the history and canon of the
post-war period and from their complete participation in the accompanying boom, both in
historical discourse and economic opportunity.
Despite this conventional understanding of Arts of the Raven, however, the exhibition did
in fact include at least one heretofore unknown work from a living Alaska Native artist. Archival
documentation shows that the young Nathan Jackson, working at the time in Haines, Alaska, was
invited to contribute work to “The Art Today” section. His inclusion shored up the gap in the
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exhibition’s Tlingit representation, yet was excluded from the published catalogue, hence its
absence from future accounts of the exhibition. In April 1967, Shadbolt wrote to the artist
requesting to borrow “the two pieces of silver and balein jewellery [sic] which you made and
which is [sic] in your possession.”26 The VAG followed up with a loan agreement and shipping
forms, which Jackson countersigned and sent back to the gallery, along with one of the requested
pieces of jewelry.27 This work is described in the loan agreements as a “silver ingraved [sic]
piece inlayed into Baleen” with a two-inch rectangular centerpiece depicting an “Eagle in
rectangular form.”28 While the piece is now believed to be lost, a silver inlay pendant made by
Jackson a few years later in 1971 provides some estimation of what it may have looked like (Fig.
1.3). The avian design is engraved on an elongated piece of silver, in this later case a Raven
rather than an Eagle, intricately rendered in formline design (or “Northwest coast Ind[ian]
design” as Jackson wrote on the Arts of the Raven loan form). Fine crosshatching fills the
negative space between the geometric elements that define joints and feathers, and the silver is
set in dark wood, creating a contrast just as baleen would have in the 1967 piece. Jackson’s use
of baleen suggests a particularly Alaskan flavor, given the material’s historic use and
associations with Iñupiaq and Yup’ik artists and craftspeople, particularly in work made for the
tourist curio trade. The loan was facilitated by Holm, who had met Jackson in Alaska earlier in
the 1960s and was acquainted with Jackson’s by then well-established work in wood carving,
printing, and other media. Tasked with organizing the US-based artists, Holm personally asked
Jackson to contribute to the exhibition and no doubt hoped to provide a striking contrast to the
26
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Canadian-based work on display with a piece by Jackson that had undeniably Alaskan
qualities.29 Jackson’s name was included on internal lists of lenders as late as May 3, 1967, a
month prior to the exhibition opening, as well as on the mailing list to be sent an invitation to the
opening.30 Following the opening of the exhibition, Shadbolt sent Jackson a form letter thanking
him for the loan and his contributions to the exhibition.31
Jackson’s name appears in the catalogue’s front matter as a lender to the exhibition, but it
does not appear among the contemporary artists of “The Art Today,” nor anywhere else in the
checklist. But photographic documentation of “The Art of Today” gallery reveals an unidentified
object installed in a display case between an ivory engraving and mountain sheep horn ladle by
Lelooska (Fig. 1.4). Every object in photographs of the installation is accounted for in the
exhibition checklist except for this unidentified one.32 While it is not possible to make out the
label or many details of the object, one is able to make out some broad characteristics. Its flat and
curved black form, for example, matches the profile of a baleen frond, and a light or reflective
rectangle, metallic like silver, seems to be laid into the broader end of the baleen. When asked
about this work, over fifty years later, Jackson confirmed that he sent the silver eagle-in-baleen
piece to the VAG, but that he never attended the exhibition so did not see his work on display. 33
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According to Jackson, the engraving was never returned to him and, as it now cannot be found in
the gallery’s collection, it is presumed lost. However, when shown the photograph the artist
confirmed that the unidentified object pictured in the display case is indeed his lost pendant.34
The omission of Jackson’s work from the catalogue was likely unintentional; one can
speculate that a logistical failure in the course of exhibition preparations resulted in the work
being overlooked, or that delays in its shipment forced the organizers to move forward without
its inclusion for publication and check list deadlines. It is also possible, given the expressed goals
and stated standards to exhibit works of only the finest quality and craftsmanship, that the work’s
eventual inclusion may have been contested by the organizers. Jackson has suggested that the
silver eagle engraving was not welcomed by the organizers because it was “done by machine”
and not by hand, engraved with mechanical assistance rather than solely by graver.35 Was his
absence from the catalogue and subsequent history of the exhibition tied to the enforcement of
aesthetic standards and the historically-based perception of authenticity that defined the criterion
of the exhibition organizers? While such explanations are speculative, the omittance of Jackson’s
pendant from the known history of Arts of the Raven lays bare how intermingled values of
aesthetic quality, authenticity, and tradition informed and were enforced in the new category of
Northwest Coast fine art as put forward by the exhibition. Such values defined what could or
could not belong to that category in both historic and modern senses. The tension between the
seemingly traditional and non-traditional, the boundaries of acceptable reliance on, adherence to,
or distance from the historic past, would be sustained throughout the post-war period.
Expectations of what constituted “authentic” Indigenous art qualified aesthetic reception and
34
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defined formal evaluations.36 Such aesthetic judgements would undergird and emphasize an
adherence to the canon of Northwest Coast Native art that Arts of the Raven had a role in
constructing and defining, often to the exclusion of art by Indigenous artists that did not fit the
canonical criteria.
As the “Art of Today” section demonstrated, medium was also an essential part of this
calculation. While Jackson’s machine-engraved work on baleen was apparently included in Arts
of the Raven, if not its catalogue, at this moment the greater body of his artistic production
consisted of experiments in contemporary printmaking and painting that lay outside of the
definitions laid out by the exhibition. In these works he mingled Tlingit forms and traditions with
expressionistic and abstract styles and modernist forms. He did so in media that were entirely
excluded from the “Art of Today” section, despite, as Jackson’s work demonstrates, their
emergence as potent vehicles for the contemporary expressions of Northwest Coast artists.
Arts of the Raven recognized Indigenous belongings, previously categorized as
ethnographic objects, as fine art, and sought to demonstrate how contemporary Northwest Coast
art could preserve and (re)animate historic forms, a discourse that has defined modern Northwest
Coast art for decades. Jackson’s seeming inclusion in this touchstone exhibition complicates this
understanding of the so-called Renaissance period by drawing attention to a contemporaneous
series of efforts that stand outside the revivalist paradigm.
If Arts of the Raven purported to cement the entry of Northwest Coast Native material
culture into the realm of fine art, its shift from ethnographic specimen to “world class” art was
far from the first foray of Northwest Coast art in the fine art context. At various points in the
preceding half-century, historic Northwest Coast belongings had been included in art exhibitions
36
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by museums and fine art galleries, organized by anthropologists and the historic avant-garde
alike. In 1927, the National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa, organized the Exhibition of Canadian
West Coast Art: Native and Modern, which paired modern Canadian painting and objects of
Northwest Coast manufacture, from masks to bentwood boxes, alongside one another.37 In the
same year, the Galerie Surréaliste, Paris, exhibition Yves Tanguy et objets d'Amerique displayed
work from the Surrealist artist alongside Indigenous objects from British Columbia, as well as
New Mexico, Mexico, Colombia, and Peru, borrowed from the collections of fellow Surrealists
such as André Breton and Paul Éluard. A crest pole carved by Haida artist John Wallace in 1939
was displayed on 53rd Street outside of the Museum of Modern Art, New York, for the duration
of its 1941 exhibition Indian Arts of the United States, which included a section dedicated to
Northwest Coast art.38 Five years later, Barnett Newman organized Northwest Coast Indian
Painting at Betty Parsons Gallery in New York in 1946 to celebrate the “aesthetic
accomplishments” of Northwest Coast painting and demonstrate its relevance to modern
American abstract artists. People of the Potlatch: Native Arts and Culture of the Pacific
Northwest Coast, a 1956 VAG exhibition curated by J.A. Morris and Audrey Hawthorn, was the
first major exhibition to begin to suggest the revaluation of Northwest Coast artifact as art.
Anticipating Arts of the Raven by a decade, the exhibition, as Aaron Glass notes, was framed
predominantly in anthropological terms yet “introduced a language of high quality art forms that
was further signaled by the venue itself.”39
These examples were by no means the norm, and it was not until the 1960s that the
question of whether Northwest Coast art belonged in the natural history museum or the fine art
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gallery was answered in a way that would define its reception for decades to come. Erna
Gunther, an anthropologist and longtime teacher at the University of Washington, presented
Northwest Coast art alongside Euro-American fine art at the 1962 Seattle World’s Fair’s Fine
Art Pavilion in order to include it amongst the great artistic traditions of the world. In her Art in
the Life of the Northwest Coast Indians, a catalogue of the Portland Art Museum collection
published in 1966, she further emphasized the appreciation of Northwest Coast material as fine
art and included it in conjunction with contextualizing cultural information. In 1964, the art
historian Allen Wardwell organized Yakutat South: Indian Art of the Northwest Coast at the Art
Institute of Chicago, an exhibition of historic Northwest Coast art that emphasized the
masterpieces of US, Canadian, and European collections. While shown in a fine art context,
Wardwell neglected living artists and described Northwest Coast culture as a “recent fatality” of
which only “ephemeral objects” remain to “provide a good ethnography,” largely echoing
language of loss used by Gunther.40 Many of these exhibitions were organized by anthropologists
and, as Michael Ames has described, museum anthropologists were largely responsible for
defining meaning and the conditions of authenticity for Indigenous art.41 Those definitions,
created and published in books and academic articles, were reinforced to the public through such
exhibitions and accompanying catalogue publications. These public displays legitimized (and
continue to legitimize) the value shift in the removal of objects from contextualizing
ethnographic displays to the isolated aesthetic displays of the fine art museum and gallery.
With a curatorial team that included not only an anthropologist but also an art historian
and a contemporary artist, Arts of the Raven is more useful, then, as a case study in the reception
of Northwest Coast art with regard to modernist values emergent at the time as well as in terms
40
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of its contributions to the (essentially interrelated) category of modern Northwest Coast Native
art. The exhibition’s framing insisted on and constructed a universally accessible aesthetic
language that positioned masterpieces in terms of individual creativity and formal composition in
a way commensurate with the modernist context well understood by non-Native viewers, rather
than within any local and cultural meaning. As Doris Shadbolt later noted, this formal framing
“had a lot to do with the prevailing modernist attitude which had helped to make native art
available to us … the modernist attitude, with the superior status it conferred on formal qualities
and structures, gave us a way of looking at native art that we could comprehend and were
accustomed to. Bill Holm spelled out that approach as it applied to West Coast Indian art in
definitive terms in his book of 1965.”42 This attitude allowed non-Native audiences to
comprehend Indigenous belongings as masterworks in terms of their aesthetic or visual qualities,
rather than cultural, social, political, or spiritual meaning or use value.
The formal approach used by the organizers of Arts of the Raven and other exhibitions
that emphasizes authenticity and aesthetic excellence has been critiqued over time by numerous
art historians.43 The Tsimshian-Haida art historian Marcia Crosby has written the most
comprehensive analyses and criticisms of this phenomenon, particularly as it developed in
relation to Arts of the Raven. She has argued that the framing of aesthetic masterworks of fine art
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served to alienate the belongings from the politics of land, resources, and First Nations
Northwest Coast histories outside of the ones constructed by Euro-American settler experts.44
Echoing Ames, Crosby notes that the Arts of the Raven organizers sought to “re”-create an
“authentic” model used by Northwest Coast artists of the historic past whose masterworks were
only accessible in Western institutions and private collections.45 Indigenous meaning was thus
ignored and politics, particularly those of Canadian First Nations groups but also of Indigenous
communities across the Pacific Northwest, were overlooked in the aesthetic framework. This is
not to say that the exhibition ignored all context. Indeed, ethnological and historical aspects of
the work were described in the catalogue and exhibition labels. Backdrops provided the
landscape as background. Enlarged Edward Curtis photomurals depicting portraits of Northwest
Coast Native peoples provided supposedly authentic representations of the historic users and
makers (though positioned them as subjects of an exotic past), and a large introductory map
provided names and geographic context. But this context was provided as a means into a holistic
understanding of the fine art, as details of a lived history of the object no longer present, rather
than as connected to ongoing political and social struggles.
Bill Holm’s formal analysis was central to the aesthetic positioning of Northwest Coast
art that allowed for such alienation. As Crosby writes, his application of Western aesthetic
categories and formal structures to Indigenous forms was (and continues to be) a means of
universalizing and “enabling them to transcend time, place, and culture.”46 By allowing nonNative audiences a purely aesthetic means of understanding the conventions of formline design,
Holm’s text, presented in Arts of the Raven through the catalogue and interpretive galleries as a
digestible series of concepts and grammar of forms, was the basis of a “modernist attitude” of
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aesthetic legibility and comprehension. This universally accessible reading was necessary for the
elevation to fine art, yet was guilty of stripping away the ethnographic or cultural content of the
work.47 The formalist reading of Northwest Coast art in general would follow for several decades
to come.48 For contemporary artists, this context opened up a space for Northwest Coast Native
art to be understood in those same terms. Arts of the Raven positioned artists such as Bill Reid as
new masters set to inherit the aesthetic tradition of their forebears. Unfortunately, as Crosby has
noted, the artists of “The Art of Today” were inserted into a discourse that constructed the
primacy of northern (particularly Haida) form, as well as inheritors of a lineage that seemed to
leap from Charles Edenshaw to Reid, Davidson, and the like, skipping half a century of history
and ongoing artistic practice in what has been identified as a “signification gap.”49 Reid became
the archetype of the modern Northwest Coast master artist, constructed after the model for the
master artist based on Edenshaw.50 The paradoxical nature of the “modern” artists from “The Art
of Today” was their definition according to historic images and practices sourced from the past.
As Crosby notes, defining a stylistic tradition in terms of the past refuses recognition that
something called, understood, or resembling “traditional” can also be contemporary through its
contextual use in space and time. For Indigenous peoples this might include the use of
“traditional” forms (objects, ritual, or knowledge-based) to address sovereignty, land and
resources, the recovery of history, and self-identity, as well as integral aspects of Northwest
Coast Indigenous culture such as the inalienable and hereditary rights associated with crest
imagery and their socio-political meanings. Polarizing “traditional” forms of the past from
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modern or contemporary forms of the present was also responsible for the failure to consider the
expression of Indigenous knowledge using non-traditional idioms, and the absence of art work
that drew on both, such as contemporaneous work by Nathan Jackson. Could there be a variety
of “modern Northwest Coast art” working amongst these definitions, and made legible by the
formalist tendencies emergent in the 1960s?

II. Miniature Poles, Portraits, and Velveteen At.óow
Prior to his inclusion in Arts of the Raven, Jackson, a member of the Chilkoot Lukaax.ádi
(Sockeye Salmon) clan, had since the early 1960s been creating art in a wide variety of styles
and techniques. Today, he is best known for his monumental carving projects, long demonstrated
to the public at the carving shed at Saxman Totem Park, outside of Ketchikan in Southeast
Alaska. As an artist, dancer, and clan leader he has been devoted to creating and teaching Tlingit
art for over fifty years. His dedication to the mastery, refinement, and education in the Tlingit
style, evidenced by the numerous commissioned crest poles, house posts, panels, and screens that
he has carved for museums and collectors around the world, has made him a major figure in the
revival of Tlingit carving practices throughout Alaska. He developed his deep understanding of
northern formline design from years of close study of Tlingit objects and carving techniques, and
in 1995 he was recognized for his art and teaching as a National Endowment of the Arts National
Heritage Fellow.
Jackson’s mastery of the classic Tlingit style is best indicated by the monumental crest
poles, more commonly known as totem poles, that he has carved over the course of his career.
One prominent examples is the twenty foot Kaats’ pole that Jackson carved for the newly opened
Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian in 2004 (Fig. 1.5). The Kaats’ pole,
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carved and painted in collaboration with his wife, Dorica, and son, Stephen, tells the story the
T’eikweidí clan shagóon, or ancestor, a hunter named Kaats’ who married a brown bear and
sired bear cub children with her, but was torn apart by his own children for betraying their
mother by looking at his former human wife.51 The pole was carved to replace a nineteenthcentury pole that had been stolen from the T’eikweidí of the Saanya Kwáan village of Cape Fox,
Alaska, and repatriated back in 2001.52 Jackson emulated the nineteenth-century pole’s layout in
his arrangement of three bear cubs stacked above the brown bear wife holding the diminutive
figure of Kaats’ at the base of the pole. The figures are in deep relief compared to other northern
poles, typical of Tlingit style, and the top-most bear leans out from over the head of its lower
sibling almost completely in the round. The minimal painting, with red, black, and bright bluegreen highlights on select details such as claws, mouths, and around the eyes, is likewise typical
of Jackson’s interpretation of the Tlingit style. The sculptural figures are much more naturalistic
than Haida or southern and central coast equivalents, devoid of any surface play of formline on
the figures’ bodies save for details in the U-forms of the ears. As art historian Emily Moore has
argued, this commission also demonstrates Jackson’s sensitivity to cultural patrimony and
protocol; while he emulates the nineteenth-century pole’s design, Jackson purposefully did not
produce a one-to-one reproduction because it represents an at.óow, an important emblem
representing lineage, heritage, and associated rights of each moiety and subclan of the Tlingit
community.53
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The word at.óow means "our belongings" or "something that you own," and Tlingit poet
and scholar Nora Marks Dauenhauer describes it as a “fundamental concept [that] underlies all
dimensions of Tlingit social structure, oral literature, iconography, and ceremonial life.” 54
At.óow can be physical belongings and art objects that represent clan crests in visual forms, such
as hats, tunics, regalia, or clan houses, but also include songs, stories, names, spirits, or a design.
An at.óow is more than just the “thing” however; it refers to at once tangible property, such as
the physical belonging or expression of the thing, as well as intangible property, such as its form
or design, associated rights to sign and dance certain songs, and the active owning or
“purchasing” of those rights through the at.óow, which literally translates as "an owned or
purchased thing or object.”55 The “object” or “thing” might be several kinds of intellectual
property, such as a design, image, story, or song; land or rights to a historical site or landmark;
cosmological bodies, such as the sun or stars; and many other “things.” Every at.óow was, at
one time in the past, purchased by an ancestor and subsequently became owned by the
descendants as communal clan property. The action of becoming owned is central to at.óow, as
subsequent ownership comes through purchase by way of money, trade, debt, human life, or
personal action. Therefore, an object or place does not automatically receive the status of at.óow;
it must become and acquire that status through ceremonial use and dedication. The at.óow is
typically commissioned from an artist of the opposite moiety. The act of “purchasing” or “paying
for” the at.óow is often performed in a public display during a ku.éex’ (which means “invitation”
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and is the Tlingit ceremony referred to by the English term potlatch), during which money or
other valuables are placed on the item as it is given a name.56 A member of the opposite moiety
is then paid in acknowledgement of their witnessing and to signify that the at.óow has been paid
for in full.57
Tlingit art and the system of at.óow are inseparable from place and land relations. The
forms and designs typically represent specific animals, places, stories, or spirits associated with
places and specific claims to those locales. At.óow are often compared to European crests and
heraldry, though their social and spiritual roles are much more complex. In Northwest Coast
literature, the term “crest” has come to refer to the images or heraldic designs that typically
represent hereditary lineages and associated property. Tlingit scholars and knowledge keepers,
however, specify that the right to a story and/or crest is indicated by, yet surpasses, its physical
representation. Dauenhauer notes that at.óow fall under the term shuká, which means “ancestor,”
and refers to the multigenerational relationship incarnated by the past and future passing down of
crests, stories, and other inalienable heritage. She writes that the word shuká most often refers to
the images or heraldic designs typically referred to as “crests” while at.óow generally refers to
the material thing or object made with the design, though these terms overlap.58 For example,
Dauenhauer notes that the Raven design is a shuká of all Raven moiety clans, while a wooden
Raven hat made by a specific person or clan and performed and paid for at a ceremony is an
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at.óow. In the case of the T’eikweidí pole, Kaats’ is an ancestor who paid for the bear emblem,
or shuká, of the T’eikweidí with his life. Kaats’ is also a shuká, and the song and story of Kaats’,
as well as a paid for crest pole representing the story, are at.óow.
The essential function of at.óow is to pass on ancestral knowledge and connections in
order to ensure that future generations know who they are and where they originate.59 The
protocols governing the use and display of at.óow are complex for members of the owning clan;
while allowed under certain conditions, the use of at.óow by members of other clans is rare and
users must be careful not to claim the songs, dances, regalia, or other rights associated with the
at.óow. There is broad, though not universal, consensus among Tlingit artists and community
members about the inappropriateness of reproducing or replicating at.óow for commercial sale or
commission without permission of the rightful clan owners. Rosita Worl, Tlingit scholar and
President of the Sealaska Heritage Institute, has argued that while the reproduction of specific
crests and at.óow on products for commercial sale is disallowed under Tlingit property laws and
protocols, generic formline designs depicting animals are generally permissible for sale on the art
market so long as they do not purport to represent a specific crest, though even this view is not
universally shared.60 For Jackson to create a direct copy of the T’eikweidí pole, then, would
potentially have been to circumvent the rightful purchase of the at.óow and the uniqueness of the
pole. Thus when he said about the choice not to replicate the pole “I felt that the original pole
was the original pole; I would make a rendition of my own,” Jackson suggests that he is honoring
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Tlingit belief and protocols around the right to the property represented by at.óow through his
individual expression in Tlingit style.61 For much of his early career, however, Jackson’s art
navigated a fine line between transgressing and obfuscating such protocols and beliefs in the
subject matter he depicted. His work, and that of his peers and eventual students, constantly
raised the question of whether a work existed as at.óow or painting, crest or print, culturally
functional or aesthetically autonomous, navigating the terms of modernist values alongside a
heritage expressed in media beyond the carving for which he is best known.
The development of this carving style has dominated published accounts of Jackson’s
early artistic career largely based on Jackson’s own telling of the story that have, with little
variation, omitted his development in other media.62 Jackson describes how as a teenager his
clan relative Ted Lawrence (a great-uncle’s stepson) challenged him to whittle copies of a fourinch miniature crest pole with X-Acto and pocket knives, which Jackson worked at until
Lawrence was satisfied (Fig. 1.6). Jackson further learned to carve by watching his uncle Horace
Marks carve model poles and masks in Haines, Alaska. Though he witnessed Lawrence selling
his miniature poles for impressive prices, Jackson did not expect to make a living from carving
and largely dropped the craft when he began service with the U.S. military in Germany from
1957-59. Upon his return to Alaska he worked in commercial fishing for several years, but in
early 1962 he was hospitalized with respiratory illness (the result of inhaling a combination of
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paint dust and dried jellyfish powder while sanding a boat). Fearing tuberculosis, doctors sent
Jackson to Mt. Edgecumbe Hospital in Sitka, where he spent nearly two months before fully
recuperating. The hospital had yellow cedar available for occupational therapy, so to fill his time
Jackson returned to carving, filling display cases with miniature poles and honing his skills in a
productive bout that would start him on his path as a master carver.63
While at Mt. Edgecumbe, however, Jackson explored art forms beyond whittling
miniature poles. In the hospital he taught himself to draw and paint, engaging in naturalistic twodimensional depictions that have not been discussed in relation to his carving practice or career.
A fellow patient, a wheelchair-bound man by the name of Arthur F. Kodwat
(Tlingit/Athabaskan), inspired Jackson to try his hand at drawing when he showed Jackson some
of what Jackson described as “really super” drawings.64 Kodwat’s drawings include portraits of
Indigenous subjects, such as Charlie Jimmie Wearing a Blanket (1962), a veristic pencil portrait
of a Tlingit elder wearing a naaxein (Chilkat blanket) (Fig. 1.7).65 Obviously taken by the
possibilities of the medium, Jackson initially began drawing by copying pictures he had on hand,
such as a photograph of his girlfriend at the time and images from newspaper clippings. One
charcoal portrait he made was of Jim Tagook, his great-great uncle, copied from a black-and63
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white clipping from The Voice of the Brotherhood, the Alaska Native Brotherhood newsletter
published by Cyrus Peck (Fig. 1.8).66 Jackson decided to paint over the portrait in oil with
naturalistic colors, producing his first painting (Fig. 1.9). In it, Tagook is depicted in a threequarter bust view, wearing full regalia – a naaxein is draped around his shoulders, and he wears a
wooden shakee.át (frontlet). Jackson’s depiction of the Tlingit elder displays a deft handling of
shading and textural differentiation in the white ermine trim and opalescent purple abalone shell
inlay of the shakee.át, particularly considering that he was self-taught. The turquoise details
amidst the yellow and black bands of the naaxein and in the faces of the frontlet’s carved wolf
heads resonate with the predominantly teal tone of the background against which the bust is set,
a polychromatic buzz of color and brushwork that, if somewhat garish, brings vitality to a format
similar to what he saw in Kodwat’s drawings and typically used in black and white postcards,
include other images of Tagook (Fig. 1.10). Jackson later said that he found the painting
inspiring because, in his opinion, “it was a very good likeness” despite getting “a few things
wrong, especially in the Chilkat blanket,” referring to the inconsistent widths and coloration of
the naaxein pattern.67
As compared to the full-length photograph of Tagook featured on a postcard or even the
newspaper clipping, Jackson’s painting focuses in on his ancestor’s highly detailed face,
prominently centered in the frame of the bright regalia. The cropping also serves to abstract the
design of Tagook’s naaxein, a double kéet or killer whale crest, by cutting off the characteristic
dorsal fin visible in the original clipping. This subtle operation of obfuscation would be
continued in further bust-length portraits when, after the hospital released him, Jackson returned
to Haines and continued to paint after missing the fishing season. He experimented in styles,
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materials, and techniques, and oil on black velveteen became his medium of choice for the
paintings of unidentified Tlingit figures in ceremonial regalia he produced from 1962-65 (Fig.
1.11-1.12). He sold these three-quarter and head-on depictions around town wherever he could—
mainly in bars and at Helen’s Shop, the local general store, where the portraits sold well to
tourists.68 The black and brown textured surface of the velveteen adds a depth to the portraits
reminiscent of a studio photograph, and the dark background and bust format recalls Edward
Curtis’s posed portraits of Indigenous peoples from his famed series The North American Indian
(1907-1930) (Fig. 1.13). As many scholars have discussed, Curtis’s photographs appealed to
Euro-American audiences for their representation of supposed “authentic” Indians, despite being
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constructed, posed, and altered to fit the idealized conceptions of the audience.69 These romantic
images embodied the Euro-American perception that Native Americans were a vanishing race,
enhancing the exotic appeal of the purportedly vanishing cultures even when Native subjects
used photography to their own advantage and agency.70 Similar portrait formats were popular as
tourist souvenirs, cartes de visite, and postcards throughout the Northwest Coast Southeast
Alaska, with named Tlingit chiefs stoically posed in full regalia, brightly lit against a dark studio
background (Fig. 1.14-1.15).71 As Sharon Gmelch has written, photographers captured images of
the Tlingit in such a manner to produce ethnic specimens that reinforced racial hierarchies and
exerted dominance over Indigenous bodies in disputed territory.72 Gmelch has shown that many
of these photographs were, as in the case of Curtis’s, contrived—posed in a prearranged studio,
enacted by non-Native models, or altered after the fact.73
Jackson’s portraits, produced half a century later, operate in the legacy of these postcard
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portraits and romanticized depictions of Native Americans within the visual culture of Alaskan
tourism. Yet the portraits he produced after that of Tagook were typically fictional, a
hodgepodge of faces and regalia that, in their lack of recognisability, played with and refused the
authenticity the target audience desired. In one 1962-63 painting, for example, a wolf shakee.át
similar to that worn by Tagook has been reproduced on an entirely different man wearing a nose
ring and naaxein (Fig. 1.16). In another, Jackson has played up the exoticism of a figure wearing
a goat-horn headdress typically associated with the regalia of an íxt’ spiritual practitioner (a term
typically mischaracterized in English as shaman or medicine man) by depicting the man in in
bright red and shadowy blue tones, as if lit by a fire in a longhouse interior (Fig. 1.17). Such
exoticized representations might be said to reinforce the damaging politics and stereotypes
discussed in reference to such photography formats by the scholars above. Yet these fictional
figures are not one-to-one representations and do not claim a documentary nature. By refusing
authentic documentation of particular individuals, Jackson avoids what William Hagen defined
as the “archival captive,” or the control of archival documents through which Indigenous history
is written by non-Natives.74 Thus Jackson presents inauthentic examples rather than specimens
of a specific racial or cultural type that, as Gmelch notes, were captured through the
documentary nature of photography "by the photographer to be viewed, sold, and collected by
whites."75 Instead, Jackson exploited, for his own economic gain, a format popular with tourists
eager to consume authentic-seeming images of Tlingit people. These simulacra, in their
disconnection from any original sitter, refused the capture of his community. 76 Jackson’s first
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forays into painting belie their seemingly simplistic, naturalistic appearance and reveal the
artist’s early literacy in the complex ecologies of Euro-American visual consumption within
which Tlingit communities live.77
In Jackson’s early paintings, Tlingit social relations exist in autonomy to the alienating
and objectifying Western styles with which they are depicted. His experiments in painting would
be the catalyst for a period of intense modernist production as they led to his acceptance into the
Institute of American Indian Arts in Santa Fe, New Mexico. His acceptance came about
following a tour to the Southwest with the Chilkat Dancers, a Haines-based dance troupe. As a
young man Jackson had learned Tlingit dances from his aunt and uncle, though he recounts that
he took up dancing largely in order to spend time with his friends dancing in the Fourth of July
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parades. Following his time in the hospital, he joined the Chilkat Dancers, founded by the
German immigrant Carl Heinmiller in 1957 along with Alaska Indian Arts, Inc. (AIA), a carving
and regalia-making program that evolved from a scouting program into a workshop and co-op
dedicated to the revitalization of cultural forms.78 In 1960, Heinmiller acquired five years of
funding from the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Indian Arts and Crafts Board (IACB) of the
U.S. Interior Department and the Alaska Rural Development Agency for skills training and
employment programs based in the revival of Indigenous art and craft skills, including weaving
and carving traditions. AIA employed and supported a number of local Haines and Alaska
Native artists through the grant. Thus while Jackson danced with the Chilkat Dancers, he also
continued to develop his carving technique at AIA, exploring different mediums and larger
scales under the influence of the experienced carvers he met there, such as Wesley J. Willard,
Tommy Jimmie Sr., and Leo Jacobs. Jackson saw the latter translating large crest poles into
miniature carvings, a technique that had long been used on the Northwest Coast for the
manufacture of collectable and saleable curios and the maintenance of carving traditions when
material and socio-political limitations made the carving of full-sized poles impossible.79
AIA sent numerous delegations of dancers and carvers to conduct demonstrations at
World’s Fairs and expositions around the country, including the 1962 Century 21 Exposition in
Seattle. Jackson did not accompany the AIA to Seattle, but he joined Heinmiller and the dance
group on a Las Vegas tour following the fair, where the Chilkat Dancers performed at a
traveler’s convention. Following this performance, Jackson accompanied Heinmiller on a side
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trip to Santa Fe to visit and perform at the Institute of American Indian Arts (IAIA), where some
students from Haines were enrolled in the Institute’s opening class. Heinmiller encouraged
Jackson to bring some of his paintings to show the IAIA administration, which included
principal Wilma Victor (Choctaw). Upon seeing the paintings, the school immediately offered
Jackson admission to the school’s first class, which had just begun its first semester in October
of 1962. Jackson accepted and spent two years at the IAIA. There, he would take in the teachings
of the most progressive modern art program for Indigenous artists in the United States and learn
radical new modes and techniques for expressing Tlingit forms that would inform the rest of his
career. He would also join and contribute to a network of Northwest Coast artists connecting
and moving between the Pacific Northwest and Southwest. While not formally organized, this
network included students, artists, and teachers engaging in intertribal exchanges of visual forms,
inflecting the principles of Northwest Coast art with the lessons of modernist fine art institution,
and developing innovative formal approaches to their history and culture beyond a “revival”
framework. Northwest Coast art in the US was hardly a regional phenomenon and Jackson, as
one example of this history, carried modernist teachings and Tlingit forms to artistic centers in
Santa Fe and Alaska in a way that demonstrates the essentially contemporary underpinning of
post-war Tlingit art in particular. Just as in his velvet portraits, his work at the IAIA would carry
Tlingit social and proprietary relations.

III. The Northwest Coast in New’s Southwest
The Institute of American Indian Arts was founded as a national institution for the fine
arts training of Indigenous youth of the United States. The IAIA fostered a modernist vision for
what would become known as the “New Indian Art Movement,” in which Indigenous artists used
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contemporary idioms and techniques in combination with allegedly traditional forms and sources
to move beyond stereotypical subject matter and outsider expectations often based in
essentialized notions of the past.80 As the Institute’s founding Art Director, Lloyd Kiva New,
emphatically stated, “the future of Indian art lies in the future, not in the past,” and he pushed his
students to draw on their own traditions for innovation and to evolve new contemporary art
forms.81 In exploratory discussions about the school, New suggested that Indian art must “stop
looking backward for our standards of Indian art production” and that “Indian art of the future
will be in new forms produced in new media and with new technological methods. The end
result will be as Indian as is the Indian.”82 New saw art as a site of creative expression that could
aid the Indigenous youth in finding their personal identity in a rapidly changing and modernizing
world. He would encourage his students to draw on their heritage and “cultural difference as a
basis for creative expression” in order to develop modern art from historic forms.83 His
innovative theories would become the foundation of the Institute’s pedagogy. The Indian Arts
and Crafts Board of the United States Department of the Interior recommended the creation of
the new art school in 1960, and the BIA officially founded the school in 1962 under the
superintendency and administration of educator, George Boyce.
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From its inception, the IAIA emphasized modern forms and techniques, such as
abstraction, expressionistic figuration, and mixed media assemblage, in combination with
historic Indigenous cultural forms, particular to the communities and backgrounds of its students.
Scholars like Joy Gritton have shown that in doing so, the IAIA largely favoured a Western,
modernist ideology that emphasized innovation, individualism, and experimentation in media
understood at the time as non-Indigenous.84 The arts curriculum favoured an approach based on
Euro-American modernist aesthetics, with an emphasis on formalist approaches to art making,
and a reward system of exhibitions and publications that encouraged individualism. Support
from the Rockefeller Foundation and the Federal BIA was based in a desire for economic selfsufficiency and capitalist industry amongst American Indians, and the school likewise
emphasized individual commercial success in the non-Indian art market. As Gritton notes, at the
IAIA “cultural pluralism thereby came to be defined as the adaptation and distillation of the
students' traditional heritage into forms palatable to modernism.”85 How, then, did Indigenous
students maintain personal agency and an understanding of tribal sovereignty in the face of the
ideology structuring the institution?
Jackson entered the IAIA when the founding principles of New and the associated
individualist modernist ideology were in full force. Having earned his entry into the school with
his self-taught painting, Jackson seemed an ideal candidate for this pedagogical track and began
his formal fine arts training. Jackson found numerous departments at the school to explore,
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including sculpture, ceramics, painting, and graphic arts. Unlike the emphasis on Indigenous
carving traditions at AIA, however, New’s philosophy encouraged using traditional arts as a
basis for the exploration of new forms, not the recovery of old ones. While materials for smallscale whittling and carving were undoubtedly available to him, Jackson’s respiratory health, still
fragile from his prior illness, required him to pursue painting and graphic arts. He attempted to
join the ceramics studio and the sculpture studio, the latter run by the Chiricahua Apache
modernist sculptor Allan Houser, but the marble, alabaster, clay, and soapstone dust from the
classes irritated his lungs. Despite his admiration for Houser’s masterful sharp cuts and
expressive strokes, Jackson was unable to work long with him in three-dimensional media, and
focused instead on painting classes and the silkscreen studio, his first encounter with
printmaking. He began to expand upon and refine his portrait work, producing paintings like the
watercolor Tlinget Dancer (1963) (Fig. 1.18), a depiction of a Tlingit figure in ceremonial
regalia not dissimilar from those worn by the Chilkat Dancer troupe. Unlike his static bust
portraits, this full-length dancer is depicted in dynamic movement, arms and knees bent and the
tassels of the Chilkat dance apron and ermine-fur frontlet trim flowing with the dancer’s
movements.
Jackson, a keen observer of trends and commercial interests, picked up certain techniques
from the surrounding art trade of Santa Fe. It was, in fact, from a painter he saw in Santa Fe
selling portraits of Native children to tourists executed in oil on luscious stretched velvet and
velveteen surfaces that he adopted the material for his aforementioned painted portraits. He
would adopt that format to the palette and subject matter of Santa Fe; a portrait titled Old Navajo
Lady (1963), done while at the IAIA (possibly to take advantage of the tourist art market
himself), is another bust-length portrait of an elder, but this time a Diné (Navajo) woman rather
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than a Tlingit chief (Fig. 1.19). Jackson has depicted her in the burnt reddish-brown and orange
tones typical of Southwest imagery, with special attention to the crevices and shadows of her
aged face. But unlike his velveteen portraits of Tlingit chiefs, Jackson made liberal use of
impasto technique, namely in the woman’s turquoise necklace, which stands out in bright and
thickly applied brushstrokes. The background is also not black or neutral, but rather a fiery mix
of red and yellow that stands out in its thick and expressionistic brushwork. These paintings
demonstrate Jackson’s burgeoning interest in as expressionistic non-naturalistic color and his
proficiency with a perspectival treatment of figures in space that has its origin in the Western
tradition.
As a student in the silkscreen studio at the IAIA, Jackson gained his first experience with
modern commercial studio design. His instructor, New, offered a textile print course to teach his
students design principles and processes that were the basis of his successful Scottsdale-based
business, Kiva Studio. Surveys of student work produced in the early years of the IAIA have
shown how New encouraged the use of vibrant colors and the creative deployment of Indigenous
design elements towards a modern design aesthetic.86 New encouraged his textile students to
combine elements from their own heritage with contemporary printing techniques and modish
variations in color and texture. The resulting designs used Indigenous motifs in unconventional
arrangements and colors, printed in varied lengths on materials such as cotton, linen, and canvas.
The experiments of the textile students were primarily used for practical and commercial
purposes, becoming curtains, draperies, table cloths, and clothing throughout the IAIA’s
facilities and sold to support the school and students. The textile course and silkscreen studios
were thus where New most thoroughly demonstrated his goal of modernizing Indian art through
the combination of traditionalist motifs with modern aesthetics as a commercially viable art
86
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form. In addition to the utilitarian uses of the student textiles at the school, art exhibitions at the
IAIA Gallery included their design work throughout the 1960s and New sold and promoted the
work through his private ventures.
In New’s silkscreen and textile shop, Jackson likewise followed the director’s
methodologies and produced numerous textile designs based on Tlingit forms, a number of
which remain in the IAIA collections.87 New’s interest in historic motifs extended to many
different Native American tribes and contexts, including an apparent interest in Northwest Coast
regalia, as evidenced by a totemic dress and a hat, inspired by spruce-root crest hats
(shadakóox’), that he produced in the late 1950s.88 It is thus unsurprising that he encouraged
Jackson and other students from Alaska and the Northwest Coast to experiment with the formline
tradition which, as decades of subsequent print production throughout the Northwest Coast
would attest, translated particularly well to graphic design work. The textiles Jackson and others
produced feature designs that recognizably derive from Northwest Coast formline crest figures,
often printed on fabrics that exhibit New’s favored “color clash” dying technique (combining
multiple curving registers of sometimes incongruous tones along the fabric).89 One example by
Jackson features an eagle design composed of ovoid joints, split-U forms, and trigon-detailed
feathers, printed in orange, pink, and fuchsia and scattered on a modulated pink and blue-dyed
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textile (Fig. 1.20). The eagle is borrowed from a widely copied crest design found on a Haida
dance tunic in the Burke Museum collection in Seattle, collected by James G. Swan for the
Washington State exhibit at the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago and reproduced
in Robert Bruce Inverarity’s seminal publication, Art of the Northwest Coast (1950).90 The
tunic’s eagle is appliquéd in red flannel to a woolen trade blanket, and Jackson adapted its flat
graphic treatment to his own silkscreen design with only small variation to simplify some of the
interior details.
Historic Northwest Coast textile and two-dimensional designs, available through richly
illustrated books available in the Institute’s library, seemed to beget contemporary iterations in
New’s workshop.91 The instructor encouraged other Alaskan students to likewise pursue the
style, even those from communities that did not historically practice formline design. For
example Athabaskan student William (Bill) Blackmore, who attended the IAIA for the 1962-63
school year and worked at AIA in Haines with Jackson, designed a textile with a split whale
design executed in red and green. Its interior space is filled with abstract formline motifs that are
disconnected from, yet refer to, anatomical parts in a manner reminiscent of what Holm would
later dub the expansive style (Fig. 1.21). Tananan Athabaskan student Charles Tega produced a
screen print on heavy aqua blue cotton identified as Raven textile with a black interlocking raven
design that features ovoid wing joints typical of Northwest Coast design (Fig. 1.22).92 While
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Tega and Blackmore did not come from communities typically associated with northern formline
design, it seems that their status as Alaskan artists was enough to justify their use of Northwest
Coast forms. Cultural cross-pollination was an encouraged feature at the IAIA, as further
examples will show. But this exchange within New’s pedagogical philosophy is premised on
monolithic regional identifications, rather than tribally or culturally specific histories. For
students from the Northwest Coast, this meant adopting formline design as a regional visual
identifier, even if it came from outside their own cultural context, as in the case of Tega and
Blackmore. Even at IAIA, the idea of the Northwest Coast as a constructed visual paradigm was
dislocated from cultural specificity and rearticulated in the work of students pursuing an
individualistic modernist practice.
As a Tlingit student who grew up in Jilkoot Kwáan, a community rich with centuries of
formline design and practice, Jackson was intimately familiar with the style. He has described his
early attempts at formline design, however, as “naïve.” Such terminology suggests that his early
designs are not as complex or refined as the nineteenth-century examples on which they are
loosely based, and entails a value judgment based on a hierarchical evaluation of formline that
reifies classical nineteenth-century forms as the pinnacle of the style’s development. Early
historians of Northwest Coast art likewise dismissed early-to-mid-twentieth century art as having
supposedly lost complex understandings of formline’s visual language. This devaluation of art
from the end of the nineteenth-century through the 1960s as “naïve” was a central tenet of the
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Renaissance discourse, which sought to define post-war Northwest Coast art, now better
understood as a modern reclamation, as a rebirth and rediscovery of classical form.93
Jackson’s work at the IAIA, however, should be considered as part of the broader
resurgence of Tlingit art. New and other faculty members found his designs quite successful, as
evidenced by the inclusion of one in a special March 1964 Interior Design magazine spread (Fig.
1.23). Titled “New Horizons for the American Indian,” the spread’s introduction emphasizes the
“enlightened” programming of the IAIA and its goal of tapping into the “great reservoir of talent
inherent in the centuries-old Indian culture” for great artistic and cultural contributions to the
world.94 The works depicted in the piece are winners of five cash prizes awarded by Interior
Design to the IAIA students doing the most creative work in ceramics, sculpture, painting,
textiles, and metal arts, as selected by faculty of the Institute.95 Jackson, sharing the textile award
with Yuma-Quechan weaver Joe Menta, won for his “Tlinget [sic] textile design in blue.” The
design, a single-clawed bear figure flanked by abstract shapes emulating the U-forms and ovoids
of formline design, draws upon the Tlingit visual traditions that Jackson had not yet refined (Fig.
1.24). But it also subjects the formline design to strict repetition within a decorative grid,
presented in the magazine as an appealing curtain or fabric choice for the avant-garde designer.
Jackson would later recall that New stressed to him that “the important thing in design work is
the background” and the planning of a layout.96 The close interplay of silkscreened image and
complimentary fabric in Jackson’s design demonstrates how even such a “naïve” take on
formline could translate well to the modernist ambitions of New’s textile studio. The design was
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reproduced at least three times in different color combinations. Jackson’s textile is among the
first appearances of contemporary Northwest Coast design in a high-profile American magazine,
though not the first silk screened textile produced by a Northwest Coast artist.97

IV. Encountering Indian Space
In his posthumously published 2016 memoir Sound of Drums: A Memoir of Lloyd Kiva
New, New described the IAIA as a place “whose freedom approach encouraged students to
express themselves in relationship to the changes taking place in an evolving society.”98 For
Jackson, a Tlingit relationship to the landscape underpinned the familial and social institutions
expressed by formline designs and was at the core of the stories he heard growing up. The
“evolving society” of the Tlingit was one in which a philosophical grounding in the landscape
was, and continues to be, under threat from efforts by the United States to take formal control of
otherwise unceded territory throughout Alaska. The imposition of capitalist economies on
subsistence lifestyles in southeastern Alaska for the past century “evolved” Tlingit relations to
different kinds of art making, as is seen from Jackson’s velveteen paintings.
A parallel can be drawn between the inextricable intermingling of Alaskan Native and
settler economies, politics, and legal systems and the intermingling visualities seen in a series of
prints that Jackson produced in 1963 in the class of Seymour Tubis, the Graphic Arts and
Painting instructor who began at the Institute in September of that year. Titled Kooshta after the
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Łingit word for land otter, kóoshdaa, the print depicts a series of masks and figures executed in
heavy black line printed against a background of modulated color and black wood grain.99 A
masked face in profile, situated in the top-center of the print has long hair that flows into a line
that runs down the sheet to outline the back of a torso. In the midst of this body is the face and
grimacing teeth of an ursine half-face. A black clawed arm with a salmon-trout head inner ovoid
joint seems to extend from the body, though the two are not clearly attached. In the crook of this
arm is an eye, rendered with an inner ovoid and disconnectedly floating in space. In the area
above this eye is an isolated black human figure, sitting in profile at a ninety degree angle to the
right edge of the print. Another small human figure floats in the bottom left corner, likewise
disconnected from the primary elements of the composition. Several versions of the woodcut
were produced, and almost all of these were printed with a lavender, fuchsia, and orange
gradated background reminiscent of New’s “color clash” textile technique (Fig. 1.25).
Described as “just a bunch of masks” by Jackson, these elements seem to coalesce into a
kind of figure – the masked head, torso, and clawed arm belonging to a single body – while also
remaining ambiguously associated to one another in this abstract space – as with the floating
figures and disconnected eye form.100 Most pulls of the print were composed with a set of blue
color fields, ovoids, and U-forms that further confuse the spatial relationships between the
primary elements. This blue coloration seems to function, in most cases, like blue-green pigment
that is used to decorate tertiary form in classic Tlingit design, which is to say that it fills much of
the negative space within the otherwise black primary formline. Blue pigment decorates the
space around the upper mask’s eye, for example, as would typically be found in the same
recessed space of a carved wooden mask. It similarly fills the space around the eye and nose of
99
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the animal face on the torso, and in its mouth. Some of the blue coloration is more ambiguously
placed throughout the surface of the print than would be (or could be) in any carved example,
though. A blue elongated split-U form decorates the cheek of the upper mask, like face paint, but
two more tail-like blue forms frame the mask, freely positioned in space. A blue robe and
potlatch-ringed crest hat bedeck the sitting figure, positively overlaid on the black line in
opposition to the otherwise negative and recessed blue tertiary fields. Below that, a blue claw
mirrors the black claw, inverting and crossing into and through the torso, and a blue ovoid eye
floats in the bottom right corner.
The ovoids seem dislocated from the figure, and the overall impression of the individual
elements is that they are isolated and freely floating within the composition. This treatment
seems to contradict the traditionalist reference to a supernatural being in the title. The kóoshdaa,
or land otter, is typically considered to be a powerful and dangerous animal in Tlingit world
view. It is known for luring solitary hunters and sailors to watery graves through trickery and
hypnosis, and for kidnapping drowning men to bring back to the land otter village, where they
are transformed into new land otters.101 The kóoshdaa- káa¸ or land otter man, is a shape-shifter
capable of transforming between different human and otter forms at will to aid in its endeavors.
Because of these transformational powers, the kóoshdaa is associated with íxt’ practitioners who
acquire the land otter as a yek spirit helper, and is frequently represented in Tlingit shamanic
art.102 Jackson undoubtedly knew stories of the kóoshdaa and kóoshdaa- káa from his
upbringing, as evidenced by his titling of the print. The work translates the metamorphic
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potential central to the lore into the visual form of this masked figure in the midst of
transformation.103 As Aldona Jonaitis describes, Tlingit artists frequently placed small faces and
features on the bodies of shamanic charms in the form of land otters in order to represent the
process of metamorphosis, a common motif in Northwest Coast representations of
transformation.104 Examples of historic masks, amulets, canoe prows, and figurines that depict
these motifs, some of which have the status of at.óow, exist in communities and throughout
museum collections gathered in the nineteenth and early twentieth century (Fig. 1.26).105 The
ambiguous space and floating forms in Jackson’s print evoke this treatment. The ferine face in
the torso, for example, is at once a shoulder joint and presages the land otter’s animal form,
while the disconnected ovoids and eye forms operate in a similar fashion to the joints and
features that are spread across the surfaces of ivory charms described by Jonaitis as representing
mid-transformation. The floating figure in the bottom left corner might represent a drowning
man tricked or kidnapped by the kóoshdaa, or an unidentified spiritual form existing in the
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transitional zone between water and land that the kóoshdaa inhabited.Another version of the
print was produced in 1964 without the blue tertiary forms, instead opting for abstract blots and a
circular field of red, green, orange, and purple gestural strokes which produce a centripetal force
beneath the black lines of the woodcut (Fig. 1.27). This vortex of abstract color is hypnotic,
evocative of the trance-inducing powers of the kóoshdaa used to capture the unsuspecting
traveler, an expressive whirlpool of pigment transformed through the experimental print process.
Jackson uses the expressive potential of the medium to represent the metaphysical aspects of his
subject and the nature of its cosmological powers. To what extent these meanings were
translatable and legible to those not privy to insider cultural knowledge, such as his non-Tlingit
teacher and peers who would not have known much, if anything, about the nature of the
kóoshdaa, is not clear.
According to Jackson, more traditionalist Tlingit community members complained at the
time about his more exploratory work such as Kooshta and his portraits.106 The expansion of
classic Tlingit motifs into expressionistic and naturalistic styles, apparently, did not meet
widespread approval at home. Whether this is due to Jackson’s stylistic choices or his potentially
sensitive subject matter is not clear. Broader audiences, however, appreciated Jackson’s aesthetic
accomplishments. An edition of the print was submitted to the 1964 Scottsdale National Indian
Art Exhibition, where it won the Arizonian Award for best of show, a major coup and cash prize
for the young artist.107 The award is one example of how the IAIA’s ambitious national and
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international exhibition programs, and the encouragement of faculty to participate in
competitions led to the circulation of art work by Jackson and other Northwest Coast students far
beyond the Pacific Northwest in the early 1960s.108 Tubis had encouraged Jackson to submit the
print to the competition and closely assisted Jackson in the class where it was made and framed
and matted the show-print for him.109 Jackson recalled how Tubis invited students over to his
house to show them his own work—large abstract paintings purportedly as big as a wall that
looked to Jackson like he had “thrown a bunch of paint on the canvas.”110 He may have been
referring to a work such as Winter (Taos Snow) (1963), a large (if not quite wall-sized) three by
four foot abstract painting by Tubis that features thick brush strokes and a flat treatment of space
that shifts between black and white jagged zones of color, along with bright blues and yellows
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throughout (Fig. 1.28). Such abstract work encouraged Jackson to explore vibrant and
nonrepresentational imagery and color, and likely influenced the bright impasto palette of
figurative works such as Old Navajo Lady.
As the instructor of printmaking, painting, and design, Tubis singularly established the
printmaking department. Tubis’s teaching practice was very much in line with New’s philosophy
to make something modern out of the traditional. He encouraged expressions and
experimentation that allowed students to reflect on their roots and personal idioms “allied to
some of their traditional crafts,” yet explored through modern methods.111 Works by Northwest
Coast students in his classes in the early- to mid-1960s did just that. Early prints by Coast Salish
(Snohomish/Tulalip) artist Henry Gobin feature both figurative and abstract designs drawn from
Northwest Coast scenes and forms. Dance (ca. 1963) is a nearly abstract, three-tone woodblock
depicting a blanket-wearing potlatch dancer moving in an ambiguous space occupied by several
sketchily rendered background figures, including a drummer (Fig. 1.29).112 A vertical house post
or screen with a simple fish-like geometric design appears our of the fiery red background, and
the black schematic rendering of the dancer, grey highlights, and shadows produce an ambiguity
of positive and negative space that challenges perspectival comprehension of the scene. The
ambiguity of depth is made fully abstract in monoprints such as Untitled (Cylindrical Basket)
(ca. 1964), To Walk on a Red Ground (1964) and Red Print II (1965) in which Gobin draws on
geometric forms from baskets, the fringes of dance shawls, and other hints of Indigenous forms
to experiment in abstract composition (Fig. 1.30-1.31). Gobin’s exploration of abstraction would
continue to draw on and make ambiguous the elements of formline design, particularly in his
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painting Northwest Design (1966), a casein and ink work on paper, is an extraordinary work in
the history of modern abstraction in Northwest Coast art (Fig. 1.32). Several nested ovoids in
black, red, green, and white have been stretched and morphed from the symmetrical and
balanced standard for which formline is known. Rather than solid and consistently flowing, as
primary formline tends to be, the outlines of the ovoids are turbulent, made up of many chaotic
and hair-thin lines that encircle, intersect, drip from, and transverse the ovoids. Tracking the
outer top edge of the shapes is a poem that reads “Two Faces to his eyes, And A Tear Well
Fall.....To Make Way For the Hands of Happyness, A Road For him to Follow This Way Too!”
The inclusion of text within the design, the split and fragmented treatment of line, and the
distended ovoids all run counter to the cohesive nature of the titular Northwest design system
that Gobin is consciously upending.
Thus in Tubis’s class, and at the IAIA more largely, the relationship to “tradition” (in
form and subject matter) was a variable one. This extended to an, at times, general understanding
of heritage, as well as conscious borrowings of cultural forms. Charles Tega, despite being
Athabaskan, produced a woodcut print in Tubis’s class titled Kwakiutl (1965) which features a
two-dimensional configurative crest design and a three-quarter view of a crouching dancer
wearing a long Huxhukw mask, one of the three cannibal bird masks prominently featured in the
Kwakwaka’wakw hamat’sa ceremony, almost certainly copied from Edward Curtis’s famous
photograph of the same subject (Fig. 1.33-1.34). Another collaborative print by Agnes Pratt
(Suquamish) and Tega, titled Totems (1965), features two crest pole designs side by side, printed
in a modulated gold, orange, and green tones on a green background (Fig. 1.35). As Pratt and
Tega came from opposite ends of the Northwest Coast, it would seem that their collaboration
entailed a certain amount of formal borrowing in the rendition of the poles, which are done in a
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vaguely northern style. Likewise, Tega apparently felt authorised to experiment with
Kwakwaka’wakw forms and identify them as such. Such borrowings were explicitly encouraged.
Tubis gave special attention to these and other prints that he personally collected from his class
for the “Tubis Class Honor Collection” at the IAIA, as well as in his own personal collection.113
Many of these same students featured in the Department of the Interior-sponsored exhibitions
that the IAIA sent across the country in the mid-1960s.114 These examples of cultural
borrowing—what some might call cross-pollination—reinforce the extent to which the
“Northwest Coast” was abstracted as a monolithic regional identification. They also highlight the
ways in which New’s philosophy at the IAIA mirrored the drastic decontextualization of
Indigenous forms that Aaron Glass has identified as a central foundation to the development of
modern Northwest Coast art. As Glass writes, “Salvage paradigms in anthropology and the
universalist aesthetics of modernism provided a rationale for the removal and
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decontextualization of indigenous objects and imagery, while the perceived loss of this
ethnographic context was a precondition for that material’s transformation into fine art.”115
While Glass is referring here to how historic Indigenous objects had to be decontextualized
through their removal from communities of origin in order to be recognized as fine art according
to universal aesthetic values, a not dissimilar operation is at play with the Northwest Coast artists
at the IAIA, who extracted and abstracted at times very specific cultural forms to create their
work in Tubis’s printshop. Doubly removed, these prints and paintings are modern in the
conventionally understood sense for their autonomy from the context and related social relations
and protocols of their source imagery’s origins and inspirations, as well as in the displacement of
those forms into the medium and stylistic idioms of the print. Yet the referents in their titles to
Indigenous cultures and forms, such as Kwakiutl and Totems, conspicuously signify Nativeness.
Tubis encouraged experimentation in a formal as well as medial sense; he found that
materials such as slate, leather, sand, feathers, cloth, and bark could be valid printmaking tools
and matrices.116 In choosing stereotypical materials like feathers and bark for his Indigenous
students to work within the Graphic Arts studio, however, there was some romanticizing of
“traditional crafts” as preindustrial. Indeed, Tubis was no stranger to the primitivist tendencies of
mid-century American painting. Primarily successful as a printmaker, Tubis was born in
Philadelphia in 1919 and began his art studies at Temple University and the Philadelphia
Museum School of Art in from 1939-42. His early artistic output consisted of academicized
synthetic Cubist figures and landscapes, a style he would return to at various points in his career.
A new range of aesthetic possibilities opened up to him when he enrolled at the Art Students
League from 1946 to 1949, bolstered by further studies with the Abstract Expressionist painter
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Hans Hoffman in 1951. While at the League, Tubis was a student of, and later assistant instructor
for, the American painter Will Barnet, who, along with Steve Wheeler, Peter Busa, and Robert
Barrell, was one of the key figures of the Indian Space Painting movement that grew out of the
Art Students League in New York in the 1940s. The Indian Space Painters, as they were
primarily known, were non-Native European- and American-born artists who based their abstract
and semi-abstract work on Native American art and were drawn to the forms of Northwest Coast
art in particular.117 In 1946, the year that Tubis began at the Art Students League, a group of
Indian Space Painters hosted the exhibition “Semeiology or 8 and a Totem Pole” at Galerie Neuf,
organized by the poet Kenneth Beaudoin, and released the first issue of Beaudoin’s journal
Iconograph. The journal reproduced works by the Indian Space Painters and Native American art
(particularly Northwest Coast art), language, symbols, and folk tales.118 The premise of the show,
and Indian Space Painting, was defined in Iconograph as “painting a new magic out of old stardriven symbols rooted in an understanding of American Indian Art, using it (not historically but)
as a competent vehicle for current representational art.”119 The paintings stylistically favored allover composition, two-dimensional abstract design and expressionist coloration. They were
exhibited alongside a small Haida housepost that closely resembled a crest pole on display at the
Museum of Modern Art.
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Though Barnet neither exhibited his work in the Galerie Neuf show, nor considered
himself a “joiner” of the group, he likewise emphasized the spatial structures of Northwest Coast
art in his own work and teaching, specifically the abstraction of form, flattening of space, and the
ambiguous relationship between positive and negative space characteristic of Northwest Coast
formline design. By 1947, works such as the painting Strange Bird (Bird Chasing Cat),
reproduced as the lithograph Strange Bird (1947), incorporated the principles of Indian Space
through its geometricized figures and compartmentalized x-ray interiors that combined
Southwest angular motifs with the Northwest Coast style, which Barnet admired for how it “split
objects and flattened them out.”120 Looking for ways to move into two-dimensional abstraction
beyond what he saw as the stifling European tendencies of Cubism, he found a “more modern
conception of space” in the forms of Indigenous art.
I wanted to get away from the three-dimensional idea of space, find a way to compress it
into two dimensions. And the Indian art I saw in my youth and as an adult in visits to the
Museum of Natural History and the Museum of the American Indian showed me the way.
… Indian space showed me the way of merging Indian and Western art together. It took
me beyond Cubism in a search for American values.121
By the 1940s, Barnet, like many American modernists, found himself rejecting the European
tradition and looking towards Indigenous art—including Pueblo, Plains Indian, Incan, and “the
very earliest aboriginal art.” He believed that by relating to these sources his art “would become
truly American in nature—not having had any influences from European sources,” creating a
uniquely American conception of abstract space.122
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While Barnet claimed a general interest in a variety of Indigenous art of the Americas, his
own art and teaching especially drew on Northwest Coast art.123 Barnet’s surviving teaching
notes show that in the classroom he explicitly referred to Northwest Coast art as an example for
understanding the division of space in abstract painting and picture making.124 Inspired by the
carved bentwood boxes and crest poles in New York museum collections, such as the American
Museum of Natural History and Gustav Heye’s Museum of the American Indian, he told his Art
Students League classes that there was:
[A] strength in the decisive way they [Northwest Coast Indigenous peoples] arranged
objects—so that there was not only a dynamic movement but a tremendous balance
between forces—a sort of equilibrium. It was a two-dimensional space—they had no
negatives—they had all positives. That was what interested me … When the design was
strong, I wanted to know what the motivation was. The power, the geometry in a form,
tells you about the strength of the society. When the forms get weak, the society is
decaying.125
To enhance this point, as a pedagogical strategy Barnet took his classes to these museums in
order to show his students first-hand these features and the “tension-laden relationships” that
manifested in objects from historic collections.126
In works produced in the late 1940s, the period during which Tubis worked as his
assistant, Barnet incorporated these aesthetic principles into his own work. As scholars such as
Ann Gibson and Jackson Rushing have pointed out, Northwest Coast form influenced Barnet’s
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oeuvre for much of the late-40s and 50s.127 Speaking of his influence from Indigenous art at this
time, he wrote "In the mid-1940s, I began looking for abstract forms that symbolized the figures
I wanted to represent. Inspired by indigenous American art, I concentrated on eliminating
illusionistic representation in favor of a formal approach that gave equal attention to positive and
negative space."128 The biomorphic forms contained within rectangular planes and compartments
in works such as Summer Family (1948), The Awakening (1949), and The Cave (1949-50) are
clearly indebted to Northwest Coast crest poles or house posts (Fig. 1.36). Fields of positive
space, vertically organized flat shapes, and x-ray imagery in works such as his Fourth of July
(1954) and Big Duluth (1959-60) demonstrate how Barnet uses Northwest Coast forms and
structures in order to emulate the “metamorphic power of tribal art” that the Indian Space
Painters considered to be the central theme of Northwest Coast culture.129 As Rushing has
pointed out, the abstract figures in Fourth of July are so reminiscent of Northwest Coast crest
poles that the critic Lawrence Campbell wrote in 1955 that Barnet's "use of geometric ornament
and symbol recalls the tattooing and paintings of 'animist' civilizations.”130
Barnet’s theories influenced Tubis, the former’s student and assistant instructor, and
Tubis attended class museum visits to view Northwest Coast art. Having studied at the Art
Students League at the height of the Indian Space Painting movement, he could not have avoided
their prominent exhibitions and publications at the school. Indeed, he readily noted the
significance of the movement to his time at the League and the movement’s resonance with his
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teaching at the IAIA in a 1969 letter to Lawrence Campbell, then the editor of the Art Students
League news bulletin:
I occasionally ponder upon that interesting and complex group of very serious people
who named themselves “Indian Space Painters”. This is especially significant to me
because I seem to have gravitated in this direction, if not by artistic direction, then
certainly by geography and association. It would be a worthwhile venture for an Art
writer to dig into this group, its roots, its innovations, its influences, etc. Perhaps I could
help with information, since we were all very close at one time, and because of what’s
going on out here now at The Institute of American Indian Arts.131
While he suggests here that he did not gravitate towards the Indian Space Painting movement in
artistic direction, in other accounts he is labelled as a member of the group.132 At the very least,
developments in Tubis’s own oeuvre mirrored the Indian Space Painters’ desire to surpass
Cubism in a move away from his own Cubist explorations by the end of the 1940s. His work
would come to deeply reflect Barnet’s lessons.133 In his 1948 etching Space Objects, organic
ovoid forms float in a flattened and ambiguously defined space (Fig. 1.37). Curving lines
compartmentalize the space, while pictographic shapes and figures float freely amongst them.
Tubis studied bold palettes of high-key colors and expressive brushwork with Hans Hoffman that
consistently reappeared throughout his abstract painting practice. Primitivist inspiration,
however, also remained a feature of his later work; the geometricized figures in the woodcut
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Pueblo Ceremonial Trio (1975), for example, recall katchina dolls and the wall paintings and
ceremonial altars found in Pueblo kivas (Fig. 1.38).
Tubis would go on to incorporate the lessons from Barnet and Indian Space Painting into
his teaching at the IAIA. New’s teaching philosophies already encouraged the direct study of
Indigenous visual culture, as Barnet had in New York, and Tubis would extend this strategy to
his own Graphic Arts, Design, and Painting classrooms. For example, His teaching notes for his
Layout and Design course include a lesson on “Positive and Negative Shape and Space,” in
which Tubis had students “study the design on a Southwest Indian Object” to learn from its
treatment of space. He directly contrasted the Southwest treatment of space with comparison to
“the definite over-all positive quality of the Northwest or Alaskan Indian Art,” of which he
emphasized the “ovoiding of shapes,” “the use of curvilinear shapes that nest one into the other,”
and “the use of strong variable lines.”134 The emphasis on spatial relationships through
comparative study directly emulates Barnet’s lessons, and Tubis supplemented his lectures with
images and real examples of pottery, carvings, and other material culture brought into the
classroom to provide in-person models of such spatial principles that might complement the
students’ work in his and other classes.135
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Tubis thus taught the aesthetic principles that he and Barnet had themselves derived in
part from Northwest Coast art back to Nathan Jackson and other Northwest Coast and Alaskan
students at the IAIA. Formal comparison would suggest as much; on the one hand, the treatment
of space in Jackson’s Kooshta, filled with all-over form and pattern and his use of nondescriptive colors and abstract shapes, shares an interest with Indian Space Painters in the
arrangement of geometric motifs in a vertically oriented design within and in relation to defined
linear structures. The pictographic figures floating in space throughout Kooshta are similar to
those in Tubis’s Space Objects. While the forms in Kooshta seem at first glance to be
unassociated in this abstract space, the black outlines flow between the masks to connect the
elements into the transforming kóoshdaa figure. The blue tertiary forms follow the curves of the
primary lines in a manner that derives from the decorative principles and abstract space of
Northwest Coast art, yet simultaneously overlay the composition with a second set of ambiguous
spatial relations evocative of historic Tlingit representations of metamorphosis. Tubis
encouraged and taught such spatial principles back to someone from the Northwest Coast.
Writing about Jackson nearly two decades later, Tubis’s expressed admiration for his student’s
skill with woodblock and ink seems indelibly intertwined with a primitivist fascination for the
“dynamic movement” and “balance” that Barnet and the Indian Space Painters likewise found in
Northwest Coast art:
The son of a totem carver, Nathan has a finely-tuned proclivity for carving images in
wood. Watching him cut and ink woodblocks held the same fascination for me as
experiencing the harmony exerted between a fine conductor and a responsive symphony
orchestra.136
Tubis implicitly makes the connection between Jackson’s carving lineage, familial and cultural.
The carving and shaping of the wood block bridges Jackson’s print practice and the sculptural
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and monumental wood carving practice for which he is best known. But in Kooshta, there is also
evidence of a genealogy from the abstract and primitivist principles of Indian Space Painting,
inspired by Northwest Coast form and passed from Barnet to Tubis before landing back with
Jackson. The principles of abstract space and experimental contemporary color were combined
with his own “naïve” knowledge of formline design and cultural knowledge to represent a
transformational subject.
Recent work in modernist studies defines modernism not as a singular monolithic entity,
but rather as a series of emergent permutations. Developments in post-colonial theory have
distinguished modernity from modernism and identified the modern as a largely Western
construct.137 These developments have opened up discussion of the “multiple” or “alternative”
modernisms at work in histories of twentieth-century art. The framework of “alternative
modernities” has come to refer to a postcolonial experience of modernity in order to emphasize
the multiple centers and global histories of modernity.138 To see an artist as “alternatively
modern,” by contrast, suggests a processual rather than classificatory approach, which is “more
concerned with specific disempowerments and cultural engagements than with typological
differences.”139 This processual mode considers the “alternative” model to be centered elsewhere
and based in an active negotiation of the spaces and categories variously defined within the
modern. By contrast, “multiple modernisms” tends more to encourage modernity as a mutually
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coproduced phenomenon that arose through encounter and exchange.140 It emphasizes a diverse
set of histories that might exhibit shared modernist experiences and visually related art practices,
transnationally linked by exposure to and engagement with modernist discourse, but that are
launched from specific localities under unequal conditions.141
Such polyvalent discussions open up the often-unsatisfactory definitions offered by
“Native modernisms.” This term has been an essential category for relating Native American art,
particularly of the twentieth century, to the mainstream discourses Euro-American modernism
with which it came to share stylistic and visual approaches, such as abstraction or perspectival
landscapes and figuration, and the use of “new” or “untraditional” media, including painting and
printing on canvas or paper.142 The concept of “Native modernism” argues that Native artists
used such styles and media to produce and mobilize new cultural forms and emblems of cultural
identity. However, it posits a definition framed by the terms of the colonizer and relies on
reference to established Western values and artistic histories as the requirements for recognition
as modern. As such, it tends to be adoptive rather than co-constitutive and does not allow for
artists and traditions that might flow between aesthetic paradigms. As Eugenia Kisin writes,
“engaging with Indigenous modernism as if it were somehow a settled category or contained
historical period” poses risks if one does not think through its construction and allow for its
inherently unsettling and idiosyncratic nature throughout the Pacific Northwest.143
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Jackson’s mobility, physically and aesthetically, is an example of inherently dynamic and
unsettled character. His work engages with different sites of modernism and shifts the assumed
centers and cartographies of what Walter Mignolo calls the “geopolitics of knowledge.”144 The
result is a distinct brand of modern Tlingit art. Rather than reproducing the double removal
previously identified of Northwest Coast art, in which art is divorced from the cultural context
and social relations of its source, Jackson’s print makes use of abstract modernist forms in which
Tlingit forms were already nested as the source of that abstraction. The double removal is, in
fact, a return. While the philosophies of the IAIA sought a “new beginning” as a break from the
past and dislocation from, or evolution of, Indigenous cultural contexts, Euro-American
modernist styles led Jackson directly back to the art of his home, imbued with Indigenous
institutions and philosophies.
At the urgings of his teachers at the IAIA, Jackson drew on Tlingit forms that he knew
but had not yet mastered. While he had a familiarity with formline design, it was New’s
encouragement to take up his heritage and “study it, revere it, copy it, preserve it, adapt it” to his
own needs that pushed Jackson to begin to explore nineteenth-century Northwest Coast forms
more deeply.145 The library at the IAIA had an invaluable collection of illustrated publications on
Northwest Coast art that allowed Jackson to study classic designs. An untitled black and red
woodblock print made at the IAIA in February 1964 is based on bentwood box designs, but these
were translated into a more open and loose internal composition within the limits of the paper’s
rectilinear support, a constraint of the printing technique (Fig. 1.39). The design is nonetheless
restricted to black primary- and red secondary-formlines. Jackson has said that when he was
making this work, he “didn’t really know or understand much about Northwest Coast art at that
144
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point,” and was “just trying it out.”146 The departures from typical box design—the red tongue
and empty space on the far left and right sides and around the red claws in the lower half—
demonstrate his self-taught approach to the forms. But his attempt to replicate the principles of
such a design in an original composition shows Jackson’s emulation of, if not strict adherence to,
what would later be canonized as the grammar of formline design.

V. Copy-Printing an Alaskan Modern Revival: Economies of Cultural Production
In the summer of 1964, Jackson left the IAIA at the end of the school year and travelled
to New York City to join the AIA team at the World's Fair as part of the Alaska Pavilion. A
carving crew that included Tlingit artists Leo Jacobs, Peter C. Johnson, Sr., (who returned to
Haines upon the death of his son and was replaced by Jackson), Tommy Jimmie, Sr., and Wesley
Willard were sent to New York for a six-month period to conduct carving demonstrations and
the crew worked on multiple crest poles throughout the summer.147 One such pole, given the
name Haa Shagoon Gaas’ee (The Raven Totem Pole), measured 38-feet and featured Raven on
its pinnacle, standing on the sun, along with a person holding a ceremonial copper, or tináa in
Łingit, a figure splitting a sea lion (Dukt’ootl’, the Strong Man or Black Skin), and Beaver.148
Jackson worked on the large poles as an assistant carver, but he also continued his twodimensional work on his own. Tubis gave him the address of an art supply store where he could
pick up paints and rice paper, and he set up a small studio in a back room of the house he shared
with all of the Alaskan artists in New York. Jackson carved as an Alaskan Indian artist for the
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crowds of the World’s Fair by day and painted and printed by night, somewhat to the disdain of
the other carvers. According to correspondence between Heinmiller and George Fedoroff, Indian
Arts and Crafts Specialist, Jackson was criticized by other carvers at the World’s Fair for his
individualism: “Nathan Jackson, as the boys say, fell in love with himself, and won’t be back
after the Fair, I assume.”149 In Heinmiller’s estimation, the criticism from the other carvers was
because of Jackson’s fine arts training and superior skill as an artist: “I can see why he was
criticized at the World's Fair by some of the ‘craftsmen’ as the man is an artist and speaks a
different language, that is all. He has the ability and confidence to produce, and is not concerned
with the trivial, and I'm with him.”150 Heinmiller, of course, was focused on the ability of AIA
artists to “produce” for economic gain, and he reported lackluster sales of wood items at the
World’s Fair. He blamed the poor sales on the lack of enthusiasm by the Fair’s Concessionaire
and ubiquitous competition from other sellers of masks, wall plaques, serving dishes, and wood
products, all similar to what the AIA had brought to the Fair and carved on location for sale.151
Despite the carvers at the Fair being garbed in Chilkat costume to bring attention to the few
items they had placed on sale, the promotion of live costumed carvers, in Heinmiller’s
estimation, could not outweigh what he saw as insufficient display space for their wares.152 Such
performative carving displays conducted in costume at the Alaska pavilion were a vestige of the
legacy of the ethnographic exhibits that had long drawn audiences to displays of Indigenous
peoples at World’s Fairs since the late-nineteenth century.153 The criticisms of Jackson by other
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carvers and the need to hide his painterly pursuits thus stemmed not only from concerns over the
economic underperformance of the AIA team at the fair, but are also representative of the tension
between the fine art practice that Jackson brought from the IAIA and the performance of
“traditional” ethnicity on display.
A visitor to the Alaska pavilion, in a letter to the editor of the Tundra Times, would
comment on the suppression of Jackson’s contemporary work from the public eye at the Fair
while complaining about the “low quality” of the exhibit’s more ethnographic features:
Finally, at the rear of this exhibit, I came to a sign pointing through a gate to “The
Eskimo Village” (or “Native Village,” I don’t remember which not that it matters). I paid
the small fee thinking to myself “Ah, at last! A chance to see a little of the REAL
Alaska.” But, alas, there was no village, only a stand with a few examples of native craft,
a stockade-like enclosure hung with some moth-eaten wolf (?) skins, a couple of totem
poles and some pungent pens containing a motley collection of huskies, a black bear cub
and—of all things—a racoon [sic] (all miserable in the humid summer heat). … One
bright spot in the Alaska exhibit was most neglected. … A young Indian sitting beside
one of the totem poles. Opening a conversation I learned that he was a Tlingit from
Haines—a talented young artist who has won scholarships and awards for the fine work
he has done in many fields, including textiles (using as inspiration the handsome art
forms of his ancestors). Why were not some of his cultural achievements on display? 154
The “young Indian” from Haines who described his awards and fine work in textiles most
certainly refers to Jackson. The visitor, a resident of Chappaqua, New York, expressed her
distress and disappointment at the “cheap, commercial exhibit” and the lack of “real” Native
dancers “accompanied by the joyous sounds of their songs and instruments.” For this one visitor,
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fairgoer was clearly lacking, despite the AIA carving crew’s participation. In part, the writer’s
disappointment was at the pavilion’s scale and failure to match the grandiosity of the
surrounding fairgrounds and romantic images of Alaska’s frontier, lacking for example “some
great panoramic murals—in color—showing the great breadth and majesty of Alaska’s shores
and mountain ranges.”155 However, her interest in Jackson’s unseen work shows that such
contemporary Indigenous work was not necessarily incommensurate with the audience’s
conception of authenticity. Indeed, apparently his dynamic expression inspired by the “forms of
his ancestors” was seen as even more authentic, more of a “cultural achievement,” than the rest
of the “motley” pavilion display.
Jackson’s diverse artistic practices also led him to a varied experience of the New York
art world. Lloyd Kiva New introduced Jackson to Harry V. Anderson, the editor-in-chief and
publisher of Interior Design magazine, who took Jackson out on the town. Yet, at the same time,
as Jackson recalled, he was less interested in the contemporary art galleries of 1960s New York
than the Northwest Coast Indian Hall of the American Museum of Natural History, where he
found the great treasures of nineteenth-century Northwest Coast art and material culture. The
collection, gathered in large part by salvagers like George T. Emmons and influentially
organized and expanded by Franz Boas, was in large part still in the same general layout as it
was in the 1940s, when it was a favored haunt of Surrealists and the New York School
painters.156 Jackson returned repeatedly to this collection and other museums in the New York
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City area for several weeks following the end of the Fair, looking closely at, absorbing, and
refining his understanding of historic Tlingit forms and objects that he had otherwise studied in
books while at the IAIA.
Jackson returned to Santa Fe after the World’s Fair, but did not go back to the Institute,
believing he had learned enough from his time at the school. Heinmiller paid for his return
journey to Haines and hired him at AIA as an instructor through the Manpower Development
and Training Act Program, a federal program intended to retrain workers displaced by
technological change. There, he put his experience at the IAIA to use as a silkscreen and printing
instructor. From 1965 to 1967, Jackson taught screen printing at the AIA and used the lessons
from New to train AIA artists and trainees in textile design. The AIA sold fabrics decorated with
Tlingit designs as tablecloths, vests, miniskirts, and other articles of clothing. These are
examples of what Solen Roth has termed “artware”: objects of utilitarian and quotidian value,
adorned with Indigenous motifs for the purpose of being sold.157 Textiles were but one category
of artware products produced at AIA, including carved dishes, plaques, and spoons, alongside
carved objects more typical of Northwest Coast art, such as masks and model poles. Photo
documentation of Jackson working and teaching at AIA shows that he styled himself after his
former instructors, wearing a shirt, tie, and artist’s smock to maintain the air of an arts
professional (Fig. 1.40). This act of self-fashioning did not go unnoticed by the other carvers at
the co-op who jokingly referred to him as “Professor” and “Doctor.”158
Jackson ran several printing workshops in Haines from January 1965 to July 1966,
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Craftsmen” program. The MDTA funding was described as a course of instruction primarily for
the “acquisition of new skills in production techniques” and the “development of trainee skills in
the mechanics of craft production” that might “ultimately provided employment for the trainee in
a proposed craft oriented small industry” in Haines/Port Chilkoot.159 As the framing of this
program suggests, it was intended to train Native craftsmen for participation in a capitalist
market economy to replace the subsistence lifestyle that the Tlingit had practiced on their
territory for millennia prior to contact. The shift to the “new economic and social situations” of
what the Indian Arts and Crafts Board considered a “modern economy” was a seismic social
shift with deleterious effect across Tlingit communities.160 Jackson’s training at the IAIA, an
institution founded with not dissimilar goals, brought modern media and arts and crafts formats
to Haines that the program leaders saw as potentially contributing to a new capitalist industry
and economic wellbeing. This drive for economic viability through individualistic artistic
production was in parallel, if not in concert, with the building movement at the federal and state
level to settle Alaskan Native land claims and transition their land ownership and economies to a
corporate model, as would be enshrined in the seismic passing of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act of 1971. The desire for authenticity and originality in the AIA’s artistic output,
however, would put these goals in tension with Indigenous understandings of proprietal relations
and the copying of clan-owned crests and designs that would result in the Haines-based print
market never becoming a financial success, despite proven commercial interest.
At his MDTA workshops, Jackson used whatever materials available, including blocks of
linoleum stripped from fishing boats, to teach the principles of block printing to a variety of male
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and female trainees of all ages who it seems took up his lessons in earnest, though few of them
are known to have pursued artistic careers. A 1966 special issue of Smoke Signals, a publication
from the IACB, detailed the project and others like it throughout Alaska, including a spread that
features a photograph of Jackson leading a print workshop and reproductions of several prints by
his trainees (Fig. 1.41). Amongst those is a 1965 print by a Tlingit trainee, Phoebe Hammond,
titled Frog (Fig. 1.42). The print, produced in a May 1965 workshop, depicts a simple split-form
frog design in black on a green background with ovoid joints and rib-like hashes under its sides.
The design is roughly copied from an illustration of a screen in the rear of a Haida house
reproduced in John Swanton’s 1905 study “Contribution to the Ethnology of the Haida.”161 The
background has been decorated with simulated woodgrain from the unfinished blockface, a
technique Jackson utilized himself throughout his Santa Fe practice. Other prints from this same
May workshop made their way into the collection of the Sheldon Museum in Haines and feature
like subject matter deployed in similar styles and techniques. For example, a print by Tlingit
artist Henry Kadake of Kake, a graduate of the Haskell Institute in Kansas, is titled Wasko (1965)
after the Haida name for the supernatural seawolf. It depicts the titular creature in a split-form
design above a teal ground of woodgrain, much like Hammond’s Frog (Fig. 1.43).162 Peter
Johnson, whom Nathan replaced on the New York World’s Fair carving team, produced a threetone print in teal, black, and orange titled Bear and Raven (1965) (Fig. 1.44). It features a
grouping of multiple figures in a rectangular arrangement like an argillite panel or ivory
engraving, and the grouping is likewise surrounded by simulated woodgrain.163 In this case, the
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woodgrain pattern is tight and almost scalar, reminiscent of the dimpled texture sometimes
gouged into the negative tertiary space on wood panels. Other prints from the workshop feature
formline designs in dark blues and reds, such as an unsigned eagle print and another titled Bear
by James Ward (Tlingit), or a Chilkat blanket design in yellow by Dan Morrison (tribal
affiliation unknown) (Fig. 1.45-1.47).164 The variation in color and woodgrain texture in these
prints immediately recalls those produced by students in Seymour Tubis’s class at the IAIA,
including Jackson’s Kooshta. Jackson thus transmitted the same basic print principles he learned
in Santa Fe to his workshops in Alaska. In subject matter, however, the emphasis in Haines was
on forms emulated from extant Northwest Coast designs.
Karen Duffek points out that while modernism has often been defined by a “rupture”
between the past and present, another kind of real rupture was imposed on the Indigenous people
of the Pacific Northwest, and North America more broadly – that of the devastating impact of
colonialism on the lifeways of Indigenous peoples, and the separation of land from people and
art from cultural functions by colonial policies. Duffek writes “As a newly emerged category,
Northwest Coast art was born of that forced rupture … This history of forced detachment is
inseparable from the discursive space of modernity on the Northwest Coast, where cultural
traditions subjected to colonial erasure or assimilation struggled for recognition on their own
terms.”165 Following Duffek’s example, the modernity of these prints should not be evaluated on
its adoption of Euro-American modernist aesthetics alone. Rather, through the conditions of their
production, they stand for "a condition of being modern that entails both a rupture from the past
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and a re-engagement with it."166 Most of the MDTA workshop participants were unemployed;
some were disabled, having suffered accidents on fishing vessels or in canneries. The
participants were paid a small stipend and many joined for this financial support, unable or
unwilling to otherwise participate or find success in the capitalist economy that had for many
decades displaced the subsistence lifestyles reliant on the land, Indigenous claims over which the
state was at that moment contesting in court.167 Northwest Coast Native modernism includes
artworks which reference locally specific, culturally rooted practices based in a millennia-long
observation of place. These practices are expressed through visual and material forms that
dislocate the forms of the past and rearticulate them in new forms and contexts that the colonial
conditions of modernity necessitate. These practices are what Duffek understands as “responses
to—not denials of—the conditions of modernity” which negotiate a “kind of ‘third space’ of
framing that is neither traditional nor modern; rather, it asserts the continuous presence of the
traditional within the modern."168 The rupture of the alienation of Tlingit and Alaska Native land
and territory is both utterly consequential and more subtle in Jackson’s work and the prints
produced at the AIA than a typical modernist history positing a moment of breaking and a
concrete before and after. The response in fact reveals the prevalence and mobile nature of the
third space Duffek invokes, and I suggest that this work produced at the AIA, alongside
Jackson’s, not only asserts the presence of heritage within the modern, but also evidences how
the modern inhabits what is typically positioned as the traditional.
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While Jackson was teaching basic printing techniques for the program’s intended purpose
of creating economically viable products, he clearly incorporated his aesthetic from the IAIA
into his teaching in Alaska, and it lingered in his own work. A photograph of the May 1965
MDTA workshop depicts Jackson pulling a print titled Fire Mask (1965) (Fig. 1.48). The print
depicts a deeply shadowed and bearded mask in bright red and black, apparently based on a
Tlingit shaman’s mask that Jackson saw in a museum (Fig. 1.49).169 The mask is more modeled
and representational than the flatly reduced formline masks in Kooshta, with careful attention to
the rounded volume of the face and painted markings. Its three-quarter view and expressive
features suggest a portrait more so than the mere copying of an object, recalling the oil portraits
that Jackson continued to paint at this time. Like his earlier prints, though, Fire Mask floats just
above a flattened abstract space. Jackson filled the background with wavering lines etched into
an otherwise flat black background from which the mask emerges surrounded by a halo of fiery
red tendrils that resemble both a woodgrain texture and flickering flames. There is a push-andpull of depth in the print as the ground pushes its way forward to make the mask’s position rather
ambiguous. With its vibrant use of color, abstract textured ground, and figurative, rather than
stylized, representation of an extant mask, Fire Mask is a synthesis of different aspects of
Jackson’s modernist training adapted to a preexisting Tlingit design.
In Tlingit communities, shamanic regalia, such as the kind of mask on which Jackson
likely based his design, is strictly controlled. The property of an íxt’, the spiritual practitioner
who would have commissioned such an object for specific ceremonial use, is not available for
169
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public display and is sometimes considered dangerous to the uninitiated. Masks typically
depicted yék’, or spirit helpers, who assisted the íxt’ when worn and performed in private healing
ceremonies or public displays of power.170 Jackson’s choice to depict such a mask in printed
form conceptually distances his composition from the spiritual nature of any original source. His
choice of medium thereby makes the depiction of the mask possible for a purpose outside the
spiritual and ceremonial space that the mask would have inhabited prior to its collection.171 And
Jackson does not seem to have directly copied any specific mask; his artistic license creates
further distance from the rule-laden space of the spiritual being and practitioner, whose visual
nature he nonetheless aspires to simultaneously capture and obfuscate in his stylistic treatment. It
straddles a space of modern transgression while seeming to have avoided such transgression in
full by adapting such imagery through modernist media and design principles.
The method of adaptation and copying from published sources was prevalent in Jackson’s
workshop and had been across the Northwest Coast since the turn of the century.172 Another print
reproduced in the Smoke Signals MDTA feature is a color woodcut by Welch Mathlaw
(identified as “Eskimo – Mekoryuk”) titled Headdress Composition (Fig. 1.50). Presumably also
produced in one of Jackson print workshops, it depicts several carved crest hats with basketry
rings directly copied from a 1928 publication on Tlingit crest emblems and at.óow by Louis
170
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Shotridge, a Tlingit assistant curator at the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology
and Anthropology (Penn Museum) who also collected those hats for the museum.173 Between
these is a mask that is a near-direct copy of a maskette, a miniature mask often found in the
regalia kits of Tlingit shamans, reproduced in Inverarity (Fig. 1.51).174 Morrison’s Chilkat
Blanket print is, likewise, a near copy of a blanket design illustrated in Boas’s Primitive Art.175
Beyond Jackson’s print workshop, artists more largely at AIA were consciously copying designs
from images of Northwest Coast reproduced in such publications. In 1965, the books by Boas,
Inverarity, and Holm were three of the most richly illustrated examples available. Reports
written by Heinmiller suggest that such copying from past examples and book illustrations had
been standard practice at AIA for years; a December 1963 program report describes that of a
series of sketched designs developed by John Hagen, Tommie Jimmie, and Charles Brown
(Tlingit), “one half of these designs were original and the other portions were a take-off from
existing designs.”176 Their production of carved wooden masks, oil dishes, and wall plaques had
varied sources, from the aforementioned publications to photos borrowed from or taken at
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museum collections throughout the US.177 Heinmiller described in another program report that
the products produced in the prior month included a hawk mask based on a Chilkat example and
a wooden eagle dish made following pictures from the Smithsonian; thunderbird masks
“somewhat copied from Robert Inverarity’s Arts of the Northwest Coast Indians”; and numerous
plaque designs also taken from Inverarity.178
Heinmiller’s reports pointedly make note of when an “original” design was completed by
AIA artists, carefully distinguishing original designs from the “take-off[s] from existing
designs,” particularly amongst the younger and developing carvers. Two-dimensional designs
and patterns were traced and printed for continued use as models for repeated production in the
workshop.179 The reliance on nineteenth-century examples, however, led to frustrations and a
contrast of values over originality between the Indigenous artists and the non-Native
administrators and IACB officials. Per Heinmiller:
One particular case is a crippled man named James Ward, who has carved for years, but
never has gotten out of bad starts, was asked to make a design of a bowl and he said that
all the designs had been taken, anhistorical [sic] remarks from some craftsmen who are
fearful of trying something new. When a question was presented to a well-known carver
on why he didn't make something original or new, he said that Edensaw [sic] (known to
be the best Tsimshian carver of the age) had "done it all"180.
While Heinmiller ascribes the unwillingness of Ward and the “well-known carver” to the fear of
trying something new, there are also inherent tensions between the Indigenous values around
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copying and image production, which might recognize individual, clan, and community
ownership of particular crests and at.óow, and the non-Native drive for unique individual
production that often required the aesthetic alienation of such intangible proprietary meanings.
Compare Ward’s comment that Edenshaw had “done it all” to Jackson’s comment, forty years
later, that he did not copy the T’eikweidí Kaats’ pole because he “felt that the original pole was
the original pole; I would make a rendition of my own.” While Edenshaw was a Haida carver, to
whom different protocols governing intangible property would apply, Ward’s suggestion that the
he did not want to replicate a design that had already been made expresses a similar sentiment as
Jackson’s desire to not reproduce the “original pole.” Why, then, were some students so ready to
copy old designs?
Built into these two responses is a respect for at.óow and proprietary relations, and the
contrast in Native and non-Native understandings of the stakes of copying. Decades prior,
tensions over the nature of copying emerged in replica pole carving projects in the 1930s and
1940s by Tlingit and Haida carvers of the Civilian Conservation Corps. As art historian Emily
Moore has shown in her study of these projects and the resultant totem parks, the terms that nonNative observers and critics of the time used to discuss “originals” and “copies” of Northwest
Coast artistic production do not “correspond with the iterative processes that Native people on
the Northwest Coast used to maintain their crest objects.”181 Moore identifies a conflict between
the Forest Service’s approach to the precise replication of crest poles and Tlingit and Haida
cultural protocols around the intangible aspects of a crest object. Like many works of crest art,
when an old pole deteriorates, the pole is replicated in order to provide a new version for the
patron. The “copies,” however, have never been expected by Indigenous patrons to resemble
exact physical replicas; rather an artist is typically free to create a new design so long as it
181
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captures the nature of the commissioned crest. Moore coins the terms “regenerative replication”
to capture this Indigenous approach in which a work is generated as a new body or avatar in
order to host the “everlasting intangibles associated with the crest.”182 By contrast she coins
“preservative replication” to connote the preservation of physical appearance, and associated
aesthetic values, emphasized by the Forest Service above all else. Thus when the CCC carvers
replicated deteriorating crest poles for the CCC they were criticized for work that departed from
the earlier designs and accused of a lack of detail, knowledge, and quality – all contributing, for
the white administrators, to a lack of authenticity in the project. The concerns of the carvers,
however, were for the continuation of the proper crests, stories, and cultural protocols that
inform a “multidirectional view of ancestors and heritage.”183 A finished product need not be
identical to a predecessor in order to translate the names, songs, and lineages associated with the
replication of a depicted crest or story.
If physical appearance does not translate intangible values alone, a conclusion follows
that is applicable to reproductions made by AIA artists: visual copies of crest imagery do not
necessarily carry the values or reflect the protocols associated with sanctioned at.óow. This
dissociation of protocol from visual and physical form has been noted throughout recent studies
of Northwest Coast commercial art production and the circulation of motifs derived from crest
imagery, often with the caveat that Indigenous actors frequently monitor such production and
exercise rights over inalienable crest property in the face of non-Native consumption.184 Thus,
while Tlingit protocols today tend to discourage the reproduction of at.óow for sale, as discussed
above, it is not clear if all of the artists at AIA approached the copying of historic designs from
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the same cultural perspective. Non-Tlingit artists such as Mathlaw, for example, readily
reproduced at.óow in printed form, such as the crest hats in his Headdress Composition. With
workshop participants coming from diverse backgrounds, it is impossible to say if such nonTlingit artists would have all known or understood the values associated with the objects whose
images they appropriated. And following decades of the oppression of Indigenous religious and
cultural freedoms in the United States, such as the prohibition of potlatches in Alaska until the
passage of the Indian Reorganization Act in 1934, one cannot make assumptions about what
protocols the Tlingit participants and artists at the AIA would have been familiar with or
comfortable enforcing. But undoubtedly, as the comments from Ward and others above
demonstrate, artists and non-Native administrators at AIA had distinct and, at times,
contradictory relationships to the cultural values and protocols that Heinmiller asked to be
replicated and circulated in the modern drive for economic viability. The views of Heinmiller
and other administrators who saw reproductions as alienable and fit for sale contrast greatly with
understandings of at.óow and other Northwest Coast crest forms as ancestral connections that are
closely guarded communal clan property. Like the Forest Service, Heinmiller desired an
authenticity of product derived from exactness of physical replication, regardless of prohibitions
surrounding the source imagery. “Original” designs, however, were needed to sustain market
demand and the commercial needs of the AIA.
The goal of economic viability drove the push from Heinmiller, the IACB, and Native
stakeholders for the development of a commercial arts and crafts operation based in individual
production at the AIA. By the 1960s, Alaskan tourism was rapidly returning following a break
for the Second World War, and a craft industry required the right products to capture that
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potentially lucrative tourist market.185 In a 1964 contract negotiation, for example, George
Fedoroff advocated for “adaptations” over direct copies of historic belongings, arguing that
adaptations are more suitable to proposed mass-production and will stimulate “originality”
amongst the AIA craftsmen.186 This Euro-American valuation of uniqueness, originality, and
individual authorship over reproduction and the devaluation of copies was the result of a desired
entry into an art and craft market. For crest poles being replicated as public monuments in the
1930s, the Forest Service administrators saw physical likeness as a desirable outcome because of
its association with, and closeness to, an authenticity based in the historic past. By contrast, at the
AIA three decades later, “originality,” or newness of design, was a desirable feature for saleable
art products that could use stylistic and aesthetic closeness to the forms of the historic past as a
means of maintaining authenticity. This was a newly available condition in the post-war
reception of Northwest Coast (and Indigenous) art, a newly constituted art world in which
objects such as block prints slipped between the categories of art, artifact, and commodity while
moving through different consumers, communities, and systems of value.187 As discussed above,
even Lloyd New’s philosophies at the IAIA tended to favor this latter value system in the fine
arts context, despite encouraging students to draw inspiration from their Indigenous cultures and
heritage.
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Angling towards a potential craft market, Heinmiller and Fedoroff (correctly) appraised
the non-Native audience’s valorization of originality. Heinmiller, pursuing designs and products
that might translate to mass-market industrial-scale production, was less concerned with the
distinction between reproduction and hand-made so long as the source design was unique and
marketable. Fedoroff, on the other hand, evaluated the Tlingit carvers at AIA in particularly
uncharitable terms in relation to their copying practices. In a 1966 letter to a representative of the
Arts and Crafts Society of Portland inquiring about the state of Northwest Coast Arts and Crafts
in Alaska he states:
To be realistic in ones [sic] evaluation of the contemporary Indian artists and craftsmen
one can only say that they are primarily copyists who depend excessively on the elements
of Northwest Coast design which are already a fait accomplish [sic], their culture faded
and there are no new living forms to see. Better Indian crafts can be obtained from
individuals rather than organizations such as Alaska Indian Arts, Inc. in Port Chilkoot.188
Here, Fedoroff evidently links poor quality with copying and the lack of “new” production, even
considering it a sign of a fading culture, a typically Euro-American sentiment that saw originality
and avant-gardism as the driving forces of a culture’s vitality and progressive renewal.189 Later,
when proposing what would become the Visual Arts Center of Alaska, Fedoroff noted that
emerging Native Alaskan artists "are just beginning to brake [sic] away from the stigma of
'airport art' and production of corrupted copies of "traditional" copies."190
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The organizers of Arts of the Raven had explicitly sought to distinguish the objects on
display as “quality” work from the likes of “tourist art” and did not include any prints. The
concerns of the IACB and AIA administrators were not far removed. The relationship between
market success and originality would prove less clear than might be expected, however. In 1965,
Heinmiller applied, in his role as the Mayor of the City of Port Chilkoot, to the Area
Redevelopment Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce for a Technical Assistance
Project in developing a light manufacturing industry in the Haines-Port Chilkoot area. Hoping to
receive assistance and resources towards implementing such a commercial enterprise—a
functioning and self-sustaining production industry for commercialized versions of the
Indigenous arts that AIA had been otherwise “revitalizing”— Heinmiller wrote in his proposal
that the area’s reserve of skilled labor, namely AIA artists and craftsmen, could manifest in an
operating and productive enterprise with the appropriate research, organizational guidance, and
technical expertise.191 The ARA concurred, and in May 1965 the administration contracted the
consultancy firm Ernst & Ernst of Washington, DC, to conduct a Technical Assistance Study
under the auspices of the Department of Commerce’s Economic Develop Administration
Technical Assistance Project. The purpose of the study was to determine the economic and
technical feasibility of establishing a light manufacturing industry in Southeastern Alaska based
on analysis in the Haines-Port Chilkoot area of Alaska.192 The consultants accordingly studied
products that, in their words “were arts and crafts items, many with an Alaskan Indian design
character, such as one would purchase as decorative pieces for his home or office. However,
these products were not handicrafts, i.e., products produced individually by an artist-craftsman
191
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with supposedly traditional tools and materials. Rather, the products would be industry produced
items utilizing various modern-day machinery with semi-skilled craftsmen reproducing products
designed by others.”193 The goal of the study, inherently, was not to gauge the market for Alaska
Native arts in a fine art context, but rather within a market for industrially reproducible products
of Indigenous design (though not necessarily of Indigenous manufacture).
The study furnished several progress reports to the Economic Develop Administration,
Heinmiller, and other stake holders throughout its course, and the final report concluded that a
“company to manufacture arts and crafts products … could be successfully located in an area
like Haines-Port Chilkoot” – with certain stipulations around the need for secure management
and investment.194 However, beyond its intended study of the feasibility of such an industrial
venture in Haines, the Ernst & Ernst report is useful for the data gathered on the reception of a
diversity of arts and crafts works being produced at AIA. It reveals the potential audience and
network of alternative markets for Northwest Coast Native art out of Alaska that, in the end, did
not develop at the same speed or extent as it did in British Columbia in the 1960s.
The silkscreen and block prints that Jackson produced with his students in Haines
featured centrally in the study, which provides further information on the variety of prints
produced in Jackson’s workshop. In fact, what can be considered one of the earliest public
displays of Northwest Coast prints in the contiguous United States took place when Ernst &
Ernst reserved space at the Los Angeles Gift Show during the week of July 25 and at the New
York City Gift Show the week of August 15, 1965, in order to market test materials from AIA.195
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As the Ernst & Ernst report details, items in several product groups created under the MDTA
program, and specifically the Designer-Craftsman program with Jackson, were shown: block
prints; jewelry; fur products; stone, hydrocal, and wood carvings; and block printed cloth
material. Among those were twenty-three block prints produced in Jackson’s workshop,
including the aforementioned prints by James Ward, Peter Johnson, Henry Kadake, Phoebe
Hammond, Welch Mathlaw, and Dan Morrison, six prints by Jackson himself, and a variety of
others.196 Works by the AIA artists, the report states, “were favorably accepted by the majority of
buyers who saw them, an indication of their saleability,” and buyers who were ready to meet a
growing demand for Alaska Native arts. Such products had “good potential” for significant sales
throughout the western and eastern United States, the consultants suggested, so long as they met
the operative qualifiers of quality and uniqueness of design and culture that non-Native buyers
indicated were significant factors driving their interest.197
In order to gauge the potential market for the different product types, the consultants
interviewed and polled attending buyers from gift stores, department stores, and other
commercial retail outlets of arts and crafts items. Those products which received the most
favorable buyer reactions, the study showed, were stone carvings of animals, block prints,
jewelry, mukluks, and wood carvings. The report concluded that there existed high demand for
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soapstone carvings and prints, the latter of which were only introduced to the AIA’s repertoire by
Jackson’s efforts, and that such products had a particularly high degree of marketability.
Amongst the buyers polled by the Ernst & Ernst consultants, 70% and 69% indicated that they
would purchase stone sculptures and block prints, respectively, compared to only 37% and 40%
who expressed interest in wood sculpture and jewelry, the latter of which had otherwise been the
traditional focus of AIA production. Ernst & Ernst thus anticipated that 30% of future sales
might come from prints, compared to 25% in jewelry, 35% in stone sculpture, and 10% in wood
products.198 The data from the gift shows suggested to the consultants that a growing consumer
demand existed for Alaska Native arts that could be successfully met by a company located in an
area like Haines-Port Chilkoot. “Many of the buyers indicated that their customers are hungry for
products of native origins and design,” the report states. “This trend has substantially increased
the demand for native-crafted products. Other buyers indicated that it is unfortunate that very
few native-designed and crafted products are reaching the mass consumer market. The consensus
was that the trend toward native-crafted products would continue but only for products which
have quality design and workmanship.”199
It seemed that the prints that emerged from Jackson’s early workshops met the
requirements for quality design and workmanship. The uniqueness and quality of AIA products,
particularly of the stone sculpture and block prints, seemed to most impress buyers. As the report
stated, “Eastern buyers indicated that nothing comparable in design and quality to some of the
product groups had ever been offered to the eastern market.” The buyers indicated that the
quality of design was exceptional for Native-crafted products at the time, which otherwise
apparently suffered from a lack of consistent quality when purchased from other U.S. or
198
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Canadian producers. Buyers were generally not aware of items being offered in the market
comparable to the block prints or stone sculpture being tested at the gift shows, which would be
historically accurate; while the Inuit print market was flourishing in Canada, the Northwest Coast
print and art market was in its infancy.200 Leading the charge here were Jackson’s own prints;
when buyers were interviewed, the study found that the prints by Jackson had the highest degree
of buyer design acceptance, followed by Mathlaw’s Headdress Composition and Morrison’s
Chilkat Blanket.201 The study provided a table of recommended pricing for the exhibited prints,
based on expressed interest at the gift shows and size and complexity of design, and Jackson’s
prints were all recommended to fetch the highest prices –$6.00-$8.00 retail, compared to $2.00
for Hammond’s Frog and $4.00 for Kadake’s Wasco. Other well priced prints included
Morrison’s Chilkat Blanket ($6.00), Mathlaw’s Headdress composition ($6.00), and a print titled
Dragonfly (ca. 1965) by John Nelson (Tlingit) was the only other work from Jackson’s priced at
$7.50 (Fig. 1.52).
This last print, now in the Autry Museum collection among several others shown by
Ernst & Ernst at the LA Gift Show, is a vibrant three-tone print of a dragonfly design, executed
in quite intricate formline in black within an oval, surrounded by further ovoids and U-form
motifs that contour around the central oval’s outline.202 Tertiary forms are depicted in red on a
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yellow textured ground, and a number of zones of negative space are filled with crosshatching
that flattens zones that would otherwise read as receding. The central design of the print is
directly copied from a Haida dragonfly argillite platter, reproduced in Inverarity (Fig. 1.53).203
The decoration framing the oval is original; while the hatching of the dragonfly is copied from
the original platter, Nelson adopted this technique to segments of space which confuse negative
and positive forms surrounding the central motif. Despite the straight-forward three-tone printing
technique in which the order of plates is legible, the grainy yellow ground emerges from negative
space within framing ovoids as well as the advancing space of the dragonfly’s nose, teeth, and
central body. Nelson has adapted this spatial confusion, typical in historic Northwest Coast
design, from the copied motif to his original contributions along the frame, creating an all-over
composition within the rectangular support of the printed page. The print produces the same
aesthetic values espoused by Will Barnet and Indian Space, namely the compression of the
platter as object into a concept of space that is non-illusionistic, unified, and largely eliminates
the distinction between figure and ground. Nelson’s Dragonfly was priced high, evidently
meeting the standard of quality of design and workmanship that interested buyers.
Another print at the Autry, Mathlaw’s Tinnah (ca. 1965), is also a copy– in this case of
Museum from the show in 1965 or shortly therafter after having been seen there. An exhibition at the Southwest
Museum in the fall of 1965 titled “Indian and Eskimo Contemporary Arts of the Northwest Coast, Canada and
Alaska” purportedly showed “Wood carvings, reflecting the fine skills of Indians of the Northwest Coast,
reproductions of paintings, silk screen designs [emphasis mine], masks, steatite carvings and many other traditional
arts and crafts.” An entry about the exhibition in the Southwest Museum’s quarterly The Masterkey indicates that
prints by Chief Henry Speck, several of which are illustrated in quarterly and now reside in the Autry collection (cat.
no. 14.C.110-14.C.115), and Northwest Coast designs by non-Native artist C. B. Greul were included in the
exhibition, as well as “unique lithographs of Indian and Eskimo sculpture.” Further, according to the 1965 Director’s
Report, “Many museum visitors were amazed to learn that various types of fine arts are still being produced in this
area of North America, so famous for its arts and crafts. Fortunately SWM was able to purchase some outstanding
examples of native prints and carved and painted wooden masks for its permanent collection,” suggesting the
exhibition and subsequent accession of the AIA prints in and from this show. Bruce Bryan, ed., “Southwest Museum
Features New Indian Art Exhibit,” The Masterkey 39, no. 4 (October-December, 1965), 124; Southwest Museum
Director’s Report, 1965, Southwest Museum Institutional Archives, Autry Museum; MS.3, 12.
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two ceremonial coppers (tináa) in the Smithsonian Institution and British Museum that are
illustrated on consecutive pages in Inverarity (Fig. 1.54-1.55). Mathlaw has combined the upper
and lower halves of the coppers in his own print, which is rendered in black and turquoise with a
background frame of woodgrain texture on a ground of powdery magenta.204 It should be no
surprise that, of the products sent out for market testing, many of the prints borrowed from
published sources and readily available designs for visual inspiration, as was the dominant mode
at the AIA. The interested buyers were apparently not concerned, and could not have known, that
the prints were copies of historic objects. Despite Fedoroff’s complaints, then, the works of the
AIA “copyists” were hardly legible to non-Native audiences as derivations of nineteenth-century
models. While Indigenous use value, either personal, communal, or ceremonial, is often a
criterion by which the authenticity of Northwest Coast art is appraised, use value did not seem to
concern the L.A. audience when it came to evaluating the prints.205 On the one hand, the gift
show buyers were likely not versed in Northwest Coast art history to be able to recognize such
design sources as not being “original designs.” On the other, the display context of the gift show
did not frame the prints to be evaluated in such terms, the consumerist trade show almost entirely
decontextualized from any kind of cultural context. The key appeal of these print “adaptations,”
to use Fedoroff’s previously quoted term, was instead the combination of strong graphic formline
designs with vibrant nontraditional palettes and the color clash technique that Jackson brought
with him from Santa Fe.
The interest in prints, demonstrated and communicated by the Ernst & Ernst study, was
so intense that Heinmiller was eager to bring Lloyd New to Haines in order for him to teach
more of the skills that Jackson had brought from Santa Fe. “We would be most anxious to have
204
205
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Lloyd New up here to help set up the silk screen, block print and textile shop, as the Ernest [sic]
findings at L.A. show that these media are very good,” Heinmiller wrote to Fedoroff shortly after
receiving Ernst & Ernst’s initial report on the successes of the LA Gift Show.206 The “big
demand for block prints in some markets,” apparently including Europe, particularly occupied
Heinmiller during this period.207 Unsurprisingly, both he and Fedoroff were also looking
explicitly to the Canadian market, especially the success of Inuit sculpture and print production,
as a model for the development of an Alaska Native art industry.208 Printmaking, it seemed,
could relieve some of the tension between “original design” and copying at AIA that concerned
the administrators. But in their comparative study of the Canadian context, Fedoroff and
Heinmiller would have seen that this tension was emblematic of similar questions taking place
throughout the Pacific Northwest. In British Columbia, scholars, curators, artists, and policy
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makers had frequently divergent opinions on the drive for cultural revitalization through a
purported recovery of the past (the “Renaissance”), the relationship between authenticity,
quality, and reiterative designs, and generally on the best direction for an economically
sustainable and lucrative Northwest Coast fine art market.209 Debates over the quality of
Northwest Coast prints, the terms of saleable designs, and cultural property were on the rise in
the 1970s, when the Northwest Coast Indian Artists Guild, a coop of eleven Native artists, was
formed in 1977 to guarantee the quality of Northwest Coast prints in British Columbia.210 This
fine art context existed in relation to, but in many ways distinct from, the parallel work by
Indigenous artists producing regalia and ceremonial belongings for community needs, tied to the
revitalization of dances, songs, and related prerogatives and protocol made legal since the
overturning of the Potlatch ban in Canada.211
The AIA example shows that in southeastern Alaska, as in British Columbia, the fixation
on achieving Alaskan Native welfare and economic sustainability through the development of an
arts and crafts market was bound to capitalist structures and alienated Indigenous art from social
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and ceremonial contexts.212 Jackson imported similarly individualist models of art making,
market participation, and capitalist professionalization from the IAIA. Further, state-sanctioned
economic development projects occluded the ongoing political efforts by Alaskan Natives at the
time to gain control over the land and resource rights of their home territories that had been the
basis of their livelihoods and subsistence lifestyles. Lawsuits by Tlingit and Haida activists and
tribes for control over the unceded territories of Alaska had been ongoing since the early
twentieth century. The discovery of oil on the Arctic coast in 1968 would accelerate attempts by
the federal government to settle contested land claims, leading to the 1971 Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act. Arts training and economic development programs sponsored by IACB and
other government agencies were not concerned with Indigenous sovereignty. Efforts to establish
a secular, individualist, and capitalist arts and crafts industry must be seen, rather, as operating in
parallel with state policies to divorce the land from collective tribal control and replace land
relations, social, and ceremonial institutions with a market economy.
For many scholars, teachers, and artists, Native and non-Native, studying and learning
from the visual examples of the past was an essential practice even when disconnected from
contemporary socio-political struggles for justice and sovereignty. Non-Native experts
communicated as much during the Conference on Southeastern Alaska Native Artifacts and
Monuments held in Juneau, July 13-14, 1967, where organizers Heinmiller and Fedoroff invited
Wilson Duff and Bill Holm to evaluate the Tlingit carvers working at AIA. Contradicting
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Fedoroff’s lackluster appraisal, Holm emphatically stated that the Haines carvers were of “high
caliber, but in fact needed actual models of “old poles” to be able to develop their finer points” –
an endorsement of learning through looking at historic examples.213 That the AIA artists copied
images and designs from historic Northwest Coast examples and then adapted them to the
modern print technologies is a familiar tendency in the history of Northwest Coast print
production.214 The efforts at AIA, however, were unique in the techniques and styles that
Jackson translated in his workshops, namely the freedom from traditionally limited color
palettes, vibrant fields of clashing color, and plays of texture and space that unified pictorial
structure and flattened figure and active ground in a mode that emulated, as it was emulated from
Northwest Coast art by, mid-century abstractionists. The drive for a modernist-inflected and
economically viable print industry in Haines was an early initiative in Alaska and the United
States, parallel to Canadian developments, where a print market largely emerged in the 1970s,
and otherwise overlooked in histories of Northwest Coast print production. Its development at
the same time contributed to the ongoing revitalization of Tlingit classic style, an effort, through
trial and error, accelerated by the speedy printmaking process and the emulation of historic
precedents. Indeed, the AIA artists consistently produced work in a middle ground between the
full-fledged neo-traditionalist mode of the revival, as seen in their mask and wood sculpture
carving that directly copied or emulated the historic quality of classic designs and objects, and
213
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the decidedly contemporary nature of their prints and the mechanical reproduction of saleable
products.

VI. Tradition by Design: Jackson’s Shift into the Classical Style
The prints by Jackson shown through the Ernst & Ernst study and produced the following
year are illustrative of this synthesis and demonstrate his gradual transition to a more full-hearted
dedication to classic Tlingit design that, despite appearing to be a more conservative turn
towards the forms of the historic past, was nonetheless underpinned by his modernist training.
The emphasis on copying at AIA no doubt resonated with the encouragement that Jackson
received in Santa Fe to draw on his own traditions for innovation and this environment was a
natural one for the extension of his studies of Tlingit form which, as Jackson had found at the
IAIA and in New York, could be readily gained through study of the past. As described by the
Ernst & Ernst consultants, all of Jackson’s prints had a very positive reception at the LA and
New York Gift Shows. His Fire Mask was likely shown, as listed in the Ernst & Ernst report
under the title of Dying Man Mask, and it earned one of the highest prices for its vibrant design.
Another undated print in the Alaska State Museum collection titled Chieftan [sic] (ca. 19651970) may also have been displayed under another title, Indian Chief, per the report (Fig.
1.56).215 This monotone black on white print depicts a profile bust of a Tlingit Chief in
ceremonial regalia (a naaxein and shadakóox’), floating on a black background lightly decorated
with horizontal streaks of white. The bust, sculptural in treatment with a stern and dramatically
shadowed face, recalls Jackson’s velveteen paintings. The chiefly subject is translated here to a
more graphic and mechanically reproducible, if subdued, form from the naturalistic depictions on
215
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oil. By contrast, his Raven (ca. 1965), identified in Ernst & Ernst as Double Raven, consists of a
profile rendering of a red raven figure, its head, body, and tail represented by three stacked
ovoids and details of the beak, wings, and feathers rendered largely with split U-forms and
trigons. A mirror image of the raven is printed in turquoise and vertically offset across the center
of the print, which has a bright yellow ground (Fig. 1.57). Another configurative design, unlisted
in the Ernst & Ernst report but likely made in the same year, is the orange-on-blue print Eagle
(ca. 1965-66), which frames a platter-like oval composition with a wood grain background and
deploys a cross-hatching technique shared by his students (Fig. 1.58). These compositions in a
classic formline style, modulated by bright and non-traditional color choices, were presented to
audiences alongside less-than-traditional prints, like Fire Mask and Chieftan, which were
graphic, if naturalistic, depictions of subjects adapted from masks and other real models. The
variety of color, texture, and graphic treatment in these prints typify Jackson’s experimental
mode and fluency in a variety of visual styles.
At the same moment, however, we can detect the tendency in Jackson’s artistic practice
towards a more comprehensive concentration on classic Tlingit styles that he would become best
known for. A comparison of the prints shown at the LA and NY Gift Shows and a series of prints
dated to the following year, also likely shown to an LA audience, is illustrative of this shift and
Jackson’s transition into more traditionalist styles. Several prints dated 1966 depict familiar
subjects in classic formline style and a gradual turn away from the color clash techniques he had
picked up in Santa Fe towards the traditionalist palette of black, red, and white. A number of
these prints, currently in the Autry Museum collection, were likely produced for and collected at
the 1966 Los Angeles County Fair, in which AIA was invited to participate. Much like the 1964
New York World’s Fair, AIA representatives conducted live carving demonstrations along with
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dance performances by the Chilkat Dancers for the special exhibition "The Arts of the North
American Indian," which presented a “panorama of American Indian arts and crafts.”216 This
time, however, no doubt buoyed by the apparent successes seen at the LA Gift Show, the AIA
presented a variety of contemporary work for sale, including soapstone sculptures, carvings, and
prints – the kinds of “cultural achievements” that critical visitors to the New York fair had
expressed a desire for.217 Per accounts of the fair, the AIA material was presented as part of a
diorama of “old and new Northwest Coast Indian sculptures and two 25-foot totem poles from
Alaska Indian Arts, Inc.,” and the exhibition also included contemporary paintings, sculpture,
and crafts from the Institute of American Indian Arts.218 The like participation of the Southwest
Museum (now part of the Autry), which exhibited “Plains Indian dioramas, artifacts, and
costumes” from its collection, meant that museum curators and officials would have had ample
opportunity to view and purchase AIA prints there for the collection.
Several prints such as Killer Whale (1966) and Whale (ca. 1966) retain some of Jackson’s
characteristic traits from this period; chromatic prints in black, orange, and turquoise, with wood
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grain or crosshatching textures that frame the formline designs of recognizable crest or figurative
motifs of whales (Fig. 1.59-1.60). Killer Whale’s long rectangular design neatly fills the paper
support, while the circular configuration of the central figure in Whale is, like Double Raven,
printed twice-over in two contrasting colors. There, the two whales are rotated 180 degrees from
each other and positioned head-to-tail in a ring formation. Unique to these prints is Jackson’s
signature: he has signed both of them with not only his English name but also his Łingit name,
spelled here as “Yelch Yedi”. The act of naming and signing with Indigenous language has a
diverse history in twentieth-century Indigenous art, but the use of Indigenous language names to
(self)identify artists was rarely practiced at this time on the Northwest Coast.219 It is an
intentionally performative strategy of self-identification in the contexts of consumption and
display in which these prints were offered. On the one hand, the signing in Łingit functions as a
kind of authenticity making for a non-Native audience, a factor worth considering given
Jackson’s market-savviness and the commercial fair context in which these prints were sold. But
as art historian Ian McLean notes, the assertion of Indigenous names and tribal and linguistic
affiliations is a strategy used by artists “to assert their modernity as Indigenous modern sovereign
subjects.”220 At the very identifying point of the fine artist, the signature, Jackson’s use of his
Łingit name should be read as an assertion of linguistic and cultural autonomy.
The appearance of Jackson’s Łingit signature suggests a key distinction between his work
and the category of “artware”: the use of Indigenous language exceeds the commercial demands
219
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of non-Native audiences to whom it does not speak. Settler economic values still frame the
production of these prints for sale. But the occurrence of Tlingit form within the dislocated
modern format of the print reiterates the modern conditions facing Jackson and the Tlingit more
broadly. Tlingit values of naming and proprietary relations circulate alongside these displaced
crest forms and cohabit the otherwise commercial print. Another print dated 1966 is, likewise,
signed and titled in Łingit and demonstrates how such an assertion went hand in hand with a turn
towards the classic Tlingit style for Jackson. The Raven (Yelch) is a configurative profile of
Raven, but unlike his other works, it is printed in the traditionalist palette of red and black on a
tan background (Fig. 1.61). The Raven design is a particularly classic rendition, similar in format
to the Raven Screen adopted by Bill Reid as the Arts of the Raven exhibition logo, or the Raven
and Eagle logo of the Central Council of Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska. It is
significant that Jackson chose to assert his Indigenous language in the titling and signing of these
while tending towards a more classic Tlingit style. The image of Raven is also a shuká, an
ancestral crest emblem, to which Jackson has access through his moiety, reflected between the
title, image, and his own name. In the context of his early career, on the heels of decidedly nontraditional artistic production, the use of Łingit in these prints indicates a complication of what
Crosby has identified as the “polarizing [of the] traditional past from [the] contemporary or
modern present” produced in exhibitions such as Arts of the Raven.221 Artists like Reid were
privileged in that context for their ability to expand upon historic forms and the Holmian
codification of Indigenous aesthetic principles and practices through innovative practices and
techniques (borrowed from non-Native influences). Crosby argues that relegating the
“traditional” forms to the past and identifying the contemporary solely through innovation bypasses recognition of the ways in which the “traditional” might be used in contemporary contexts
221
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towards the production and maintenance of Indigenous knowledge, socio-political meanings, and
values (including a respect for clan ownership and heritage, sovereignty, and historical language
recovery). Jackson’s assertion of language and self-identity in the margin of these prints is an
example of the “traditional” (here, Tlingit classic form and language) being deployed in a
modern medium (silkscreen print) to address contemporary concerns of self-identity, clan
membership, and ownership to a distant Californian audience. The visual and written languages
are both signs of Jackson’s shift from experimentation in modernist principles borrowed from the
Euro-American tradition to his growing interest in experimenting with, becoming proficient in,
and recovering Indigenous cultural forms.
Perhaps in the context of the LA County Fair exhibition’s emphasis on “old” Indigenous
and Northwest Coast art, Jackson or the organizers felt that print works more resonant with the
historic material would be more appropriate. Jackson’s transition to classic Tlingit style had been
percolating for much of the time since returning to Haines, however. Following his largely selftaught investigations of the style in Santa Fe, Jackson substantially bolstered his understanding
of formline and carving practices after meeting Bill Holm in Haines.222 When Jackson returned
from New York, Holm was in the final stages of his analysis of two-dimensional Northwest
Coast form and the vocabulary of its stylistic elements that he would publish as Northwest Coast
Indian Art: An Analysis of Form (1965), a central text for the revitalization of Northwest Coast
art practice. Heinmiller contracted Holm to give several days of “intensified instruction in twodimensional art” during the MDTA program in April of 1965, a course covering his new book
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that was illustrated with slides and pictures and included demonstrations.223 Upon hearing
Holm’s lecture on the principles of formline design, Jackson found a shortcut to understanding
its conventions. He recalled, “When I found Bill's book I was amazed, because it was all laid out
right there.”224 Jackson would not only learn to see Northwest Coast two-dimensional design in a
new light, but Holm also taught him the adzing techniques used on old poles, the style of the old
tools, and encouraged him to practice and focus on his carving.
Thus, by the end of the 1960s, Jackson dedicated more and more of his practice to
developing and honing his understanding of classic Tlingit style, exchanging the modernist
experiments of the IAIA for the formline principles that would be emphasized during the socalled Renaissance. It is ironic, then, that his submission to Arts of the Raven in 1967 did not
appear in the exhibition catalogue and apparently was never returned to the artist. The inclusion
of his silver-on-baleen pendant in such a prominent exhibition must have encouraged Jackson in
his pursuit of classic forms in a “traditional” mode of production, particularly because at the
same moment the lessons from New and Tubis in Santa Fe were not proving viable for
commercial success in the Alaskan context. The MDTA funding expired on July 1, 1966, and the
IACB did not renew Heinmiller’s contract for skills training and employment. In 1967, Jackson
left AIA to work independently. On top of conflict over the splitting of now strained resources
amongst the co-op members, tension between Jackson and Heinmiller stemmed from the
former’s moonlighting. After working for Heinmiller during the day, Jackson would paint at
night and continued to sell his oil portraits around town. Jackson left AIA to work as a full-time
artist, opening a jewelry and carving gallery in Haines called the “Raven’s Wing Art Studio.” He
continued creating contemporary paintings for locals in addition to his jewelry and the portrait
223
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business. It was “rather unusual stuff,” he later recalled of the work, winning a prize in
“Contemporary Painting” in the 1967 Haines Art Show.225 But local business could not support
the studio for long and by 1969 it had closed. Jackson continued to work independently,
travelling around the state repairing crest poles, teaching workshops, and honing his carving
practice.
Jackson’s relationship with Holm and enhanced skills and understanding of classic
Tlingit design would also serve him well in gaining further teaching opportunities. In 1969, the
newly formed Kitanmax School of Northwest Coast Indian Art at ‘Ksan in Hazelton, B.C., hired
Jackson as a “Traditional Dance Instructor.” There, he met non-Native carver Duane Pasco,
another important figure for the revitalization of carving practices and an inspiration for
Jackson.226 Following his term at ‘Ksan, he served as a Tlingit carving and design instructor at
the Alaska State Museum and Ketchikan Arts Council through 1970, conducting a carving class
with both Holm and Pasco in Ketchikan.227 After leading carving and dancing demonstrations for
the Smithsonian Institution Folk Festival and a totem pole restoration project for the City of
Ketchikan, in December 1971, the Alaska State Museum invited Jackson for a joint exhibition
with Kwakwaka’wakw carver Tony Hunt. The works produced to advertise this exhibition of
“Northwest Coast Carvers” and printed shortly thereafter demonstrate how thoroughly Jackson
had moved his print practice into a traditionalist mode. The poster for the exhibition included a
box-form motif, an arrangement of basic ovoid and U-form elements not unlike a double whale
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fin that appears frequently on the ends of bentwood boxes and painted chests (Fig. 1.62). Jackson
and many artists emulated the form from the cover of the first hardcover edition of Holm’s An
Analysis of Form, and it frequently occupied Northwest Coast artists as a concise motif for
demonstrating proficiency with the elements of classic formline design, all of which appear
within it. A configurative whale print executed the following year, likewise, displays far more
interior complexity than his Whale of 1965-66; the basic ovoid building blocks in the earlier
piece are replaced here by a variety of faces, beaked forms, and asymmetrical elements that are
much bolder in their play of form (Fig. 1.63).228
His turn to classic Tlingit forms at this period was further rewarded with success at
numerous competitions and arts festivals, further encouraging his pursuit of refined formline
design. The aforementioned silver and wood eagle pendant that was likely similar in style to his
lost Arts of the Raven pendant won the 2nd Place prize and $25.00 in the Jewelry category at the
Anchorage Museum’s 6th Annual Festival of Native Arts in 1971, one of the most prestigious
festivals in the state. In the same competition, an Eagle Grease Dish won the “Humble Award” in
the Utensil category and also entered an Eagle and Raven design bentwood box in the Utensil
category, both of which were purchased by the museum (Fig. 1.64-1.65).229 At the 7th Annual the
following year, he swept multiple categories, winning 1st and 3rd place in the Masks category for
a Raven and Shaman mask respectively, the latter purchased by the museum (Fig. 1.66); 1st place
in the Jewelry category for a silver, rosewood, and trading bead pendant, and he won an
Honorable Mention for a Potlatch Spoon in the Sculpture: Wood category, bringing home $115
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in prize money.230 His success in multiple categories of entry throughout the decade would
cement his position amongst the artists of Alaska as not just an artist who fluent in “a different
language,” as Heinmiller said, but as one of the top carvers and makers of traditionalist forms in
the state. Nonetheless, one can draw a line between these award winning festival entries and his
exploration of Tlingit art through his modernist print practice. The eagle-design bentwood box
that he entered in the 6th Annual, for example, is very close in composition and arrangement to
the eagle design he was photographed silk screening at AIA in 1965. The bentwood box was also
made in 1965 and allows us to understand Jackson’s silkscreen design as a flattened treatment of
a design that would otherwise be split around the bent corners of a cedar box. Likewise, his
Shaman Mask from the 7th Annual is strikingly similar in form to his Fire Mask print in its
grimacing visage, hair, and goatee, though the wooden mask is painted with much more complex
formline designs. Thus, even his burgeoning success with media considered by festival
organizers to be more traditionalist can be said to have emerged in conversation with what might
be otherwise understood as more “modernist” practices in two-dimensional media.
Thus situated as one of the top carvers in Southeast Alaska, and with Holm’s book as
guide, Jackson took on his first large-scale commissions confident in his ability to create new
designs in the classic Tlingit style. In 1973, he carved and painted an Eagle panel for the
Ketchikan International Airport, later paired in 1975 with a Thunderbird panel (Fig. 1.67-1.68).
The frontal designs emulate historic house fronts and are painted in a traditionalist color scheme.
In 1974, he was commissioned to carve and paint another house screen for the Peabody Museum
at Harvard. The monumental works seem to cement his seeming rejection of modernist
experiments and his transition into the refined traditionalist style that he defined as Tlingit. Such
230
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work, Jackson would later acknowledge, was trying to “maintain the traditional Tlingit style” in
a way that felt to him like “a trailblazer who has looked over an old trail covered with brush that
needed to be cleared away, so the trail could be reestablished.”231 At the time of his Peabody
Museum house screen commission, however, he considered his work to be a “blending of real
contemporary form and traditional form … contemporary with the adaptation of traditional
style.”232 By “contemporary form” did Jackson in any way refer to the aesthetics and training he
had developed from lessons based in Western modernism? How did those modernist lessons stay
with him, and inform the working process of what came to be seen, even by Jackson, in a
revivalist light?
In a film documenting his completion of the Peabody Museum house screen, Jackson can
be seen careful drawing, designing, and painting the formlines that would define the curves and
spaces to be later carved into the wood (Fig. 1.69). It is evident how central draftsmanship is to
his practice. He handles his paint brush carefully, running it over the spatial delineations drawn
onto the panel’s surface with long smooth single strokes. Before they are carved into the wood
his ovoids float on the surface of the panel. The elements that will make up wing joints and eyes
are not yet connected by the definitive outline of the primary formline. Prior to completion, they
exist in abstract spatial relationship to one another. In Jackson’s painterly marks and in the layout
of his drawn design, applied with large stencils to maintain the regularity of his geometric
motifs, there is the foundation of his education in Santa Fe. The mechanically reproductive
nature of stencils echoes his silkscreen printing process learned years prior. On the house screen,
Jackson supplements the reproduced geometric forms of his stenciled ovoids with hand painted
color, not unlike his expressive color additions to the different editions of Kooshta. Jackson
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would later say that “Drawing, at least for me, is pretty important to come up with a likeness of
any Indian art pieces. You have to be to see what you're looking at, and you have to be able to
critique your own work.”233 Draftsmanship, and the act of critically looking, then, is intrinsic to
Jackson’s carving practice, as is a kind of mechanical reproduction. Jackson’s formative years of
fine arts education, especially his lessons in graphic design and spatial layout with New and
Tubis, remain foundational to his practice. Throughout the subsequent decades, as Jackson took
on apprentices and passed on his knowledge of the Tlingit style, his pedagogy always began with
teaching them to draw, just as his own career began with charcoal drawings in the Mt.
Edgecumbe Hospital.

VII. “Rather Unusual Stuff”
While Jackson is predominantly known by his reputation as the fundamental Tlingit
revivalist and world-renowned master carver, his experimental impulse to paint and draw and the
quintessentially modernist character of his education and early work must be considered as
interrelated aspects of his development as an artist. In 1983, when an interviewer noted that his
work follows the strict conventions of classical Tlingit style, it was perhaps with his history as a
painter in mind that he coyly responded, “I don’t think I would go too far [outside of tradition] in
a carving … but maybe in a painting.”234 In recent years, Jackson has been quite open about his
admiration for those who extend beyond the limits of classical form. The boundary-pushing work
of his son, Stephen Jackson, has taken formline into experimental directions. Under the alias
Jackson Polys, he creates contemporary work in mixed media as well as recent explorations into
film, sculpture, and digital image captures.
233
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In 2005, the father and son completed two Kaats’ house posts for the Burke Museum.
The two posts demonstrate the great stylistic differences between a classically composed pole
and a contemporary interpretation (Fig. 1.70-1.71). Nathan’s pole consists of a brown bear
holding a human figure between its paws, executed in the classical style of his refined carving
practice with spare application of red, black, and blue-green paint. Stephen’s pole, on the other
hand, depicts the violent writhing of bear children tearing a human figure apart. He cast its
organic forms in epoxy resin and the ovoids and formline elements are interspersed amidst
flailing limbs and teeth.235 Two years later, the pair collaborated on an untitled pole for the Field
Museum that seemed to fuse their styles in a single contemporary work, with Stephen’s loose
and organic forms spread across the surface of the pole, yet carved in the form-hugging mode of
classic Tlingit style more typical of his father. Jackson has said of Stephen’s work that “It’s
important to see an approach to [two-dimensional formline design] that is different. It shows how
the tradition can be taken further.”236 But this collaboration should not be read just as a new
generation pushing the older into new concepts; rather it is also a return to the experimental
origins of his practice in the 1960s. Unsurprisingly, Jackson observed that “The school I went to
in Santa Fe, New Mexico, would relish having Stephen as a student because he’s more
experimental and expanding out and so on.”237
Recent expansions in formline design by Northwest Coast artists thus belong to a longer
history than typically acknowledged, one located apart from the so-called Renaissance and
imbricated with a mutual exchange of forms from a variety of sources. The divide between
traditional and modernist sources, in the case of Jackson, is unsatisfactory, for as his career
shows a Tlingit artist in the post-war period had to look to a variety of institutions, teachers, and
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mentors to receive the training that he required. Instead of either traditionalist or modernist,
Jackson is best understood as having moved through a variety of self-directed and institutional
pedagogies that emphasized different values and styles at different moments in his career. He
continues to focus on maintaining a living tradition of Tlingit art, a pursuit that is not
incommensurate with his understanding and training in modernist principals. Heritage is instead
one way in which he positioned himself between multiple modernisms. This context for
Jackson’s early oeuvre further shows how Tlingit art was not just a subject for the modern
primitivist’s unidirectional appropriation, but that the gaze was also cast back in modernism’s
direction.
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CHAPTER TWO
MORSE CODE FOR CREATION:
JIM SCHOPPERT’S ABSTRACTIONS, BEYOND THE HORIZON OF FORMLINE

ART
If art has a master
Imagination cracks the whip.
If art is a celebration
the vernal equinox is its maiden.
Art is shorthand for expression.
Morse code for creation.
It causes us to move quantum leaps
in the blink of an eye
and fathom mysteries within blocked
by refuse of a generation left uncaring
and therefore uncared for.
Art speaks a language unique yet familiar.
It marks the way with signposts that
lead us still another step further into the
question---WHAT IS ART?1
—Jim Schoppert

What means of expression were available to Northwest Coast artists immediately
following the boom of the 1960s and 1970s modern revival?2 As I argued in the previous
chapter, while the post-war period is primarily understood as the flourishing of forms and artistic
practices based on a nineteenth century canon of objects and styles, some Northwest Coast
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Native artists nonetheless produced work that was in greater dialogue with diverse modernist
practices and circulated in broader networks than is typically acknowledged by histories of the
period. Nonetheless, by the end of the 1970s, the narrative of the Renaissance as a rebirth of
historic forms was firmly entrenched within museums and academic institutions, as well as the
commercial market. Northwest Coast Native art was accepted into the category of fine art, but
under terms that still idealized the forms of the past and the stylistic conventions of formline
design as the most, if not the only, authentic form of artmaking. In the late 1970s and into the
1980s, however, many Indigenous artists from the Pacific Northwest dedicated their practices to
consciously challenging and uprooting these strictures. As the following chapters will show,
these artists had ambitious goals, aesthetically and professionally, as they pursued careers and
opportunities within the larger contemporary art ecosystem from which they, as Native artists,
particularly of the Northwest Coast, were typically excluded. As these artists acquired Westernstyle fine arts training and exhibited across Canada, the United States, and other parts of the
globe, they experimented in and innovated on a great variety of modern visual languages by
which they could express themselves through their art to more diverse audiences than the
traditionalist categorization of Northwest Coast Native art would allow. By looking toward the
idioms and discourses of contemporary art and the broader histories of Euro-American
modernism, these artists questioned what aesthetic “shorthand” or visual “code,” as one such
artist, Robert James (Jim) Schoppert (1947-1992), put it, could be art for the contemporary
Northwest Coast Native artist.
At the height of his career, Schoppert produced work that drew upon the modernist
practices of the European and American avant-garde in combination with Tlingit and other
Indigenous visual forms. Schoppert engaged Euro-American art and its history of primitivist
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appropriations of Alaskan Indigenous art head-on in order to work beyond what he saw as the
strict conventions of Northwest Coast art. One of his best known works, Blueberries (1986), is a
quintessential example of the painted panels he pioneered in the 1980s (Fig. 2.1). Abstract lines
and curves decorate the surface in which the knowing viewer can recognize the characteristic
tapering and swelling lines of formline design and its vocabulary of geometric elements (sections
of ovoids, U-forms, and trigons). Yet where one would typically expect a carefully composed or
even symmetrical design that heeds the rules and principles of northern formline, resulting in the
representation of a figure like Raven or Bear, Blueberries is abstract and illegible as a
recognizable animal or crest. While hints of what might be an eye or claw can be made out, the
elements of each panel are cut, rotated, and rearranged into a format that does not resolve into a
figurative motif. Out of these fragments, no originary form can be recognized or reconstructed.
The curves of the broken formline pattern end abruptly at the edge of each of the nine panels,
organized into a three-by-three rectilinear grid that arranges the carved abstract elements within
the balanced horizontal and vertical divisions. The panels are painted, but instead of the highly
delineated zones of red, black, and blue pigments typical of traditionalist Northwest Coast
paintwork, Schoppert makes free use of purple, red, orange, and blue applied across the panels in
thick brush strokes, stains, and drips that follow the carved contours yet also transgress their
edges and limits.
Schoppert’s panel works such as Blueberries have previously been discussed both as
visual metaphors for the breaking-up of Tlingit culture by colonization and, in their all-over
painterly cohesiveness, as indications of how an ongoing tradition today remains strong and
unified, if different from what it was in the past.3 During his life, however, Schoppert’s approach
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troubled his critical reception and traditionalist Indigenous artists alike, and little consensus
emerged as to what style Schoppert followed, or even on how to describe his art. Art critic Bill
Berkson, writing about the Seattle art scene for Art in America in 1986, called him a “Northwest
Neo-Expressionist painter,” tying his large-scale and expressionistic painterly treatment to the
resurgent Neo-Expressionist movement that emerged in the 1980s.4 In the catalogue for the
exhibition New Directions Northwest: Contemporary Native American Art, published a year
later, the artist George Longfish (Seneca/Tuscarora) wrote that he saw the influence of Robert
Rauschenberg in the hues and tones of paint washed across Schoppert’s surfaces of carved wood
and destroyed patterns.5 Attempting to fit Schoppert into the context of modern and postmodern
art, historian Gerhard Hoffman compared Schoppert’s carved wood panels to American sculptor
Louise Nevelson, and also connected his Eskimo-inspired sculptures to the Surrealist tradition.6
Writers and critics have likewise called him a Neo-cubist, a minimalist, and an artist whose work
evoked to one reviewer “the weathered look of ancient carvings” yet also “sang with
contemporary geometries.”7
Schoppert’s unique painterly treatment and abstracting operations complement his
carving at times while also contradicting and obfuscating the expected vocabulary of Northwest
Coast visual tradition. In this way Blueberries moves between the binary categories against
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which Indigenous artists are often defined, such as traditional and contemporary, historic and
innovative, or artist and carver or craftsperson. The work likewise demonstrates why Schoppert
could not easily be located by critics in reference to a particular modern Western art movement.
The categorical confusion extended beyond style to what kind of “Native artist” Schoppert could
be in the face of most restrictive and traditionalist definitions. The journalist Nancy Schmitt,
sensing the changing possibilities for contemporary Native art, suggested as much when she
asked in a 1981 article from the Anchorage Times, “Just who is the native artist? Is he the village
carver who continues to carry on the tradition of his village?” In Blueberries Schoppert breaks
the binding of cultural tradition in what Schmitt called a “very non-Tlingit way”; for the artist,
this was just one possibility of many for artistic creation that operated beyond such strictures. 8
Schoppert’s abstract panels, as scholars have noted, call upon the viewer to expand their
perception of the conventions of Northwest Coast design, form, and tradition; his fragmentary
traces of formline motifs use an abstract language to communicate broad statements to diverse
audiences about what kind of art qualifies as “Native.”9 The myth of the Renaissance as a rebirth
of the nineteenth century classical golden age following a twentieth-century decline has been
much-critiqued for creating a false narrative of the death and rebirth of such artistic practices that
in fact never ceased. 10 Yet the myth nonetheless encouraged a burgeoning market for Northwest
Coast art in the 1960s and 1970s that conditioned Schoppert’s formative years as a Tlingit artist,
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working and living in Alaska, where explorations of formline style and carving practices were
still expected to emulate past models. Abstraction, as this chapter will show, developed as the
most effective language by which Schoppert could respond to, challenge, and work through the
traditionalist status quo that came to define Northwest Coast art, and outsider expectations for
“Native art,” in this period. It was, however, just one of many styles, idioms, and visual
traditions upon which Schoppert drew in order to produce contemporary Tlingit art forms that
were built upon but not limited by the forms of the past. Schoppert was hardly the first in this
regard; artists such as Robert Davidson and Doug Cranmer had for many years prior expanded
the limits of formline design to produce completely abstract expressions of formline’s visual
“alphabet,” as Davidson terms the Haida formline system.11 But rather than expand formline,
Schoppert used the vocabulary of Euro-American modernism to critically inflect and disrupt the
legibility of the visual language base of formline. Through abstractions produced from the
fragmentation and isolation of formline beyond figuration, Schoppert created a new aesthetic
vocabulary for cultural expression that answered his repeatedly asked question: “What would
have happened to Northwest Coast art if it hadn't been interrupted?”12 In Schoppert’s mind’s eye,
expressionist painting and geometric abstraction, Surrealism and Cubism, were tools alongside
the adze and carving knife for the contemporary Native artist.
Despite the response to his work by mystified journalists and historians, Schoppert did
not see such syncretism as incompatible or opposed to tradition, nor as “non-Tlingit.” "We carry
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with us fragments of our cultures and are now bringing those elements into the much broader
scope of world civilization,” he wrote in 1981, “We cannot return to the old ways, but we must
retain the old ways and reflect them in our attitudes and in our art. This will be our
contribution…Within the Native artist we see the forces of ancestry clash with the present. The
effect is provocative and distinct. The result is Native Art."13 Abstraction, for Schoppert, was not
just a means of responding to the conditions of the Northwest Coast art market and industry. It
was also a reflection and working through of the formal contradictions of the clash of ancestry
and the present. Schoppert seeks to resolve this contradiction by placing those “fragments of
[his] cultures” into new contexts, visually and socially. He achieves this by organizing his panels
within a grid structure and using color and pigment to unify his compositions while maintaining
their cut and fragmentary nature. Formally, then, Schoppert contends with the double bind facing
Native artists that his statement implies: how to express one’s heritage when colonial actors
impose arbitrary definitions of visual tradition based in a past that no longer reflect one’s lived
reality, and when any attempt to vary on or evolve that heritage in order to better reflect or
advocate for one’s position within contemporary conditions is dismissed by those same forces as
outside of the tradition and therefore inauthentic.
In this chapter, I will trace the development of Schoppert’s oeuvre from his beginnings in
classic Tlingit carving styles to his break through developments in the abstraction of formline, a
reversal of Jackson’s trajectory. I propose that Schoppert’s work can be understood as directly
and intentionally disrupting the conventions of formline design in a way that is both Tlingit and
contemporary, expansive yet bound by concerns for the dynamic continuation of cultural
tradition. Following art historian Aldona Jonaitis’s suggestion to consider post-war Northwest
Coast art not in terms of traditional and innovative but rather in terms of an “affinity with or
13
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distance from the canon of northern formline design,” I consider Schoppert’s fragmentary
operation as a critical and knowing response to the canonization of the formline system and,
along with it, the non-Native market, academic, and industry forces that put pressure on
Northwest Coast Native artists in this time to adhere to such a stylistic codification.14 Situated in
the period after scholars and connoisseurs had elevated Northwest Coast art into the category of
fine art through a modernist and formalist appraisal of its visual language, Schoppert’s work
disrupts the language of formline and abstract. Not only does his work “exceed current
definitions” of Northwest Coast art from the period, as Judith Ostrowitz has observed, but he
intentionally seeks to shatter these definitions and deconstruct the analytical language by which
they are upheld.15 He does this while using and working through the legacy of twentieth-century
modernist painting and Euro-American avant-garde practices to fold its painterly language onto
and under the Tlingit language of form. As he told an interviewer in 1985, his goal was to "to
blend western art theory with the cultural art of the Northwest coast people…by taking material
from both 'schools,' it is possible to derive a new production which is linked aesthetically, but not
limited historically. In this way, new artistic expression evolves."16 Consequently, a new range of
possibilities emerges from the drips, cuts, and curves of both that exists outside of the dichotomy
of Native and non-Native. These possibilities, for Schoppert, more accurately represent the
conditions of Indigenous life under settler colonial conditions and better express the cultural
philosophies underpinning formline design as a relational language without being commandeered
14
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by the modern formalist treatments of Northwest Coast art history. These philosophies,
inevitably, are located in the land, and while Schoppert’s work proposes a move away from the
figurative nature of crests, he does not truly move away from the claims to land and territory that
such crests represent. As he said of his, and all Alaskan Native, art, “If we don’t address [the
question of land] in discussions such as this, then we're missing the point entirely.”17 Land
relations, I suggest, are thus not absent from his abstraction; rather he pursues an evolution of the
language of rights and protocols which are already represented by many more forms in Tlingit
culture than the visual. It is with some irony, then, that he uses Western modernism to disrupt the
ocularcentrism of Northwest Coast art and focus instead on the relational. The remains of
formline in his panels are an artistic language that is “unique yet familiar,” reserved, as it were,
for sovereign control of its cultural conditions.

I. WHAT CAME FIRST: THE SERIES OR THE EGG?
Schoppert, a Taku Tlingit Raven of the Ishkahittaan (Inland Frog) clan from his mother
and half-German from his father, grew up in Douglas, Alaska. He was the grandson of Taku
Tlingit Chief Jimmie Fox and grew up around Tlingit language and culture.18 His maternal
Tlingit grandmother could only speak in her Native language. As described by his sister, Jackie
Schoppert, the two learned to carve from their Canadian-born uncle Charles Morris, who taught
them how to shape small pieces of driftwood from the beach with jackknives. They carved
17
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whistles and tops, learning the nature of the grain of the wood as they whittled. As they carved,
they heard stories that taught them about the water and the elements of the landscape around
them.19 This was also the beginning of Schoppert’s formline education as he emulated basic
design elements from his uncle and from the art in his community, though he at no point had a
formal apprenticeship. At the same time, Schoppert’s early education included elements of the
broader Euro-American settler colonial culture. His father, for example, read poetry and
literature, such as Shakespeare and Edgar Allan Poe, to Schoppert and his sister. In grade school
he was exposed to Impressionism and Picasso’s Cubist painting.20 From his childhood onward,
Schoppert, like many Native artists of the twentieth century, lived at an intersection of Native
and Western art and culture.
Schoppert has personally described how his professional art career began at the age of
twenty-five on February 26, 1973, when he bought a piece of soapstone and from it carved two
birds (owls, according to later accounts) (cf. Fig. 2.2).21 He managed to sell one for $15 the next
day, invested the money in more stone, made more carvings, sold those, and was soon hooked on
the art making cycle.22 His early career consisted of carving and painting souvenir goods and
learning to create work in the classic Tlingit style through the study of art in museum collections,
communities, and books. One such example was an archway he created for the entrance to a
soapstone workshop and carving demonstration area at the Anchorage shop Cottage Crafts in
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1973 (Fig. 2.3).23 The archway was copied from the Naanyaa.aayí xóots (brown bear) crest
interior screen, known as Ck!udatct!i’t or “Many Faces,” from the Chief Shakes house in
Wrangell.24 As discussed in the prior chapter, at.óow such as the Ck!udatct!i’t screen are
considered clan property under Tlingit law and the reproduction of at.óow for commercial sale is
considered against protocol.25 The reproduction of the Chief Shakes screen would seem to be a
serious transgression of protocol and evidence that Schoppert did not always respect Tlingit
property rights and the respect conferred upon at.óow and ancestral crests and prerogatives. The
archway, however, is not a direct copy of the Ck!udatct!i’t screen. Rather it is a copy of a
reconstruction of the screen that was made in 1940 for the rebuilt house front of the Chief
Shakes Community House in Wrangell. Schoppert’s arch is a copy of a copy, once removed
from the at.óow itself. Conservative Tlingit commentators might consider that to be an equal
breach of protocol, as the 1940 copy was sanctioned by Chief Shakes while the craft shop copy
was not. But Schoppert, apparently, found the protocol to be at least flexible enough to allow the
commission, or at least flexibly sidestepped it.
Schoppert’s continued study of the conventions of formline and other Native Alaskan arts
was largely self-taught following his childhood exposure, and the art historian Steven Brown has
noted that Schoppert’s “apprenticeship was with himself.”26 He studied historic Tlingit art in
museums in depth, and in his travels across Alaska and interactions with other Native artists he
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quickly became a proficient and talented carver in Tlingit form. A wooden Dukt’ootl panel
(1974) in the Sealaska Corporation collection tells the story of Black Skin or Strong Man, a man
who ripped a sea-lion in half with his bare hands in an act of grizzly revenge (Fig. 2.4). The
panel is based on the house post form best known from the Klukwan Whale House and
demonstrates Schoppert’s adept carving skills and knowledge of the Tlingit style acquired in
such a short period of time. While Schoppert hasn’t filled every inch of the thin cedar panel, and
the three figures (bear, sea lion, and Dukt’ootl himself) have somewhat more space between
themselves in their vertical arrangement than in other examples of the design, Schoppert’s
deployment of ovoids, U-forms, and trigons throughout the figures demonstrate his early
proficiency with the basic elements of northern formline design.
A similar vertical panel by Schoppert in a classic Tlingit style is now housed at the
Alaska Bahá’í National Center, Hazíratu’l-Quds, in Anchorage. Schoppert carved the panel in
1974 while he and his family were living in Nome as pioneers of the Bahá’í Faith, a monotheistic
religion that advocates for universal peace and unity amongst all nations and religions. Schoppert
enrolled in the Bahá’í Faith in May 1973, months after his self-professed beginnings as an artist,
and remained active in the religion for the remainder of his life, holding frequent positions within
the regional and international Bahá’í organizing bodies.27 The wooden panel carved in Nome
was unveiled at the formal dedication of the Alaska Bahá’í National Hazíratu’l-Quds in 1975,
and Schoppert’s time in Nome was formative in establishing his relationship to the diverse arts
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of Native Alaska. While there he taught art in the Nome Beltz High School and began to use
ivory as an artistic medium, frequently associated with Yup’ik and Iñupiaq makers far north of
Tlingit territory in the Alaska Southeast. He had encountered Yup’ik and Iñupiaq masks and
other artistic forms throughout Alaskan collections and curio shops prior to his time in Nome,
and from an early point in his career he emulated such masks and incorporated their material
culture into his own oeuvre. In September 1973, for example, Schoppert created a painted yellow
cedar mask titled Snowy Owl, based on Central Yup’ik dance masks from Nunivak Island (Fig.
2.5-2.6). The mask, created from a design drawn by Joe Chief, Jr. (Yup’ik) of Bethel, was gifted
to the International Bahá’í Community at the United Nations.28 On its interior he carved an
anglicization of his Łingit name, which he frequently used in his early career: Dom-Yetź. By
signing a Yup’ik style mask with his Łingit name, Schoppert prescribes at once a need for the
retention of Indigenous culture and a universality of access that resonates with the tenets of the
Bahá’í Faith, a religion based on the unity of all peoples and beliefs. “Bahais work toward the
oneness of mankind, yet at the same time to preserve the cultural heritage of individual peoples,”
he stated in a 1979 interview.29 Schoppert’s faith was tied to his belief in the retention of
Indigenous culture, which he viewed as an important impetus for the promotion of Bahá’í
teachings amongst Native people. During an international conference held in Anchorage in 1976,
for example, he said “Natives at one time spoke truth through their religions but that was all lost
and suppressed because of early contacts with the Old World. The natives of North America are
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still emerging from that suppression.”30 Finding a visual means by which to express the
emergence from suppression drove Schoppert for the duration of his life and career.
For Schoppert, learning from world arts and modern Euro-American art in particular was
essential to the process of maintaining cultural heritage while balancing new attitudes amidst the
tremendous upheaval produced when “two or more societies collide and one prevails.”31 He
began Western-style fine arts education with an Associates of Fine Arts degree from Anchorage
Community College in 1975, where he trained with area artist Keith Appel and spent five weeks
studying bronze casting and lithography at the Instituto Allende in San Miguel de Allende,
Mexico. He followed this with a BFA in Sculpture and Printmaking from the University of
Alaska—Anchorage in 1978 and studied, in his words, “art of the Western Civilization.”32 In
1979 he left Alaska for Seattle to begin an MFA at the University of Washington, which he
completed in 1981. He trained in a diverse range of media and materials and studied EuroAmerican art history which exposed him to new sculptural techniques and ideas that would
influence his career going forward. Looking to figures from the history of modern European
sculpture such as Constantin Brancusi, he made a leap into abstract geometric sculpture in the
mid-1970s. His limestone sculpture Six of One, Half Dozen of the Other (1976) consists of two
smooth white shapes: a rectangular prism standing vertically with a cylindrical quadrant resting
its curved side atop of the prism’s upper face (Fig. 2.7). The sculpture consists simply of the
relation between two counterpoised volumes. With its lack of plinth and bare materiality, the
work evokes the geometric abstraction of Brancusi’s early twentieth-century sculpture.
30
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Schoppert won the $1000 grand prize at the 1976 edition of “Earth, Fire, and Fiber,” the
Anchorage Museum’s biennial juried craft exhibition, for the sculpture. Six of One, Half Dozen
of the Other was his first winning entry in the competition despite having entered wooden masks
and carvings for several past years.33 This positive reinforcement set him on the path of abstract
sculptural production outside of classic Tlingit styles, and his experiments in sculpture would
inform the abstract operations of his painted panels several years later
Referencing the fabricated geometric forms that were a mainstay in Minimalism, Patricia
Carroll, writing for The Alaska Journal in 1979, dubbed Schoppert a “Minimal Sculptor” who
was creating “minimal art in the traditional ivory of the Alaskan Native.”34 While Carroll
improperly conflates Minimalism with abstract sculpture in general, she notes that Schoppert
cites Brancusi as his main influence. Schoppert is quoted as saying that his "minimalization
comes from breaking the complex into the basic. For example, I break a bird form down to a
very basic statement.”35 This is seen in the work Two Birds (1977), a pair of polished, highlyreflective copper cylinders with upper faces angled at forty-five degrees to the vertical, set in
outward angles to one another and mounted on a roughly cut rectangular stone base (Fig. 2.8).36
Schoppert describes the piece as depicting “the essence of bird forms and a depiction of the
relationship of one object to another.”37 Copper has a variety of distinct social meanings amongst
the Tlingit as a utilitarian metal, a powerful and transformative material, and as a symbol of
33
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wealth and prestige, as seen in the function of ceremonial coppers (tináa).38 The shining polished
copper of Two Birds enters this Tlingit sense of materiality into conversation with the material
and geometric “essence” of Brancusi’s modern sculpture, such as the famed Bird in Space
(1923). As evidenced by his frequent references to Brancusi in his sketchbooks and notes,
Schoppert valued the Romanian sculptor’s graceful reductions of figurative forms to geometric
essences and his truthfulness to the plastic nature of materials. In Two Birds, Schoppert takes
inspiration from Brancusi’s modernist reduction of sculpture to a material essence, crystallizing
the essence of birds as columns of copper. Where Brancusi investigated form in marble and
bronze, Schoppert emulated him in copper, walrus ivory, soapstone, and wood. Schoppert’s work
Meditation in Ivory (1978), for example, is based on the smooth female heads of Brancusi,
namely Mademoiselle Pogany II (ca. 1920), with a long graceful neck, oval head, and subtle arcs
for eyes (Fig. 2.9). Schoppert labeled a sketch of a similar work from January 1977 as “Brancusi
figure,” making clear his reverence for the modernist sculptor.39
In the sketchbook in which this drawing appears, the sketch is immediately followed by a
lengthy handwritten entry dated February 28, 1977 and titled “Brancusi’s Beginning of the
World/Schoppert’s Bird Egg.” At its onset is another sketch of a Brancusi sculpture, this time
Beginning of the World (ca. 1920), referenced in the text’s title. The short essay that follows is a
kind of genesis narrative in which Schoppert traces the arc of his artistic practice in terms of
what he deems his “Bird Series,” referring to the various bird-inspired sculptures he produced
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from 1973 to 1977, from the first small owls he carved from soapstone to his then-current
abstract sculptural practice. Schoppert describes his abstract avian works in terms of their formal
inspiration: “Line became dominant and the birds became totally abstract shapes. Each surface
plane struggling with the other for dominance yet achieving a tense harmony….The Abstract
bird is there; it vibrates w/ intensity. It is opposition captured + held in harmony yet it is not the
formal word.”40 The “Abstract bird,” referring to works such as Two Birds, is positioned as an
evolution from his stiff and figurative soapstone sculptural beginnings. This trajectory from
soapstone to semi-abstract to abstract culminates in work that he calls “solid, vibrant, free.”41
With the sketch of Beginning of the World (ca. 1920) and textually, Schoppert compares this
trajectory to the metonym for artistic conception and propagation in Brancusi’s sculpture: “I
think this Bird Series has created an Egg!!! Brancusi’s Egg!!” A poem concludes the writing:
STONES AS BIRDS EVOLVE
BENEATH MALLET AND CHIZEL
DRIVEN BY THE IMAGE OF AN EGG
AND SO RESTS THE QUESTION
WHAT CAME FIRST?
THE SERIES OR THE EGG.
The text, poem, and accompanying sketches attempt a cohesive self-fashioning of artistic origin,
using the trajectory of the “Bird Series” to trace Schoppert’s own artistic development while
drawing a parallel between Brancusi’s work and his own through use of the egg as a formal and
biological connector. Just as “Brancusi’s Egg” represents and is titled as a beginning, Schoppert
positions his “Bird Series” as having come from an “egg,” the piece of soapstone from which he
carved his first bird sculptures, which symbolizes the kernel of his own artistic genesis.
40
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Schoppert likely found inspiration for his conception of artistic inception in terms of a
series in Brancusi’s tendency to work in series through rigorous reproductions of the same
compositions in various materials. Art historian and critic Rosalind Krauss argues that because
Brancusi worked so often in series, his work is less about the truthfulness to material and the
reduction of natural life to its geometric essences than the “manifestation of surface” through
“unitary and unanalyzable” form.42 Passages in Modern Sculpture, a collection of Krauss’s
studies of major sculptors of the twentieth century, was published in 1977, the same year that
Schoppert created Two Birds and wrote his genesis narrative. In the essay “Forms of
Readymade: Duchamp and Brancusi,” she argues that Brancusi’s work is a kind of readymade,
specifically in how “the ovoid of The Beginning of the World is a found object…given to
Brancusi rather than invented by him.”43 The surface of Brancusi’s bronze sculpture, poured,
casted, and polished to purge any sign of the hand-crafted, pursues for Krauss “the finish of
machine-made industrial products” and contributes to the singular aesthetic act of the work,
which, like Duchamp’s readymade, is the placement of the discovered object (the ovoid) into a
particular context, namely by its reflective surface.44 In Two Birds, Schoppert emulates
Brancusi’s machine finish: the polished copper of the cylindrical sides reflects the shadows of
the columns angles and mirrors the shadows of the base. This highly reflective copper is a far cry
from the dark hammered patina typical of tináa and seems to be a significant statement in
contradistinction to an Indigenous carving and sculptural tradition. Rather than the handcrafted
nature of typically traditionalist Tlingit carving, as seen in Schoppert’s earlier classical work and
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from his time working for tourist craft shops in Anchorage, the hand of the carver-cum-sculptor
is purged from the sides of shining polished copper.
The angled faces of the columns, however, present a different finish. In surviving
photographs of Two Birds, the lighting reveals these upper surfaces to be faintly dimpled, the
reflections imperfect. In those faces the material finish of the copper, likely hammered by hand,
shifts dramatically to recall the hammered coppers of historic examples. That material resonance
brings the culturally significant nature of copper as a symbol of wealth and prestige to bear on
the work; such ceremonial function and meaning comes rushing into juxtaposition with the
readymade nature of the vertical sides’ machine finish, albeit in a modern geometric rather than
traditionalist form.45 Rather than the nomadic and siteless nature that Krauss identifies in
modernist sculpture through that of Brancusi, Schoppert’s approach to materiality is extremely
sited in a Tlingit world view.46 The dual finishes of the copper function as material signifiers,
and Schoppert’s formal description of the work suggests to what end: “Each surface plane
struggling with the other for dominance yet achieving a tense harmony.” The readymade surface
treatment of Brancusi is put into tense harmony with an Indigenous materiality. Schoppert
thought seriously about the signifying power of material; he worked in ivory, for example, to
evoke its essential Arctic character in a series of diverse applications, from his abstract sculpture
to the emulation of historic forms.47 In his writings and statements Schoppert claims that such
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material is representative of Native cultures, and that the modern application of Indigenous
material situated Alaskan Native artists at the point of what he called “the transition of Alaskan
Natives from their cultures into Western civilization.”48 At the same time, the part adoption of
Brancusi’s sculptural treatment is especially significant for its unanalyzable nature, to borrow
Krauss’s term, in juxtaposition with the material treatment that signifies the copper’s Tlingitness. This duality would guide Schoppert’s ongoing investigations into the future possibilities of
Tlingit art as he sought to capture such a transition in the meeting of Indigenous material,
cultural signification, and the possibility of transcending an essentialist reading by deploying the
obfuscating nature of abstraction.

II. ART IS A ONE-EARED MADMAN: Abstraction through Appropriation
Our carvers were true artists, great artists, and all great art goes into abstraction. The
Surrealists were the first ones to recognize this. What they saw was the freedom -- the
freedom of forms, the freedom of ideas. One story could be anything: a bowl, a mask, a
totem pole, that's how creative they were. The Surrealists were inspired by the life in
those old pieces. It was the spiritual they were after. The art was powerful.49
—Dempsey Bob (Tlingit/Tahltan)

Geometric abstraction proved a viable idiom by which Schoppert could represent such a
transition to, or rather the collision with, “Western civilization.” As Two Birds shows, this
transition is not a becoming Western, but rather the discovery of a visual expression of a “tense
traditions in diverse media ranging from modern, fine art, and otherwise traditional-reading materials, yet combines
complex Northwest Coast formline tradition in a nineteenth-century commercial form with Arctic material in a
virtuosic fashion. See Carroll, “Jim Schoppert,” 90. The Iñupiaq artist Sylvester Ayek has stated of Schoppert’s skill
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harmony” with colonial conditions. Accordingly, Schoppert’s abstraction did not solely derive
from Euro-American sources. “I’m fascinated with what would have happened if the art form
had been allowed to develop its natural course,” he told Carroll in 1979, referring to Tlingit art,
“because it’s all agreed to be the most abstract of all preliterate art.”50 Intimately knowledgeable
of Tlingit form, Schoppert sought formal inspiration in the long history of non-representational
Tlingit and Alaska Native visual and material culture. In 1978, for example, Schoppert was the
art coordinator of a group of six Alaska Native artists whose designs were chosen to decorate the
public areas of the new Sheraton Anchorage Hotel. The Italian sculptor Nerone (Giovanni
Ceccarelli) translated the designs into large marble murals on the walls of the hotel, which
opened the following year.51 Schoppert’s design appears in etched marble inlay on the walls of
the hotel’s elevator lobby and ground floor café (Fig. 2.10).52 It consists of a symmetrical
repeating geometric design of parallel bands of angled quadrilaterals, alternating between etched
and polished tiles which, through the surface treatment, create a rhythm of darker and lighter
planes in the stone’s natural grey. The design is based on the Tlingit basketry pattern known as
xóots x’us.eetée (“the footprint of the brown bear”), found especially on rattle top souvenir
baskets.53 The geometric decorative treatments of spruce root weavings could evidently function
as a formal source in a major contemporary public art commission, and he later used a variation
on the same Alaskan basket pattern to frame the upper band of the design he made in 1988 for
Portal to the Pacific, a concrete relief surmounting the westbound entrance to the Mount Baker
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I-90 Tunnel in Seattle, Washington.54 Further, despite the trajectory described in his genesis
statement above, Schoppert never transitioned to making exclusively geometric abstract or even
solely modernist-inspired work. As the variety of work illustrated in Carroll’s Alaska Journal
article demonstrates, from the geometric sculptures I discuss above to carved wooden formline
panels (Raven’s Cry Number One, 1976) to soapstone figurines (Eskimo Dancer, 1977) to
engraved walrus ivory tusks (Totemic Tusk, 1977), Schoppert continuously maintained a diverse
carving and sculptural practice (Fig. 2.11-2.12). His varied output reflected his continued interest
in Tlingit, Native Alaskan, and other Indigenous forms alongside Euro-American models.
Nonetheless, Schoppert continued, as he had with Brancusi, to deliberately invoke wellknown modern artists of the European canon and experimented in combining their styles,
techniques, and histories with Tlingit and other Alaska Native forms. He did so to “interface or
mingle” his “ancestral influence” with “approaches to art developed in Western art, i.e.,
abstraction, minimalization, etc.”55 A wooden mask titled Art is a One-Eared Madman (1986),
for example, is formally based on a Chugach mask (Fig. 2.13-2.14).56 The mask has borrowed
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the circular and winking eyes of the Chugach model and also its single oversized bean-shaped
ear on the left side of its face. Yet Schoppert has updated the faded historic coloration by
painting his mask in bright blue, red, and orange pigment, and he has given the mask a wry
crooked smile. Its title is taken from Schoppert’s three-line 1985 poem “Art” which reads:
Art
is a one-eared
madman.
Both the mask and poem are homages to Vincent van Gogh, the quintessential artist-as-torturedgenius who had a major artistic impact on Schoppert as a child.57 The colors of the mask, its
starry reflective points, and the short diagonal strokes are intentional references to van Gogh’s
work and painterly technique. He invokes van Gogh not only as an inspiration and like-minded
soul, but also, as with Brancusi, in order to strategically signal his access to a non-Native artistic
lineage. Further, van Gogh provides a parallel for how Alaska Native artists have been under
recognized and ghettoized. “It’s one thing to look at art; it’s a completely different thing to look
at the artist. The old adage comes to mind about everybody wanting a Van Gogh, but no one
wanting Van Gogh himself,” Schoppert wrote in 1982.58 His statement is directed towards the
tendency to view Alaska Native artists as nameless makers and representatives of culture, rather
than identifying them as individuals as is assumed for white Euro-American artists but rarely was
for Indigenous makers, historic or contemporary.
Likewise the titles of multiple acrylic paintings from the 1980s, such as Miro and the
Midnight Sun (1985) and Under Picasso Skies (1989), make reference to Joan Miró and Pablo
course…I did a number of very expressive paintings, one of which was based on this mask and I called it ‘Art Is A
One-Eared Mad Mad [sic]’. It’s a nice little mixed media painting. And based on that painting I did this mask. So a
picture inspired a painting and a painting inspired a mask.” Schoppert, quoted in Jan Steinbright, ed., Alaskameut
’86: An Exhibit of Contemporary Alaska Native Masks (Fairbanks: Institute of Alaska Native Arts, 1986), 42.
57
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Exhibition of Modern Alaskan Eskimo Ivory Carving, ed. Dinah Larsen and Terry Dickey, in consultation with
Dorothy Jean Ray (Fairbanks: University of Alaska Museum, 1982), 61.
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Picasso, the respective Surrealist and Cubist masters, in order to indicate his fluency in the
language of twentieth-century modernist styles and movements. These compositions place linear
quasi-abstract figures in flat washed fields of color filled with shapes and symbols influenced by
the biomorphic forms and planar grids of Miró and Picasso respectively (Fig. 2.15-2.16). One
must also note the confluence in these works of Piet Mondrian and Paul Klee, Iñupiaq and
Yup’ik pictographic forms, and the Alaska Native basketry patterns on which Schoppert draws.59
The titles of these works evoke Alaskan landscapes, and Schoppert said of all his art that it has
an intrinsic relationship to the land and his identity, as the Indigenous art of Alaska always had to
do with their relationship to land:
[A]rt wasn't tied to the land, it was the people. There's a symbiotic relationship. Out of
that very close communion with the environment, came human expression. And that
expression from that given location of the land was the truest kind of expression possible
that we have ever seen. That which came out of Southeast, which we know as Northwest
Coast culture, totemic art, that's the purest form of human expression possible in that
given area. With the northern coastal Eskimo peoples, Iñupiaq and Yup'ik, their use of
the material, the fashion of it and their presentation of the objects in terms of dance and
their oral traditions, that's the purest form of human expression possible for that given
area of land. It was that close relationship to the land that developed it.60
So just as material such as walrus ivory could signify cultural identity, so too did place and the
essential relationship to land signal the lived identities of Alaskan Native peoples.
In Miro and the Midnight Sun black lines scaffold the basic forms of two figures with
triangular limbs and single curved lines for heads who dance against a dark purple ground with a
bright white and yellow sun shining in the top right corner. The ebullient figures evoke this
“symbiotic relationship” with the midnight landscape that flashes white and yellow around them,
59
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their linear forms ambiguously emerging from or connected to the lines defining the ground and
the hovering atmospheric elements. Schoppert uses Western visual forms, in this case an abstract
impulse that reduces the landscape painting and figures therein to rudimentary geometric
elements, to express his own personal relationship to land, a fundamental component of Native
art and identity. Schoppert described these figures as pictographic, and it is likely that he also
had in mind the abstract forms of the petroglyphs which likewise inscribe a long Indigenous
presence into the landscape of Alaska and the Pacific Northwest.61 In this case that relationship
for Schoppert is extended from ancestral Tlingit territory in Southeast Alaska to a more personal
relationship that he had had with northern Alaska as a home and workplace for many years of his
career. A Yup’ik style mask that Schoppert made the same year titled The First Time I Saw the
Midnight Sun (1985) replicates the palette and ebullient nature of the painting, its toothy smiling
central face surrounded by a ring of bright yellow and orange circles that evoke the never-setting
sun. The mask’s title inserts an autobiographical element to the tableaux of the midnight sun as a
celestial event that Schoppert had personally (and frequently) witnessed to his delight.
In the title of Miro and the Midnight Sun, Schoppert also suggests that the famed
European artist is included in the visualization of this relationship to place. Schoppert was keenly
aware of the Surrealists’ own primitivist interest and their formal appropriations of Tlingit,
Yup’ik, and Iñupiaq forms, noting that he was likewise “inspired to take the pictographic and
surrealistic imagery into a more modern context.”62 Did Schoppert depict Miró, whose paintings
some scholars have suggested were inspired by Yup’ik masks, as one of the pictographic figures
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frolicking in the Alaskan landscape?63 Alaska held an oversized position in the Surrealist Map of
the World even though very few of the Europeans ever visited the region. One of the few
Surrealists to visit the Northwest Coast was Wolfgang Paalen, who in 1939 collected
Ck!udatct!i’t, the original partition screen from Chief Shakes’ Grizzly Bear House in Wrangell,
Alaska, the reconstruction of which is the basis for the replica that Schoppert made for the
Cottage Crafts entryway in 1973. The “midnight sun” was a familiar motif in Surrealist
literature.64 As a well-known feature of the Alaskan summer, the midnight sun has also long
been used in tourist advertising to commercialize and exoticize the Arctic. In a wryly ironic way,
Schoppert is fulfilling the Surrealists’ desire to experience Alaska and the Indigenous Arctic by
painting Miró’s presence into the work, dancing beneath the midnight sun. But at the same time
he equates their desire with a major feature of the Alaskan commercial tourism industry. The
titular reference to Miró can also be read in terms of the incorporation of the European painter’s
abstract and biomorphic forms and style into Schoppert’s depiction of the Alaskan landscape. In
either sense, Schoppert turns the Surrealists’ primitivist appropriations back around and becomes
63
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himself the appropriator. His emulations of Western artists and his stylistic borrowing were not
mere indebtedness, then, but rather an incorporation of their legacy into his vision for
contemporary Tlingit art.
Positioning Schoppert’s conscious deployment of Euro-American styles and histories in
terms of appropriation rather than emulation allows for the critical dimension by which he places
the Western artist into conversation with their own primitivist fantasy. It also keeps EuroAmerican modernism in “tense harmony” with the many other Indigenous visual traditions that
Schoppert appropriated and borrowed from, rather than superficially elevating Western art to a
premier position of legitimacy in its history of appropriation and dispossession. Schoppert would
later say that "My inspiration is drawn from both Eskimo and Tlingit art traditions. When I look
at historical works of Eskimo people I am inspired to take the pictographic and surrealistic
imagery into a more modern context….Leaning into the surrealistic approaches found in both
Tlingit and Eskimo art it was natural for me to move in that direction."65 The Tlingit, Arctic, and
Surrealist traditions offer sites of mutual exchange from which Schoppert evenly draws. And
historically, appropriation has been a Tlingit practice for centuries.66 From Chilkat weaving
learned from the Tsimshian to shamanic amulets carved from ivory imported from the Arctic, the
Tlingit have long incorporated neighboring visual traditions and materials into their own. The
exchange of visual innovations, forms, and materials between the Tlingit and their Arctic
neighbors long predates contact.67
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Schoppert’s inspiration from diverse Arctic traditions is thus part of a long history of
Tlingit appropriation and exchange and led to his emulation of many diverse Alaskan forms. In
response to the criticism that Arctic ceremonial objects might not be appropriate subject matter
for a Tlingit artist, the Alaskan artist Saradel Ard observed “Picasso was influenced by African
masks. Are we to say a Tlingit can’t be influenced by Eskimo masks?”68 Schoppert concurred,
and his renditions of soapstone sculptures in the style of Inuit and Alaskan Eskimo made popular
in the mid-century, such as the aforementioned Eskimo Dancer (1977), gave way to more
concentrated interest in masks executed in the style of Iñupiaq, Yup’ik, and Alutiiq traditions.
After carving masks in Iñupiaq and Yup’ik styles early in his career, by the late-1970s he moved
from the close copying and adaptation of historic and community-based examples to his own
explorations of and variations on the basic conventions of Arctic mask making. In works such as
his two Inua Masks (1980 and 1981), for example, he combines recurrent motifs found in Yup’ik
kegginaqut dance masks, such as large grinning mouths filled with wooden peg teeth,
outstretched paddle-like hands, and feathers or hoops, with the simplicity of Iñupiaq masks and
his own take on the expressive nature and free use of color found in masks of the lower
Kuskokwim and Bering Sea regions (Fig. 2.17-2.18).69 The palettes—powder blue, white,
orange, and red—are bright and contemporary and executed in acrylic rather than natural
pigments or historic trade dyes. As such masks, made for the art market, formally shifted farther
from their utilitarian and ceremonial origins, Schoppert began to conceive of them primarily as
“wall-mounted sculpture.” His series of drum-dancer masks, free-standing figures sculptures

to be further inspiration for his cross-cultural innovations. In 1991, for example, he produced faithful copies of the
Koniaq “Six-Act Mystery” masks (1991; Microsoft Corporate Collection, cat. nos. 1991169-1991174); these masks
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begun in 1980 that are based on Yup’ik yua (spirit) masks, shamans’ drums, and spirit figures,
bring this impulse fully into the round in a dynamic and often humorous fashion that evokes the
movement of dance (Fig. 2.19).70
All the while, Schoppert continued to carve masks, frontlets, and other regalia in classic
Tlingit styles, often taking inspiration from or producing variations on the most dramatic
examples of Tlingit shamanic masks and masquettes (Fig. 2.20). Starting in the late 1970s,
however, Schoppert began to depart from the historic use of black, red, and blue-green paint
colors to depict primary, secondary, and tertiary formline surface decoration. Inspired by the
expansive color palette of Yup’ik mask makers prior to and in the early twentieth century,
Schoppert began to think of color and, accordingly, painting as a means of further breaking from
conventional thinking about Native art. This especially took place when he observed the
interaction between what he considered “nontraditional” pigment and the carved wooden surface
of his early masks. Describing how he came to the final form of a mask titled Of Wolves that
Travel (1983), Schoppert said:
After I carved it out, I carefully painted it traditionally and took pictures of it and then
something said, "You don't want to do this. You don’t want to leave the mask looking
just like that” Then I applied non-traditional colors freely, using the whole palette of
colors….That was the big break from doing a mask that locked into conventional
thinking that has to be hollowed out on the back and has to fit the face and has to be
painted in conventional colors to suit the culture that it's representing. And by that time, I
think it had gotten to the point where those kinds of thoughts were intrusions on
70
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creativity and stifled free expression so they had to be done away with. I began looking at
the things I was making as modelled [sic] or textured surfaces to apply paint. They were
like stretching canvases except I would carve them.71
Photographic documentation exists of the mask, based on a nineteenth century Tlingit halibut
hook, with its “traditional paint job” in black, blue, and red highlighting the helmet-like heavy
lower rim and long split-U form ears (Fig. 2.21).72 The final version departs from the standard
Northwest Coast palette and is painted in blue, purple, orange, and brown, with red white and
yellow highlights. These “nontraditional” colors, as he describes, allowed him to see his carvings
as a surface for color with more “freedom” than the typical black, red, and copper blue of the
Tlingit palette.73 He used pigment to break from not just color traditions but also the convention
of using color to codify primary, secondary, and tertiary formline, and thus the historic
relationship between color and carved line in Northwest Coast design. As I will further discuss
regarding his abstract panels, the all-over pigmentation breaks the hierarchy of formline; no line
or curve is distinguished as primary or secondary.
In reference to the drum-dancer mask sculpture Migrations (1985), Schopppert said he
came “to the realization that what I was doing was painting. Instead of painting on canvas I was
applying paint to a formed surface.”74 The stretched walrus-stomach drum of Migrations has
been covered in brush strokes and Pollock-like drips which he described as “abstract movement
from a different language base” (Fig. 2.19).75 When he says “language base,” Schoppert is
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speaking of style as a visual language, just as many scholars and artists, following Bill Holm’s
lead in An Analysis of Form, refer to formline design as a “visual language” that, like a written
language, “allowed artists to produce individual variations while still conforming to the rules.”76
Painting was thus both a site to engage with the stylistic language of Western modernism and
also a means by which he could depart from and expand on the conventions of classical Tlingit
style without resorting to strictly geometric abstraction. Through his mask and sculpture work,
Schoppert found sources for “free expression” in both Indigenous and Western forms of painting.
Schoppert’s explorations of Euro-American styles are less innovations than the extension of a
longstanding historic practice of creative appropriation. These maneuvers in the 1970s through
different access points to abstraction, modernist painting, and the mutual appropriation of diverse
visual traditions would set the stage for his breakthrough into his iconic painted wooden panels.
By the end of the decade his interests in modernist painting and experiments in abstract sculpture
combined with explorations of Alaska Native visual traditions and his virtuosic proficiency with
the northern formline tradition towards what for Schoppert promised to be the uninterrupted
Northwest Coast art that he pursued.

III. OF CLOUDS AND SACRED COWS: Disrupting the Conventions of Formline
While Northwest Coast art has its own long history of abstraction, Schoppert moved from
abstract geometric sculpture to the abstraction, distillation, and disruption of formline design
through two operations: the isolation of elements and their fragmentation. Through variations in
size and arrangement, these methods allowed him a host of compositional possibilities, as his
prolific production of these panels demonstrates. Schoppert made his oeuvre-defining
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breakthrough during the course of the first year of his MFA from 1979-1980, and the discovery
would provide him the means to investigate Northwest Coast formline while continuing to
engage with the tenets of geometric abstraction and painting.77
Schoppert’s initial process consisted of an isolating method. He later described that after
working with formline so intently, he began
looking at the formline as an artistic process rather than a means of expressing an object
or a social comment…I determined that the formline, with its intrinsic qualities of power
and movement could be a statement in itself, a strong calligraphic gesture with no
cultural meaning or intent…The more I worked with this notion the more I began to
isolate portions of the formline allowing it to make its own statement [emphasis added].78
When he says “isolate portions of the formline,” he means it in quite a literal sense. Taking a
classic formline design of his own making, Schoppert would isolate an element of the whole by
taking a snapshot selection; for example by laying a blank piece of paper with a rectangular hole
on top of a photocopy of the composition in order to frame a section. In the earliest extant
example of this process he isolated portions of the design for his Bear Panel (1979) (Fig. 2.22).
Schoppert set a top sheet at an angle to the Bear Panel design and traced and extracted the
portions that were visible through the rectangular frames (Fig. 2.23). One portion from this
example in particular spans the right-hand mouth, claw, and chest of the bear, but once removed
from the overall design the isolated forms of the tracing appear as abstract forms rather than as
parts of a figurative composition.79 Schoppert used this particular extraction as the basis for a
public art commission proposal, titled Salmon, Halibut + Other Sealife (1980) (Fig. 2.24). The
collaged pencil study depicts an eight-by-thirty-two-foot carved relief panel intended for an
77
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exterior wall, with cutout figures added for scale. Close comparison shows that the design aligns
with the right-hand isolated section of Bear Panel identified above (Fig. 2.25). Schoppert’s
pencil shading on the proposal provides a sense of depth for which portions of the design will be
carved in relief. Compared to the wooden Bear Panel, these areas of relief align for the most part
with where the panel has likewise been finished in relief, following the principles of classic
Tlingit style. But the distinction between primary and secondary formline has been removed,
each curve assuming equal weight in the abstract composition.
The proposal was executed as the monumental thirty-two-foot long and seven-foot high
carved and painted panel, titled Big Sky Salmon (1984) (Fig. 2.26). Installed at the Fort
Richardson State Fish Hatchery outside of Anchorage as a Percent for Art Commission, the
panel was shifted to the exterior wall on the opposite side of the doorway compared to the
proposal but otherwise faithfully executes its design. Today, after thirty-five years of exposure to
the elements, the carved relief panels are bare, the shallow relief of the design faintly visible in
the naked and warping wood. Photographic evidence of the work in situ from roughly 1984
however reveals that Schoppert painted the recessed portions of the design with a light blue-grey
acrylic wash and left the raised sections in the natural orange coloring of the treated cedar
wood.80 By painting the recessed areas of the design and leaving the raised portions bare,
Schoppert reverses the typical color conventions of formline design, where pigment typically
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I had the opportunity to visit the Ft. Richardson Hatchery on July 3, 2019. Upon physical inspection, traces of the
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denotes the primary and secondary formline. In painting the negative zones and leaving the
positive lines unpainted, Schoppert also subtly plays with the figure-ground relationship in a way
that further abstracts the work. Unlike the original Bear Panel source, in which the black
formlines of the design produce a figure upon a wooden ground, by painting the recessed
negative portions white the truncated formline elements do not advance to give the sense of any
figure-ground relation. As the curves are cut off at the edges of the panel, the effect is a visual
flattening of the abstracted image in a push-and-pull at play with Schoppert’s carving in relief.
As a monumental public mural work, Big Sky Salmon belongs to the long history of
modernist muralism in the Americas. The program by which it was commissioned, the Alaska
State Percent for Art program, mandated that one percent of the budget of any public state
funded building project be dedicated to new art commissions. The program harkens back to
policies established by the Federal Art Project of the New Deal, and Alaska in the early 1980s
saw a huge boom in projects funded by oil and natural resource extraction profits.81 But in
addition to the history of muralism in twentieth-century Euro-American art, Big Sky Salmon also
extends the Tlingit practice of monumental public art into new public forms. The façades of
Tlingit clan houses and interior screens throughout history have displayed lineage or clan crests
with painted and carved designs, sometimes verging on the non-representational and geometric.
These architectural displays can carry personal lineage names and their crest designs can bear the
status of at.óow, the public display of which also function as claims to land, territory, and
resources. Indigenous artists had also in the decades prior been incorporated into Canadian and
American public mural programs; a prominent example by a Northwest Coast Native artist was a
contribution in the style of Nuu-chah-nulth house front painting by the artist George Clutesi
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(Tseshaht) to the Indians of Canada Pavilion at the 1967 Montréal World’s Fair.82 Schoppert’s
relief panel thus has precedent in both modern Euro-American, Native American, and Northwest
Coast histories of muralism and architectural display. The history of twentieth-century Native
American painting includes abstract work, like some of the contributions to Expo 67, that when
prominently displayed in public mural settings served to counter stereotypes of Indigenous visual
culture and essentialized identity while claiming a position in the lineage of modernism and
contemporary trends in fine art. 83 Big Sky Salmon consciously enters into this conversation in an
abstracted Northwest Coast idiom, a meeting point of these histories. One might ask, however,
what kind of relationship an abstract composition on a hatchery building outside of Anchorage,
far north of Tlingit territory, might have to the prerogatives which are embedded in the history of
Tlingit architectural painting. On the one hand the title of the mural panel evokes the specific
context of the site – according to Schoppert it refers to the ambitions of the hatchery to replenish
the rivers and streams with salmon, what was once a plentiful resource, and “Big Sky” is a
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moniker for the Anchorage-area countryside.84 On the other, the bear motif from which the
design is derived does not bear the status of at.óow nor could such a figurative design even be
extrapolated from the isolated portion. How could it bear any crest function or communicate the
specificity of Tlingit lineage and land claims once it has been so thoroughly abstracted?
Schoppert would push these questions further and extend his abstracting operation by
fragmenting smaller sections of his classic formline panels. He described this technique as taking
the structured art of the Tlingit and “fragmenting it and recombining the parts in different
patterns.”85 Practically, this process began with Schoppert literally cutting photocopies of his
compositions by hand into a variety of shapes: squares, rectangles, long thing strips, and scraps
of ovoids remain in his personal papers as evidence of this process. He then arranged these freefloating fragments into linear arrangements and grids. A study for a public art commission
proposal titled Fragments of the Seabear (1980) demonstrates his early conception (Fig. 2.27).
The fragments in the study are sourced from his classic formline design, Seabear Panel (ca.
1979) (Fig. 2.28-2.29). In the study, nine square fragments sourced from the panel design have
been rotated and arranged into an evenly spaced straight horizontal configuration. The
silhouettes of two figures have been provided for scale; at two-by-two feet, the proposed length
for the series of square wooden panels would reach over twenty feet. The fragments in the study
can be located within the original Seabear design, but only with extensive and detailed study and
comparison. Even then, the abstract nature of the fragments makes any sure identification with
84

Andrew Washburn of the Alaska State Museum pointed out to me that the titles of other large panels by Schoppert
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segments of the original panel design nearly impossible. Schoppert has taken advantage of the
uniform and cohesive nature of formline design’s basic visual building blocks in order to deflect
any sure recognition of the singular original panel.
For example, the source of the elements of one of his earliest square panel arrangements,
A Smooth Round Stone (1981), can be found in Bear Panel (Fig. 2.30-2.31). Consisting of a twoby-two grid of four square panels carved in low-relief, A Smooth Round Stone has been painted
all over with light blue, white, and grey paint and stain that gives it the nominal appearance of
natural stone. The general designs of the fragments have been cropped from Bear Panel; the
lower-right square seems to correspond to the top-right-most ovoid in Bear Panel, and the topright and top-left squares correspond to portions on the lower left of the panel. The variation
between the original formline design and Schoppert’s interpretation in wood relief, the subtle
shifts in carved versus drawn and painted curves, and the different angles to which each fragment
has been rotated make such attributions uncertain, however. And the last square does not appear
to correspond to any particular area of Bear Panel, likely intentionally. This panel contains a
small white semi-circular relief along its top edge which does not align with any circular motif in
the original panel design. Schoppert painted this semi-circle flat white in contrast to the bluegrey pigment that accentuates the natural wood grain of the rest of the work. The expressionistic
color treatment, applied in a brushy manner with faint drips and splatters spread across the
surface, creates a cohesive composition out of the truncated formline elements, “Zen-like”
according to one critic.86 It also makes locating these panels as individual fragments of the
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original composition even more difficult to the naked eye, as the curves of formline transition
into one another across the panel breaks, the carved and raised lines shifting between positive
and negative space.
In the early 1980s, Schoppert made many variations on these two methods of isolation
and fragmentation. Some works, such as Three Smooth Stones (1983), use the fragments from
Seabear Panel within a single linear composition. Others reprise the isolated elements of Bear
Panel, the portions he extracted as the basis for Big Sky Salmon, and explore variations in scale,
orientation, color, and transformations such as off-setting the panels against one another or
flipping them vertically and horizontally.87 Stillwater (1983), for example, consists of four
sections arranged into a large canvas-sized panel that is two-feet by six-feet (Fig. 2.32). Like
most of his panels, it is painted with colors atypical of the classic Northwest Coast palette:
purple, blue, white, and orange have been applied in exaggeratedly expressionistic painterly
marks on the surface, broad brush strokes and drips visible on the oil stained natural red cedar
wood. The strokes follow the carved curves of the formline motifs, accentuate the carved
recesses of the negative spaces with dark shading, and highlight portions of the positive line with
bright flat planes of pink and white. In certain portions the brushstrokes continue across panel
edges; in others they end abruptly. The work’s left-most three sections feature the now
recognizable section of Bear Panel, but rotated 180 degrees. The rightmost section is a fragment
of Seabear Panel. The panels share a palette that unifies the composition, so the different sources
of the panels are otherwise imperceptible and do not cause any incongruity beyond the truncation
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of the formline transitions; the panels can be swapped in order without much notice.88 As with all
of these works the painterly treatment of the carved surface adds a further layer of abstraction,
both complementing and highlighting the carved curves yet at times also contradicting and
obfuscating them, obscuring depth and the transitions between sections. The later Stillwater #2
(1985), meanwhile, takes an isolated portion from roughly the same area of Bear Panel, reversed
in comparison to Stillwater (Fig. 2.33). Schoppert also adds details not present in Stillwater, such
as the trigon in the central panel’s upper stretch of formline. The paint here is also applied with
more finish, a smoothly modulating palette of blue, purple, white, and coppery yellows and
brown. And while the outermost edges of the panels are flush with one another the design of
each section has been vertically offset such that the sections appear staggered.
These transformations further obscure the remnants of the original figurative formline
design. But it is not until the relationship between figure and ground has been most completely
confused that Schoppert’s abstract impulse most thoroughly disperses figurative or crest form
imagery. Speaking of the four-panel piece Kaa-Gee-Saak (1985), Schoppert calls the work one
of his “minimalized Northwest Coast pieces.”89 The panels take the “minimalization” of formline
to an extreme; the elements of formline design have been so reduced that not even singular
geometric motifs, such as an ovoid or a U-form, can be discerned in their whole (Fig. 2.34).
Instead the four carved and painted wood panels consist of a series of edges and curves,
Schoppert’s most radically abstracted fragmentations of formlines yet. As if in the manner of
New Vision photography, he has cropped and zoomed in on formline design until it has become
an abstract distillation. The painterly treatment contributes to this abstraction. Schoppert
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elsewhere describes that in Kaa-Gee-Saak “color successfully develops a shift in field/ground
relationship evoking a sense of movement.”90 Broad flat strokes of white paint stretch across
panels, moving from a raised edge to a carved-out volume. On the right hand side, a bright blue
line traces the edge of a curve and seems to transition to a turquoise-shaded section in relief.
White drips and splatters appear in the recesses and raised areas alike; from a head-on
perspective, these marks advance the entire surface of the relief carving forward into a single flat
plane, only to be thrown back into relief by the depth of the surface when one shifts one’s head
in the slightest and perceives the carved edges at an angle. This push-and-pull of surface depth
further confuses what used to be primary and secondary formline and any sense of positive and
negative space, emphasizing the aspects of the Northwest Coast treatment of space that midcentury New York school painters most admired. The depth of the relief does not correspond
with what negative space may have been on the original source panels, if there even is any
correlation to Schoppert’s source panels. The title, Schoppert tells us, roughly translates as “The
mist in the mountains.”91 The title evokes the “spirit” of place that he “glimpsed and captured,”
an impression of the southeast Alaskan landscape. If the legible figurative formline design is
gone, obscured by the abstraction process, Schoppert nonetheless tells us that a relationship to
place remains.
From the process of isolating and fragmenting formline compositions into abstract panels,
Schoppert extended the abstracting operation even further. In panels such as Raven Opens Box of
Stars (1981), Schoppert arranged thin vertical sections of carved wood of varying length with
fragmented formline elements that he rearranged in an offset manner (Fig. 2.35). The title refers
to the story of the legendary trickster figure, Raven, who through his guile brought the light of
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the sun, moon, and stars into the world. This a central origin story in Tlingit oral history, and its
many variations, told across the Northwest Coast, have inspired artistic interpretations from precontact times to the present.92 Raven Opens Box of Stars refers to a central moment in the story,
when Raven has fooled Nass Shaak Aankáawu (Nobleman at the Head of the Nass River) into
giving Raven, shapeshifted into the form of a crying child, the box containing the stars, which he
then releases into the world. The title thus suggests a figurative scene, and one might catch
glimpses of what appear to be fractions of claws, beaks, or the curves of shooting stars. Yet,
unsurprisingly, no singular form coalesces from this jigsaw puzzle-like configuration. Figure and
ground is obscured, and the narrative elements of the origin stories are implied in the abstraction,
yet hidden from the typical viewer.
The abstraction and fragmentation of the vestiges of formline would reach its most
extreme expression in works such as Raven: In the Pink (1984) (Fig. 2.36). Consisting of offset
vertical carved wooden sections and painted in shades of purple, pink, and white, Raven: In the
Pink is more dramatically cut and fractured. The curves and elements of formline that are
disrupted but still recognizable in Raven Opens Box of Stars are barely visible here through the
array of deep incisions and clipped geometries. Speaking of Raven: In the Pink, Schoppert said
that “Here all recognition of Northwest Coast imagery is destroyed. The formline is lightly
referenced and is indicated with the slightest gesture of movement, juxtapositions of primary,
secondary and tertiary elements are presented out of context and the visual field is saturated with
92
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gradual blendings of color. Although this work appears cubist-like it arrives at this conclusion
from a different language base.”93 The panel is certainly Cubist-like, with its linear curved cuts
and gridded format, and a disruption of volume is achieved through the chiaroscuro-like shading
of color that confuses depth in the carved wood with its painted surface. Elements of the work
seem to intentionally signify Cubism as a “language base,” to use Schoppert’s terminology. The
protruding circular reliefs in the top left corner and along the top-middle of the panel, for
example, evoke the protruding cylinders of Picasso’s Guitar (1912). In the semiotic readings of
Yve-Alain Bois, Rosalind Krauss, and many others, Cubism’s breakthrough was its discovery of
the semiological nature of painting: that art, as a system of arbitrary signs, draws its value and
meaning from within a system, and that Analytic Cubism investigates the signification of
illusionistic representation.94 Schoppert seems to reduce formline to a similarly arbitrary set of
signs, only given meaning within the gridded system of his panels. While the hierarchy of the
figure-ground relationship has been relaxed, the piece is organized by the sharp linearity and
verticality of the implied grid. Recalling his explicit reference to Picasso in Under Picasso Skies,
Schoppert’s adoption of the broken grid very well may have been borrowed from the Cubist
tactic for organizing the volumetric debris of the image; in all of his large panels, the grid
provides a coherent scaffolding within which the fragmented elements of formline are unified.
The critics that have compared Schoppert to Cubism often do on the premise that his work is
rearranging the elements of formline just as Cubism, in the formal readings of Daniel-Henry
Kahnweiler and Clement Greenberg, dismantled and rearranged the elements of representation
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(color and volume) into a flat pictorial field.95 But the operations of fragmentation and isolation
were enough to simply dismantle and rearrange formline, if that had been the goal. His evocation
of Cubist techniques in Raven: In the Pink are an added layer of obfuscation, but also a means of
ordering the fragments of formline.
The grid format is simplified and formalized in Schoppert’s nine-panel works, his best
known and most widely lauded format. A work titled Of Clouds and Sacred Cows (1980) is one
of the first compositions executed in the three-by-three-panel grid configuration (Fig. 2.37). The
panels are, like A Smooth Round Stone, less bright and expressionistic than his typical work,
instead taking up a neutral palette of light blue, grey, brown, and white. Schoppert uses white
chalk to highlight both raised portions of formline as well as the recessed nooks of the carved out
curves, contradicting the depth of the relief. The contradictory shading in Of Clouds and Sacred
Cows and its brown-white-grey palette again evokes Analytic Cubism. The source for each of the
nine panel fragments can be found in Seabear Panel. Each square segment of formline, in fact, is
based on the nine panels illustrated in the study for Fragments of the Seabear. These same
fragments recur in the same or similar arrangements in Schoppert’s other large nine-panel pieces.
The panels of Blueberries, for example, consist of the same fragments of formline as Of Clouds
and Sacred Cows, but as if the latter has been rotated left by ninety-degrees. Thunderhead (1992)
is the same configuration as Blueberries, and In Search of the Perfect Circle (1985) flips that
configuration horizontally (Fig. 2.38-2.39).
These works also vary in their execution of the formline: Schoppert carves each curve
and ovoid slightly differently, allowing for variation in the angles, thickness, and depth of the
lines. The lines, when closely compared, swell and shift in different widths and rhythms, and
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Schoppert adds or removes fineline detail within the compositions. The paint schemes add
further variation amongst the structurally similar panels. But it is the organization of the grid that
creates the most tension between continuity and breakage in Schoppert’s oeuvre. In some cases,
the curves of the carved formline seem to continue across the cuts of the panels. His painterly
treatment also connects the separated panels across their edges, linking wooden formline through
painted line. Brushstrokes and drips span the otherwise sundered panels and curves. At the same
time the division of the sharply cut panels are highly visible, heavily emphasizing the
fragmentary nature of the extracted elements. The viewer cannot avoid being reminded that these
are fragments, organized within a grid.
In 1987 Schoppert described his process for bringing these formal operations together as
a language for an uninterrupted Northwest Coast art:
I’ve often wondered what would have happened if Tlingit culture was never interrupted.
… Using the ideas of Northwest Coast art conventions, I divested it of cultural intent,
social meaning, and accustomed appearances. In addition, I introduced freedom of color,
fragmentation, abstraction and minimalization. Cultural solidarity once shattered is now
seen to be rearranged in individual sections and soft, subdued and blended colors play
into the composition accenting the relief and forces the eye to move about the piece. The
colors used in this piece join the obvious fragmented sections, unifying the broken
composition.96
The Northwest Coast art conventions Schoppert speaks of are the formline designs, now
fragmented, abstracted, and rearranged, the panels both sharply divided yet also united as whole
compositions by the color of the blue, purple, white, orange, and pink acrylic paint he has
applied across the disjointed panels. It was through the introduction of the “freedom of color,
fragmentation, abstraction and minimalization,” he noted, that “the colors used [to] join the
obvious fragmented sections, [unify] the broken composition.”97 This brokenness is unified, but
by no means rendered invisible, and the painterly treatment has the simultaneous effect of
96
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making the sharp breaks between panels even more prominent. In the gridded panels, “color”
refers to the all-over color, as seen in A Smooth Round Stone or Blueberries. In other instances it
refers to the raw pigment: the brush stroke as an index, the trace of the line drawn by the hand, or
the line of a drip of paint pulled across a panel by gravity, literally connecting the fragments
together. Schoppert turns to pigment for variations on the same carved fragments as well as a
unifying force, bringing the panels of each composition together in aggregate through their
palettes and within the structure of the grid.
The play between unity and fragmentation has broader cultural implications in a
metaphorical sense. Schoppert’s panels are often discussed as visual metaphors for Alaska
Native life, the fragmentation a metonym for the breaking-up of Tlingit culture by colonization
and their cohesiveness representative of the wholeness of a culture that today remains strong and
unified, if different from what it was in the past.98 As he states above, in his panels “Cultural
solidarity once shattered is now seen to be rearranged…unifying.”99 But when Schoppert
describes his process of abstracting formline design, he also quite explicitly states that he gets
“rid of the focused specific image,” meaning crest figures, the signal of hereditary rights and
associated intangible property.100 This statement appears contradictory with the representation of
crests and other Indigenous epistemologies and property relations, particularly in relation to
works that purport to disrupt what Schoppert calls the “cultural relevancy” of Northwest Coast
art.101 The sharp breaks in the panels ensure that the fragments of line, hints of ovoids, and
isolated curves cropped from a larger image remain illegible to the viewer as a cohesive
figurative formline design or crest. Critics within the Tlingit and Northwest Coast arts
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communities precisely felt that this abstracting impulse went too far in breaking the perceived
conventions of Northwest Coast Native art. As curator Steve Henrikson notes, “To his critics,
including Native traditionalists, what Schoppert removed—the cultural meaning, the appropriate
colors, and the representation of specific clan crests—is the very definition of traditional
formline art.”102 Indeed abstraction may have been Schoppert’s ultimate operation of
transgression, using the divestment of “cultural meaning” to work around Tlingit prohibitions
against reproducing crests and other cultural protocols. But is all cultural meaning truly absent?
Is there any cultural language legible in Schoppert’s vision for an uninterrupted Tlingit art, or has
his modernist operation disrupted the cultural meaning of formline beyond legibility and into the
mere remnants of heritage? As Marjorie Halpin has pointed out about Northwest Coast art more
generally, though, representational understandings of crests and formline design are too limited
to account for the ambiguities and social structures that govern Northwest Coast art.103 Seeking
to connect to the past and the origins of Native art and philosophy, Schoppert’s formal operations
disrupt only those arbitrary conventions that he saw as barriers to the epistemological truth of
Tlingit art that would lead his “future art.”

IV. “We must gain control over the image”: Fragments for an Uninterrupted Art
A 1984 photograph of Schoppert in front of his monumental work Raven’s Descent
(1984) demonstrates the play of paint across his panels’ surfaces in relation to their ambitious
scale (Fig. 2.40). In the photo Schoppert rests his hand against the wood, physically connecting
his body to the mark-making gestures of his brushstrokes, splashes, and drips that he painted
while the piece was alternately lying horizontally on the ground and standing upright. One large
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brushstroke follows the peak of the curving formline’s swell at the top of the panel second from
left, while drips streak into the recessed space below it. Schoppert painted some of his panels
resting on the floor, as photographs of him at work in his studio demonstrate. This horizontal
mode and the drips and splatters invoke Jackson Pollock, and Schoppert’s mural-sized
compositions like Raven’s Descent pursue the monumental scale of Pollock’s best-known works.
The photograph of Schoppert echoes the famous portrait of Pollock in front of his Mural (1943)
painted for Peggy Guggenheim, or the nonchalant pose of Pollock in the 1949 Life Magazine
spread “Jackson Pollock: Is he the greatest living painter in the United States?” (Fig. 2.41).104
Schoppert was not shy about addressing his interest in New York school painters. “The
intention of graduate study was to create work that embodied both Tlingit and Western art
influences,” Schoppert wrote of his breakthrough at the University of Washington into his
abstract panel techniques.105 And in his large scale expressionist treatment, Schoppert takes
Pollock and the Abstract Expressionists head-on just as his masks and smaller scale paintings did
the Surrealists. He had encountered and emulated the Abstract Expressionists early in his arts
training, writing in 1977, for example, that he sought in his poetry and artmaking to capture the
explosive power of the imagination in a way that was “Similar, I imagine, to the work of the
action painting of the abstract expressionists.”106 The Abstract Expressionists themselves had,
like the Surrealists and Indian Space Painters, looked to Native American art and Northwest
Coast Native art in particular as sites of formal and mythical inspiration. While debates continue
over the particularities of the primitivist tendencies of individual artists within the movement, the
definitive studies by art historian W. Jackson Rushing demonstrate the extent to which the New
York school appropriated forms directly from Northwest Coast Native art that they saw at the
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American Museum of Natural History, Gustave Heye’s Museum of the American Indian, the
1941 exhibition Indian Art of the United States at the Museum of Modern Art, and in the private
collections of dealers, collectors, and fellow artists, such as the Surrealists exiled during World
War II.107 Barnet Newman’s 1946 exhibition Northwest Coast Indian Painting, as well as his
subsequent exhibition The Ideographic Picture, made his reverence for Northwest Coast forms
clear: “[Northwest Coast painting] constitutes one of the most extensive, certainly the most
impressive, treasures of primitive painting that has come down to us…Does not this work rather
illuminate the work of those of our modern American abstract artists who, working with the pure
plastic language we call abstract, are infusing it with intellectual and emotional content, and
who, without any imitation of primitive symbols, are creating a living myth for us in our own
time?”108
Even if he was not explicitly aware of the Abstract Expressionists’ interest in Native
American art, Schoppert had a knack for intuiting such affinities. Only eight months after the
portrait session in which the photograph with Raven’s Descent was taken, the exhibition
"Primitivism" in Twentieth Century Art: Affinity of the Tribal and the Modern opened at the
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Museum of Modern Art. The exhibition has been much critiqued for its use of loose formal
affinities to claim Indigenous arts’ value as source material for Western modernism and its
elevation of Euro-American artists to a position of distinction and singular genius for their act of
“discovering” arts of peoples in no need of discovering.109 One cannot help but imagine
Schoppert’s studio portrait as a preemptive response from a critical Indigenous perspective:
there, in New York, the reduction of the relationship between the Euro-American avant-garde
and Indigenous culture to a uni-directional act of primitivist appropriation; here, in the studio, a
Tlingit artist asserts that the “primitives” have been consciously looking back. The photograph
with Raven’s Descent demonstrates how Schoppert fashioned himself after their legacy. By
using the painterly forms and scale of the Abstract Expressionists, he created new contemporary
possibilities for so-called “primitive” art. Through the drips and splatters of Pollock, he claims a
place in relation to the legacy of modernism.
Barnet Newman’s appreciation of Northwest Coast art was limited to its formal and nonobjective characteristics, divested of their cultural and social signification.110 Schoppert’s
evocation of Abstract Expressionism as a stylistic vocabulary, signified by the painterly
treatment of his panels, inflects the Tlingit sources of his designs with an aesthetic, rather than
social, signification. Is this the “purging of cultural intent” that he points to? At the period in
which he was working, formline design had long been subject to aesthetic and semiotic
interpretation. Franz Boas’s Primitive Art (1925) prefigured the concept of Northwest Coast art
as a self-contained language, which was the basis for Claude Lévi-Strauss's structuralist analysis
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in the mid-century.111 Holm’s An Analysis of Form significantly identified a formalist language
for reading the elements of formline and what he termed “distributive design,” or the abstraction
of anatomical relationships and the elements representative of an animal or figure into iconic
parts. A similar methodological approach to the disjointed elements of formline in Schoppert’s
panels would not arrive at the same conclusion, however, because the elements of the formline
designs on which Schoppert has sourced his panels are not necessarily representational, nor does
Schoppert isolate any whole element to the point of recognition within a distributive system.
That is, his fragments do not include eyes or claws, but only the hint of such figural parts
suggested by the viewer’s own extrapolation of the truncated curves. In Raven: In the Pink, the
accumulation of Western modernist techniques – Cubist, expressionist, and otherwise -- onto the
surface of the fragmented and abstracted formline serves to further disrupt such hints of figural
relationships beyond any chance at recognition. Instead, as his conscious evocations of Cubism
and Abstract Expressionism suggest, Schoppert is using Euro-American modernist styles to both
deconstruct any philology of formline and at the same time signifying Western modernism as a
“language base” to which he claims access. His assertion that he arrived at the conclusions of
Raven: In the Pink not from a Cubist origin but from a “different language base” is not to deny
the stylistic signification of Cubism and Euro-American modernism, but rather to deploy those
styles in the service of his greater interest, the disruption of the Northwest Coast sign. Cubism,
the quote implies, is a means to an end, not the destination.
Schoppert’s interest in the disruption of formline to the point that “all recognition of
Northwest Coast imagery is destroyed,” was not purely a formal pursuit of abstraction, as in the
case of his early geometric sculpture. Abstraction, after all, has independent origins within
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Northwest Coast tradition (exactly what Newman observed in 1946). Schoppert consistently
made classical Tlingit works and his many variations on other Alaska Native art throughout his
career alongside his abstractions, but in the constant fragmenting, isolating, cutting, and shifting
of his panels, his mature career was dedicated to the transformation of formline and crest
imagery. In 1988, Schoppert returned to his Seabear Panel, one of his primary sources for his
abstract panels (Fig. 2.42). After years of isolating and fragmenting portions of the design,
Schoppert reproduces it in full. Its formlines are painted in the classic red and black of the
original design, but he fills the internal spaces and surrounds the figure with a halo of powdery
blue paint. Most importantly, he cuts the panel into seven vertical sections that he visibly offsets,
much like Raven: In the Pink and other earlier panels. But where the vertical shifting of his prior
works contributed to an overall abstracting impulse, obfuscating the source imagery, here the
off-set panels are still recognizable as the Seabear, if optically blurred by the disjunction. The
effect is again to make the cuts visible, to reveal the off-setting operation for what it is and to
thematize the segmenting of the formline figure as well as its organization within the vertical
grid.
This fragmentation is not an iconoclastic approach to Tlingit visual tradition. Rather, as
Schoppert’s consciousness of the role of style as visual language shows, he deploys these
abstracting operations specifically against the imposition of aesthetic valuations and arbitrary
definitions of tradition upon Northwest Coast art by anthropologists, conservative Natives,
museums, and the art market. By the close of the 1970s, when Schoppert began to develop his
innovative approach to formline, the narrative of the Northwest Coast Renaissance was in full
swing. Scholars of Northwest Coast art such as Peter Macnair considered the “rebirth” of the
formline tradition during the 1960s and 70s to be a relearning of “the rules of the art [that were]
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virtually lost” and a demonstration of an understanding of those rules through the execution of
“old forms of sculpture or two-dimensional design.”112 At the University of Washington, where
Schoppert was pursuing his MFA, Bill Holm was regularly lecturing on his research into the
system of formline and its consistent rules, vocabulary and grammar, extending a formalist
approach begun at the start of the century by Franz Boas.113 In 1983 George MacDonald
recognized that the nineteenth century system of crest imagery on Haida house fronts
communicated information linking the household to the spiritual world and lineage history.114 He
would later expand on this to suggest that post-war Northwest Coast artists were primarily
concerned with relearning formline’s syntactical grammar in order to make that system of
communicated information comprehensible again.115 For the layperson, that comprehension was
based in an iconographic understanding of cultural meaning that aligned with preconceived
notions of authenticity and “Indianness”.116 A small industry of commercial publications
dedicated to popular understandings of the language of Northwest Coast art emerged.117 Scholars
and connoisseurs continue today to emphasize Northwest Coast art’s adherence to the systems of
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the past in these terms, but during Schoppert’s most innovative period it was the inescapable and
overarching narrative.
Yet as Schoppert described above, by “[divesting] it of cultural intent,” he intentionally
made formline and its grammars incomprehensible through abstraction and fragmentation. This
moment in the early 1980s, as Aaron Glass has identified, was also a turning point in the
Renaissance discourse. The metaphor of a “rebirth” from some “ancient past” of Northwest
Coast art was coming under criticism from scholars favoring nuanced understandings of art
emerging from a complicated network of values, institutions, and interests.118 Schoppert
developed his operations of illegibility slightly ahead of critiques of the Renaissance discourse,
and his art arrives at the same conclusion: by breaking what he called the “very rigid conventions
established” in Northwest Coast art he rejects the possibility of his art being read as an enclosed
visual system based on a rebirth of the past.119 Instead, he forces it into relation with
contemporary styles and the breadth of traditions upon which he draws, refusing the formally
essentialized of Northwest Coast art.
Schoppert was explicit in statements and interviews about his intent to challenge the
conformity and legibility of Northwest Coast style. He was openly critical of how Bill Holm’s
book “froze” the evolution of Northwest Coast art into what he deemed a “preservationist
mode.” 120 The expectation, so entrenched in the art market and institutions by collectors and
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academic gatekeepers, that Northwest Coast should fit an ideal based in the past, was a major
point of contention for Schoppert. His work might have its roots in historic sources, but for him
“modern contemporary art is not a preservation.”121 For his essay “Give it Eyes and Teeth and
I’ll buy It: The Native Artist in the 80’s,” Schoppert’s title refers to an anecdote from Bill Reid
that, as a well-known Native artist, his “fine art” work could only sell if it were given “eyes and
teeth.”122 Schoppert likewise pushed back against the market expectations he consistently faced.
"There is tremendous pressure for conformity from collectors and scholars, who want work that
fits into the classic definition of Northwest Indian art,” he told a reporter in 1989, “When things
don't fit their expectations there's a raised eyebrow, and a sort of suggestion of ‘What do we do
with it now?’"123 This is not to say that Schoppert was not savvy with regard to the trends and
desires of the market for Northwest Coast art; in “Give it Eyes and Teeth” he likens the Native
artist of his day with the hunter of the past, in the sense that Native artists must learn about their
tools and quarry and the complexities of cross-cultural interaction in order to succeed artistically
and, more importantly, gain both personal and cultural empowerment. "Knowledge becomes the
new harpoon, and the carver, the new hunter."124
As evidenced by his commercial and public commission successes, Schoppert knew how
to use the art market to his advantage, harnessing the most commodified and alienating part of
the market process in order to reinforce and renew cultural expression.125 As Judith Ostrowitz
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has observed, his work benefits from the language of abstraction in order to communicate with a
diverse group of viewers and to gain access to a mainstream contemporary audience. His work is
“explicit in the use he made of nonrepresentational strategies to break down clear boundaries that
qualify certain works as strictly native.”126 Indeed, the divide between “modern” and
“traditional” was a false binary in Schoppert’s work, despite the expectations of the market for
work that adhered to artificial conceptions of the traditional. “I can’t do modern pieces without
also doing traditional stuff,” Schoppert said of his practice. “All the inspiration comes from
them.”127 Thus Schoppert refused to uphold limiting understanding of the rules and conventions,
the language, of formline design as traditionalist, breaking that binary alongside his
fragmentation of ovoids and U-forms. As Steve Henrikson writes, to Schoppert, the elements of
formline design “were not the tradition, but were just aspects of tradition manifest at certain
times in history. He believed that the evolution of the art was interrupted by European
colonization, that the current definition of ‘traditional’ is an arbitrary selection of a single
developmental stage.”128
In regards to the interrupted evolution of Tlingit art that he was attempting to restart,
Schoppert described to one reviewer that his work was “portraying a symbolic evolution of
language.”129 Schoppert’s abstraction disrupts the imposition of an arbitrary definition of
tradition, defined by iconographic and semiotic readings of Northwest Coast art, to instead
symbolically evolve the visual language while maintaining the cultural truth underpinning it.
This epistemological understanding of the visual language of formline, rather than an aesthetic or
formalist understanding, has been expressed by many Tlingit writers and thinkers. Tlingit weaver
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Shelly Laws, for example, refers to the designs of Tlingit woven and functional art as “written
history” that has been collected and preserved in museum collections. “The Tlingit people, they
wrote everything. The written language is on the spoons, it’s on the clothes … it was on
everything,” she says, referring to formline as the Tlingit written language. 130 Nora Marks
Dauenhauer has similarly written about the relationship between Tlingit visual and oral traditions
existing in balance and reciprocity. “The form and content of verbal and visual art are congruent
with each other and with social structure,” she writes, noting that Tlingit visual and verbal
language are both characterized by the ways in which they “enliven” and in turn are enlivened
and draw meaning from oratory, poetry, and social context and performance.131 Tlingit poet
Ishmael Hope extends this conception, relating the enlivening aspect of Tlingit art to living
relationships to land: “Its pleasing aesthetic quality, never too far from our minds, is inseparable
from the contextual appreciation of its history, its ties to a clan and its ownership, how it was
made, the crests it embodies, and its deep connection to our lands and waterways.”132
Charlotte Townsend-Gault relates the study of Northwest Coast art to Jean-Francois
Lyotard’s contention that when the visual is recognized, comprehended, and assimilated within a
rational order and routed through discourse, its truth is lost for it is coded and made legible,
readable, and textualized.133Schoppert reroutes the Tlingit visual tradition, disrupting the rational
comprehension of formline by the anthropologists, curators, and dealers who artificially froze
“tradition” within a stilted stage of development and interrupted its evolution. Schoppert does
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this to recover cultural truths and obtain a possible future direction. His use of the grid as an
organizing and unifying structure becomes essential for this recovery; not only does the grid
imply cultural unity, but its structure emulates the balance and reciprocity that Dauenhauer says
characterize the relationship between visual and verbal languages and social structure. The static
figurative language of crest forms may be obscured to audiences both inside and outside the
culture, but its elements are nonetheless evenly distributed by the grid, emulating the relational
structure of Tlingit visual tradition.
As Schoppert said in a frequently quoted remark: “Learn the rules, then break them.”134
This sentiment extends to both the rules of Northwest Coast art and the outsider expectations
faced by contemporary Indigenous artists of his time. Ostrowitz offers the metaphor of
linguistics to consider how contemporary Indigenous art moves through systems of meaning in
local and global contemporary contexts: fluency in one or more visual language not only
provides Indigenous artists the means by which to move through these systems, but also is
required by the non-Native audience in order for them to fully understand contemporary
Indigenous art projects.135 Schoppert’s work uses abstraction to deconstruct and play freely with
the language of formline. In the face of an industry that has been dedicated to the formal
comprehension of an Indigenous visual system, Schoppert’s deployment of abstraction offers
two benefits: it give him opportunity to move through the systems of the broader contemporary
art market and be received therein on par with his Euro-American peers; and with abstraction he
resists, or rather dissents from, outsider comprehension. This “new ground,” the artist wrote in
1985, "will allow others freedom to express their culture's aesthetic in expressive terms rather
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than the restrictive pressures of tradition."136 The stakes, his statement suggests, extended beyond
Northwest Coast art to Indigenous art more broadly.
This disruptive approach to formline is what distinguishes Schoppert from his
predecessors and contemporaries who pioneered abstract Northwest Coast art in the post-war
period. Beginning in the 1960s and peaking in the mid-1970s, Kwakwaka’wakw artist Doug
Cranmer (Kesu’) rearranged the stylistic language of Northwest Coast art in nonrepresentational
paintings, but he put formline elements into active relationship with one another as whole
elements of his compositions rather than fragmenting their parts (Fig. 2.43).137 Robert Davidson,
meanwhile, considers the Haida formline tradition to be a framework of understanding within
which components form an “alphabet” that can be manipulated in endless possible
combinations.138 Describing Davidson’s art, most writers and critics draw on terms that are
parallel to those by which Schoppert’s work is best described: “fragmented forms, abstraction
and ambiguity” in works that engage in the “dismantling of a recognizable iconography.”139
Considering kugann jaad giidii (1983), one of Davidson’s contemporary works from the early
1980s, the painting is certainly abstract, devoid of a representational subject or crest form (Fig.
2.44). Karen Duffek argues that Davidson’s art creates “an intervention in prevailing, limiting
understandings of Haida art by countering the idea that it is a closed visual language, a set
formula or a fully understood tradition.”140 This is true for Davidson as well as Schoppert.
However a key difference lies in their approach: while Schoppert thematizes the breakdown of
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formline’s elements, Davidson engages these elements and the variants of formline design in
dialogue, stretching ovoids and enlarging and reshaping U-forms. The elements themselves are,
in short, the “central subject” of works such as kugann jaad giidii.141 Davidson maintains these
elements and stretches their possibilities within the formline system; Schoppert breaks the
system apart to be free of its aesthetic impositions. Davidson’s description of the painting insists
on its source in a Haida narrative structure, further emphasizing his maintenance of the visual
language. Schoppert’s art, I argue, is similarly located in the relationship between Tlingit visual
and narrative language. Unlike Davidson and Cranmer, however, Schoppert saw the visual
grammar of formline to be in need of rapid evolution.
Schoppert’s deployment of abstraction in this regard recalls Darby English’s analysis of
nonobjective painting among African American painters in the 1970s, who were nearly
contemporaneous to Schoppert and pursued abstraction as a declaration of individual freedom in
the face of overly racialized conceptions of identity and representationalism. English argues that
the “refusal of representation” served as “alternative practices of dissent” in which the “resistant
force of color” could resist the dictates of social conformity and racial categories.142 For
Schoppert, abstraction and the styles of Western modernism served as a means by which he
could refuse the imposition of aesthetic traditionalism while pursuing new means of expressing
the epistemological nature of Tlingit art outside of such restrictions. His practice was one of
Northwest Coast deconstruction; he broke formline down into its constituent parts, its rhetoric
and grammar, then disrupted it beyond aesthetic legibility. What remains, distributed yet
organized by the grid of social structure, is the essence of Tlingit art beyond its institutionalized
conventions. He resisted the dictates of the Northwest Coast art market in the 1980s and any
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insistence that Northwest coast art must adhere to the conventions of the past, externally imposed
conceptions of authenticity, and essentializing conceptions of identity and Indigenous culture.
These conventions were the titular “Sacred Cows” referenced by Of Clouds and Sacred Cows
(1983): as Schoppert said in the lecture of the same name, “the developed and established art
conventions of Tlingit people.”143 And his approach to those conventions was to disrupt them in
order to expand the possible reach of contemporary Native art.
With his assault on formal legibility, Schoppert’s art may seem to be concerned above all
with questions of visuality and visibility. But his approach only foregrounds the optical register
over social and ceremonial function in deconstructing the formal analysis of Northwest Coast
art.144 It is not the case that his formal operations are fully extracted from the social and political
context in which they are produced. Schoppert directly linked control over the representation of
and reproduction of Indigenous art to Indigenous rights and sovereignty. Speaking at the Native
Arts Network Conference in May, 1986, he said:
We must gain control over the image of Indian art and involve ourselves in its definition.
To do this, we must advance our ideas in a clear persuasive voice. The more remarkable
our ideas, the brighter our vision, the wider the horizon that will open before us.145
Schoppert’s assertion for control over the image comes in the context of a politicized shift for
Indigenous control over their own market, visibility and recognition in public institutions, and
autonomy over their representation. It is an assertion of what Jolene Rickard terms visual
sovereignty: cultural and political self-determination, renewal, and resistance based on specific
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relationships to land and place.146 The role of sovereign relations to land in Schoppert’s art has
been alluded to above, but Schoppert states this relationship equally explicitly. As he described
to Jan Steinbright in a 1987 interview:
One of the big issues [regarding Native art], probably the fundamental issue, is a sense of
ownership of land, not ownership in title and deed to a parcel of land, but just a sense of
belonging that no matter how much has been tried in the past, it cannot be eroded or
taken away from the people's identity. It is part of their identity. It's a very profound
relationship. My thinking is that all of the artform, (we call it art now) comes from that
very strong mystical relationship with the land. If we don’t address it in discussions such
as this, then we're missing the point entirely.147
Such a profound relationship to land, “mystical” and not erodable, undergirded all of his work
and his identity accordingly. If the art form on which he draws, northern formline, itself comes
from that relationship with the land, then the withholding of outsider comprehension of that
system is a denial of access. Schoppert’s sovereign expression is in his effort to create art in the
lineage of Tlingit visual history that speaks to this relationship in an unmediated fashion.
Despite the insistence of the critics of his time, Schoppert’s art is not about “making the
traditional modern.” He is responding to the modern and using it as a tool to break apart
formline, rearrange it, and make a new visual language out of the remains. Layered over and
under the abstracted ovoids and U-forms is the application of abstract geometries, painterly
expression, and a host of visual influence and imbrications. Tlingit, Indigenous, and modernist
Euro-American forms cohabit in his art, rendering it a kind of third zone. Visual sovereignty
likewise exists nested within and beside the settler Euro-American aesthetics that are operative
throughout Schoppert’s painted panels. Schoppert’s intervention in the grammar of Northwest
Coast art is his pursuit of a new language by which to express that sovereignty: “Statements of
beauty and balance are important. Equally important is the development of words in a new
146
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vocabulary and discovering the ability to articulate them. Some of my work has opened new
space, and although, that isn’t a theme nor statements, it becomes vital because of the freedom of
exploration it provides.”148 As Gerald Vizenor’s conception of transmotion suggests, the freedom
of movement or exploration that Schoppert’s “new vocabulary” allows in the new nested space,
movement between aesthetic spaces, is itself an expression of Indigenous sovereignty.149
Schoppert’s works are unified in their abstraction, pigmentation, and gridded structures,
sourced in Western modernism and inspired by Alaskan Native forms, while ambiguous,
transformational, and sovereign in the manner of Indigenous visual traditions. An uninterrupted
Northwest Coast art is synonymous with a dynamic art that adapts and adopts from world culture
to suit its own needs while reflecting a connection to land and place that is immemorial. Jim
Schoppert expressed such relations in his art that was not just an indebted response to Western
modernism but a reconfiguration of the heritage of Northwest Coast forms. In doing so he
produced a dual response, both to Euro-American modernism and the strictures of the modern
revival of Northwest Coast art. This double-post-modern is parallel but not synonymous with
the postmodern we understand as the breakdown of the Western modern narrative. Rather, it is
where Schoppert found new possibilities for the future of Tlingit art and expanded the
conception of what both the traditional and modern could be in their meeting.
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CHAPTER THREE
LYLE WILSON: FRAGMENTS OF FORMLINE, CROPPINGS IN TIME

In a 1980 etching titled Ode to Billy Holm…Lalooska…Duane Pasco…and Jonathon
Livingston Seagull, the Haisla artist Lyle Wilson (b. 1955) depicts a masked figure moving
through a bounded page filled with totemic and bureaucratic forms (Fig. 3.1). The figure, rattle
in hand, stands on top of a Certificate of Indian Status, issued by the Department of Indian and
Northern Affairs, filled out with the artist’s own personal information. Biometric details,
including height, weight, and skin complexion (“Medium”) are listed, along with the artist’s full
name, First Nations band, and district of residence. A sketchily drawn self-portrait serves in the
stead of photographic documentation, and the artist uses other fields on the status card to play
between the governmental certification of identity and artistic authenticity. The given “Date of
Birth,” for example, is in fact the print’s edition date, and the “Specime [sic] Signature” doubles
as the artist’s signature. The certificate confirms Wilson’s status with a bureaucratic dictum,
affirming that he “is an Indian within the meaning of the Indian Act Chapter 1-6 revised statutes
of Canada, 1970.” In the United States the Indian Arts and Crafts Act prohibits misrepresentation
of non-Native goods in the marketing and sale of American Indian or Alaska Native arts and
crafts products, but no such law against fraudulent First Nations art exists in Canada. Living and
working in Vancouver as an art student when he conceptualized this print, Wilson foregrounds
his governmentally defined authenticity as an “Indian within the meaning” of the settler-colonial
nation state.
The title of the print, in contrast, references a series of non-Native or non-Northwest
Coast carvers who, from the late 1950s to 1970s, adopted Northwest Coast styles and techniques,
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eventually becoming teachers and leaders in the art form. Duane Pasco and John Livingston—
whose name is intentionally misspelled in reference to the popular 1970 novella Jonathan
Livingston Seagull—were both well respected and influential non-Native carvers and teachers
who worked on Northwest Coast carving projects and taught throughout the Pacific Northwest.
Don Lelooska claimed Cherokee heritage and was an adept carver of many Northwest Coast
styles who was formally adopted by a prominent Kwakwaka’wakw family (as was Livingston
towards the end of his life). Bill Holm, of course, is the prominent art historian who authored
Northwest Coast Indian Art: An Analysis of Form in 1965, the influential study of the northern
formline design system that succinctly laid out its primary principles. As the background of the
print, Wilson has reversed the first edition softcover of Holm’s book. The masked figure moves
through the space filled with the characteristic swelling and narrowing bands of black and red
calligraphic formline, defined by Holm as a rule-laden system and consistent visual language.
When Wilson flips and erases portions of the cover, he ruminates not only on the definitive
influence of Holm’s study, but also on the terms by which the authenticity of modern Northwest
Coast art came to be defined. Wilson’s print, made at the height of the so-called Renaissance,
takes aim at the expectations of art and culture as they were shaped by such external forces.
Governmental, non-Native, and scholarly forces collide in the print, each exerting a different
influence on what authentic Northwest Coast Native art could be in the highly productive
formative years of Wilson’s career. With his ID card below, Wilson likens these artistic strictures
to the ways that the settler-colonial nation state defines his Indigenous identity. It is a critical
response from the then 25-year-old art student against the terms of the modern Revival by which
artistic production was structured.
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As a unique entry in the history of Northwest Coast art at its time—a critically conceptual
and overtly political work executed in a fine art medium (etching) rather than the dominant
silkscreen mode or a traditionalist medium such as carving—Ode to Billy Holm… stands out to
many commentators as a breakthrough postmodernist statement on the constructed nature of
Northwest Coast art and its revival.1 The ironic reversal of Holm’s book cover and hand-drawn
status card present a subversive critique of the academic and commercial construction of
Northwest Coast art as a category, which has boxed in Indigenous artists formally and
stylistically alongside the legal terms of the Indian Act and its supporting web of bureaucracy. 2
The erasure of the cover image by the mysterious masked figure is a visual critique made in
response, as Charlotte Townsend-Gault has argued, to the stifling formal norms of the
“Northwest Coast traditional style” as codified by Holm and consigned to grammars of the
idealized past, a protest against “betrayal by the systems of power that to some extent define[s]”
him.3 Government-defined status and formal standards are two manifestations of the systems of
power that seemed to define the authenticity, reception and commercial success, and the horizon
of aesthetic possibilities for Northwest Coast Native artists working in the 1980s. Townsend-
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Gault suggests that works like Ode to Billy Holm… are explicit statements of protest by artists
such as Wilson against those systems.4
Few scholars, however, have commented on the remarque that Wilson has drawn in the
erased portion of the Holm cover. The masked figure reaches out to a small abstract formline
design, an ovoid with two pointed U-forms that extend from either side like fins. The design is a
box-form, a common painted motif that decorated the ends of historic bentwood boxes across the
Northwest Coast. It appearance in the erased void, seeming to draw or call to the masked figure,
is enigmatic. Is the abstract motif a fragment left behind in need of recovering? Or a reference to
an authentic visual tradition, unmarred by the impact of colonialism and academe, another kind
of ideal to which Indigenous artists might strive? In this chapter, I consider the ways in which
Wilson used the idioms of fine and contemporary art printing and painting to negotiate the terms
and expectations of the Northwest Coast art complex in concert with his heritage and the impact
of colonial history. I pay special attention to the operations by which Wilson makes his protest
against the systems that define authenticity and their redeployment to the revitalization of Haisla
visual culture. As the erasure of formline design in the etching Ode to Billy Holm… suggests,
Wilson’s social critique was intimately tied to a formal one in which abstraction and
fragmentation served as metaphorical visual devices for the state of First Nations culture and
politics in British Columbia. By breaking apart the iconic forms of Northwest Coast art, Wilson
took aim at the state of the revival structured by the expectations of the market and the influence
of museums and scholars which sought to define his authenticity and that of his art just as the
government’s bureaucracy did. Using the formal conventions of Northwest Coast art as a starting
point, his work “shifts and fragments the ancient symbols into statements on art, culture, history,
and power,” as longtime supporter Karen Duffek wrote in the text for Wilson’s first solo
4
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museum exhibition.5 These operations of fragmentation emerged from a concrete engagement
with Euro-American histories of abstraction and printmaking techniques.
If, as the previous chapter showed, Schoppert’s panels obfuscate their origins with layers
of expressionistic paintwork and abstracting arrangements, Wilson made the process of breakage
highly visible and used exaggeratedly violent markmaking to enhance the socio-political content
of his work. At the same time, Wilson faced a double bind in his work: the desire to maintain a
living continuity with Haisla lifeways, social, and aesthetic traditions which were undercut by
colonial histories, while maintaining a critical stance towards the commodification of
traditionalist Northwest Coast art which defined his reception as an Indigenous artist. Wilson
wished to pursue the living traditions of his heritage without falsifying how those traditions have
been impacted and deformed through the legacies of settler colonialism, on the one hand, and the
non-Native market’s demands for authenticity, on the other, that did not see his fine arts training
and contemporary pursuits as commensurate with his Indigeneity. It was in finding the
correlation between fragmented and cropped contemporary and historic forms, I will further
show, that Wilson discovered a way to work around this double bind in pursuit of Haisla cultural
renewal. His trajectory from contemporary print maker to dedicated Haisla artist, I argue, despite
the criticism of his detractors and supporters alike, is less a regression to a neo-traditionalist
mode than a break down of the distinction between the traditional and modernist, which cannot
be accounted for by conventional understandings of the postmodern.
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I. The Call of the Siren of Tradition
Lyle Wilson was born in British Columbia in Butedale, a now-abandoned cannery town
known as Cedixs by the Haisla. He largely grew up in the northern coastal community of
Kitamaat Village, outside the municipality of Kitimat. The name Kitamaat means “People of the
Snow” and it is the principal contemporary community of the Haisla Nation. Located at the head
of the Douglas Channel, a 90 km long deepwater inlet, Kitamaat Village was accessible only by
boat or air during Wilson’s youth. The area has long teemed with maritime life, including
salmon, skate, eulachon, sea lions, seals, orcas, and other beings of the sea. Wilson was born into
the Beaver clan, his matrilineal line, and was later formally adopted into his father’s Eagle Clan
by his Eagle grandmother to ensure the continuation of the clan line.6 The Eagle, called
iksduq°ya in Haislakala, is the crest of one of the eight historic clans of the Haisla. Wilson
encountered the Haisla visual tradition at an early age, growing up familiar with historic Haisla
belongings his grandmother had kept through years of colonial persecution. He describes the
impact this material had on him as a child:
My own introduction to Northwest Coast painted imagery began in Kitamaat Village … I
was a very young child, but my early experience still affects the way I look at the art
today. What I saw was a painted Haisla k’ozīlh, or bentwood box. At a cursory glance, it
seemed ordinary, but a closer look revealed painted eyes, hands, and a mouth. Inspecting
that k’ozīlh was like making eye contact with a living thing—one that never blinked. …
Many years later, as a professional artist, I keep that k’ozīlh in my mind.7
Another major influence on his art was his uncle Sam Robinson, whom he watched carve
plaques and wood reliefs from a young age. Despite this, Wilson does not describe himself as
traditionally trained, meaning that he never engaged in a master-apprentice relationship with a
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mentor artist-carver from his community or elsewhere. Instead, he is one of the few Northwest
Coast Native artists of his generation to have received formal art school training. Wilson
survived the residential school system in his youth, the network of federally funded and church
administered boarding schools created for the purpose of assimilating Indigenous children
through their removal from their families and home communities and the forced deprivation of
their languages, ceremony, and customs. Wilson describes that because of such assimilationist
policies and the active discouragement of First Nation languages, his ancestors viewed the
Haislakala language as an impediment so never taught it to the succeeding generations.8 Wilson
grew up hearing the elders speaking the language, so while he could recognize it throughout his
youth, he could not understand more than a few words.
In 1976 Wilson enrolled in the University of British Columbia’s Native Indian Teacher
Education Program. He soon transferred into the Art Education program, where he began taking
art history and printmaking classes. 9 A print that Wilson produced while at UBC appears on the
cover of a 1983 issue of the university student newspaper, The Ubyssey, and indicates Wilson’s
proclivity for altering Northwest Coast formline design as social commentary during his early
student years (Fig. 3.2). The title, Homage to Patrick M. (1979), a serigraph based on an ink
drawing, refers to Patrick McGuire, a talented Haida artist who died in 1970 at the age of twentyseven from an accidental heroin overdose. McGuire’s death was a tragic example of the ongoing
damage that Indigenous communities faced even during the supposed rebirth of Indigenous
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culture during the post-war period. Wilson was very affected by the story of McGuire’s life and
his art, which included water colors that were striking for their departure from traditionalist
media and techniques. They represented isolated canoes and totem poles, naturalistically
depicted in dreamy coastal landscapes, and gaunt masked figures that veer towards magical
realism. McGuire was also an accomplished carver of wood and argillite, known to Bill Reid and
Robert Davidson for his skill with the mediums.10 Wilson’s print depicts a rounded Thunderbird
figure, not unlike a carved wooden rattle or mask seen in three-quarter view, its wings
outstretched and head turned, covered in formline designs. The print has been violently incised
all across its body, the result of Wilson scratching into the drawing when printed on mylar. A
gun shot-like wound on the Thunderbird’s forehead is emphasized by a splatter of pigment.
The issue on which the print appears is dedicated to “Native Indians” and several articles
focus on the challenges faced by First Nation post-secondary students in Canada in the late
1970s and early 1980s. As of 1983 only 100 Native students were registered, up from 24 a
decade prior in 1974.11 Interviewed Native students listed many personal and structural barriers
to successfully earning a university degree, among them the trauma of residential school
enrollment, the foreignness of the white authority system, and reticence to complete public high
school. The colonial legacies of Canadian history were of course a lasting factor. In Canada, First
Nations people only gained the right to vote without losing their Indian status in March 1960
with the overturning of prohibitive sections of the Canada Elections Act. As Ubyssey
contributors were quick to point out, long standing colonial inequality likewise left the First
Nations peoples behind their non-Native counterparts in most indicators of health, wealth, social
10
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justice, incarceration rates, employment, and general wellbeing. In the 1970s First Nations
populations suffered two to four times the childhood mortality rate of non-Natives, more than
three times the number of violent deaths, three times the incarceration rate, and a consistent
range of 50 to 70 per cent of unemployment rates.12
Wilson’s print addresses a victim of these systemic inequities. While McGuire was a
member of the Staa’stas Eagle clan, the bird figure here is a stand-in for both the young artist and
Indigenous youth and First Nations communities more broadly against whom systemic violence
was continuously operating. A Haisla tradition ascribes a Haida origin to the Eagle clan,
suggesting that Wilson’s clan lineage is tied to McGuire through deep ancestral ties, making him
more than a mirror in which Wilson likely saw himself.13 In serigraph versions of the print, the
splatter is colored pink (Fig. 3.3) and along with the incisions evokes the traumatic end to
McGuire’s life. The linear scratches in the design are not only a physical violence enacted on the
design by Wilson; the scratching disrupts the gestalt of the figure and the continuity of its
formline design. Breaking up formline, I will further show, through internal incising and
wholesale structural fracturing, was a formal operation used frequently by Wilson as a symbolic
performance of the break-up of Indigenous culture in “the collision of white and Indian culture,”
as a short description of the cover image read in The Ubyssey.14
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The theme of fragmentation through collision of cultures is the subject of Wilson’s 1979
silkscreen print When Worlds Collide (Fig. 3.4). The print consists of a sequence of curving
abstract designs typically referred to as box-end forms, or simply box forms. This arrangement of
basic ovoid and U-form elements, resembling a double whale fin, appears in many variations as a
decoration on the ends of historic bentwood boxes and painted chests (Fig. 3.5).15 This type of
form also illustrated the cover of Holm’s first hardcover edition of An Analysis of Form, several
pages of which are dedicated to its study (Fig. 3.6). Here the form is broken into a vertical array
of fragments, fracturing further and further in each of its four iterations until it consists of
shattered pieces spread along the bottom of the sheet. The title suggests the collision of Native
and non-Native values and the fragmentation of culture under the pressure of colonial history,
and the print has been described straightforwardly as a “graphic metaphor for the destruction of
both a culture and an art form.”16 As previously discussed, criticisms of the Renaissance
discourse have pushed back against such straightforward claims of destruction, arguing that
Northwest Coast cultures were not in fact dead and “broken” and in need of a rebirth. Yet while
Wilson witnessed his uncle carving and was one of the lucky few in his village to grow up
knowing historic Haisla forms from belongings his grandmother had kept, he admits that the
Haisla have lost much to colonial history. In the late 1800s, the first church minister who arrived
at Kitamaat Village organized the burning of most of the regalia and ceremonial objects.17 The
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Haisla people were left with, for the most part, only the intangible remnants of their cultural
treasures. Thus Wilson explains “with the Haisla, the Renaissance has never really happened
there. It is starting to make its presence, but still there is so much that has been lost since then.
You know a lot of us don’t ever see the value of things, and it is hard because they [the Haisla]
never grew up with a lot of traditional stuff.”18
Yet at this high-point of the broader modern revival, reading When Worlds Collide only
in terms of what Charlotte Townsend-Gault has called a “terrifying but inarguable metaphor” for
cultural destruction is an incomplete reading.19 Within Wilson’s personal iconography, the box
form takes on further formal, cultural, and critical meanings. As a visual motif, the box form has
frequently occupied Northwest Coast artists since the 1960s as a concise means of demonstrating
proficiency with the elements of formline design. Wilson, describing the deceptive simplicity of
the form, has said “If you’ve mastered it, you can’t hide mistakes inside it.”20 In a serigraph titled
Traditional Symbol (1980), Wilson reproduces a variation on the design and demonstrates his
dexterity with the principal elements of formline (Fig. 3.7). The core elements of the form are
arranged around a black and red central salmon-trout head ovoid, with cross-hatched red split Uforms filling the primary formline. A blue and red border, itself consisting of long low curves
split at varied intervals like U-forms, frames the work printed on a background of woodgrain, as
if to imitate the box or chest end on which the form historically would have been found. As a
balanced abstract design, the print is appealing to modernist tastes. Indeed, a bentwood box with
a similar box form was shown in Barnett Newman’s Northwest Coast Indian Painting exhibition
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at Betty Parsons in 1946.21 It would be easy to focus on the print’s aesthetic qualities as a
modern composition alone. Yet the title identifies the box form in relation to the past as a
“traditional symbol,” the term by which Wilson refers to the form throughout his early and
present oeuvre.
The motif recurs in another 1980 silkscreen titled A Siren Called Tradition (Fig. 3.8).
The single elaborate box form, rendered in black, red, and blue, extends the complex play
between primary, secondary, and tertiary formline, and more geometric elements are present.
Floating on an empty white ground, the box form here is no longer connected to the context of a
bentwood box. It is, instead, a wholly decontextualized abstract design. On the one hand, as
Duffek wrote about the print in 1989, the box form represents “the ease with which one can
focus only on the elegant surface of Northwest Coast art” rather than the content or context
behind it – the “traditional symbol” becomes decoration rather than historic container or
ceremonial being.22 The title, however, also suggests a more fraught connotation. Consisting
solely of the box form, A Siren Called Tradition suggests that “tradition” itself can be a
dangerously seductive concept. The discourse of the Renaissance paradigm positioned the
“traditional” as something based in the past to be recovered and valued. Wilson, however,
identifies that conception here as a Siren, an active and seductive force, abstract, amorphous, and
externally constructed. “Tradition,” he suggests, can operate in ways that threaten to drown the
artist’s creativity and visual freedom.
Tradition is multivalent, however. It is not tradition, in the sense of cultural heritage and
historic visual forms that Wilson resists. Rather, his resistance is to what Townsend-Gault has
21
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referred to as “the attitude that consigns artists to their past with terms such as ‘tradition’ and
‘authenticity’ that tend to make a mythologized past into the sole determinant of their artistic
activities.”23 This attitude, by which Townsend-Gault refers to the expectations and demands of
the non-Native market, scholarship, and general audience more than home communities, is a
prominent, if not the sole, source of the pressure to be bound by tradition. Townsend-Gault
argues that “Northwest Coast traditional style” is too often misunderstood as “stylistic bondage”
or as “suppressing innovation.”24 Yet artists like Wilson, she suggests, use their skills “to work
through the apparent conflict between tradition as a constraint and tradition as the basis for new
possibilities.”25 Wilson’s ability to parse the restrictive definition of “tradition” and essentialist
expectations from the potential of one’s heritage to serve as a font of creative possibilities is
superimposed in the box-form; the distinction is determined by the operations that Wilson
applies. “Many artists recognize the danger in the idea that they are bound by tradition,”
Townsend-Gault continues. “On the Northwest Coast not only is there a tradition of change and
innovation, but the works, their making, purpose, eventual destination, are inseparable from the
artists' often complex social roles.”26 A Siren Called Tradition is an early explicit
acknowledgement by Wilson of this inseparability. The call of the “Siren” is the adherence to the
constrictive nature of tradition as an externally posed definition; using it as a basis for creative
exploration and the expression of lived Indigenous experience is another potential.
A Siren Called Tradition gives form to the double bind that artists such as Wilson faced
as the Northwest Coast Native art sphere gained prominence, recognition, and commercial
success in the 1970s. One kind of double bind is often discussed in terms of the economic
23
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opportunity presented by the commercial art market being perceived by non-Native audiences as
an “inauthentic” site for Indigenous artists incommensurate with their identity. Relatedly, to
participate in colonial institutions, such as museums or government sanctioned arts programs,
may be seen as complicit in projects of assimilation and institutional models based in the
dispossession of Indigenous land and property.27 Wilson expresses another double bind with the
metaphor of the Siren: that the desire to pursue and reclaim the traditions of one’s heritage, and,
within that, to participate wholly in one’s community in a meaningful fashion, is defined by
internally and externally imposed understandings of what that tradition entails and
accompanying limits on nontraditional aesthetic and cultural practices that might be viewed as
inauthentic or as acculturated. Following the Siren call of tradition means to be in danger of
being critiqued as inauthentic when consciously engaging the systems and settler colonial logics
that have for generations defined the very terms of tradition.
Wilson’s art anticipated an academic turn in the 1980s that saw scholars of Northwest
Coast Native art identifying and critically analyzing these logics and the role that non-Native
institutional gatekeepers, working with savvy culture brokers, had in constructing the category of
authentic Northwest Coast art and the corresponding traditionalist values that undergirded the
Renaissance discourse.28 In 1981, anthropologist and museum director Michael Ames critically
analyzed the role of museums, anthropologists, and other scholars and non-native experts in
27
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defining what constituted authentic Northwest Coast historic art, as well as its acceptance as fine
art. His self-reflexive study describes how museum anthropologists promoted “acculturated
artifacts” by patronizing, displaying, and promoting contemporary works that fit into their
established definitions of ethnic identity, tradition, authenticity, and meaning.29 Karen Duffek
would shortly thereafter conduct a study of the Northwest Coast art market for her master’s
thesis that would identify the revival as a development of the art market driven in large part by
the emphasis on authenticity by non-Native consumers.30 The successful presentation of “Indianness” to the audience through ethnicity, adherence to “traditional” styles based on the nineteenth
century, Indigenous or community consumption and use, and other signifiers of “otherness” was
found to largely determine the authenticity of Native art for consumers.31 Indeed, these authors
identified how work throughout the 1980s would continue to be valued for “historical accuracy”
and the market for Native art continued to largely favor work that replicated older models or that
followed established formline conventions.32 As Duffek noted in a related publication, the
market expected “that the art, in order to be ‘authentic’, should remain the same through time,”
despite the drastic social and cultural changes that Northwest Coast life had undergone.33
Scholars and critics have since attributed the adherence to historic formline motifs and
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iconographies as being a response to outsider expectations of such authenticity that reinforce the
colonial status quo and stereotypes of Indigenous culture as located in a timeless past.34
The expanding patronage for Northwest Coast fine art at this time extended from
museum institutions, such as the UBC Museum of Anthropology (MOA) and University of
Washington’s Burke Museum, to retail outlets and commercial galleries, especially in the
Vancouver and Victoria area.35 The expansion of the commercial market followed the shift since
the 1950s from the ethnographic collecting and curio market to the status of collectible fine art
object.36 In 1980 there remained an emphasis on particular media, such as masks and other wood
carvings, that resisted the modernist isolation of objects from their cultural context as fine art.
Such works that took part in ceremony, dance, or other community cultural performances were
accordingly perceived as more valuable to certain collectors and as more authentic to museums.37
The tension between traditional use, commercialization, and modernist values intersected most
prominently in the boom of the Northwest Coast print market in the 1970s, where debates over
authenticity were most visible. As silkscreen prints circulated widely among tourists, collectors,
and within Indigenous communities as potlatch gifts, many commentators felt that the prints
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lacked the cultural authenticity of historic indigenous arts.38 Others, including the Native artists
themselves, positioned the print medium as a place of contemporary expression and validated the
medium by placing it solidly within the two-dimensional formline tradition and other historical
contexts.39 Leslie Dawn, for example, in his exhibition catalogue The Northwest Coast Native
Print: A Contemporary Tradition Comes of Age (1984), noted that awareness of standardized
formline structures on the part of both the public and the artists “refined what was acceptable as
authentic within the context of serigraph designs,” even as he claimed that since 1978 the
silkscreen print had “become a new tradition, through both a recognition of its past and of the
broader potentials for the future.”40 Wilson’s A Siren Called Tradition was included in the
exhibition and formally fit in well alongside the predominance of ‘Ksan-associated artists, whose
figurative print designs extended in new fluid and expressive compositional directions while
generally adhering to the conventionalized rules of formline tradition. And despite the adherence
to formline standards within serigraphy, conservative and primitivist gatekeepers felt that the
commodifiable medium of print was an affront to romanticized and ethnographic conceptions of
authentic visual culture.41
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In this context, then, when Wilson smashes the box form in When Worlds Collide we can
understand his gesture as iconoclastic. His rupturing blow against tradition is in the service of
individual agency and freedom of expression, moving towards visual sovereignty. Its
fragmentation reflects the desire of the artist to break free of tradition’s alluring call. In the
context of his practice, the broken box-form is also a response to the status quo of the industry –
a gesture of breaking down the limits imposed on the young Haisla artist at the height of the
modern revival. Tradition is not located in the past; rather it is a living and adaptable force of
cultural and political identity. It is an expression of continuity with ancestral culture, but for
Wilson it is also a deep contradiction. Closely inspecting the print, one can see that the curves of
the box form are not merely shattered; the flowing black lines are violently etched, the integrity
of the formline marred by a gestural scarification. Like the incisions across the thunderbird
figure in Homage to Patrick M., dated one month later than When Worlds Collide, Wilson
graphically evokes a deep impact from this collision of worlds. The very frame of tradition is
altered beyond seeming recovery, its integrity marred by an effect that recalls the scrawls of Cy
Twombly’s Blackboard paintings (Wilson studied Abstract Expressionists in university, and
likely saw an exhibition of Twombly’s work at the VAG in 1982).42 The scratches serve to
obscure the formline elements, an assault on their signifying capacity just as Twombly’s scrawls
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break handwriting from its language function and as Schoppert’s gestural paintwork obfuscates
formline’s cohesive visual language in his fragmented compositions. Yet while Schoppert’s
gestures and drips were painterly additions, Wilson’s literal scratches, made by incising the print
on mylar, are subtractive. The collision of styles (traditional Northwest Coast and gestural
abstraction) is an indicator for their representative cultural worlds; formline tradition bursts into
the abstract operation by which it is fragmented; the gestural etching is the abstract operation that
shakes traditionalist expectations and restrictions.
In 1980, Wilson encountered a different set of aesthetic expectations when he enrolled at
the Emily Carr School (now University) of Art and Design, from which he would graduate in
1986 with a Diploma in Printmaking. As part of his training he learned and thought about color
theory, tone, and properties in addition to art historical precedents. While there he found an
institution that had little space for traditionalist Indigenous visual expression. Unlike the Native
art market at large, the art school was, in Wilson’s words, “completely concerned with the
contemporary – contemporary styles, contemporary issues. And the traditional stuff [was] kind
of looked down on, made fun of.”43 His printmaking instructors focused on the finer points of
medium specificity and technical mastery, emphasizing disciplinary distinctions between
intaglio, lithographic, and silkscreen methods. They were generally tolerant of Wilson’s
explorations in Northwest Coast form, yet for further education in that style the artist relied on
outside sources like Bill Holm’s book and established Native artists like Bill Reid, Robert
Davidson, and Norman Tait. These contemporaries introduced Wilson to jewelry making which,
along with carving, provided an income during school to pay the rent so as to be able to pursue
other experimental work. At the time, traditionalist styles were a means to an end.
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The contrasting sets of expectations—those of the Northwest Coast art market to which
he sold his jewelry and carving, and which demanded an adherence to historical forms, and those
of art school, focused on contemporary art-making methods—were a formative push-and-pull
expressed in his early print Some Where Inbetween (1980) (Fig. 3.9). As Wilson described,
“Native students that came from small communities like myself who went to universities or art
schools, they always found themselves somewhere in between their former traditional culture
and the greater culture.”44 The serigraph, described as an “optical illusion” by Wilson, is an
overlaid design of Eagle and Beaver.45 The white central Beaver emerges from and obscures the
form of Eagle, depicted in largely abstracted black formline that expands to the limits of the
paper. The reversal of negative and positive in the space overlaid by the figure of Beaver creates
an optical flicker and plays on the transformation concept prevalent in Northwest Coast art,
utilized here by Wilson as a representation of the push-and-pull of the Native and (white) nonNative art worlds.46 “I belong to a generation of Natives that was raised with a core of Indian
values, and has to contend with the powerful forces which shape life in the twentieth century,”
Wilson wrote in 1989, “Mentally these two forces first created a conflict in me, then a
recognition of wasted energy, and finally a fusion of identities.”47 The combination of formline
design with an Op-Art inspired treatment is an early melding of visual styles as an expression of
contemporary lived Indigenous experience. Duffek also suggests that its optical vacillation
thematizes the categorical movement between “art” and “artifact” that typifies the reception of
Northwest Coast Native art: “must Northwest coast art subscribe to the trends of Western art
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history in order to be accepted as fine art?”48 Are Eagle and Beaver made contemporary and
acceptable as “fine art” by the somewhat outdated, if optically strenuous, artistic trope?
These questions are more directly addressed in a work of the same style titled Art &
Eagles (1982), in which the English word “ART” is inscribed through the negative reversal of
the black and white image of a formline Eagle (Fig. 3.10). The print is a wry response to the
debates over whether Northwest Coast Native art was acceptable as fine art. By incorporating the
word “art” into the same space as the formline design, he makes a claim for fine art status even
when intertwined with a Native Northwest Coast design that was otherwise denied the status for
many years. The title sets up a distinction between the word and the formline design, and despite
the semiotic difference between word and image the two optically collapse into the shared space
and visual register. The English word carries with it the Western values for the category of “art,”
while the Eagle connotes Wilson’s Haisla heritage and clan relations. This could be read, as
Duffek suggests, as a questioning of the art and artifact divide. As Wilson writes of the work, “It
surprised, and rankled, NUGWA [I/me] that [Pacific Northwest Coast] ‘art’ could be judged,
compartmentalized and excluded from public venues such as the Vancouver Art Gallery.”49 Yet
at this time the question of whether Northwest Coast Native art was acceptable as “art” was in
many ways settled after years of institutionalization.
I would argue instead that Some Where Inbetween and Art & Eagles address the limits of
the Northwest Coast art category. Wilson labels a formline design as “ART” and alters it in a
decidedly Western style, challenging its legitimacy as Native art under the traditionalist canon.
Wilson uses the Op-Art style to push the limits of authenticity in a way that subtly disrupts the
visual continuity of the formline design system. This is emphasized by the juxtaposition of the
48
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central Op-Art design with two faint blue and red sinuous eagles in the upper and lower black
zones of the print, respectively. Though shadow-like, these eagles contrast with the optically
disruptive black and white central design in their wholeness of form. Because the eagle relates to
Wilson’s clan membership and Haisla upbringing, the juxtapositions are thus three-fold: one of
wholeness versus fragmentation; one of Haisla style (formline) versus Euro-American (Op-Art)
styles; and one of Haisla-ness (eagle signature, crest, and, as we shall see, associated language)
and non-Nativeness (English language and art category). It is not a shattering operation, but one
that uses a Western visual style to abstract formline and disrupt its visual associations of
authenticity and tradition not unlike his colliding box-forms.
David Young, the director of the Vancouver-based Bent-Box Gallery and Wilson’s
primary dealer throughout the 1980s, actively advocated for Wilson and the other Northwest
Coast artists he represented whose work challenged ethnographic orthodoxy and whom he
thought had artistic merit worthy of attention from the mainstream art world. Bent-Box was one
of the first galleries in Vancouver dedicated to the exhibition of emerging contemporary
Northwest Coast art, and Young sought out innovative work and artists working against the
canonical grain. He was an early supporter of and dealer for Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun, for
example, who had his first solo exhibition at Bent-Box Gallery in 1985. In a brief submitted to
Jo-Anne Birnie Danzker, Director of the VAG, of which he was a trustee, Young encourages the
VAG to acquire original works by Native artists, particularly fine art works of “high quality.” By
that he largely means artists with Western-style fine arts training and professionalization, rather
than “copyist” work that yielded to anthropological pressures to focus on what he terms
“traditional orthodoxy” and ethnicity. Because of the perceived influence of anthropologists on
collectors and the market, Young writes,
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the [Native] artist, who might choose otherwise, is pressured to maintain the [traditional]
status quo. If one views art as a reflection of the culture from which it comes, and one
acknowledges that the native cultures on the coast are vastly different in many senses
from that at the time of contact with Europeans, it could be seen as a form of cultural
repression to place expectations upon native artists that their art should remain strictly “as
it was.”50
While Young does not define what merit or quality entailed, he indicates that the VAG should
acquire a range of “traditionally-derived” carving as well as original material, that is work that is
neither derivative nor copyist, including work that might “deal with provocative thematic content
in a manner considered quite non-traditional.”51 Young, in suggesting that some “traditional
orthodox carving” of quality could be collected alongside a strong requirement for originality,
suggests that he is not entirely opposed to the predominant Renaissance discourse. In fact, in
advertisements for his gallery he encouraged as much: ““A Renaissance!” one reads, “The
current events in native arts on the Northwest Coast can well be described as a renaissance. At
the Bent-Box you may see the finest examples from the revitalized tradition.”52 But his interest
in the possibility of contemporary Northwest Coast art’s ability “not only to explore and master
the artistic elements and traditional themes of their heritage, but to experiment with their own
creativity and viewpoints” is clear.53 “Having learned the traditional motifs and portrayed the
ancient subjects, some artists have now begun to incorporate contemporary social and personal
statements into their art,” he writes in the catalogue of a 1980 print exhibition that he organized
at the Burnaby Art Gallery.54 Through an emphasis on quality, professionalization, and enhanced
marketing practices, he saw the possibility of an international contemporary audience for works
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like Wilson’s that are “not simply tinkering with old design rules” but rather are “a complete
break from the general situation of presenting ancient legends and crest figures in their old
context.…Vital new forces will be clearly recognized.”55 Young’s tendency to focus on the
development from “traditional orthodoxy” to the “contemporary” ignores, as Aaron Glass has
noted, the role of new media and networks of social relations in differently determining the
meanings of Northwest Coast works of art as expressions of shifting Native identity, including
use in ceremonial and community-based contexts.56 The functional role of certain Northwest
Coast art works and objects like masks and dance regalia exists outside the non-Native
institutionalized art world and beyond economic and aesthetic regimes of Western value.
Operating within the horizon of those values, though, Young supported artists like Wilson who
rejected the predominant essentialist rhetoric around the authentic in Northwest Coast art of the
time, and who challenged the gatekeepers that pressured them to remain “looking to the past.”57
Appropriately, then, tradition is represented as a kind of snare or spell for the artist in the
first commercial print that Wilson produced for the Bent-Box Gallery. In Shaman Caught in the
Midst of a Dream (1980), a figure, presumably the titular shaman, is caught in the box form,
seemingly trapped or frozen in the limits of the upper U (Fig. 3.11). The middle ovoid is filled
by a face suggesting a toothy killer whale, described as “the spirit of beings that he [the shaman]
might see in the nether regions of his mind.”58 The “traditional symbol” here reads like a prison
or cage in which the figure, perhaps a stand-in for the artist, is, per the title, caught or entrapped.
The print likewise recalls the motif of the bound shaman or witch on historic Northwest Coast
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rattles and charms.59 The figure escapes from this entrapment when the motif recurs in a print of
the same year titled Tradition, Time, & Consequence (Fig. 3.12). Here, Wilson takes the box
form and again inserts a figure into its upper segment. Breaking free from the curling outer
formline, however, the figure spits out a rainbow stream of liquid pigment. The dynamic upper
figure might represent the artist or, as a catalogue text by David Young suggests, it is “tradition”
itself.60 The vivid rainbow hues break from the standard red, black, and blue-green palette of
Northwest Coast art, and the jail break-like emergence of the figure from the “traditional
symbol” suggests Wilson’s appeal to an alternative to the strictures of traditionalism.61 The six
gestural streams of color run from the figure’s mouth not unlike the color field compositions of
Morris Louis, a formal model for the means by which to break from the siren called tradition.
Wilson has stated that he felt that such color was the future of Northwest coast art, a
belief that emerged in part from his continuing art school education. The escaping figure in
Tradition, Time, & Consequence thus “is looking for the future. It is basically a prediction.”62
The prediction was of things to come in the future of Northwest Coast art; the thematic and
formal break from tradition was reason enough for the print to be among the first that Wilson
exhibited outside of British Columbia.63 And color would be a recurring means of breaking from
the expectations of Northwest Coast art for Wilson. In his 1981 silkscreen Frolicking Whale, a
simplified depiction of a killer whale, or halxinix in Haislakala, in northern formline style
59
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spouts twelve colors from its blowhole (Fig. 3.13). The rainbow of color is similar in style to the
palette-expanding pigments of Tradition, Time, & Consequence. According to Wilson what he
called the “super traditionalists” did not receive the print well because it was too bright and
colorful compared to the standard red-black palette of Northwest Coast printmakers at the time.
Instead, the extended palette gives a “lighter mood” to the “brooding, conservative nature of the
northern formline style … a ‘traditional’ killer whale frollicking [sic] about with some new
colors.”64 Wilson has rightfully noted, however, that there was historic precedent for the
explosive use of color; a varied palette was used in historic drawings by artists like Charles
Edenshaw and Johnny Kit Elswa, as well as in the freer use of color in Kwakwaka’wakw art. “It
is only when the art forms started to become rebuilt that they thought red and black were the only
ways to go,” he has said.65 Such color was not new to the Northwest Coast, only to the
entrenched conservatism of the post-war Northwest Coast art industry.

II. Revitalizing Language Amidst the Fragments
If Wilson was occupied by the fraught nature of the traditional and the means of
fragmenting or breaking from it, prints like Ode to Billy Holm… explored the sources of its
authority within the Northwest Coast art complex. As Wilson describes the etching:
It was basically a play on, an artistic play on the direction of Native art and who was
actually directing it. So we have somebody like Bill Holm whose book was so totally
influential and became “the Bible” and that was the only way to do things, which I never
really agreed with. So I made this as sort of a spoof.66
The spoofing of non-Native carvers in the title, the reversal of Holm’s book cover, and the
representation of the ID card all serve to imbricate the “traditional” in the many external systems
64
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that have defined it. That confrontation is further visualized through various remarques that
Wilson, on multiple pulls of the print, includes in the blank space of the title page approached by
the masked figure (Fig. 3.14). The box form is the most commonly recurring remarque,
appearing with some variation on the majority of the pulls. The “traditional symbol” here
surprises the figure. Has the erasure of the superficial layer of academic analysis revealed some
source of authenticity underpinning the visual system of formline, a kernel of heritage as it were?
One can also read the box form as yet another siren of tradition, of which the masked figure is
rightfully wary.
One pull of the print features a remarque that takes the form of a sinuous eagle, an
emblem that Wilson has adopted as a personal signature, as seen in its other location on the
status card directly below his handwritten signature and on other prints since (Fig. 3.15). A series
of Haislakala words surround the eagle in contradistinction to the bureaucratic syntax of the ID
card. They read “Nux°…, Ma.lox°…,Yu.dux°…, Mux°,” the words for one, two, three, and
four.67 The eagle’s words could be read as counting out a beat for the masked figure, who has
been identified as a nuhlmahl dancer from one of the Haisla secret societies and is convincingly
read as a representation of the artist himself.68 Alternatively, the eagle might be communicating a
basic language lesson. Wilson calls his generation of Native people Lakit, the Chinook word
meaning “four,” since it is the fourth generation since British Columbia joined confederation in
1871. Wilson explains that his use of Chinook, a trade language, is to be inclusive of all cultural
groups on the Coast.69 Perhaps the counting eagle remarque here, in using Haislakala, refers to
the fourth Haisla generation. Regardless, the Indigenous language is handwritten into the midst
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of a print that otherwise depicts non-Native academic and bureaucratic language responsible for
determining Native authenticity – a significant juxtaposition.
Decades later, Wilson would describe his envy of those who know their language:
Like many of my generation, I am not fluent in the Haisla language and am both envious
and resentful of those who are. These negative feelings are tempered by my knowledge of
the historical circumstances leading to the predicted demise of the language.70
Later in his career, particularly following his work with the UBC Museum of Anthropology’s
Image Recovery Project, to be described below, Wilson would make language a central
component of his artistic practice. Titling, naming, and visually incorporating Haisla language
terms in his work was a means of using Indigenous vocabulary “to bridge the distance between
formal and cultural resonance.”71 In his later career, Wilson has used all aspects of his artmaking
practice to help his community in rejuvenating the Haisla language.72 We can find a precedent to
these concerns in the subtle inclusion of Haislakala in his early remarque, where language is
deployed in relationship to more a figurative representation of a crest figure. If the box form at
this time was a “traditional symbol” viewed by Wilson with some suspicion because of the
external forces demanding an adherence to the aesthetic language of formline, the eagle and its
associative spoken language suggests a connection to a sovereign aspect of Haisla culture that
Wilson saw as core to the “Indian values” with which the Lakit generation was raised.
It is significant that Haislalaka appears with Wilson’s own crest. Unlike the box-form, a
primarily aesthetic design, the eagle has cultural meaning beyond the visual language of
formline. Any totemic form in the Haisla vocabulary has connotations of the place in the
landscape in which those figures can be found. As crests, they also have associated stories,
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histories, inheritances, dances, and property rights passed through familial and crest lineages. But
such crest imagery was not immune to the fragmentary operations that Wilson used to reflect on
the nature of colonial history. His 1979 print Broken Eagle depicts a horizontally oriented eagle
that has, like the box form of When Worlds Collide, been shattered into several pieces (Fig.
3.16). It is challenging to reconcile the social import of the crest with Wilson’s choice to shatter
the image. Duffek positions the print in terms of Wilson’s stance towards tradition, the past, and
as a commentary on the break-up of culture, writing that the “shattered image of Wilson’s clan
crest, speaks similarly of a loss of wholeness, an abandonment of the past.”73 To direct such
violence towards a significant cultural form—a Haisla clan emblem—raises the question of
whether this image is intended to represent such a crest, or rather if it stands in as a generic
formline image as frequently used in commercial designs in the Northwest Coast art industry.
During the potlatch ban, the amendment to the Canadian Indian Act that outlawed the
practice of the potlatch from 1884 until 1951, the decline of the Haisla’s population and the
prohibition on the ceremonial recognition of lineages and associated rights and intangible
possession disrupted lines of succession to titles and property, wreaking havoc on the social
order, clan membership, and community connections to their ancestral past.74 For Wilson, the socalled Renaissance of the late 1970s was a period in which Indigenous artists were involved in
cultural renewal yet still trying to “put together the traditional Northwest Coast formline, but we
didn’t quite get it.”75 He grew up seeing his uncle carve flat wooden “airport plaques,” a familiar
form of tourist commodity on the Northwest Coast that was designed to hang on a middle class
wall and was highly collectible for the eager emerging art market. The flat horizontal
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composition of Broken Eagle evokes such a plaque. While these types of carvings are typically
seen by scholars and accomplished artists alike as lower quality and acculturated forms, Wilson
notes that his uncle carved plaques of much higher quality than most would expect.76 During his
uncle’s lifetime, however, communal Haisla carving and the creation and dancing of regalia was
carried out illicitly due to government restrictions and the punishing role of residential schools. 77
If the broken apart culture represented by the fragmentation of When Worlds Collide and Broken
Eagle was not yet “put together” at the artistic or community level, it was because the renewal of
art forms was relatively new after a century of suppression and their removal from Indigenous
lived experience for at least a generation. Artists in the post-war period might have known what
an eagle was, and worked through “the idea” of formline as numerous Native and non-Native
contributors worked to “put this whole thing together,” in Wilson’s words, in order to
reconfigure the formline system as a series of culturally specific visual forms.
Like a plaque carving, the underlying formline design of Broken Eagle is stiff, compact,
and relatively figurative rather than the complex and expansive compositions for which advanced
formline is known. One can grasp the gestalt of the eagle through the fractures and fault lines at
its core. According to Wilson, the print was inspired by an incident in which he dropped a dish
from a height. The dish fell flat, rather than on its edge, and broke apart in such a fashion that its
overall shape could still be perceived despite the cracks. “You still see it,” Wilson says of dish,
eagle, and culture. “It is breaking apart but it is not broken apart so that you can’t put it together.
It is almost like halfway between. Whereas the other one [When Worlds Collide] it was definitely
shattering.”78 In Broken Eagle the form as a whole remains legible as an eagle, and the fissures
between broken parts are mendable. If When Worlds Collide is an irreversible shattering,
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signifying that there is no return from the impact of colonialism, then Broken Eagle suggests that
even in that impact and collision of world views, culturally significant forms might be
reconstituted from the break up. It is an optimistic tone that subtly suggests that art pulled out of
its Indigenous context by ethnographic collecting, the aestheticization and commercialization of
form, and external forces of authentication, might make a return. It also signals that fragmenting
operations are multivalent in Wilson’s oeuvre – breakage is not solely iconoclastic or destructive.
In his early works Wilson thus approaches historic forms from many angles: not just as a symbol
of tradition from which to break free, but also as culturally significant forms to be mended and
made whole, even if carrying the scars of contact. The breaking here is not necessarily a hopeless
or irreversible one, nor is the eagle in thrall to stultifying market forces.
Indeed, the relationship between market and outsider expectations and historic forms
were and continue to be in great tension for Wilson:
The market for Pacific Northwest Coast art causes conflicting emotions in me. If you
look at it from the point of view of art history, it’s positive because more people will be
exposed to our culture. On the other hand, as an individual artist, you devote so much
time and energy to making and selling your art that it is impossible to nurture your home
community as befits its traditional importance. I think most artists would gladly give their
work to their communities to rebuild, maintain, or build upon their traditional culture.
Like me, most artists do what is realistically possible for their people.79
To what extent the “mending” of Haisla visual forms can be pursued through either commercial
success or the incorporation of non-Native visual styles has not been easily resolved for Wilson.
This is particularly true when considering the early exhibition success Wilson had in the 1980s.
While it was through fragmentary and abstract motifs and gestures that Wilson communicated
his most potent declarations against the Northwest Coast art system, it was his more historic style
drawings and compositions that brought him the most critical success in his early years. In 1981
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the exhibition Native American Arts ‘81 opened at the Philbrook Museum in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Organized by Ed Wade, curator of American Indian Art at the Philbrook, and Rennard
Strickland, Professor of Law and History at the University of Tulsa, the exhibition sought to
evaluate the state of Native American contemporary art and to identify trends in the field. Wade
and Strickland identified four major approaches by which they organized the works in the
exhibition: “historic expressionism”; “traditionalist”; “modernist”; and “individualism.”80 The
“traditionalist” approach referred to the Studio School style of flatly rendered historic and
stereotypical Native imagery, as popularized by the Kiowa Six, students of Oscar Jacobson at the
University of Oklahoma, the arts program under Acee Blue Eagle at Bacone College in
Muskogee, Oklahoma, and the Studio program at the Santa Fe Indian School, founded by
Dorothy Dunn. This became the status quo of supposedly authentic Native painting until Oscar
Howe’s infamous rejection from and vociferous response to the Philbrook Annual in 1958 over
his modernist innovations.81 Wade and Strickland defined “modernism” as a style that “freely
experiments with mainstream contemporary techniques, yet remains visually identifiable as
Native American art. It incorporates styles as varied as cubism, surrealism, and photorealism, yet
still portrays Indian motifs and themes …. The modernist Indian artist borrows and adapts from
all styles and techniques.”82 Works falling under “individualism” were suggested to be “nearly
indistinguishable from mainstream contemporary art” and to not adhere to ethnic identification,
at the cost of being criticized for visually abandoning the “right to call themselves Indian
artists.”83 “Historic expressionism” by contrast was defined as an individualistic style “that
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remains true to the techniques and conventions of nineteenth-century tribal art,” pursuing
personal “reinterpretations of an ancient tradition” that remain “historically rooted.”84 The
exhibition included several Northwest Coast artists, including Bill Reid, Dempsey Bob, Henry
Gobin, and Wilson. With the exception of Gobin, who was categorized under “modernism,” all
were sorted into the “historic expressionism” category.
Wade and Strickland’s categories are easily criticized in hindsight, and were no longer
present five years later in 1986, when Wade organized the follow-up exhibition What Is Native
American Art? at the Philbrook.85 Despite defining the “historic expressionism” style into which
Wilson was sorted as “distinctly individual” due to the “personal use of image and line” that is
not “copyist” or “reproductionist,” the category reiterates the interpretation of Northwest Coast
Native art as being based in the techniques and design conventions of the past – a characteristic
that Wilson’s oeuvre troubles. Many works from Wilson’s oeuvre at the time could have fallen
into the “modernism” category for their “[free] experiment[ation] with mainstream contemporary
techniques,” yet the curators did not choose examples that more thoroughly problematized the
aesthetic relationship to the historic past. Instead, the works that appeared in the show, Crest
Memorial of the Haisla (1980) and The Shaman Restores a Dead Soul to Life (1980), are less
critical in their approach to “historically rooted” design conventions (Fig. 3.17 and 3.18). The
pencil drawings, two of six executed between April 1980 and 1981, are complex formline
compositions rigorously executed and detailed. The former depicts the crests of four major
Haisla clans (Beaver, Fish, Killerwhale, and Raven) contained within the ovoids of Wilson’s
own Eagle crest. Historically, a clan would only represent its own crests, yet Wilson has noted
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that today artistic license grants more latitude.86 The Eagle is in a dynamic asymmetrical
position, wings outstretched and legs spread, and Wilson has creatively stretched and warped the
designs of the other crest animals to fit within its wings, torso, and tail. The Shaman Restores a
Dead Soul to Life is a chest-like design that features a dark-eyed shaman beneath the maw of a
creature of the box, the common bentwood box or chest motif. Like many historic examples,
Wilson avoids true symmetry with subtly altered details, such as the mammalian faces on either
side of the shaman. Yet Wilson has extended the formline style in these works to new
compositional possibilities, the likes of which cannot be found in nineteenth century examples.
David Young noted as much in a letter and descriptions of the work accompanying a
portfolio of Wilson’s art sent to the Philbrook exhibition organizers in response to their invitation
to participate. Young advocated for the innovative aspects of these works, writing that “The
multi-shade pencil drawing is essentially a new medium for the presentation of Northwest Coast
Indian themes.”87 But it was the ties to the past, not the newness of the work, that the curators
emphasized in their definition of “historic expressionism” and descriptions of Wilson’s
drawings. The exhibition text states that “Lyle Wilson clothes ancient Northwest Indian themes
in innovative forms. In this drawing the ancient carved box is reinterpreted as a symbol for
transformation and resurrection. In it, as in many old ‘symmetrical’ designs, there are subtle and
intriguing differences between details of the left and right sides.”88 The repeated emphasis is on
“ancient” themes and forms and “old” designs; the works’ innovative nature is only mentioned in
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passing, not described. If the “innovative forms” are compatible with Wade and Strickland’s
definition of historic expressionism, it is innovation as reinterpretation of the past while
remaining true to historic conventions, not a critical response to or expansion beyond those
conventions.
Evidently, historically conventional Northwest Coast art appealed to the organizers more
than Wilson’s conceptual and abstract work done up to this point, almost all of which was also
represented in the portfolio sent to the museum and available for loan from the artist and BentBox Gallery. The same can be said of the critical reception to the work, which was positive. A
local reviewer noted that “Lyle Wilson uses the more modest medium of precisely-rendered
pencil drawings to concentrate the imagistic ‘magic’ of the northwest coast Indians in ‘The
Shaman Restores a Dead Soul to Life,’ a tightly organized mini-tour de force, as well as in the
slightly looser composition of ‘Crest Memorial of the Haisla.’”89 Indeed, the American audience
was most appreciative of work by Northwest Coast Native artists that they thought “could, in
style, have been done a hundred or more years ago.”90 This reinforced the very norms that
Wilson had pushed against in the Vancouver-centered Northwest Coast art ecosystem that valued
connections to the past and the recovery of an idealized visual tradition. The innovations in
medium and composition that Wilson’s drawings achieved were lost on a general audience. The
use of canonical style to aid in the reconstruction of a Haisla visual lexicon, it seemed, could not
be disassociated from an essentialist reading.
The Philbrook examples serve to illustrate the precarity of stylistic categories based on an
artist’s distance from or adherence to styles of the historic past, particularly when they can move
fluidly between historic and contemporary styles, art, and techniques. Wilson’s oeuvre moves
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between such categories proposed by Wade and Strickland. In Wilson’s case, multiple styles can
even coexist within the same work as he layers fragments of crests and traces of “traditional” or
“historic” Northwest Coast design. In the print titled The Eagle and Shadows (ca. 1982), Wilson
depicts a red Eagle in flight, its beak split to reveal a human face at its center like a
transformation mask (Fig. 3.19). The Eagle’s body otherwise consists of red arabesque
formlines, calligraphically composed like the sinuous eagle of his signature. Another face is set
in its tail, but a superimposed black shadow obfuscates the transforming Eagle. The Eagle’s form
is replicated, but like When Worlds Collide or Broken Eagle, the black design has been shattered
into fragments that are offset against the contrasting red. The fragments are heavily incised,
furiously scratched. In a development from past works that combines the fragmentations of When
Worlds Collide with the optical effect of Some Where Inbetween, the two superimposed images
here create a blur that makes visual comprehension difficult. The fragmentations and the etched
gestural marks deny the easy comprehension of the Eagle in its entirety.
Wilson made the print on commission for the law program at UBC through Bent-Box
Gallery. At the time he had been working as an instructor at Matsqui Correctional Institution, a
federal corrections facility in Abbotsford, British Columbia, a suburb of Vancouver. There he
taught reading and writing to Native inmates. Throughout the time he worked there, Wilson
heard incarcerated individuals recount many personal stories of inhumane treatment at the hands
of the prison system and injustices faced in the legal representation and sentencing of First
Nations men. Such injustices were, and continue to be, common in a system that
disproportionately imprisons First Nations peoples: in 1981-1982, Aboriginal admissions
accounted for 15% of all provincial and territorial custody in Canada, despite being only about
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3% of the national population.91 The overrepresentation of Indigenous peoples in British
Columbian and Canadian correctional facilities continues today.92 The Eagle and Shadows,
produced at the acclaimed Malaspina Printmakers studio in Vancouver, is a reference to
Wilson’s work at Matsqui. Wilson continues to use fragmentation here as a formal metaphor for
the colonial impact on the continuity and transmission of Indigenous culture. Referring to his
students at Matsqui, Wilson has said “They all started out with some sort of traditional culture
and some where along, it got broken down.” 93 This breakage is reflected in the fragmented
Eagle’s shadow. In the bottom left corner of the print a circular cutaway has five vertical strips, a
simplified representation of prison bars. A proportionate red circle in the bottom right corner
mirrors the barred circle, but is filled by a curving cyclopean box form. The box form, as the
“traditional symbol” in Wilson’s iconographic lexicon, represents the “traditional culture” that
has broken down for the inmates. The transmission of culture has been disrupted by an unjust
legal system, the carceral state, and its impact on First Nations communities.
The box form here is suspiciously whole, while the Eagle form is subjected to
fragmentation. Like the ID card used in Ode to Billy Holm…, there is a sense in which the
“authentic Indian” proscribed by the Northwest Coast art industry would not be caught up in jail,
crime, or other everyday realities of Indigenous life in settler colonial states. The reality of
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Indigenous life, however, rarely aligns with this romanticized ideal. The overrepresentation of
First Nations people in Canadian prisons is linked in part to the ongoing trauma and social
conditions precipitated by the historic forced assimilation of Native children in the residential
school system, where children had their language forcibly and violently suppressed (an
experience that Wilson himself survived), as well as its extensions in racist policing practices
and criminal justice frameworks.94 For Wilson, the suppression of Indigenous language is linked
to the oppressions of the criminal justice system. In regards to the legal standing of Indigenous
cultural transmission, he would later write:
Oral history—the spoken transmission of the past—has not been granted the legality or
respectability of written European history. It is, therefore, a useful metaphor for the
position of Native peoples, who are seen as occupying a diminished historical place in
Canada. Native peoples are modern-day outlaws at the fringes of Canadian society and its
collective consciousness. The consequences of being Native have influenced my thoughts
and, by extension, my art.95
Language, and specifically oral history, is central to Wilson’s Haisla worldview, yet the artist
acknowledges that it is peripheral to and dismissed by both the Canadian legal and culture
systems. When one considers that the box form often represents the constructed nature of
tradition in Wilson’s oeuvre, the work seems to ask whether tradition here is a force weighing
the broken eagle down even further? Karen Duffek writes of Wilson’s fragmentation that “This
image of a shattered culture also reveals the wholeness toward which people continue to strive,”
suggesting in this case that the red eagle form represents an ideal of a revived and revitalized
culture.96 Yet Wilson subtly suggests that the conceptualized “whole” of a culture based in the
past is a problematic ideal towards which to strive. With land rights stolen, civil rights abused,
and peoples submitted to overincarceration, how could such a wholeness resolve under a settler
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colonial regime? The one-eyed box-form is enclosed within its red circle, and the prison bars
posit such enclosure as detention; recall the shaman of Time, Tradition, & Consequence
emerging from his own formline constraints. The siren of externally imposed tradition and
definitions of authenticity are shackles of a kind, as Wilson’s earlier works contemplate, and here
it mirrors a signified visual space of incarceration.
The same visual technique of layered fragments recurs several years later in the print
Untitled #1 (1986), yet with more explicit reference to the violent nature of that regime (Fig.
3.20). In the combination lithrograph and silkscreen, the textured grey form of the supernatural
trickster Raven, or ‘wigit, is obscured by the superimposed mirror image of another shattered
shadow, this one far more heavily splintered, incised, and colored red. Raven is identified by the
moon he holds in his beak, a clear reference to the formative story of the cultural hero freeing the
light of the moon and the stars into the world.97 Below, blood-red splatters appear in a brighter
shade than that of the fragmented Raven and recall the drips of Jackson Pollock in style and
texture; the drips have a white highlight that gives them the illusion of impasto. A constellation
of white speckled marks punctuates the black ground, and at the center of the print, arrayed over
the center of the Ravens’ torsos, is a white crosshair.
In the catalogue for the 1989 exhibition Lyle Wilson: When Worlds Collide, Duffek
writes that in this combination of silkscreen and lithography techniques, Wilson deploys the
blood-red Raven as a symbol of “political history.”98 Yet, as quoted above, she suggests that the
wholeness of the underlying Raven figure reveals wholeness towards which to strive. Wilson’s
own description of the content, here, is much less optimistic. Composed during his last year at
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Emily Carr, at a time when he was becoming increasingly disillusioned with the restrictions of
the print world and art school, Wilson was also wary of rising tensions between First Nations
groups and the colonial government. As he describes:
At that time …First Nations politics was beginning to get more substantial. People were
beginning to say “ok hey, this is not right, this is what we want, this is how we see the
world.” And then the reaction from the authorities was a lot more forceful than was
necessary, I think. So we had people like the guy up in Williams Lake who they had a
standoff, Gustafsen Lake standoff. And then years later they had Oka. But they had all
sort of things during that time where you could see it building up. … You could see it
coming. At least I could see it coming. … The level of confrontation was going to be
escalating no matter what people said.99
The Gustafsen Lake standoff to which Wilson refers was a 1995 confrontation between the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police and the Ts’peten Defenders, Indigenous and non-Native
activists who conducted an armed occupation of territory on Gustafsen Lake (known as Ts’peten
in Secwepemctsín, the Secwepemc language) in the name of reclaiming unceded Secwepemc
Nation territory. 100 While the incident took place almost a decade after the print was produced,
Wilson saw the violent encounter presaged by increasing agitations between First Nations and
settler authorities across the country. The crosshairs over Raven are those of a hunting rifle, the
primary firearm in rural BC and with which Indigenous resistors, like those at Gustafsen Lake,
were armed. The drops of red ink evoke blood and anticipate the increasingly violent turn that
armed disputes between Indigenous and settler colonial authorities would take in subsequent
years, including the Oka Crisis in 1990 and Gustafsen Lake standoff. Like the fragmented eagle
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of The Eagle and Shadows, the breaking apart and aggressive incisions of the broken Raven seen
in Untitled #1 express the increasingly violent collision of settler and Indigenous worlds, politics,
and forces.
The print’s political connotations of Indigenous and settler conflict and opposition are
expressed through a conscious series of aesthetic distinctions. Technically, Wilson included in
the single work much of what he had learned about printmaking in his studies and career up to
that point.101 The contrast in techniques particularly distinguishes the lower series of red drips,
vibrant in their lithographed pigment, from the silkscreened shattered formline Raven design.
The drips, with their illusion of impasto, are technically applied so as to evoke gestural drips of
oil or acrylic. In taking up such a painterly gesture, Wilson creates two zones in the print that
operate iconically and in visual distinction. Above, the fragmented figure of Raven contrasts
with the expressionistic drips below. At first glance the zones seem to invoke a stark alterity in
the formal contrast: the totemic formline design depicts a culturally significant crest image, being
fragmented by colonial forces, while the abstract drips, read in a Greenbergian fashion, derive
from an aesthetic genealogy of modernist flatness. This juxtaposition of visual zones had
previously been explored in his Op-Art print Art & Eagles, the upper and lower black portions
occupied by his sinuous signature eagle in contrast to the black and white zone utilizing figureground reversal. There, Wilson likewise used a juxtaposition of stylistic zones to signify
difference within the space of the print. Through stylistic difference in Untitled #1, then, Wilson
evokes cultural difference. The Raven forms are evident as a Haisla visual tradition, while the
red drips function as a sign of Abstract Expressionism. Wilson takes up the drip much as many
early postmodern artists had: recasting Pollock’s techniques to thematize the painterly gesture
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and as an index signaling the contradictions of mid-century modernist focus on optical
perception, from the frozen encaustic brushstrokes of Jasper Johns to the informe felt
compositions of Robert Morris.102 The drips in Wilson’s print, as Leo Steinberg wrote of Johns,
function as a “subject matter of a different kind.”103
Yet even when such stylistic distinction is thematized, Wilson bridges the divide. David
Joselit notes that qualities of flatness and depth are intricately interwoven with the
“psychological, the optical and the political” in ways that make the art of form and identity
indivisible.104 Wilson has likewise stated that “We are the only minority in Canada with a
government bureau—all Indian art is political.”105 The styles within Untitled #1 intermingle and
collapse in formal, political, and psychological likeness in Wilson’s struggle to locate a suitable
expression for his subjectivity as an Indigenous artist in a settler colonial state. Whereas the
shattered crest form represents the collisions of colonial conditions, the red drips function as a
sign of mid-century American modernism while also suggesting the blood and violence inherent
to its founding and ongoing conflicts. Wilson describes as much: “In this print the world of
WEE-GIT has returned to darkness and his traditional completeness (and greatness) is relegated
to the background; he became a target, was shattered and his blood was spilt.”106 The lowermost
fragments of Raven’s tail and wing feathers dip into the midst of the drips, segments of etched
curves nested within the swathe of droplets (Fig. 3.21). Next to the drips, the fragments of
Raven’s red formline push further into abstraction, mistakable for abstract traces of brushstrokes
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rather than broken pieces of a cohesive form, becoming just as flat and gestural as the drips
themselves. The effect is greatly aided by the haphazard incisions made on the fragments. At the
same time we might find that the shapes of the drips echo the feathers and classic U-forms seen
in the formline. The constellation of white speckles is applied all over the black background,
likewise unifying the space inhabited by the two stylistic zones. Neither stylistic model seems to
remain unimpacted by the other.
Writing several years prior about When Worlds Collide, Charlotte Townsend-Gault
describes Wilson’s fragmenting operation as one that pulls the elements of formline “out of
context, shifting and fragmenting into meaningless debris.”107 She describes an assault on the
very syntax of formline, the ovoids and U-forms that, when broken apart, no longer maintain
their ability to express a rigorously defined visual language. But here, as in When Worlds
Collide, the fragments are not meaningless. It is as debris that the remains of formline take on
other meaning. They are not just the broken pieces of a crest form and metaphor for the impact
of colonialism. Next to the expressionistic drips, the fragments also take on the appearance of
formal abstraction and all that is signified by that style in the mid-1980s, a moment in time in
which modernist narratives are giving way to the postmodern turn: Western modernist ideas of
progress and avant-gardism, individualism, decontextualized aestheticism, and other values that
generally run counter to Haisla and Indigenous values. Yet in Wilson’s hands, those fragments of
formline take on the significations of Western abstraction without being subsumed by the
connotations of high modernist painting. Raven’s grey shadowy form, situated beneath the red
fragments, is simultaneously whole and fragmented—waiting, as in Broken Eagle, to be
reconstituted. The abstract elements are multivalent and Wilson transmutes additional
significations into a Haisla art form.
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For Wilson, then, abstraction is an aesthetic operation that bridges the divide between
traditional and modern, Native and non-Native, altogether. Thus while Wilson draws on multiple
abstract operations to iconoclastically break down and obscure formline towards political
messages about land and cultural sovereignty, in doing so he also reveals imbedded modernist
relations between Northwest Coast Native and Euro-American visual histories. After all, such
intermingling is present in the history of modern painting, as Abstract Expressionists, such as
Pollock, Gottlieb, and Newman, looked to Indigenous art, and appropriated the forms of
Northwest Coast art in particular, to achieve their own abstract breakthroughs. In the same
composition, Wilson visually equalizes Abstract Expressionist aesthetics and formline design
and appropriates the style of the Euro-American appropriators. His radical maneuver is not his
free experimentation with mainstream contemporary techniques, however, as Wade and
Strickland would have defined as his “modernist” maneuver. Rather it is how, in Untitled #1,
Wilson manages to deploy these formal relationships toward visualizing a broader socio-political
relationship between Indigenous and settler political orders as expressed by recent Indigenous
postcolonial theorists. Blockade and land occupation tactics used by Indigenous activists during
conflicts such as the Oka Crisis and Gustafsen Lake standoff, for example, have been described
by Dene political theorist Glen Coulthard as examples of resurgent political action that can
render the asymmetrical relationship with the settler state obsolete.108 At the same time, Audra
Simpson considers such conflicts to be symptoms of the enormous tensions that occur when an
Indigenous sovereign entity exists nested within the settler sovereign state, paradoxically “within
and apart from settler governance.”109 In British Columbia, as the Gustafsen Lake standoff and
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the recent Wet’suwet’en pipeline blockades and protests that came to a nationwide climax in
2020 made clear, the dual claims to land by settlers and First Nations produce enormous tensions
around issues of jurisdiction and occupation. Wilson captures the anticipated breaking point of
these tensions as Raven fractures under stress. Further, Wilson simultaneously sets EuroAmerican modernist aesthetics, gestural drips and abstract marks, “within and apart from”
Indigenous forms, namely the formline image of ‘wigit, layering aesthetic orders within the print
just as Simpson suggests sovereign political orders can exist nested within a sovereign state.

III. Cropping as Cultural Revitalization
Though Wilson was skillfully making jewelry and carving masks and other wooden
sculpture throughout his early career, his museum and gallery exhibition record was largely
limited to his two-dimensional practice during the first decade of his career.110 This is not to say
that his visual approach to historic forms and abstract aesthetics, praised by his supporters for its
contemporary nature, did not enter into his sculptural work. A wooden sculptural assemblage
titled A4444 (1989) deploys the shattering effect within a complex tableaux of model crest poles
that Wilson has détourned from their commodified status (Fig. 3.22). Arranged on a cedar
platform that Wilson sourced from Haisla territory on the Kitlope reserve is the four-posted
frame of a clan house, lacking walls and roof over the ceiling beams.111 Within the house is a
wooden Thunderbird, its body fractured and pieces lying flat on the floor of the plank. It is
painted white with red dots all over, as if diseased by smallpox and presumably deceased. Three
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model crest poles, colored in primary red, blue, and natural cedar yellow, and featuring
stereotypical Thunderbird figures with wings outstretched, face the clan house and their stricken
comrade. Wilson sourced these poles from souvenir shops and re-carved them. Wilson carved
the fourth pole entirely in a typical Haisla style, and several masks are scattered between the
poles.112 The broken Thunderbird uses fragmentation to reflect on the particular impact of
colonial diseases, such as smallpox, on Indigenous populations and subsequent pressures on
Northwest Coast visual traditions. The model-sized scale of the works evokes the propensity of
ethnographers and tourists alike to collect small scale curios and models, a phenomenon that
scholars have associated with museum collecting for the way in which models substitute “the
illusion of a relation between things” for actual social relations with the origin people.113 Model
totem poles were one of the most collected products on the nineteenth-century Northwest Coast,
and were also a format that twentieth century carvers and entrepreneurs like Ellen Neel sought to
mass produce for sustainable income.114 Here, the non-Native imitation source of these model
poles means that Wilson treats them as a modified readymade: with his own hand he recarves
and accordingly transforms them into a work of genuine Native art, the status of which would
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grant it greater value on the Northwest Coast art market.115 Reborn they face the fallen
Thunderbird. Do they contemplate how their transformation avoids the slow death of a
museumified culture? The lone pole facing outward and the array of masks, more “traditional”
expression of ceremony and protocol, nonetheless stand in contradistinction to the poles painted
in modernist monochromes. The assemblage is a tableau of the conflicting and contrasting values
that Wilson has long negotiated as an artist.
1989, the year that A4444 was completed, might be considered a turning point in
Wilson’s career. Opening that year was his first major museum exhibition, When Worlds Collide,
curated by Karen Duffek at the UBC MOA and which subsequently traveled across Canada.116
The exhibition included A4444 but otherwise focused entirely on Wilson’s print and drawing
production from 1979-89, highlighting the essential socio-political and iconoclastic visual
themes expressed in the print after which the exhibition was named, and central to his work more
generally. The exhibition, however, would also mark Wilson’s turn away from the very styles
and mediums that had defined the first decade of his career, to fair success, in order for him to
focus upon what he has referred to as Northwest Coast traditional art. Describing this turn he
wrote several decades later:
Art history lectures had a powerful influence on me. Decades ago, I incorporated modern
elements into my work and was astonished that a few writers, museum and gallery staff
were “suspiciously” eager to promote such “things”. After a string of modest “successes”
utilizing this contemporary angle, I decided it was a colonized, contrived form of thought,
so I focused upon Northwest Coast traditional art and other native issues, which, I had no
doubt, were true, “un-imposed” interests of mine.117
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Wilson associates both the “suspicious” eagerness of a few (non-Native) writers and art
professionals interested in his early work and the “modern elements” and “contemporary angle”
of that work with a colonized form of thought. His response was to focus upon the “traditional”
meaning of historic Haisla and other Northwest Coast styles, a radical return to traditionalism. In
large part that has meant a move away from non-Native techniques to focus on formline
composition in traditionalist mediums: jewelry, wood sculpture and carving, and painting.
While his mastery of the regional styles of numerous Northwest Coast formline traditions
has continued to earn him a reputation as a leading Northwest Coast artist, Wilson has received
what can be characterized as negative feedback regarding this shift from previously interested
and supportive parties. Enthusiasm for the “interesting” conceptual and overtly political subject
matter from critics and art historians turned to disappointment at his turn to an ostensibly more
conservative practice, and a narrative of falling from the graces of those interested in the
“provocative” and “non-traditional,” as David Young wrote in his 1985 letter to the VAG.118 But
seeing Wilson’s “return to tradition,” as Duffek has described it, as anything but continuous with
the entirety of his career, let alone as “traditional orthodoxy,” would be a misreading. On the one
hand, Wilson, in his above-quoted self-critique, fails to do justice to how his use of modernist
elements in his early work reinforce, rather than undermine, sovereign politics. They are far from
a “colonized, contrived” form of art making. Likewise, the distinction between periods in his
career does not acknowledge the work that he was already producing in a canonical formline
style, such as the kinds of drawings and compositions exhibited by Wade and Strickland under
the label “historic expressionism.” While the turn to traditionalism might appear to be a stylistic
shift away from fragmentation towards what Duffek terms a “wholeness” and a “turn toward
solidifying his base,” I contend that the concept of the fragment in fact continued to play a role in
118
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his more ostensibly revivalist practice.119 By locating the fragment as both a historic and
contemporary form representative of heritage and settler colonial conditions, Wilson found a
conceptual continuity through which he could escape the double bind of stylistic authenticity,
leading his work through substantial a visual shift.
Wilson’s shift to a seemingly more traditionalist style was spurred in no small part by his
long history of working as an artist in residence (officially and unofficially) at the UBC MOA.
This began with the Image Recovery Project, a long-term research project conducted by Bill
McLennan.120 In 1980, McLennan began to use infrared photography to capture the original
painted designs of house fronts and bentwood boxes that had otherwise faded to the point of
being invisible to the naked eye. Beginning in 1986, artists, including Wilson, were contracted to
paint new versions of the historical designs that were hidden beneath the weathered wooden
surfaces, as well as those that could be extrapolated from views seen in nineteenth century glassplate negatives. The project produced a database of historic Northwest Coast Native painting,
culminating in an exhibition at UBC MOA in 1993 and the exhaustive volume The Transforming
Image: Painted Arts of Northwest Coast First Nations, published in 2000. The project has
produced unparalleled insights into the nature of historic Northwest Coast painting and visual
design. For Wilson, who participated in the majority of the reconstructions in both small- and
large-scales, the experience afforded him decades of first-hand experience with the composition,
line, and form of historic paintings from across the Northwest Coast. McLennan had met Wilson
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at an exhibition of his prints at the Bent-Box Gallery in 1980 and Wilson later became interested
in how the paintings were “being revealed” and recovered through the infrared photography. 121
The acts of salvaging, recycling, and recovery that were central to Wilson’s participation in the
project from nearly its inception are conditions that link the fragmentation and abstraction of his
early oeuvre to his later work and reveal his turn to “historic” styles to be, rather than a
conservative turn to the past, a continuation of his concerns for how to best represent his own
lived experience and the state of Haisla and Northwest Coast Native culture without outside
influence.
For Wilson, his involvement with the Image Recovery Project was a revelation. Even
though the original makers are no longer with us and the methods of passing on artistic
knowledge through an apprenticeship system was damaged by colonialism’s impact, the wealth
of new images recovered by the project meant that Wilson and other artists could study hundred
of historic examples of painting and formline never before seen. “My joy was akin to that of an
artist who had lost a respected mentor but inherited his work,” Wilson described of working on
the project.122 It gave him an increased appreciation for the painting tradition of the Northwest
coast, the liveliness and “human quality or personality” he sensed being very much alive in the
calligraphic lines of painted Northwest Coast images.123
Among the materials that Wilson worked on for the Image Recovery Project were many
fragments of paintings, such as house fronts missing planks and whole portions of designs.
Wilson was often tasked with putting them back together, a process of reconstruction that
required him to extrapolate and fill in the missing components with his own research, intuition,
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and understanding of formline tradition. Many hours of tracing, reversing, and consulting the
photographs went into his reconstruction efforts as he filled missing pieces in as well as he could
imagine. He describes his formal art school training as serving him well in this process, as the
techniques of producing prints called for a similar need to look at images in reverse in order to
trace and register them in a specific place.124 Wilson created several detailed wood models of
painted house fronts, including the painted designs he recreated from the available fragments
(Fig. 3.23). Because such a significant portion of the designs were extrapolated, Gary Wyatt,
longtime curator and co-director of the Spirit Wrestler Gallery in Vancouver, has insightfully
described Wilson’s models as “straddl[ing] the boundary between original artwork and
replica.”125 Wilson likewise describes his work as being in a state of suspension: “there is no true
resolution of these fragments. … The end result represented but one solution – mine.”126
While reconstruction drove Wilson’s involvement in the project, spending hours filling in
the gaps in painted surfaces lost to rot, erosion, and time gave him a deep appreciation for the
fragments that remained as testaments to the masters of the past and masterpieces in their own
right. The fragments took on as significant a status as the original whole. He gave poetic titles
such as Red Spirit Resting, Raking Light, and Spirit Wing to the eight partly rotted planks of one
particularly complex Tsimshian housefront based on their characteristics.127 So in addition to
separating the housefront images from their state as “beautiful ruins” to reconnect the original
whole, Wilson also reconstructed the singular fragments at scale (Fig. 3.24). These
reconstructions of fragments are in some part a realization by Wilson that the fragments would
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always be incomplete: “My heart wanted them [the fragments] to fit together, my eyes saw the
painting style was similar … but neither my brain or my hand could make the fragments whole.
It was a classic case of being so near yet so far.”128 They are also an acknowledgement of the
fragment and “incompleteness,” as Wilson has described, as a category of value in and of
itself.129 This realization would connect the value of fragments to cultural recovery in Wilson’s
mind and lead to his cropping technique.
Wilson describes that in the early 1990s, in the midst of the Image Recovery Project
while he was conducting research on the Tsimshian house-front screen, he came to admire a
particular detail on one of its planks. A small profile face nesting in the cut-off curve of an ear’s
U-form stared back at the artist from the faded wood. On a rawhide skin of a circular mana’ci
(drum), Wilson chose to replicate the portion of the plank with the “profile-face-in-an-ear,” as he
called it, in full scale (Fig. 3.25). Wilson relates this transposition of a fragment of a fragment to
the Euro-American painterly and graphic design techniques of “framing” and “cropping.” At art
school, Wilson had learned and practiced cropping extensively as a basic graphic technique in
printmaking. By turning that technique onto the painted images of the already fragmented
planks, he makes use of a “cool intellectual exercise” that “is mostly aesthetic,” as opposed to the
“very emotional based” message and destructive forces seen in When Worlds Collide.130
Rather than applying breakage and its violent connotations, then, cropping allows for
continuity with the found and collected fragments of cultural history. It is, he notes, a continuous
process from the historical fragmenting that has already occurred to the house-front planks:
“MOA’s Tsimshian plank fragments can also be considered as a kind of cropping of the whole
… I, in turn, have gone on to shamelessly adapt cropped sections of the reconstructed Tsimshian
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house-screen images.”131 As Haisla and Tsimshian culture was broken up by colonial forces and
the collecting impulse of the salvage paradigm, it left fragments such as the house planks.
Wilson has used visual fragmentation as a metaphor for the breaking of Indigenous form and
culture, but by cropping he makes respectful use of the already found fragments as sources of a
readymade abstract procedure created by historical circumstances rather than one aggressively
etched and applied to the forms by his own hand. The Image Recovery Project thus allowed him
to understand the historical fragments as having a contemporary resonance beyond recovery.
Speaking of the Tsimshian house-front screen, he has said “In an essence they were cropped. If
not by design by accident, but they were still cropped pieces. And it was a lot of stuff was hugely
interesting. And I wasn’t the only one who thought it, because when that book [The
Transforming Image] came out you had a whole younger generation that decided to do cropping
because it was interesting.”132 Cropping allows for a practice of visual as well as historic
continuity into the contemporary, an operation that Wilson sees as emerging from the past as
much as it is found and enacted in the present.133
Such continuity allows Wilson to sidestep the double bind by which the use of
contemporary styles or artworld participation can be inauthentic or nontraditional. In After
A1779 (2010), for example, Wilson takes the cropping operation to a fully abstract state (Fig.
3.26). A small square of cedar is painted with a complex series of formline elements – eyes and
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toothed heads in ovoids, split U-forms, and truncated lines. The image is not legible as belonging
to any larger totemic design; it is cropped from its context and appears largely abstract. The
design, however, is based on a Haisla house post at the UBC MOA identified with the collection
number A1779 (Fig. 3.27). Wilson writes that the housepost, in the figure of a seated human
holdings its knees, is “one of the few remaining examples of large Haisla sculpture from the
“olden days” that my mamaoo (grandmother) used to talk about.”134 A1779 entered the UBC
MOA holdings through its acquisition of the collection of George Henry Raley, a Methodist
missionary in Kitamaat from 1893-1906, the time that missionaries were responsible for burning
of much of the Haisla regalia and ceremonial objects. Presumably Raley acquired the house post
directly from the village in that period.135 Such house-post carvings were typically painted with
two-dimensional formline designs and Wilson, inspired by A1779, carved a replica of the house
post in 2006, putting the finishing touches on the work in the Great Hall of the UBC Museum of
Anthropology (Fig. 3.28). He calls After A1779 a “souvenir” of the new house post project; it is
based on a cropped section of the image that Wilson painted on the chest of the new house post
figure, which in turn was based on the remnants of the design on A1779. Rather than a found
fragment from history, then, the design of After A1779 is a cropped portion of an inspired
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reconstruction of a collected fragment from the history of Haisla monumental sculpture. The
cropping operation here results in an abstract painted composition, illegible on its own as part of
any larger composition and thus illegible in terms of any Indigenous cultural context. But in that
operation, Wilson materializes the historical fragmentation of Haisla visual culture as the result
of colonial collecting practices and the collision of European and Haisla worlds, while
simultaneously materializing his own attempts at reconstruction and making his visual culture
whole again. As an abstract painting, After A1779 has also shifted into the aesthetic category of
fine art, as proven by one critic who praised the “rhythm, sweep” and “strength and sinuousness”
of Wilson’s painted line, as well as the “fluid command he has over his medium.”136 The shift in
Wilson’s practice is not a move from contemporary to traditional in subject matter nor medium;
these categories have long been troubled in Wilson’s practice. In his view, for example, certain
print process, like serigraphy, are related to the carving tradition because of the subtractive
nature of cutting material away to produce an image.137 Rather, it is a shift to expressions of
those same principles to the benefit of his individual expression and that of his home community
and culture.
Since his time with the Image Recovery Project, Wilson’s thinking has focused on the
benefit his art might bring to his Haisla community.
Because so much of our artwork is gone from the villages, as an artist, it’s quite natural to
feel empathy for these communities. To replace what’s gone is a daunting task that
everyone can contribute to. Many artists do so by carving or painting regalia for their
people. This attitude of giving seems like the one strand of original culture that survived
the onslaught of time, people, and plagues. It’s an ideal that I’ve long admired. I’ve
adjusted to contemporary times by focusing on the local Haisla elementary school so that
children can derive some benefit from my artistic journey.138
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In the late 2000s, Wilson returned to the work When Worlds Collide in two ways. The first was
with a new collage piece titled When Worlds Collide: Revisited (2008) (Fig. 3.29). The collage
consists of a box form whose elements have been stacked in layers so as to create a raised threedimensional representation of the formline motif. According to the artist, the work is based on a
now lost piece he made in the 1980s consisting of stacked cut-out ovoid templates. Wilson rarely
makes use of templates in his work because he was taught to draw his elements freehand, but
early in his career he made a set of templates because he had seen many of the ‘Ksan artists
make use of them. That original piece had been conceived of as a model for a landscape work or
a public monument, reproducible at many different scales.139 Like his Flag (1981), a nylon flag
silkscreened with a box-form as its central emblem, these landscape ovoids would have used the
box form motif as a sign of Indigenous presence, inscribed on the settler colonial landscape (Fig.
3.30). When Worlds Collide: Revisited is similarly topographic, its stacked elements, cut
fragments, terraced into a single, cohesive element.
A few years following the creation of When Worlds Collide: Revisited, Wilson added
pencil overdrawings to at least four pulls of When Worlds Collide. These overdrawings include
figurative representations of Raven, the Sun, and other characters in a traditionalist Haisla
repertoire. One of those is in the form of a gravestone with Haisla sun rising.140 In 2011, Wilson
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Lyle Wilson, interview by author, Vancouver, BC, July 26, 2019. Wilson’s conception, had it materialized,
would have predated Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun’s own public ovoid sculptures. No evidence of this model
remains, however.
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First Nations Art of the Northwest Coast (Vancouver, BC: Douglas and McIntyre, 2009), 167-169; Aaron Glass,
“Interviews with First Nations Artists: Lyle Wilson, Haisla artist,” Objects of Exchange: Social and Material
Transformation on the Late Nineteenth-Century Northwest Coast, Bard Graduate Center Gallery, accessed
September 6, 2020, https://www.bgc.bard.edu/objects-exchange-lyle-wilson. Wilson was a board member of the
Kitamaat Village Graveyard Commission, a role that involved researching and documenting the history, logging,
and desecration of a historic burial site, but it was an encounter with grave markers at a young age that inspired his
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drew a set of footprints on a version of the print now in the UBC MOA collection, the steps
following a winding path upward (Fig. 3.31). While the box form falls, the footprints trace a path
in the opposite direction, moving from bottom to top against the gravity of the shattered ovoids.
Like the other overdrawings, the feet are done in Wilson’s more figurative historic style.
According to Wilson, When Worlds Collide was conceived of as a two-part print series. The first,
discussed here, depicts the shattered box-form. His intent for the second, however, was to depict
the shattered pieces coming back together.141 While he never completed the envisioned second
part of the series, his overdrawings serve the same purpose by representing the cohesiveness of
Haisla culture that Wilson now feels. The footprints chart a path back toward the wholeness of
the box form, countering the metaphor of disintegration. Duffek, writing of his most recent
painting practice, notes that “Increasingly, they [his painted marks] have become a strategy for
confronting the erasure and fragmentation of Haisla cultural knowledge, as though mapping a
path toward wholeness, toward re-connection, toward a viable future.”142 These two returns to
When Worlds Collide thematize that arc toward wholeness across Wilson’s career—fragments of
formline, abstracted and shattered to represent a collision of Native and non-Native values,
aesthetics, and politics, are reconfigured in terms of cultural return. That this process has taken
place through, not in spite of, the fragmentation that so occupied Wilson is an entirely different
way of thinking about the maintenance of culture through creation rather than the rebirth of what
has passed.

lifelong interest. “My first experience actually seeing traditional carving in situ was fishing eulachon at Kemano. I
saw graveyard memorials (ah-aluuch-tin): grey, weather-beaten and somewhat moss covered, but very impressive in
their natural state and site. Although I didn’t know it at the time, it was part of the beginning of my life-long interest
in Haisla culture.” Fouk and Wilson, Lyle Wilson, 19.
141
Lyle Wilson, interview by author, Vancouver, BC, July 26, 2019.
142
Duffek, “Against the Grain,” iv.
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CHAPTER FOUR
GRANDMOTHER MOON, CEDAR WOMAN SPIRIT: EDNA DAVID JACKSON,
SOVEREIGN ASSEMBLAGE, AND THE CONTESTED LANDSCAPE

Bringing forth the old forms and materials, building on them, and revitalizing them is a
process which Indian women have done for eons. Like New York artists incorporating
and reacting to western art history, we respond to our visual history while crossing into
new territories. … Transcending tradition, Indian women have gone on to set new
standards for Indian art and have shown that the work of Indian women belongs in the
mainstream of world art history.1
—Jaune Quick-to-See Smith

The ancient ways of gathering spruce root with respect to the tree's life and spirit are a
rich lesson in today's world.2
—Teri Rofkar

In the summer of 1985, the foundational exhibition of contemporary Indigenous women’s
art, Women of Sweetgrass, Cedar and Sage: Contemporary Art by Native American Women, took
place in New York City. Curated by Jaune Quick-to-See Smith and Harmony Hammond at the
American Indian Community House (AICH) Gallery, the exhibition was one of the first major
surveys of its kind, bringing together fifty-three works by thirty-three artists from across the
United States and Canada. As the first epigraph to this chapter describes, Quick-to-See Smith
and her co-curator Hammond brought together works in diverse media, from basketry,
beadwork, and ceramics, to painting and photography, with the aim of challenging stereotypical
conceptions of Indigenous women’s art. As one of the first nationwide surveys of contemporary
Indigenous women artists and the first major exhibition of such work in New York, Women of

1

Jaune Quick-to-See Smith, “Women of Sweetgrass, Cedar, and Sage,” in Harmony Hammond and Jaune Quick-toSee Smith, Women of Sweetgrass, Cedar and Sage: Contemporary Art by Native American Women (New York:
Gallery of the American Indian Community House, 1985), n.p.
2
Teri Rofkar and Shelly Laws, “The Artistry of Tlingit Weaving,” Smithsonian Spotlight Presentation, Smithsonian
Arctic Studies Center, Anchorage Museum, Anchorage, AK, August 4, 2011, published September 7, 2011, video,
7:43, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKyB6H3QEjY.
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Sweetgrass, Cedar and Sage likewise claimed a position for these artists in conversation with the
mainstream of contemporary art. The geographic scope of the exhibition was expansive,
including artists from across the continent. In addition to several artists based in the Pacific
Northwest, such as Lillian Pitt and Quick-to-See-Smith, the exhibition was among the first East
of the Rockies to feature contemporary art by living Tlingit women artists: Dorothea Romero, a
self-taught painter who will feature in the conclusion to follow, and Edna Davis Jackson, whose
work is the subject of this chapter.
The inclusion of the two in Women of Sweetgrass, Cedar and Sage was a rare moment of
visibility for female artists from a region otherwise only represented in New York City by
nineteenth century collections or by carvers performing live demonstrations for world’s fairs, as
discussed in Chapter One. Few exhibitions had brought contemporary Northwest Coast art to
New York in recent years. In 1984, the year prior, Northwest Coast art from the Museum of the
American Indian collection was shown at the IBM Gallery on Madison Avenue. Unlike the
Museum of Modern Art’s controversial “Primitivism” in Twentieth-Century Art: Affinity of the
Tribal and the Modern show that same year, works by living artists were included at the end of
the IBM Gallery exhibition in addition to the historic masterpieces, emulating the model
pioneered by Arts of the Raven in 1967. The contemporary contributions included a 31-foot
totem pole carved on site in the IBM Garden Plaza by Kwakwaka’wakw artists Calvin and Tony
Hunt.3 At the beginning of the decade in 1980, Seneca artist and curator G. Peter Jemison
organized the exhibition Contemporary Northwest Coast Art at the AICH Gallery. Featuring the
work of Joe David (Tla-o-qui-aht), Robert Davidson (Haida), Marvin Oliver (Quinault/Isleta
Pueblo), and John Hoover (Aleut), the catalogue’s introduction positions the artists as belonging
3

Douglas C. McGill, “Objects of Northwest Coast Indians on Display,” New York Times Tuesday, October 9, 1984,
C13; James Clifford, The Predicament of Culture: Twentieth-Century Ethnography, Literature, and Art (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1988), 211-12.
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to the “renaissance period” and as innovative examples of the “rediscovery of [their] heritage” of
“traditional Northwest Coast art.”4 The works reproduced in the catalogue generally fit the neotraditionalist mode that characterizes the Renaissance paradigm as described: they include a
wooden mask and helmet by David and Oliver, the latter’s Sea Bear Helmet closely emulating a
historic Tlingit war helmet, as well as a silver bracelet by Robert Davidson, titled xiigya (Happy
Negative Spaces) (1979), that is notable for its abstract play with geometric elements of formline
and negative space created by the interconnected and cross-hatched U-forms (Fig. 4.1). 5
Hoover’s carved panel, said to emulate the “traditional style of Northwest Coast Indians who live
just south of the Aleuts,” is nonetheless curious for its inclusion despite Hoover’s Aleut heritage,
suggesting the mutability of the “Northwest Coast” category at the time. Jemison organized the
show to accompany the substantial exhibition Objects of Bright Pride, shown at the Center for
Inter-American Relations in 1980, a selection of historic work drawn from the American
Museum of Natural History’s renowned collection and curated by Allen Wardwell for a national
tour co-organized by American Federation of Arts.6
These exhibitions demonstrate a preference for works by living artists that privileged and
validated (and were validated in turn by) the classic nineteenth century specimens that they were
exhibited alongside. This continued the trend begun by Arts of the Raven and exemplified by the
exhibition The Legacy, the latter of which concluded its worldwide tour in 1982. And notable in
these New York examples is the absence of living women artists despite, as this chapter will
show, a plethora of women working and exhibiting between Alaska, Seattle, and British
4

Edwin S. Hall, Jr., Margaret B. Blackman, and G. Peter Jemison, Contemporary Northwest Coast Art (New York:
American Indian Community House, 1980), 1.
5
The Robert Davidson bracelet Happy Negative Spaces (1979) is now in the UBC Museum of Anthropology, cat.
no. 2594/1, and is indicative of the Haida artist’s early explorations of abstracted formline design elements at this
time. Ibid, 7, 10-11.
6
Allen Wardwell, Objects of Bright Pride: Northwest Coast Indian Art from the American Museum of Natural
History (New York: Center for Inter-American Relations and the American Federation of Arts, 1978).
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Columbia at this time. Compared to that of the men shown in Contemporary Northwest Coast
Art, the works by Jackson and Romero included in Women of Sweetgrass are radical departures
from the “traditional.” Jackson’s Weaver’s Mask (1983), for example, consists of a handmade
cedar bark paper mask, cast from a colleague’s face, mounted on canvas and surrounded by grids
of woven strips of more cedar bark paper that have been thickly painted over with black, red, and
blue acrylic (Fig. 4.2). The scholarly reception of women’s art of the Northwest Coast has
typically and erroneously been restricted to beadwork, basketry, and weaving, and Jackson’s
multimedia construction—an assemblage of hand-made paper masks and fibers—is visually
distinct from the art and material culture by Tlingit women artists and makers represented in
collections and exhibition of Northwest Coast art up to that point in time. But if techniques of
assemblage seem to visually depart from historic women’s art of the Northwest Coast and the
dominant neo-traditionalist mode of art making in the post-war period, Jackson’s art nonetheless
draws from the material and cultural centers of Tlingit art and life. The cedar bark used in her
paper, for example, is gathered from trees long harvested by ancestors in her home territory; as
such it materializes the forested coastline of Southeastern Alaska. According to the artist, the
exhibition had a shorter title, “Women of Sweetgrass & Sage,” until “some of [those of] us who
worked in cedar” were included and the title modified to reflect that.7 The inclusion of “Cedar”
to recognize the “women of cedar” recalls George Thornton Emmons’s 1905 characterization of
the southern Tlingit as “people of the red cedar,” reflecting the centrality of the tree to Tlingit
lifeways.8 Jackson’s contributions thus not only fit in well with the diversity of contemporary
works on display in Women of Sweetgrass, then; they also exemplify the theme of an exhibition
that, as Quick-to-See Smith wrote, built on and revitalized “the old forms and materials” while
7

Edna Davis Jackson, text message to author, July 12, 2019.
George T. Emmons, The Tlingit Indians, ed. Frederica de Laguna (1911; repr., Seattle: University of Washington
Press, 1991), 222.
8
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speaking to the knowledge of and relationship with the landscape in both material and spiritual
ways. Per Quick-to-See Smith, Jackson’s art demonstrates how “Knowing the land in a physical
and spiritual way, Indian women embody themselves in their landscapes.”9
The manner by which an artist’s work embodies the landscape of the Pacific Northwest in
both material and experiential ways is a recurrent theme of inquiry in the study Northwest Coast
Native art. Yet despite her presence in and the impact of her work on this, in retrospect, major
exhibition of women’s art, the work of Jackson and other women artists has been largely
occluded in the post-war history of Northwest Coast art. Studying, working, and living between
southeast Alaska and the Seattle area, Jackson frequently showed her work at the galleries and
museums across the United States and Canada that figure centrally in the history of
contemporary Indigenous art in the 1980s. Yet compared to many of her peers in Women of
Sweetgrass and to her male colleagues from the Northwest Coast, her work has been overlooked
by histories of contemporary Indigenous art, Northwest Coast art, and women’s art from the
region alike. The reasons are manifold and function in aggregate. As Janet Berlo and Ruth
Phillips have written, Native American women artists have faced being “doubly vulnerable to
marginalization” throughout modern history.10 Jackson, Romero, and others like them, as Tlingit
women artists working in contemporary mediums and contexts, have faced not only this double
marginalization but also the biases of the conservative Northwest Coast art world. Most scholarly
attention on the Northwest Coast has, until recent decades, been focused on the arts of painting
and carving, long erroneously identified as the exclusive domains of male artists by an

9

Quick-to-See Smith, “Women of Sweetgrass, Cedar, and Sage,” n.p.
Janet Catherine Berlo and Ruth B. Phillips, “’Encircles Everything’: A Transformative History of Native
Women’s Arts,” in Hearts of Our People: Native Women Artists, ed. Jill Ahlberg Yohe and Teri Greeves
(Minneapolis: Minneapolis Institute of Art, 2019), 45.
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institutionalized imposition of a scholarly bias towards male subjects.11 The Northwest Coast art
market and scholarship accordingly have granted painting and carving the lion’s share of
commercial, curatorial, and scholarly attention. Even as Northwest Coast Native art was
accepted as “fine art,” women’s arts tended to be relegated to the gendered category of craft.
Exhibits focused on women’s art on the Northwest Coast, historic and otherwise, were largely
absent until the middle of the 1980s. Exhibitions, such as Doreen Jensen’s and Polly Sargent’s
celebration of button blankets in Robes of Power: Totem Poles on Cloth (1986) and Interwoven
Expressions: Works by Contemporary Alaska Native Basketmakers (1985), organized by the
Institute of Alaska Native Arts in memory of Haida weaver Selina Peratrovich, claimed women’s
art as potent sites of identity and resilience in contrast to the Renaissance narrative.
While feminist methodologies gave rise to a lens of art history that, in parallel to
Jackson’s career, demanded greater attention to the overlooked art of women, amongst scholars
of Northwest Coast art this tended to accordingly favor historic women’s arts rather than the
innovations of artists working across the field. Studies of women’s arts in the 1980s tended to
focus on historic forms and expanded on the anthropological monographs of the early twentieth
century focused on basketry and weaving rather than contemporary expressions or more diverse
media.12 Even when artists such as Ellen Neel (Kwakwaka’wakw), Frieda Diesing (Haida), and
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Carmen Quinto-Plunkett (Tlingit) were crossing gender-boundary lines and actively carving
masks, totem poles, and monumental sculptural commissions, the Northwest Coast market was
biased against women carvers.13 Nonetheless, Jackson pursued education and a career in the
contemporary art world, seeking, as Lucy Lippard wrote in the catalogue for Women of
Sweetgrass, to “step across the boundaries laid down” for her and to “challenge the conventions
of women's art set up by native cultures, and of Indian art set up by the dominant culture.”14
Given the practice of relegating Indigenous women’s arts on the Northwest Coast and elsewhere
to the categories of craft, souvenir, and ethnographic specimen without named attribution of the
creators as individuals, the choice of artists like Jackson to sign, exhibit, and celebrate their work
throughout the 1980s must be understood as a bulwark against the tendency to render Native
women’s art as likewise “doubly anonymous.”15
This chapter addresses the ways in which Jackson worked outside of and provocatively
undid the biases and false dichotomies that have blinkered the study and reception of
contemporary Indigenous women’s art and Northwest Coast art in particular, contributing to
what Aldona Jonaitis identifies as the “still-extant disregard of Tlingit women’s art.”16 By
combining broader fine art techniques, media, and formal training with many of the materials
and heritages of Northwest Coast women’s art, Jackson adopted strategies of cultural and
aesthetic entanglement while claiming space for cultural specificity in both the broader
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contemporary art setting as well as in relation to her Tlingit lineages.17 Her work is a material
and aesthetic expression of community, place, lineage, and ecological relations that capably
reflects the complexities of her backgrounds and life. This chapter considers her work,
accordingly, along three avenues of inquiry. The first, as in earlier chapters, concerns how
Jackson used visual idioms and techniques drawn from Euro-American art histories in
combination with Tlingit formal and material histories of art and material culture in a meeting of
styles legible to Native and non-Native audiences in terms of its contemporaneity and
Indigeneity. In this meeting of styles she visually address questions of identity and belonging
central to her early career. For as an artist of both Tlingit and non-Native heritage, Jackson faced
the double bind of personal and aesthetic identity that faced many Indigenous artists of her time.
The meeting of the “traditional” and “contemporary” in her assemblages of cedar bark masks,
painting, and weavings was a means of working through an identity that hybridity discourse,
prevalent in the period and decades that followed, fails to adequately describe. For while the
concept of hybridity describes the dissolution of dichotomies of identity, or multiple identities,
into entangled aggregates, its emphasis on a third position that is newly created in the meeting of
distinct heritages can overly reconcile cultural difference and detract from the maintenance of
Indigenous material territory in the face of concrete colonial structures and the shoring up of
identity through place based knowledge acquired through millennia of observation and
experience.
Hybridity, thus, does not necessarily offer a way out of the double bind faced by
contemporary artists whose backgrounds and lifestyles do not satisfy essentialist views of
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Charlotte Townsend-Gault has noted this of recent work by the Tlingit artist Tanis S’eiltin, a younger peer who
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authenticity yet who are expected to create art that “appears” Indigenous. This double bind
extends to erroneous conceptions of Northwest Coast women’s art. Tlingit women artists used
contemporary styles to push the limits of what could be “authentically Tlingit” in both Native
and non-Native eyes, while the possibilities for professional and financial success in the fine art
world were predicated on breaking into a context and art public that esteemed these styles and
one’s demonstration of visual literacy with the dominant idioms of the day. Even though, as
many scholars have shown, historic Northwest Coast art has long been entangled with nonNative materials and formed by intercultural encounters, notions of authenticity clouded the
reception of contemporary women artists.18 Thus a second double bind for Jackson and artists
like her was that in attempting to express her identity in terms of a lived experience of Tlingit
territory as ancestral place, only a combinatory aesthetic approach could truly express such
communal, material, and sovereign relations to that place in terms legible to a non-Native
audience that simultaneously required validation of her identity as authentically Indigenous. But
historically, those very audiences used the application of contemporary idioms by Indigenous
artists to disqualify them from their claims for authentic Indigenous identity, and accordingly,
political and social claims to land and place. Like the artists considered in the prior chapters,
Jackson strategically deploys her art into the category of “contemporary art” to express different
meanings for different audiences, from non-Native market to her peers in the contemporary
Native art world. In her own process of identity formation and investment in her Tlingit heritage
though marriage, family, and community, it was precisely in her stylistic entanglements that she
best found expression for the relationship to land that centered her claims to Tlingit identity in
the face of hybridity discourses and essentialisms.
18
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Jackson’s assemblages of acrylic paint, thread, fibers, gut, and handmade papers of
gathered cedar bark and other plants engage abstract designs and techniques from her fine arts
training as well as from Tlingit basketry and weaving practices. Her paper masks, molded as well
as cast from life, are based in family and oral histories and reconfigure the narrative functions
typically associated with masks and monumental carvings. She accordingly challenges the
dominant narratives of gendered art making on the Northwest Coast in her combination of media
and tactics. The second line of inquiry in this chapter considers how Jackson makes use of the
“traditional” in this breakdown of the male/female and associated art/craft dichotomies that, as
described above, long occluded art by women artists on the Northwest Coast. Jackson’s work
appeals to abstraction to translate historic forms of so-called women’s arts – basketry and
weaving – to large scale paintings and collages. But these works simultaneously signal the
contemporary in order to build upon, rather than depart from, the historic forms at their centers
and to counteract the stereotype of women’s arts as mere craft in addition to the male/female
gender divide. Locating these historic arts as a foundation for Jackson’s contemporary extensions
allows us to critically re-center, as Kathryn Bunn-Marcuse has urged, the place of women and
their artistic histories in the full spectrum of Northwest Coast arts production.19 It likewise
allows us to understand how Jackson’s art distributes what Lakota historian Elizabeth CookLynn calls “ethno-endogenous epistemology,” or a worldview based on internal tribal
perspectives and “tribal thinking,” within abstraction and other mainstream aesthetic idioms of
her time.20 Communal and spiritual meanings related to lineages, histories, and the natural and
supernatural worlds are embedded in basketry and weavings, from the most quotidian and
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utilitarian of vessels to intricately woven and decorated regalia. These meanings are expressed in
the visual and spoken languages of weaving, by which I mean the abstract decorative motifs of
baskets and textiles as well as their associated names and stories. The practice of weavings
begins in land-based gathering rituals and practices which embody sustainable and spiritual
relations to the networks of relations between human and other-than-human things in Tlingit and
other Northwest Coast Indigenous world views. Jackson typically produced works for a
contemporary art context, rather than a communal or ceremonial one, but she nonetheless
translates the relational nature inherent in the practices of basketry, weaving, and beadwork to
her paintings and assemblages. Her work thus enters, at times unintentionally, into the debate
absorbing many of her Indigenous peers around the continent about what counted as “Native,”
“traditional,” and “contemporary” that historic mediums—masks, carvings, and those associated
with women's art—were not always making in the early 1980s.21 Jackson goes further by
challenging the status quo of gendered arts and maintaining the relations embedded in material
cultural practices.
In drawing upon the relational methods of Northwest Coast women’s arts, Jackson put
her bodily experiences of the landscape into visual and material form. The claim of an
Indigenous body in the land is an inherently political one, particularly when considered in terms
of work that Jessica Horton has identified as representative of “ecolonial holism”: that which
represents the web of fractious, interconnected, and violent relations between Indigenous, settler
colonial, and other-than-human agents in which ecological processes and Indigenous relations to
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the land are bounded by ongoing colonialism.22 As Horton suggests, ecocritical studies of
American art must ask how “culturally specific environmental knowledge informs Indigenous
artwork.” Accordingly, the third thread of this chapter asks how the work of Jackson speaks to
and remakes “ecological relations under siege.”23 Jackson, I suggest, renders such relations in
contemporary idioms that express sovereign political claims to land and territory while
materially reconstituting ecological, social, and legal issues. The mid-1980s were a period of
intense territorial dispute tied directly to non-Native regulations of identity, from logging rights
to the renewal of the 1971 Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA). U.S. Congrass
passed ANCSA to legitimize state and federal control of many millions of acres of Indigenous
land and resources. The act mandated that a small proportion of that land be administered by a
corporate structure. The settlement drew fierce debate, particularly over the regulations that
determined Alaska Native Corporation shareholder membership along racial rather than cultural
lines. By tying corporation membership to parentage, the questions of identity and hybridity that
Jackson faced in her art became directly tied to issues of territorial control, governance, and
material resources. ANCSA was a seismic moment in Alaska Native social and political life, and
Jackson’s art speaks to the act’s effective dispossession of Alaska Native peoples. In concert
with Tlingit epistemologies rooted in the landscape, her art expresses what Stuart Hall calls a
“cultural politics of the local,” that is sovereign expression of the relationship of the female
Indigenous body to land.24 In doing so Jackson directly and indirectly claims a political stance in
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the face of statewide and federal colonial legal systems and assaults on Tlingit autonomy and
independence.
Along these thematic lines—craft, art, medium, gender, land, and politics—Jackson’s art
shifts the entangled sets of relations that determine the value and recognition of Northwest Coast
women’s art. Through her work, Jackson asserts an intimate connection to Indigenous place,
incorporating the materiality of hand-collected fibers and her lived memories and experiences.
Her contributions expand the visual canon of women’s art of the Northwest Coast and help us to
better understand the complex routes that Indigenous women artists navigated for aesthetic and
political purchase. Tlingit ancestral knowledge and lifeways expressed in relational historic arts
are embedded within comingling visualities drawn from Native and non-Native sources. These
Tlingit modes of tribal thinking ground political claims for sovereignty over identity, land, and
resources in the Alaskan context of the 1980s. Jackson’s work, this chapter argues, thus
represents the political conditions of Alaska Native life through a visual system that itself
imbricates styles, media, and material forms while maintaining visual and intellectual
sovereignty true to the Tlingit community that Jackson claims. It intentionally converges styles
that do not blend but rather coexist in order to enact spiritual and ecological relations that emerge
from a Tlingit worldview, materialized in her art as potent representations of sovereign
Indigenous relations to land and self.

I. Masked Narratives and Hybrid Visions
Edna Davis Jackson (b. 1950) is an Eagle of the Tsaagweidí (Killer Whale Seal) Clan and
spent her childhood living seasonally between Michigan during the school year and the Tlingit
village of Kake, Alaska, a small town on Kupreanof Island, during the summer. Her father was a
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Tlingit teacher, fisherman, and carpenter from Kake while her mother, also a teacher, came from
a Dutch/German/Jewish non-Native Michigan farming background. Jackson explains that her
family’s migratory travels between Michigan and Alaska necessitated periods of acculturation
and acclimatization throughout the year: “We found ourselves outside either world on initial
arrival, followed by the process of assimilation into the new country.”25 Under Tlingit law,
Jackson’s clan membership is not in question: Jackson’s mother was formally adopted by two
Tlingit families, from which Jackson and her siblings inherited their Tsaagweidí clan
membership through that matrilineal line of descent.26 Jackson’s name in Łingit is Ka-Swoot,
and she considers Ḵéex’ Kwáan, the Łingit name for the community of Kake, meaning “The
People of the Mouth of Dawn” or “People of the Opening of the Day,” to be her true home. She
writes that the oceans, beaches, and forests of Kake were her childhood backyard, and since
completing grade school she has lived there for most of her adult life.27 So while her childhood
was split, her adult life has been defined by a substantial reinvestment in her Tlingit heritage,
including through her involvement in local village politics and community organizing, marriage
to a Tlingit man, and dedication to raising her daughter with knowledge of the land that her
family has occupied for generations.
Kupreanof Island, the thirteenth largest island in the United States, has winding shores
that are lined with beaches, long tidal flats, and deep sheltered harbors. It is heavily wooded and
lies within the limits of the Tongass National Forest. Its interior mountain ranges rise over
Kake’s perch on the northwest corner of the island. “We are rich, living in a rich land,” Jackson
says of her home. “A young Juneau woman told me I live in the middle of nowhere. Nope, I live
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in the middle of the world.”28 Her relationship with that rich place is reflected by the
incorporation of natural fiber material in her practice. Jackson is best known for her cedar bark
paper mask assemblages, beginning with her 1980 work Reliquary (Fig. 4.3).29 The work
consists of a one such mask, nestled within a black velvet interior and cradled in a ring of woven
cedar bark strips. The mask is a self-portrait made out of handmade paper and molded from a
plaster cast taken of her own face. The paper is made from cedar bark, which Jackson gathers
from the forests of Kake in the spring and summer. The process of gathering is a core part of her
practice; it extends to a variety of plants, fibers, and organic materials that she incorporates into
her work and which embody an intimate knowledge of the land. The red and yellow cedar are the
central flora to her process, which is embedded in a seasonal cycle and goes back millennia.
Jackson’s gathering practice links her to ancient women’s work; the trees that she gathers bark
from, for example, are ones which women in her family have been returning to for generations:
When I am gathering bark for my papermaking, I work outside and in the woods, which I
love. Some of the places I get my bark from have old, old trees standing where women
hundreds of years ago came to get their bark for weaving. I found one tree that had an old
crude carving of a face on it. I imagine that a mother long ago sat her child by that tree
and the child carved while the mother gathered her bark.30
Gathering is thus more than the mere acquisition of art making material: it is an intimate means
of engaging in and affirming relations with ancestors and Tlingit women past.
Once gathered, Jackson splits the bark and cooks it and soaks it in lye to break it down
into a pulp, sometimes even using a blender to refine the mixture before combining it with water
and other fibers (locally sourced where possible, but also commercial rag and other standard
papermaking fibers) in varying ratios to refine in a deckle box before rolling out into paper.31
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When wet, it is supple and moldable enough to take on sculptural form from a mold. Jackson has
used casts of the faces of friends, family, and acquaintances for this purpose, but she prefers to
create negative molds from sculpted masks made of clay. Once dry, Jackson paints and adorns
the paper mask before and after it is mounted to a canvas or other support. The face of Reliquary,
for example, eyes gently closed, is painted with red and black formline designs alluding to
Jackson’s Killer Whale Seal clan membership. As she says, “My involvement with cedar paper
allows me to keep in touch with these two important elements: the water and the woods. The
process of papermaking involves plenty of water, which I thoroughly enjoy, and working with
cedar bark, which I gather in the spring and break down into pulp for my paper.”32
Jackson learned papermaking while working on her BFA in Fiber Arts at Oregon State
University, from which she graduated in 1980. Her studies focused primarily on weaving with
non-Native teachers, especially loom weaving, but also included papermaking and felting. It was
during her undergraduate work that she discovered cedar bark paper. Her course work also
included art history classes and museum and gallery visits in the Portland area that introduced
her to figures from the canon of modern art: the likes of Picasso and Jasper Johns, as well as
female artists that she admires such as Frida Kahlo, Georgia O’Keefe, and Anni Albers.33 In
1979 she attended a slide lecture at the Portland Art Museum on Judy Chicago’s recently
completed work, The Dinner Party (1974-79), a revelatory experience for the artist. Seeing
Chicago “looking back at traditional arts – traditional women’s arts” like “crochet, knitting,
painting on dishes,” Jackson says, impacted her understanding of what contemporary women’s
art could be.34 The importance of how “she [Chicago] looked back to her roots” inspired Jackson
to do the same in relation to her Tlingit heritage. Jackson’s formal education thus introduced her
32
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to a wide variety of modern art histories and art making techniques and encouraged her to fuse
the seemingly traditional with the contemporary elements of her training. As a result, she
explicitly categorized her works in the 1980s as “contemporary Northwest Coast Native art.”35
This manifested in the incorporation of historic Tlingit materials and visual traditions,
such as the cedar bark and formline painting of Reliquary, into new media and formats, such as
paper and assemblages meant to be displayed vertically on the wall. Unlike the prerogatives that
typically govern the display of crests and narratives in historic and community facing Tlingit art,
Jackson’s practice took advantage of the contemporary context to communicate personal stories
and relationships. Her masks cast from family and loved ones are some of the most personally
meaningful and inspirational in her oeuvre. The faces of her husband, Mike Jackson, and
daughter, Dawn, frequently recur as models in her work. In Ka-oosh and Coho Salmon (1980),
for example, three stacks of cedar bark paper are cast from Mike’s face, whose Łingit name, Kaoosh, figures in the title (Fig. 4.4). They are mounted in a row on linen and framed by decorative
acrylic formline motifs around their upper corners and four leaping salmon below. The stacks
each consist of twelve leaves, symbolizing the Jacksons’ twelve years of marriage, and the
salmon represent Mike’s clan membership, a Raven of the Kaach.ádi Coho Salmon.36 The
formline motifs painted across the casts of Mike’s face appear to be abstract facepaint elements,
but they are fragments of the salmon design that have been extracted from the figures leaping
under the thread and copper wire nets hanging beneath the faces.37 Her dispersal of the salmon
elements across the three faces recalls what Bill Holm termed distributive design, when parts of a
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formline figure are split apart and distributed so as to fill an entire surface, and the diverse
assemblage of materials extends the sculptural traditions of the Northwest Coast into a new
contemporary format. As art historian Ann Storey writes, Jackson’s work, by unabashedly using
themes from her own life beyond the constraints of the so-called traditional, “reinforces the
postmodern realization that the familiar, resonant with authenticity, is fitting material for creative
expression.”38
This is also seen in Mask for Ka-Oosh (1982), another cast cedar paper assemblage based
on the face of Jackson’s husband (Fig. 4.5). In this instance four masks are nested inside one
another. The innermost mask is painted with an abstracted Coho Salmon design, while the outer
three are split in half and fan out to either side. Jackson prefers to think of these works as
portraits rather than masks, and while the interior three are cast from life one can see that the
outermost mask is cast from a sculpted mold; its circular eyes and heavy brows emulate carved
wooden masks, though the moustache still evokes Mike Jackson’s likeness. Further, the opening
series of split faces intentionally evokes the most well-known mask format on the Northwest
Coast: the transformation mask. Jackson notes that none of her paper masks could be truly used
as a mask, meaning danced or sung in a ceremonial context, and unlike the many ingenious
transformation masks carved and assembled with mechanical pulleys and levers capable of
opening and closing moving parts of the mask for dramatic performance, the cast paper is fragile
and static. The drama and mystery of transformation masks long captured the imagination of
non-Native collectors, anthropologists, and artists. As the Surrealist André Breton, who owned
several such masks, wrote in his essay on the topic, “Note sur les masques à transformation de la
Côte Pacifique Nord-Ouest,” when these masks open their impact is “unexpected” and
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revelatory: “The virtue of the object considered resides above all in the possibility of a sudden
transition from one appearance to another, from one meaning to another. There is no other static
work, no matter how great its reputation, which could bear comparison.”39 In Mask for Ka-Oosh,
the transition from cast and life-like face to sculpted or carved face is a sudden shift that brings
about a disconcerting conflation of the two, with the carved mask echoing the features of Mike’s
face as cast from life.40
The shift contributes to Jackson’s conflation of carved wood and cast paper. In
combination with her reference to the transformation mask format, this conflation is a clear twist
on the otherwise male-dominated carving tradition—which is considered to be only a “male art”
within art historical and anthropological literature. As the Haida carver Frieda Diesing has said,
carving was not gendered “until anthropologists made it so.”41 Artists such as Diesing and Ellen
Neel were important precedents of female Northwest Coast carvers and mask makers, and as
Chapter One discussed, many women artists and trainees were carving and artmaking in the
postwar period with co-ops such as Alaska Indian Arts, Inc.42 Along with female peers like
Carmen Quinto-Plunkett and Kathleen Carlo, Jackson staked a position as an Alaska Native
mask maker in opposition to the gendered associations of carving and traditionalist art making,
which by the 1980s had been rigidly codified by the settler academy and art market. Yet she did
39
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so by sidestepping the gendered divide of carving that so structured artmaking during the postwar period and in her own childhood. As Jackson describes:
My father encouraged the boys more than the girls in our family to do traditional carving
and designs. I guess there was that double standard, where men do one type of art and
women do another…When I started seriously doing artwork, I wanted my work to have
the Northwest Coast feel; I tried woodcarving and didn't care for it at all. To create the
relief of Northwest carving, I started using fiber techniques: quilting, stitchery,
trapunto.43
Facing such gender discrimination in her own upbringing and community, Jackson, thus, turned
to what might have been perceived as women’s arts and materials, namely the fiber arts, in order
to access historic carving forms and styles as a woman artist and to challenge the primacy of
carving within the gendered hierarchies of Northwest Coast art. She was explicit about creating
her paper works in the mode of carved masks in order to master those styles. “My early mask
pieces were technical exercises; I experimented with different styles of Northwest Coast masks,
for example, the early Salish style, the Kwakiutl style, the Tlingit style. I feel that these pieces
were less successful than my later pieces because they were attempts to duplicate carved wooden
masks.”44 Her earliest mask works are thus experiments with the duplication of historic forms
and styles that are best understood as her working through the legacy of Tlingit and other visual
traditions and the accompanying gendered associations of carving a monumental art.
The narrative functions typically associated with masks and monumental carvings among
the Tlingit extended across gender division and mediums, and narrative force is not diminished
by Jackson’s translation of the mask to paper. Rather, the clan stories are replaced with those of
her own most intimate experiences and relations. In 1981, Jackson enrolled in the MFA in Fiber
Arts program at the University of Washington, during which she produced the mixed-media
43
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assemblage titled Time Markers (1983) (Fig. 4.6). The work consists of four identical cast cedar
bark faces mounted on black cotton and linen fabric. Twenty-four black crow feathers hang from
threads below the faces, their shafts wrapped with bright turquoise thread.45 Black painted
formline designs flank the hanging feathers, and the faces, masquettes representing the moon, are
likewise painted with classic Tlingit colors.46 The elements of the piece are the titular “time
markers” – the number of hanging feathers correspond to the number of months Jackson was
away from her family while completing her MFA and the moon faces indicate the semesters and
passing phases of the lunar cycle. For Jackson, her most meaningful early pieces mark events in
her life: the twelfth anniversary of her marriage, as in Ka-oosh and Coho Salmon, or, as in Time
Markers, living away from her family while going to art school. While leaving home for
educational opportunity is now a regular necessity for young Kake residents, the counting of the
months and moons in Time Markers carries with it Jackson’s own story of departure, absence,
yearning, and return. “These are ordinary events,” Jackson stated in 1985, “but they are
inspiration for a lot of my work.”47 While the assemblage format is unlike the monumental
carvings of the Tlingit canon, the moon faces – based on the round style of historic moon masks
– connect to a long history of storytelling.
Jackson explicitly states that the narrative quality of her work is comparable to historic
Northwest Coast art: “My artworks could be compared to our traditional totem poles in that they
exist to record stories or events in our lives.”48 Colonial forces had over a century prior
commenced the destruction of visual narrative forms and monuments in Jackson’s community.
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The Tlingit of Ḵéex’ Kwáan faced conflict with the United States Army following the US
purchase of Alaska during which three Ḵéex’ Kwáan villages were shelled by an Army gunship,
and in 1912 the Tlingit residents of Kake cut and burnt down several totem poles in response to
pressure from missionaries to modernize the community.49 In Southeast Alaska, such
monumental objects connect a relationship with the land to kinship narratives and clan histories
visually represented and reiterated through telling and recognized by the community. Native art
cannot be separated from the “environment of significance,” to quote a term coined by folklorist
Henry Glassie, that makes up its context, storytelling, and interpretation.50 Cultural
anthropologist Keith Basso referred to this as the “fields of meaning” that specific places and
landscapes generate in their aesthetic immediacies, character, and spirit.51 The narrative function
is therefore imbedded in and animated by the land and environment in which the art is sited. The
destruction of crest poles and other historic forms of art did not extinguish the stories and
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associated lineages that they represented, but it was a disruption to the marking of such
narratives in the place and context. A new pole was not raised in Kake until 1971, so Jackson
grew up in Kake looking to alternative expressions of Tlingit narratives and oral histories in her
community. Her works focused on personal narratives suggest a new form that supplements the
monumental forms that were lost in Kake to colonial violence. And to the Tlingit, stories of
lineage and creation are not a distant past but rather inhabit the lived world. Jackson’s work
creates new legends out of her familial and personal narratives to extend the historic narrative
function of Tlingit visual expression. As she has described: “My work is traditional in that I use
forms, materials, stories and symbols from my Tlingit heritage. My work is contemporary in that
I use my artwork to tell stories from my own life and the lives of friends and family. They
represent ‘contemporary legends.’”52
One of the benefits, according to Jackson, of her time at UW was the opportunity to
strengthen her understanding of historic Tlingit art and its “traditional” forms, materials, and
symbols. Jackson had access to historic Tlingit belongings in the collection of the Burke
Museum and took classes with Bill Holm, a member of her MFA thesis committee whose
teachings influenced her understanding of formline design even more so than the traditionalist
artists in her immediate family.53 She refined her handling of northern formline painting in his
class on Northwest Coast art, and Holm has spoken admiringly of her early work and innovative
use of cedar bark paper:
Edna uses two-dimensional design elements and some sculptural forms as they were used
long ago, but in a freer way…The old artists were conservative; they didn't move far
away from culturally-accepted ways of employing these forms. She uses native materials,
particularly the cedar bark, in new ways. Her use of color is often traditional. Many
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materials are left natural, and she uses black, various reds and some of the old blues. Yet
even in color, she doesn't adhere strictly to the conventions.”54
If Holm recognized and respected her free use of “traditional” elements, it was the vibrant Native
arts community that she encountered in the Seattle area that pushed her beyond such
conventions. Schoppert graduated the spring before Jackson arrived at UW, but she met him
while in Seattle and they took art workshops together. They would go on to exhibit alongside one
another, and Schoppert curated Jackson in multiple group exhibitions, including Beyond Blue
Mountains in 1985, a travelling collection of contemporary Native American art organized by the
Washington State Arts Commission. By 1983, she had begun to exhibit works such as Time
Markers at a variety of venues, including Sacred Circle Gallery, an art space founded in 1981
under the auspices of the United Indians of All Tribes Foundation, an educational and social
services organization servicing Native Americans in the Seattle area. She showed there
alongside other contemporary Native artists, including Jackson’s classmate, Colville abstract
sculptor and painter Joe Feddersen, as well as Harry Fonseca (Maidu/Native Hawaiian), Emmi
Whitehorse (Navajo), George Longfish (Seneca Tuscarora), and Sylvia Lark (Seneca), among
others.55 These artists encouraged Jackson to approach the canvas and ground in innovative
ways; less as a surface to paint conservative two-dimensional imagery on than as a skin to pierce,
stitch, and sew.56
During her MFA, Jackson brought these influences together to formally experiment with
new combinations of historic Tlingit precedents, abstractions, and diverse media. She found that
the contemporary visual modes of her peers offered opportunities to express the relationship
between her Tlingit visual heritage and the conflicts and tensions of the dualism of her parentage
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and upbringing. A 1983 work produced for her MFA thesis titled Ka-swoot was a break-through
in her approach to mask carving traditions and the complexities of her personal identity. The
piece is a self-portrait, titled after her Łingit name, and consists of a closed black silk box with a
latched side that opens up to reveal three leaves of mixed media collage nestled inside (Fig. 4.74.10). The front cover of the box is bordered with black, red, and blue beadwork and in its center
are two overlapping cedar bark faces cast from a sculpted mold (Fig. 4.7). The upper face, cast in
a darker paper and painted with black, red, and blue formline motifs, is positioned partially
behind the lower mask which is cast in a lighter paper, unpainted, and covered by a loose swathe
of semitransparent paper. Inside the box, the three leaves of mixed-media collage on fabric
consist of abstract compositions that function as a showcase of Jackson’s paper, weaving, and
textile techniques. On the first, Jackson demonstrates Japanese paper-making and book-binding
techniques through three sets of paper bundles colored red, yellow, and blue that are bound and
sewn onto a sheet of cedar bark paper, framed by thread and matching pigment (Fig. 4.8). The
second sheet includes a woven grid that incorporates drafts of the three basic weaving patterns –
twill weave, plain weave, and satin weave (Fig. 4.9). These are each executed in red, blue, and
yellow thread and portions of the grid have been painted with matching acrylic. The third sheet is
a textile study that incorporates folded black fabric and cedar bark paper in a log cabin block
quilting pattern (Fig. 4.10). Each paper segment is bordered by embroidery in the primary color
threads, a scheme that unites each leaf of collage along with the formline and beadwork on the
cover.57
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Ka-swoot is an important example of Jackson’s self-fashioning and approach to her
heritage at the conclusion of her formal art education. On the one hand, the work is a break with
the carving traditions that the artist had grappled with in her earliest mask works. As she wrote
several years after completing the piece:
When I started making cast paper masks, the faces stood by themselves but I felt they
were not very strong pieces. They were attempts to imitate the carved wooden masks and
I wasn't happy with them doing that. I had a breakthrough when I did the piece called
“Ka-swoot”. I started out playing around and was experimental. I didn't consider the
piece just a mask. It was myself and I wanted to say things about myself in that piece. It
changed the way my masks looked after that.58
Jackson’s earliest cast-paper pieces attempted to duplicate the old carved wooden masks from
Northwest Coast cultures. But here, the masks break from the strictures of that tradition as
essential elements among many in the sculptural assemblage. Jackson thus finds self expression
rather than imitation in the mask format. That self expression relates explicitly to her parentage.
Jackson describes that the two faces on the cover symbolize the two sides of her family: “One is
a darker face with traditional formline designs to show my Tlingit heritage; the other is a lighter
face for the side of my family that is Michigan farm people. The mouths on both are covered
since I'm not good at talking; I communicate with my hands and what they make, rather than
through my mouth.”59 Jackson foregrounds her mixed upbringing; while the two faces are cast
from the same mold, her two sides are distinguished by the tones of the paper as a material
analog for skin color and the painted formline versus the nude surface.
By visualizing her background as a joining of two distinct halves, Jackson anticipates the
hybridity discourse that began to gain purchase in the 1980s and dominated critical and post-
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colonial theory in the following decade.60 Hybridity as a concept has its origins in nineteenth
century racialized thinking about miscegenation, but within cultural theory it is more typically
understood as “the creation of new transcultural forms from within the contact zone produced by
colonization.”61 Homi Bhabha’s widely cited use of the term in The Location of Culture
describes hybridity as a “third space of enunciation” created by cultural contact between the
colonizer and colonized.62 In such space the hybrid subject emerges as “neither the One…nor the
Other…but something else besides, which contests the terms and territories of both.”63 Thus
hybridity is a space that can negate the dominance of the colonizer. Other scholars have
expanded on the emancipatory potential of hybridity to exceed the oppressive categories of the
dominant culture. As it concerns Jackson’s self-imagining in Ka-swoot, Néstor García Canclini
writes that hybridity allows us to understand the “ways in which communities imagine
themselves and construct stories about their origin and development.”64 Jackson’s positioning,
then, as both Tlingit and non-Native seems to suggest her refutation of being either-or. Rather, in
this reading, Ka-swoot would be understood to enunciate a position in the “third space” of
hybridity, born of cultural contact.
It would follow that the meeting of visual elements in Ka-swoot is best understood, per
Bhabha, in terms of the semiotic field of visual culture – stylistic choices reflecting racial
identity as well as cultural traditions. The style of decoration on the outside cover, with its
beadwork and paper masks fashioned with protruding eyebrows and eyes and painted with
60
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formline after the classic Tlingit mask making style, signify the traditionalist side of Jackson’s
arts training and background. The internal leaves of mixed-media collage, meanwhile, signify a
broader series of Euro-American and Japanese fiber and weaving traditions and techniques that
Jackson acquired through her fine arts training. A stylistic and technical distinction is made
between the interior and exterior of Ka-swoot, the mask assemblage on the cover and the mixedmedia collages held within the box, and suggests that a seemingly fundamental cultural divide in
her practice is here coming together to contest such a distinction. This reflects the tenuous
position of a Native artist working with and balancing numerous visual traditions and approaches
from her own background and training; the stylistic signs of Nativeness and/or traditionalism
form the outside cover and conceal a more varied, cosmopolitan artistic approach within. But
because the exterior also visually signals Jackson’s dual-sided parentage, it functions as more
than an index of traditionalism or Native identity in its format and medium, going beyond the
cliché demand to “never judge a book by its cover” (or a Native artist by her ethnicity). The
piece as a whole works on two levels to refuse essentialist labels and definitions of cultural
purity: with the mixed parentage signaled by the masks on the cover, and in the meeting of
diverse visual styles and traditions throughout the interior and exterior. It demonstrates Jackson’s
ambition to operate outside of strict identifications and against the double bind of authenticity,
that is, to be a Native artist she must produce art accepted as authentically Native in style and in
her own identity.
One of the benefits of hybridity discourse for Indigenous artists is that it refuses such
externally or internally imposed essentialisms. As Yin Paradies has noted, essentialisms, even
when strategically deployed, can leave Indigenous people vulnerable to accusations of
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inauthenticity.65 An essentialism of heritage or ethnic purity is here refuted by the duality of
Jackson’s heritage, centered and materially thematized on the exterior of Ka-swoot. An
essentialism of traditionalism in style or format is likewise disrupted by the confluence of
techniques and media. A materialist reading suggests further mixing operations at play.
According to Jackson, the material blending of fibers and textiles, literally in the case of her
papermaking process, guided her approach to representing the multifaceted aspects of her
familial and artistic heritage: “This piece was a 'break-through' in that I let the cedar paper's
inherent qualities show me what to do, rather than trying to make it look like something else.”66
In Mikhail Bakhtin’s theories of literary polyphony, the Russian literary theorist distinguishes
between “organic” or “unconscious” hybridity, in which “the mixture remains mute and opaque,
never making use of conscious contrasts and oppositions,” and “intentional” hybridity, which
consists of deliberately juxtaposed idioms that result in “two contradictory meanings.”67 Jackson,
however, seems to keep “organic” and “intentional” hybridity in tension. Throughout the box’s
composition, numerous elements unite the interior and exterior, such as the primary color
scheme and consistent use of cedar bark paper, suggesting less a binary divide than a unified
gestalt of disparate elements distributed within one another. The visual and stylistic
juxtapositions between distinguishable Tlingit and non-Native halves, styles, and media suggest
contradictory visual traditions and world views, while the mixture of organic fiber elements
across the interior and exterior work to interrelate and conform such oppositions.
The resolution of this tension between organic and intentional hybridity, between the
mixing of elements into “something else besides” and the juxtaposition of elements representing
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the colonized and the colonizer, becomes essential to understanding Jackson’s development in
the mid-1980s. Throughout this period, Jackson repeatedly emphasized, in her work and its
reception, her dual heritage and the means of its representation. As Jackson wrote in 1984,
“Since I come from not only a Tlingit family, but also from Michigan farming people, I like my
work to reflect both sides.”68 Gerald Vizenor used the term “crossbloods” to describe hybrid
Indigenous identity in the postmodern period, writing in his collection of essays Crossbloods:
Bone Courts, Bingo, and Other Reports that “Crossbloods are a postmodern tribal bloodline, an
encounter with racialism, colonial duplicities, sentimental monogenism, and generic
culture….Crossbloods are communal, and their stories are splendid considerations of
survivance.”69 Yet Jackson claims a Tlingit identity as commensurate with that heritage rather
than identifying as “crossblood,” creole, or even Métis, to use in the latter case a now outdated
terminology for multiancestral Indigenous people that was in broader usage at the time.
Jackson’s understanding of her identity cannot be reduced to a binary meeting of her Native and
non-Native sides, but neither does it necessarily constitute a third or “mixed” organic hybrid
category.
A work such as Ka-swoot visualizes that often conflicting and tense relationship of
Indigenous artists to diverse parentage, upbringing, and cultural belonging that cannot fit easily
into binaries of Native and non-Native. In the visual arts, the postmodern moment in which
Jackson came of professional age emphasized multiculturalism and emergent visual traditions
and identities in contradistinction to established modernist narratives and external definitions of
authenticity. Vizenor’s notion of the “crossblood” and, later, the “postindian,” for example, were
68
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strategic deployments to resist and deny the colonial construct of “Indianness” or the “real
Indian” and associated imagery and stereotype.70 This extends to the previously discussed
refutations of the traditionalist thrust of the Northwest Coast Renaissance paradigm, with its
emphasis on recovered and authentic culture. Jackson’s art, like that of Jim Schoppert and Lyle
Wilson, is not easily categorized or restricted by constructions of authenticity both in terms of
the artist’s identity and terms of visual expression. Art that differs from traditionalist work
disrupts the essentialist definitions and the broader cultural economy’s emphasis on authenticity,
gender norms, and perceived cultural “purity.”71 Such tactics have recently been identified in
other contemporary Northwest Coast artists as hybrid idioms, though in the 1980s different terms
of art came to refer to the meeting of Native and non-Native visual languages, whether
accompanied by mixed heritage or not.72 Ka-swoot is unlike anything seen in the aforementioned
foundational exhibitions of the modern resurgence in the Pacific Northwest, and only some of its
formal components draw on, but are not solely based on, the forms of an idealized past.
The multifaceted nature of Jackson’s work and background, distinct from the
Renaissance’s paradigm of purported revival, did not go unnoticed by curators and writers who
homed in on what they perceived to be its boundary-crossing nature.73 Patterson Sims, Curator of
Modern Art at the Seattle Art Museum, included Jackson in the 1989 exhibition Crossed
Cultures alongside Lawrence Beck, James Lavadour, Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun, and Susie
Bevins Qimmiqsak, all artists who, as Sims notes in the catalogue, reflect the universal condition
of “cultural dislocation” and whose work unusually blurs the “distinctions between tradition and
70
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innovation, primordial belief and political and sociological realities, enduring motifs and modern
materials. … They move with fluency from past to present, from tribal to national affiliations,
from reservations to the outside world.”74 Sims, in his catalogue essay, emphasizes how the
“divided” and “dual” upbringings of the artists are reflected in their innovative approaches to
historic styles and traditions, as well as their distinction from what he identifies as the more
conservative arts of the period: “Conversely, as these Native artists review and adapt Northwest
tribal arts, other Native and white artists have continued or restarted carving and painting in
Northwest tribal styles. For reasons of space and inclination, this equally provocative, though
artistically more conservative, crossing of cultures is not included here.”75 Reviewers of the
exhibition followed suit and praised the artists in the exhibition for “wandering between worlds.
They are both Native and white, their own kind of tribe, finding their own centers on the edge of
racial identity [emphasis mine].”76 This provocative phrase visualizes the cultural-racial logic
underpinning Crossed Cultures: that a binary exists between Native and non-Native worlds and
identities, and that Indigenous artists in North America often work and live between those two
worlds as “crossbloods.”
Such hybridity discourse, expressed through the language of border or boundary crossing,
cultural and racial mixing, and movement between Native and non-Native worlds, was a
dominant framework for the understanding of contemporary Native American art beyond the
Northwest Coast in the 1980s and 1990s, particularly for those artists whose backgrounds and
lived experiences did not fit within the otherwise essentialist terms of the dominant framework of
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identity politics that defined the decade.77 Jackson herself drew upon the language of crossing
boundaries in reference to her art and career. However, such racialized definitions do not capture
Indigenous conceptions of identity and community, nor that of Jackson herself. Rather than
considering herself to occupy a third space between two entrenched notions of Native and nonNative ethnic identity, Jackson saw the boundaries she crossed in terms of set expectations of the
traditional and her work’s relation to that set of values:
I have a respect for native traditions, but I refuse to be bound by them in my artwork or
my life. My life has been spent crossing boundaries: one of the first half-breed kids in the
village, obtaining advanced degrees in art, one of the few contemporary Alaska Native
artists who have returned to village living rather than urban. I like crossing boundaries in
my artwork; making mask forms out of cast cedar paper, taking traditional geometric
basket designs to make large pieces of artwork using hand-manipulated paper techniques,
weaving traditional patterns in cedar and wool to use in my mixed-media pieces.78
Though Jackson does use the term “half-breed” here in reference to her parentage, the thrust of
her experience “crossing boundaries” relates not to racial or ethnic categorization but to how her
professional and artistic trajectory has defied unspoken expectations and crossed formal
boundaries. When she notes that she is “one of the few contemporary Alaska Native artists who
have returned to village living rather than urban,” she asserts the status of being “contemporary”
as one not defined by living and working in a non-Native versus a Native place, or even formed
in the movement between boundary areas, but rather as capably occupying both positions. She is
Tlingit and Alaska Native, and Tlingit kinship systems make the isolation of individuals from
their community and clan system impossible.79 A “hybrid” Tlingit identity is incommensurate
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with such a view of kinship, understood through the exchange of narratives and clan stories.
Jackson’s identification with her Tlingit community exceeds the limitations of racialized logics
of identity, reflecting recent understandings about Indigeneity being less about “race” than
community, culture, and kin, despite discourses of hybridity prevalent in her moment.80
Hybridity and creolisation are thus unsatisfactory terms to describe the variety of twentiethcentury Tlingit conceptions of kinship and identity, particularly when a sovereign understanding
emphasizes the ways in which they are dynamic, survivant, and exceed racialized discourses
controlled by the settler colonial state.81
Tlingit understandings of tribal identity and membership supersede racial or cultural
binaries. The recognition of the Tlingit right to self identify membership rather than imposing
conceptions of hybridity upon its people aligns with Indigenous-led critiques of postcolonial
theory, as discussed in this dissertation’s introduction, which suggest that hybridity discourse
encourages a state of multicultural inclusivity and recognition that detracts from the sovereign
aims of Indigenous peoples within their material and discursive territories.82 Indeed, according to
postcolonial theorist Robert Young, Bakhtin’s conception of organic hybridity and Bhabha’s
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“third space” tends towards fusion and the concept of creolization, while the distinguishing
nature of intentional hybridity “enables a contestatory activity, a politicized setting of cultural
differences against each other dialogically.”83 Such a politicized contestation of cultural
differences can be deployed in the service of sovereign Indigenous institutions and systems. Kaswoot visualizes cultural difference by bringing together disparate styles and traditions, Tlingit
and diversely non-Native. A hybridity reading would encourage an understanding of Jackson’s
art through the lens of her individual identity, fitting her career, as evidenced by the Crossed
Cultures exhibition, into the romanticized archetype of the Native artist torn between two worlds
while in the thrall of what Elizabeth Cook-Lynn calls “cosmopolitanism,” aimed at making the
Native artist visible as an individual and accepted as such to non-Native audiences rather than
advancing communal Indigenous sovereignty.84 Such play of signification and visibility is
certainly at issue in Jackson’s work, but as Jolene Rickard encourages, a sovereignty-centered
reading asks how her art operates beyond “old-fashioned identity politics” and “individual
fancy” towards “the survival of tribal thinking” and local frameworks and cultural mappings.85
How might we parse a sovereign conception of identity and the function of cultural
knowledge with the stylistic blending in Jackson’s work? How is inherited tradition balanced
with appropriated global visual culture, as Rickard asks?86 A peer of Jackson’s, Tlingit
photographer Jesse Cooday (b. 1954), offers a comparative example. Born in Ketchikan, Alaska,
Cooday, whose Łingit name is Shoowee ka’, is a member of the Wooshkeetaan
(Eagle/Shark/Wolf) clan. He moved to New York in 1979 where he attended the School of
Visual Arts until 1981. There he began exploring contemporary photography and mixed media to
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explore identity, narrative, and traditions of the Northwest Coast. He gravitated to portraiture in
particular and used the genre to explore his own heritage. In his Northwest Coast Mask series,
works such as For Velda Cooday Onibokum (1984), a color photograph, overlay photographic
portraits, typically self-portraits but sometimes historical figures or celebrities, with images of
Tlingit masks (Fig. 4.11). “Art is a way of transcending cultural boundaries,” Cooday writes in
an artist statement from 1989, “The influences are European, Native American and contemporary
art. It’s always a challenge to take personal concepts to another level, beyond labels.”87 The
overlay of grimacing mask and self portrait takes its technical influences from the long history of
photomontage in twentieth century photography, but he interprets his portraits through a Tlingit
world view. Cooday was raised immersed in Tlingit culture, adopted and raised by his
grandmother, an elder from Sitka who taught Tlingit dance and song and ancestral narratives to
Cooday. The artists once said “he could remember lying in his crib as a baby and watching the
dances, as light from the other room threw shadows of the dancers across his face.”88 In For
Velda Cooday Onibokum, the profile portrait blends seamlessly with the grimacing face of the
carved and painted mask, the mask thrown across the profile like a projection or shadow. The
present and the past are superimposed and complimentary rather than fragmented in the
juxtapositions, an effect of photomontage that the Dadaists used to great effect to represent the
fractured modern subject. In these works, another example of which is his Self-Portrait (1984),
Cooday uses the mode of the self-portrait to bring the forms of historic carved masks into
intimate relation with, rather than distinction from, his present sense of self. It unites his
cosmopolitan, contemporary art-trained subject position with his heritage so as to reflect his
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upbringing deep in a Tlingit worldview. The cultural mappings, per Rickard, are visually
projected onto the self-portrait, aestheticizing the fact that the contemporary and the historical
are dually guided by a Tlingit epistemology grounded in ancestral narratives and protocols.
To return to Ka-swoot, we might consider the work less in terms of the juxtaposition of
styles to create difference than their superimposition as mutually constitutive. The fashion
collages of the interior may signify “cosmopolitan” or non-Native aesthetics and techniques
while they are nested within the traditionalist trappings of the silk box’s exterior, creating a zone
of difference. But the masks on the cover are not presented side by side in stark opposition, nor
are they structurally intermingled. Rather they are imbricated; the painted mask representing
Jackson’s Tlingit heritage is situated beneath and within the mask representing her settler
parentage. The cover thus slides around racialized understandings of hybridity that would
consider it an exemplary mixing of the Native and non-Native binary. Instead they are
enveloping and relational while distinct. Heritage is superimposed not as difference but as
foundation. Jean Fisher writes that, “My instinct with respect to all Native cultures of the
Americas is to say that cultural ‘hybridity’ is a false face.”89 In Ka-swoot, the structure of the
piece leads us to conclude the same in Jackson’s Tlingit identity and the visualities at play do not
beget hybridity, but rather an individual position seen through the lens of heritage.
Jackson’s work signals its contemporaneity by bringing together traditionalist Tlingit
forms with non-Native aesthetics and media. It is less a hybrid mixing of forms than it is a
combination of elements within a system. This is a system of coexisting visualities; both Tlingit
and non-Native forms inhabit the work, but they are not mixed or combined to create a new third
form that is neither Tlingit nor non-Native but something other. Rather Ka-swoot suggests the
89
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inclusion of non-Native forms within an overarching Tlingit system. By superimposing historic
Tlingit and non-Native paradigms, Jackson can speak to both without having to compromise her
contemporary Tlingit perspective while maintaining the sovereignty of that perspective as one
based in local frameworks and cultural mappings.
Consider another piece exhibited as part of Jackson’s 1983 MFA thesis, titled Medicine
Box for Dawn. The work is an open box, wrapped in grey silk, within which a series of cast
paper, textile, and found objects are arranged (Fig. 4.12). Three unpainted paper moon masks,
made from the same mold as those in Time Markers, are placed in the open box along with
beaded strings hanging from a dowel, a stack of cedar bark paper, and strands of loosely woven
fabric. Jackson has secured what appears to be a strand of dark hair on top of the cedar paper. A
compartment below the open face of the box slides open to reveal a medicine pouch resting on
more grey fabric and handmade paper, framed by four small brown feathers and another stick
hung with beaded strings. The work is fundamentally about the relationship between Jackson and
her daughter, Dawn. It was made on the occasion of her daughter’s passage into puberty.90 As
Jackson describes, the sculpture uses the assemblage of found objects to craft a narrative of
motherhood:
In “Medicine Box for Dawn,” (I made that when my daughter was 13 and just turning
into a young woman) there are lots of symbols of what women pass on to their daughters.
There are sewing implements, a color Xerox of our family, a medicine bag that has her
hair and other things in it, and moons which are references to menstruation.91
Quotidian, contemporary, and historic forms are all collected within the frame of the box. The
three moon masks, based on the historic masquette forms, here represent the female body. They
appear alongside a Xerox machine-made photocopy and sewing implements, tools of Jackson’s
artistic trade. There is a balance between naming and showing and hiding and refusing. The
90
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Tlingit medicinal practices referenced in the title are doubly hidden from view in the
compartment and within the medicine bag containing Dawn’s hair, which has been sealed with a
feather and beaded strings. In oral histories and anthropological accounts of Tlingit beliefs, hair
is often described as the seat of an individual’s power, vitality, human life, and freepersonhood.92 The organic materials in the assemblage, such as the sticks from which the strings
of beads hang, are often sourced in Jackson’s practice from medicinal plants such as devil’s club,
which Jackson grew up using and continues to use as a powerful topical medicine. Jackson has
distributed these ontologically significant materials within the frame of a modernist cube. As
Patterson Sims noted of such works, “Jackson's most emotive assemblages mark events in her
life—her marriage, a wedding anniversary, or her daughter's entry into puberty—yet their
textural harmony and symmetrical designs read as modernist, nonnarrative works.”93 Sims
recognizes that Jackson has distributed Tlingit visual forms and personal and clan-based
knowledge within a non-Native visual frame. The box-as-cube is an example of an “extremely
modernist art form” that serves as a framework for the contents of Jackson’s assemblage, often
read in the reception of her work as a combination of the “contemporary and the traditional.”94
But unlike the Surrealist vitrine’s appeal to uncanny and shocking juxtapositions, or the
postmodern cabinet of curiosity’s confrontation of stereotypes that, as Kobena Mercer writes of
Betye Saar’s The Liberation of Aunt Jemima (1972), “metaphorically ‘buries’ the stereotype as a
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historical artifact,” Jackson’s box is a container for an aggregation of forms and materials that
are situated within aTlingit material and ontological frame.95
A decade after Jackson received her MFA, Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun would
provocatively ask, “My work is very different from traditional artwork. How do you paint a land
claim?”96 Medicine Box for Dawn likewise asks how you carve or sculpt the relationship
between mother and daughter with historic or “traditional” means. Jackson’s answer is to create
an assemblage of not just disparate found and crafted materials, as the technique came to mean
for the Euro-American avant-garde, but also a combination of cultural elements that bring
together “contemporary visions with ancient artistic traditions of the Northwest Coast.”97
Formline, masks, beadwork, cedar bark, plants, and medicine – these elements are assembled in
mixed media pieces that the Mi’kmaq and Onondaga artist Gail Tremblay saw to “incorporate
both new materials and ancient materials used in new ways; she uses cedar bark in the form of
cast paper masks as part of complex compositions that speak of the continued timeliness of cedar
as a mode of expression in contemporary art.”98 While the materials in Jackson’s oeuvre have
been used by Tlingit makers since ancient times, her art shows the divide between ancient and
contemporary to be a false one. Jim Halliday of Sacred Circle Gallery describes her art as “The
mixing of present day art techniques and materials [which] accent the presence of the traditional
forms and seem to give them a new lease on life.”99 The terms and language of the Renaissance
narrative seem to lurk beneath this language, whereby traditionalist forms are said to be revived
and brought back to life from an ancient but timeless past, in contrast to contemporary media of
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the mainstream. Rather than the contrast of new and old, Jackson’s assemblage technique offer
material survivance, to borrow Gerald Vizenor’s term for the assertion of innovative, persistent,
and active Indigenous survival and presence.100 Elements internal to the Tlingit community and
its dynamic cultural frameworks, based in the locality of place and transgenerational kinship
relations and responsibilities, are materially manifested in Jackson’s cedar bark, alongside those
elements which come from outside of Indigenous space.
Jackson’s assemblage technique is a meeting and visible disjuncture of representational
ideologies that do not blend as in a hybrid fashion but rather can be taken allegorically and
materially to represent a sovereign Tlingit tradition. In 1986, the Institute of Alaska Native Arts
organized Alaskameut ’86 in Fairbanks, a workshop and exhibition of contemporary Alaska
Native mask making in which Jackson participated alongside contemporaries like Schoppert and
predecessors like Nathan Jackson. The contributors were from Indigenous backgrounds across
the state and had varied approaches to the medium of mask making, distinguished by each
artist’s individual take on the historic forms of their cultural background. James Clifford
described the masks in the exhibition as “inventive tribal work,” a description that seems at first
to belittle the contributions and deny their contemporaneity.101 But for a work by Jackson such as
Sister’s Reliquary (ca. 1986), Clifford’s observation in fact recognizes that despite its modernist
elements the piece is grounded in tribal thinking. Rectangles of handmade paper and sewn
squares float on a white canvas ground, framing found objects including two curled locks of hair,
a coil of string, and squares of lace, the latter of which are mounted behind transparent paper
meant to imitate the opacity of seal gut (Fig. 4.13). In the center right, a handmade cedar paper
mask is painted with formline face paint motifs, the U-forms on the chin taking the appearance
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of a labret. The mask is cast from the face of Kathleen Carlo, an Athabascan artist who also
participated in the workshop and is the titular “Sister” (a nickname for Carlo amongst the
workshop participants).102 Jackson said of her work during Alaskameut that “there will always be
references to designs that are found in carvings, totems, blankets, weavings, sometimes more,
sometimes less, depending on my message.”103 Here Jackson, by applying Tlingit motifs to the
cast of Carlo, evokes Tlingit modes of kinship to acknowledge her “sister.” While a Western
formalist reading would stress the relation between abstract motifs on the ground, the formalist
play between flat surface elements and protruding found objects gives a framework to the nature
of the organic materials throughout that connect the piece to Tlingit territory and lifeways.
Jackson’s use of assemblage is not necessarily new within art of the Northwest Coast,
though many of her commentators sought to identify it as such.104 As Glass points out,
Northwest Coast material culture has for centuries mediated Indigenous and non-Native
intercultural encounters through diversely manifest materials, despite the desire of ethnographic
collectors to construct a historic canon unaffected by supposed acculturations.105 Historic masks
and dance frontlets from the nineteenth century were constructed from a variety of materials
including wood, abalone and dentalium shell, paint and pigment, sea-lion whiskers, ermine and
otter fur, human hair, trade textiles, imported metals, leather, and more. Such combinations of
disparate materials are what attracted the Surrealists to collect these belongings, as in the case of
the transformative Kwakwaka’wakw Yaxwiwe’ headdress once owned by and prominently
displayed on the desk of André Breton, who imagined its power could puncture the veil of reality
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and to “aid the systematic derangement of all the senses” and “bewilder sensation” (Fig.
4.14).106 What is different in Jackson’s work is the explicit assemblage of such materials in
concert with non-Native aesthetic legacies, from geometric abstraction to Japanese papermaking,
in what Joan Randall and George Longfish rightly identify as “new contexts” of contemporary
art making in settler centers.107
Keenly interested in lessons from the Surrealist legacy, Jackson took assemblage as a
new way of working that could situate aesthetic elements legible as “contemporary” alongside
Tlingit visual forms. Jackson says “My later pieces use the mask as a focal point, but rather than
being the art piece per se, the mask is a single element in a larger structure.”108 In Sister’s
Reliquary, the mask and the other organic elements within the piece contrast in material and style
with the geometric abstraction that the arrangement of paper and sewn squares evoke. Organic
materials are superimposed on these squares, which act as both frame and ground. Charlotte
Townsend-Gault has noted that the relationship between what seem to be material antimonies
can affirm socio-political hierarchies and Indigenous understandings of status beyond modern
colonial-industrialist hierarchies of material value. The binaries of “the traditional vs the
assimilated, ecological vs industrial, pure vs polluted, authentic vs inauthentic, the exotic vs
anything but,” she writes of the use of sealion whiskers on dance frontlets and spray concrete
used to create Northwest Coast formline for urban design projects, “are overridden by the agency
of the materials as being both equally imbricated in status.”109 I would argue that the distinction
of abstract geometries and cedar bark paper, “elements in a larger structure,” per Jackson,
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likewise rearranges the hierarchies of contemporary fine art and traditionalist craft through the
imbrication of Tlingit and non-Native aesthetic elements.
The startling and bewildering sensation that Jackson’s assemblage evokes is the
“contestatory activity” noted earlier by Robert Young, in which cultural differences are
dialogically pitted against each other in political contestation. Jackson sustains the tension
between the mysterious, at times uncanny, molded cedar bark paper mask and the abstract
geometries of her grounds. The configuration further serves as a wry allusion to the
confrontation of cultures, operating, as Charlotte Rubinstein has noted, in a poetic relation that
evokes “an awareness of the interface between the long ancient heritage and the contemporary
culture in which the artist functions simultaneously.”110 This interface of superimposed styles
and signifiers, I suggest, is a visual metaphor for the lived Tlingit social and political reality in
the space of the colonial encounter.
Jackson’s brother, the poet and artist Robert Davis Hoffman (Xaashuch'eet), eloquently
elucidated this point in an essay about her work published for an exhibition at the Anchorage
Museum at the end of the decade. His statement is rich and worth reproducing in large part:
For purposes of simplifying, Jackson refers to her work as contemporary Northwest
Coast Native art. There is a danger in classification, however; it diverts our focus away
from the artist's original intention. The viewer contemplates, ‘traditional’ Tlingit art and
its appeal is basically the age of the thing; we contemplate ‘contemporary’ Tlingit art and
become enamored by the degree of innovation. Because message and artistic intent can
be misinterpreted, Jackson is more concerned with her work being understood as a fusion
of the traditional and contemporary, than expecting an audience to interpret the work
accurately. But when we are able to, we can almost understand the artwork as not only a
creative process, but also a catharsis in which one's nativeness is confirmed. More
particularly, it serves as a mirror that synthesizes a native background with that of a nonNative. It links a past Jackson has heard of but did not live and a present with all its
social/political/religious facets that are so confounding and overwhelming that no
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contemporary person is expected to comprehend them fully except through a process of
reduction.111
Davis’s statement identifies the danger in classifying Jackson, and any Indigenous artist, as
solely “contemporary” or “traditional,” even as Jackson herself intentionally sought and made
use of the former label. But he notes that her work, as in Ka-swoot, reflects her background in
the cathartic “fusion” of the contemporary and historically-sourced elements. The process of
analyzing her work along this binary is reductive and, indeed, incomprehensible, just as
Jackson’s lived experience cannot be reduced to simply “contemporary” or “traditional.” The
stylistic intermingling in operation throughout Jackson’s work nonetheless elucidates the
contradictory encounter of contemporary Tlingit identity, a “catharsis” that confirms and gives
visual expression to the Tlingit thought and belief systems that underpin her work. This is what
Rickard identifies within the discourse of visual sovereignty as an artist’s relationship to the
philosophies or traditions that frame the cultural mapping of their artwork. Stylistic
superimposition in Jackson’s works provides the framework for the enunciation of such cultural
mapping; the emergence of Tlingit epistemologies and ways of knowing, particularly those
expressed in the women’s arts that Jackson would begin to center in her work.

II. Yá aan xat kawdudlixetli át / I have been blessed with this weaving
Jackson’s cedar bark paper assemblages distribute a set of Indigenous relations to place
and time – the material and visual traditions underpinning the masks – within various non-Native
aesthetic frameworks and juxtapositions in order to signal a contemporaneity of artistic status.
During and following her MFA, though, Jackson more and more built upon historic Tlingit forms
within her art, namely traditionalist weaving techniques and patterns, that drew her closer to a
111
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sense of communal tribal knowledge. Coming out of her formal textile and fiber training, such
Tlingit forms of weaving had not always been foremost in her work. The piece Weaver’s Mask,
for example, which as discussed above appeared in Women of Sweetgrass, Cedar, and Sage,
incorporates textile imagery from her training in Western weaving and fiber arts. The central
mask is cast in yellow cedar bark paper from the face of a non-Native friend and fellow
weaver.112 In homage to the practice, Jackson incorporates weaving directly into the collage-like
surface: strips of cedar bark paper have been torn and rewoven into the surface, painted with a
layer of acrylic to adhere them to the ground on either side of the mask. Above, Jackson has
incorporated three drafts of the basic weaving patterns – twill weave, plain weave, and satin
weave, from left to right. What appear to be dowels within the weave are in fact strips of raw
cedar. This recombination of fibers materializes and thematizes weaving as craft; it is part of the
personal biography of the subject of the cast life maskand also a subject of the work.
Around this time, Jackson began training in Northwest Coast and Tlingit weaving
practices. In 1985 she undertook a naaxein (Chilkat blanket) weaving apprenticeship with Cheryl
Samuel, the non-Native weaver who had recently published an extensive study of Chilkat
weaving techniques and was then working on her summary research on Ravenstail weaving. 113
There she met Delores Churchill, daughter of famed Haida master weaver Selina Peratrovich,
who became a mentor in basket making and cedar bark weaving. In 1985, Jackson also attended
the two-week long Chilkat Weaving Workshop in Haines led by 94-year-old Tlingit weaver
Jennie Thlunaut (Shax’sáani Kēek’), at the time one of the last living masters of Chilkat
weaving. Thlunaut, born in 1890 in the village of Laxacht’aak, near Haines, Alaska, learned to
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weave from her mother and aunt and has been credited with keeping the centuries-old naaxein
weaving tradition unbroken into the post-war period when it was at its greatest threat of being
lost.114 The workshop, which ran February 25 – March 8 and was sponsored by the Institute of
Alaska Native Arts, saw Jackson and fourteen other weavers assemble at the Raven House in
Haines, opened by Austin Hammond, Chief of the Lukaax.ádi, for the occasion.115 At the
beginning of the workshop, Thlunaut imparted the importance of gifting the knowledge of
weaving: “I don’t want to be stingy with this,” she told her gathered students, “I am giving it to
you and you will carry it on.”116 Thlunaut delivered a welcome speech to open the workshop in
the style of Tlingit oratory, emphasizing her desire and optimism that the practice would be
passed on:
Ax toow yak’éi, (I am happy,)
aaa, (yes,)
hóoch’i gaaw (as I am coming close)
yaa kunaxlaséin (to my final hour)
(xat yeeytéen) (you can see my condition)
aax yá gaaw (that at this time)
yee tuwaá sigóo yeeysakoowú (you want to learn)
yá aan xat kawdudlixedli át. (this weaving I was blessed with.)
…
Yá aan xat kawdudlixetli át. (I have been blessed with this weaving.)
Gunalchéesh, (Thank you,)
yee tuwáa sagoowú. (for wanting it.)
…
Ax x’agáax’i yéi yatee ch’a aadóoch sá yawudlaagí. (My prayer is that someone learn it.)
Aaa (Yes,)
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yéi áwé. (this is how I feel.)117
On the final day of the workshop the participants founded the Shax’sáani Kēek’ Weavers' Guild,
named after and in honor of Thlunaut, in order to ensure the future and continuance of Chilkat
weaving.118 The impact on Jackson was lasting. Despite not being a full-time weaver, shortly
after the workshop concluded she stated in reference to her contemporary art practice that
“Keeping alive the traditional women’s arts is important to me.”119 And Jackson developed
enough skill with the principles of historic weaving techniques from Samuel and Thlunaut that
she was very capable of producing substantial examples of Chilkat and Ravenstail weaving for
personal and ceremonial use, such as a pair of dance leggings woven on commission now in the
Alaska State Museum collection (Fig. 4.15). Though she has never woven a full naaxein robe,
Jackson has given weaving demonstration workshops around the Pacific Northwest in addition to
her art and papermaking demonstrations (Fig 4.16).
Jackson’s time with these weaving mentors would visually manifest in her assemblages.
Take her 1986 Spirit Mask, for example, in which a cedar paper mask surmounts a collage of
handmade papers of various thickness and mixed media (Fig. 4.17). A rough square of thick
woven paper forms a torso for the molded mask, which is identified as female by her lip labret. A
smaller face and several feathers are positioned over one eye, and to the sides of the mask on the
collage’s ground Jackson appliquéd several patterns of diamonds and chevrons. The patterns are
borrowed from those typically seen on the borders of historic Ravenstail robes (Fig. 4.18). As on
a robe, where the pattern frames the central design, on Jackson’s assemblage the pattern frames
the central mask, incorporating ancestral weaving patterns into the composition of the collage.
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As opposed to mid-century modernists like Adolph Gottlieb, who were interested in the totemic
forms and complex visual punning of Chilkat robes, Jackson is concerned with representing the
geometric foundations of the weaving patterns.120 As in her earlier Weaver’s Mask, weaving is
thematized here repeatedly; not only in the motif borrowed from Ravenstail weaving, but also in
the thick square of interwoven cedar bark paper at the center of the composition, which
exaggerates the grid of the loom and weave.
The title, Spirit Mask, and the spectral nature of the cedar visage recall a quote from the
Tlingit weaver Clarissa Rizal on the weaving process: “We would believe the warp yarns that
hang down on our looms is our ‘veil between the worlds.’ We understand the weaving of a
Chilkat face puts us in touch with our ancestors.”121 Jackson identifies the small masquette
nestled within the larger mask’s eyesocket as the titular “spirit,” giving figure to the worldview
expressed by Rizal and many living Tlingit weavers that their practice is a spiritual one linked to
ancestral lineages and other-than-human relations. And this belief system extended from the
weaving process itself to rituals of gathering which, as Aldona Jonaitis has noted, positions
weavers in an “animate, engaged universe in which the trees that provided bark and the mountain
goats who gave their wool for textiles had as much vital life force and sentience as any human
being and needed to be addressed properly and thanked.”122 Teri Rofkar’s belief expressed in the
epigraph to this chapter, for example, that gathering the raw materials for weaving puts one in
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direct contact with the life spirit of trees and other non-human beings necessitates a reciprocal
and respectful approach to the gathering process. This is a frequently expressed and shared
worldview among Northwest Coast weavers. Selina Peratrovich never gave up speaking to the
plants and animals that gifted her the materials for her basket weaving, and she worried about
passing on basket making to her grandchildren because they “didn’t know the proper songs and
prayers” in the Haida language.123 Thanking the trees for giving its roots or bark was a
memorable lesson for Peratrovich’s students later in her life.124 The sentiment is echoed by
Haida weaver Lisa Telford, known today for weaving contemporary woven cedar bark sculptures
and articles of clothing, such as high heels and off-the-shoulder dresses. Telford notes on her
harvesting process that “To begin, I thank the tree for giving me its beautiful clothing. I remind
the tree that she will live on in clothing and basketry for all to admire.”125 Textile and basketry
weaving practices thus integrate thousands of years of ancient knowledge of and spiritual
connection to the land and natural world in forms that transform the wealth of that land into
vessels and wearable forms of wealth and prestige.126
Weaving and basketry patterns recur throughout Jackson’s oeuvre, placing her in a
millennia-old lineage of creative Tlingit women’s art. These designs typically occupy an
ancillary position in her compositions, as seen in Spirit Mask, but in a series of abstract collages
created from 1983-1987, basketry designs become the central organizing subjects of the works.
Produced in large two-dimensional formats, these works shift such design from the wrapping
three-dimensional nature of spruce-root baskets to assemblages or flat, painting-like collages.
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Some of the earliest works from this series of work combine her signature cast cedar faces with
geometric fields of patterns based on patterns lifted from George Thornton Emmons’s 1903
study The Basketry of the Tlingit, which remains one of the primary recorded sources on Tlingit
historic basketry design. Jackson had access to the book at UW and made Xerox copies of
Emmons’s drawings and reproductions of recurring basketry patterns, upon which she directly
based her designs.127 Rainbow/Wings of Different Colors (ca. 1983-84), for example, consists of
a three-part design painted and collaged on a sheet of cedar paper mounted on linen, below
which is a row of four cast moon faces (Fig. 4.19). The work is titled directly after Emmons’s
name for the pattern, which Jackson reproduces in the center register of the work: a series of
diagonal rhomboidal bars of alternating color known as the “rainbow” pattern. The Łingit name,
kichx anagaat, given by Emmons as “kitch hon-ar-ghart,” translates literally as “the wings of
different colors.”128 The composition is arranged in the three-band design typical of classic
Tlingit basketry, with three horizontal bands forming the primary registers of the piece. The
rainbow design is framed by two rows of downturned triangles; a single row of triangles in this
manner is known as “the drop” design, katl’úkwjaa, which represents water-drops as they collect
on the eaves of a roof or rock shelf, and symbolizes rain more generally.129 Jackson evokes this
connotation explicitly in the title of the similarly composed piece Moons, Tides, Rainy Days (ca.
1983) (Fig. 4.20). The title reflects each of the primary elements of the piece. The central design
painted on a sheet of cedar paper is a series of nested rectilinear U-forms recognizable as a
variant on the galakú, the “tide flow” or “wave,” pattern, described by Emmons as representing
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the flow of the tide in its wave-like motion, when repeated around the circumference of a basket,
or as representing the rise and fall of a floating object or the line left by seaweed and seafoam on
the shore.130 The “drop” design appears below it, representing rain, and a row of four cast moon
faces are mounted directly above the paper basketry design. The combination of cast faces and
abstract basketry designs in these compositions seems to be a hesitation on Jackson’s part to
abandon the sculptural and bodily elements of her recurring cedar bark masks and dedicate the
entirety of the work to the two-dimensional basketry forms. But in Moons, Tide, Rainy Days a
rectangular black outline is painted directly onto the ground above and below the paper design;
its vertical length is suggestive of the profile of a cylindrical basket around which the design
would be wrapped, hinting that Jackson was thinking of these works in terms of a threedimensional character.
The complex geometric designs of historical and contemporary spruce root weaving are
multivalent: like the crests which are sometimes painted directly on baskets or woven basketry
hats, the designs can represent gathering rights, histories, and clan lineages.131 As seen, the
design motifs of spruce root basketry often abstractly represent the landscape and its natural and
supernatural features. The baskets themselves materialize and enact relations to the land and, as
the weavers quoted above describe, its other-than-human occupants. The gathering process for
the raw materials used to weave baskets is tied to a spiritual practice of being in the land and also
links basket weavers to local narratives and stories like much Northwest Coast art, monumental
and otherwise. The gathering process itself, in the search for materials, reinforces local histories
of the land, which Native artists describe as one of the most memorable aspects of the process.132
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And as with gathering cedar bark, the process of gathering and harvesting spruce root for
basketry is lengthy and arduous, requiring an intimate knowledge of the landscape and its flora.
The runner roots of the Sitka spruce used for basket weaving tend to grow straightest in the
sandy mulch near the ocean, free of rocks, where the roots spread wide to stabilize the tree
against winter squalls. Initial harvesting and preparation—pulling spruce roots from the ground,
cooking them, and splitting them on site—can take six to eight hours. Preparing and storing
enough material for a small basket takes about three days.133 As Lisa Telford writes, “People
always ask, ‘How long did it take you to weave that basket?’ The weaving is the easy part.”134
By the mid-twentieth century, however, spruce root basketry weaving had largely faded
from practice in Kake. Jackson initially tried to teach herself basket weaving from looking at
examples of old baskets and the drawings of the designs and process in Emmons’s book. She
consulted the plates of baskets reproduced by Emmons as well as real life examples seen in
museums across Alaska and the Pacific Northwest, particularly in the Burke Museum, which she
frequently visited during her graduate studies. She studied the physical baskets in addition to
their ornamentation and designs. Later, while in Seattle, she took independent study classes to
examine baskets at the Burke Museum in order to learn from the ancestors’ example.135 In 1982,
she participated in a basket weaving workshop with the Tlingit/Nisqually basket maker Lena
Dunstan, who taught Salish-style weaving. But it was not until she met Delores Churchill that
she came to learn the historic preparation and weaving techniques.136 Churchill, today one of the
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great living basket weavers, learned basketry techniques from her mother, Haida master basket
weaver Selina Peratrovich. Starting in 1984, Churchill began teaching summer-school basketry
classes around Southeast Alaska. She travelled to Kake on an annual basis to teach basketry
classes. Jackson learned to gather and prepare cedar bark and spruce roots for weaving from
Churchill, and Jackson credits Churchill with reviving weaving practices in Kake altogether.
Jackson incorporated the woven cedar rings that she learned to make from Churchill into her
assemblages; the cedar bark rope was also made into ceremonial regalia, head rings and shoulder
rings, for her family and community. And while she has woven baskets from both spruce root
and cedar, and continues to teach spruce root harvesting workshops at the Keex’ Kwaan Culture
Camp, Jackson has not incorporated spruce root basketry directly into her assemblages or
collages. The embodied practice of gathering, though, is imparted by the designs that she
translates from basket to paper and canvas and maintains in the fibers of her handmade paper.
When Jackson foregoes the mask elements of her assemblages in favor of completely
abstract compositions, the relationship between the practice of gathering, preparing, and weaving
inherent to Tlingit basketry works in combination with the symbolism of the designs to maintain
the bodily relationship to the landscape that undergirds Jackson’s oeuvre. The sculptural and
bodily nature of the cast masks and moon faces is exchanged for the connotations of the
inhabited landscape. In Raven and Reflections (1983), Jackson works outside of the typical threeband structure and deploys geometric basketry form freely in the space of the cedar bark and
abaca paper ground (Fig. 4.21). The title again reflects the sources of the designs; on the right
hand side is a black and blue angular motif made from handmade dyed paper that is a variation
on a design that Emmons calls the “hood of the raven” and is also known as yeil t’oogu,
translated as “Raven’s Cradle” by Nora Dauenhauer. The elongated diagonals evoke wings on
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either side of a squared-off “body” with triangular elements suggesting the hood and beak of a
stylized raven. To the left of and directly above the angular raven are a series of vertical blue and
red zig-zag, alterations of aas sák’w yahaayák’u, a design that Emmons identifies as the “tree
reflections” or “tree shadows” design and more poetically translates as “the echo of the spiritvoice of the tree reflected in shadow.”137 Jackson reproduces the extended form of the design,
which depicts the reflection of a tree on water distorted and broken by ripples. The reflection of
the tree on water is also a symbol for life, as Jackson herself understands it. Rather than a
monotone zigzag, however, Jackson has alternated the colors in the style of quilt making,
drawing on her textile background.
The “tree reflections” design is one of the most recurring in Tlingit spruce root basketry,
and the design has a reflexive quality. It represents the source of the baskets own material, the
tree, and the symbolism of water and life is expressed in the uses of baskets as vessels for water
and food. In Jackson’s collages, her gathered cedar bark paper support takes on a similar relation
to the representation of its source as it would in spruce root basketry. The extreme volume of
water necessary in the paper making process further links the material support of the collage to
the symbolic intertwining of tree, life, and water suggested in the abstract design. In concert they
suggest a relational nature inherited from the weaving traditions of the Northwest Coast. Selina
Peratrovich has described the relational nature of her experience of baskets running from their
making through to their daily use: “…when she uses her baskets of spruce roots and cedar bark
to carry or serve food, she remembers the way the roots nurture the tree and, beyond that, how
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the tree provides wood for boats and masks, a haven for birds, and a shelter for people.”138 The
relational nature of baskets and their designs is a reflection of the relational nature of the Łingit
language. Łingit nouns and names often incorporate verbs, seen, for example, in the translation
of the aas sák’w yahaayák’u “tree reflections” design name as “echo of the spirit-voice of the
tree reflected in shadow.” Verb-centered place-names encapsulate perceptions and lessons about
the land, movement through it, subsistence, and other information essential to life within the
Tlingit ecological web. As Thomas F. Thornton observes, “The relational capacity of Tlingit
makes it especially well suited to describing the world in ecological terms.”139 Basketry designs
and, by extension, Jackson’s abstractions based on those designs visually and materially describe
such ecological relations.140
The relational capacity of Łingit is captured in a number of Jackson’s titles. Consider the
abstract composition Crossing the Bear’s Path Picking Berries (ca. 1983-84), a 22-inch by 22inch collage of handmade cedar paper, dyed rag paper, acrylic, and thread on a linen and rayon
blend backing (Fig. 4.22). The composition is arranged in the three-band design typical of classic
Tlingit basketry, and additional design elements appearing above and below these registers,
known as “ascenders” and “descenders.”141 The top and bottom bands consist of alternating
parallel lines bisected by diagonals, like a series of parallelograms. The diagonals of each band
mirror one another and the colors appear almost in negative; the top band alternates yellow and
white, while the bottom band alternates black and brown. According to Emmons, this particular
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design is known as xóots x’us.eetée (“the footprint of the brown bear”).142 It is said to represent
the meandering trail of the bear, who habitually follows the same deeply-worn tracks to and from
its feeding grounds. One of the oldest known designs, it is usually arranged as a diagonally
bisected rectangle; Jackson here has adapted the more recent and complex version of the design,
with horizontal stripes of color indicating, according to Emmons, the claws of the bear and its
two trails running in opposite directions.143
In between the footprint of the bear patterns, the central band consists of black arrowhead designs on a blue ground, alternating in vertical orientation and each centered by an
isosceles triangle in red, purple, or blue. These triangles recur as ascender and descender patterns
above and below the central bands in three columns. When isosceles triangles are isolated in a
design or stacked in columns they are called tléikw shayakíkee, identified by Emmons as the
“half the head of a salmon berry” pattern. The arrow head patterns, which Frances Paul identifies
as “kla-ok-klenk” or “head of salmon berry,” literally “large berry,” is an extension of the half
the head of a salmon berry pattern and is postulated to have been copied from oil-cloth patterns
around the end of the nineteenth century.144 The interiors of the arrowheads are framed by red
thread, and in the right half of the band a section of the design is bounded by white thread. This
section is filled by “footprint of the brown bear” pattern in faded blue tones; the small triangles
of the berry pattern continue across, but not the thick black arrowheads.
In a letter to Robert Breunig and Erin Younger, the curators of the Heard Museum’s
Second Biennial Native American Fine Arts Invitational in 1985, in which Crossing the Bear’s
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Path Picking Berries appeared, Jackson corroborates the sources of her designs. “Imagery is
taken from old Tlingit baskets made from spruce roots. The triangles are symbols for salmon
berries; the parallel lines with the diagonal symbolize tracks of brown bears.”145 While abstract,
the title of the piece, in combination with the evocative nature of the pattern names, suggests the
relational nature of basket design. When paired with the action of “picking berries” from the
title, the groupings of triangle berry designs suggest salmonberry bushes; “crossing the bear’s
path” describes the compositions, as the “footprint of the brown bear” pattern transects the
middle register to cross from the upper to the lower patterns, yet also suggests the actions of the
berry picker walking along a bear’s path through the undergrowth, crossing from one to another
to access a rich patch of berries. Emmons incorrectly believed that ornamentation on basketry
for the most part “has no totemic importance, even though the motives may symbolize some
well-established character.”146 Nonetheless, he admitted, “animal and natural subjects occupy a
first place in decorative motives” and reflect on the closeness of Tlingit life with natural
elements and their spirit-life. Jackson’s title refers to the life-sustaining action of berry foraging
and nourishment from the land, and her design reflects the practice by deploying the abstract
designs in a semi-representational fashion.
As Selina Peratrovich suggests of her own baskets, the format of Jackson’s work here
reminds one of the embodied action of berry picking. The three-band design that Jackson uses in
Crossing the Bear’s Path is especially common in nineteenth century berrying basket forms—the
variously sized and shaped seigatáanaa, kadádzaa yéit, and kaa dix’ ka aa—some of the most
collected examples of decorated Tlingit baskets. Emmons illustrated a large berrying-basket in
his 1903 study that has a similar design to Crossing the Bear’s Path (Fig. 4.23). The outer bands
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have “footprints of the black bear” patterns and head of salmon-berry triangles also appear in the
middle band, though amidst a butterfly design. The appearance of berry designs on berrying
baskets connects their decoration to their use, physicalizing their utility in form and design. Thus
when Jackson replicates the registers of the berrying basket into her composition, she knowingly
translates the relational nature of the three-dimensional basket into two-dimensions. Her collage
functions like a flattened or unrolled basket, an analogy that is further supported by its
materiality. The brown paper of the lower register is Jackson’s trademark cedar bark paper, and
though historic basketry was typically made from spruce root, cedar bark was also used in
basketry weaving. Basketry ornamentation was primarily woven into baskets using a variety of
techniques, such as the false embroidery of contrasting colors of dried grass, but designs
(especially crest emblems on basketry hats) were also painted on, as Jackson does here in acrylic.
And designs were represented not only by color, but merely by texture and variation of weave. In
the bottom right corner of Crossing the Bear’s Path, barely perceptible against the beige ground,
a series of white vertical parallel threads have been sewn into the backing with a single thread
cutting diagonally across the vertical lines from top left to bottom right. The design resembles
the “outside of the cockle clam” pattern, yalooleit nóox’u, produced predominantly on mats,
basket covers, and the brims of basketry hats using a skip-stitch, also found amongst the
Haida.147 Jackson’s use of thread here is a material referent to the subtle use of varied stitching in
historic basketry to produce such textured designs.
In a work like Crossing the Bear’s Path, Jackson thus translates the relational nature of
Tlingit basketry in its materiality, symbolic design elements, and evocation of the action of
gathering through its format and verbal titling. As an abstract composition, however, this
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relationality is not immediately apparent to the viewer. As one reviewer wrote of the work for
Artweek in 1987:
Edna Davis Jackson uses nonfigurative, iconographic designs in her paintings. The
relationship between lines and triangles, as seen in Crossing the Bear's Path Picking
Berries, may not be representational but it does seem familiar; one recognizes the
patterns from ceramic ware and rugs.148
The critic, writing about the work in the context of the Heard’s Second Biennial, is quick to
dismiss any representational capacity for the abstract composition and misreads the source of
Jackson’s basketry design geometries altogether. The misreading is illustrative of the stakes
Jackson faced when entering such work into contemporary reception. The deepest Tlingit
meaning and relational nature of the design is not legible to the reviewer, who reads the work in
terms of its abstraction, legible to a broad non-Native audience, with hints of a discourse of
acculturation which is a theme of the larger review of the broader exhibition of contemporary
Native American artists, including Jim Schoppert, George Longfish, and Kay WalkingStick,
amongst others.149 The nonfigurative allows Jackson to nimbly avoid the stereotypical readings
that plagued Northwest Coast art in the 1980s and to enter into aesthetic conversation with the
legacy of abstract Euro-American women artists that she admired, such as Anni Albers and
Gunta Stölzl, while maintaining her desire to keep Tlingit traditions active in her work. Jackson
has said that it did not matter to her at the time whether the basketry designs of her work were
legible to the non-Native audience outside of Alaska.150 The Artweek critic disagreed: “But now
that we have been given a chance to enter into their culture, is it fair for them to keep blinders on
us? The Euro-American critical tradition is just one way of describing their skills. In fairness to
themselves, they should tell us about it in their own way.” With the basketry origins of her
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designs described in a visual and material relational language rather than one for immediate
consumption by the audience, there is a subtle refusal to make immediately visible or to figure
the processes of gathering, thanking, preparing, and remembering present in these works.
By appealing to the non-Native fine art market with two-dimensional works larger than her
assemblages and suitable to be hung on the wall, Jackson’s basketry collages allowed her diverse
compositional possibilities and greater marketing potential, as evidenced by the higher prices she
was able to command for such works.
Jonaitis observes that much Northwest Coast women’s art is understated and oblique in
its reference to the cycles of nature and life, “its more abstract imagery privileging the subtle
over the obvious.”151 Jackson’s abstract assemblages are likewise subtle in their references to the
landscape and natural elements from which they are born. This might seem to be contradicted by
the scale that some of these works achieved. Her 1987 hand-manipulated paper collage Raven, at
nearly four by five feet, approaches the large scale of easel paintings meant to occupy prominent
positions on a gallery wall (Fig. 4.24). The work, its composition in highly contrasting black,
red, and white based on the same raven and tree basketry designs as the earlier and smaller
Raven and Reflections, seems to declare an ambition to enter into a discourse of painting that has
been historically dominated by male artists in both the non-Native contemporary art world as
well as in the Tlingit monumental carving and painting tradition referenced by the color palette.
But to consider the works in terms of such a hierarchy would replicate the valuation erroneously
asserted by George T. Emmons at the beginning of the twentieth century when he noted that
men’s art had the greater social (‘totemic”) significance while aesthetic choice in women’s arts,
such as basket designs, were “used by the weaver on account of their decorative value alone.”152
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Jonaitis notes that “such a contrast between meaningful crests on men’s art and decorative motifs
on women’s is based in part on the Western hierarchy that ranks painting and sculpture as high in
value, basketry and textiles low. The first is “art” with originality, individuality, and
iconographic significance; the other is “craft,” which follows age-old formal rules, focuses on
the skillful manipulation of materials, and demonstrates little if any innovation.”153 Even if
Jackson was entering these abstractions into contemporary contexts, they are done better justice
by an analysis that breaks down such gendered dichotomies of value.154 A relational rather than
aesthetic reading thus avoids reproducing the biases of the history of twentieth century art in
which male painters, especially abstract modernists, have been afforded greater historical
validation than their female peers.
This is not to lose sight of the fact that Jackson’s abstract collages engage the category of
contemporary art and the verticality of painting. Rather, it is to suggest that instead of gaining
greater value from being painterly, Jackson’s collages, being so thoroughly based in Northwest
Coast weaving practices, contribute to the ongoing shift in our considerations of basketry and
weaving from the peripheral position they have historically occupied in relation to “men’s art” to
one of more central cultural and aesthetic importance. Northwest Coast women artists and
thinkers have long rejected the historical distinction between art and craft. “Yes, basketry is an
art form,” Delores Churchill writes, “We will always have weavers who are artists and others
who weave just for fun.”155 Gitksan artist, curator, and historian Doreen Jensen likewise observes
that while basketry practitioners “have not been accorded the same status as male artists in the
literature,” she does not accept the pedantic distinctions between art and craft: “I do not
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distinguish between culture and environment, art and craft. Nor can I believe in categorizing
work by living artists as either “traditional” (valid anthropological artifact) or “contemporary”
(valid fine art object). Such distinctions are at best irrelevant; at worst, they are racist.”156
Jackson’s work puts the categories of art and craft into productive tension, strategically aware of
the distinction still in force at their time in the 1980s; she nonetheless troubles the dichotomy
between women’s and men’s arts. The circumvention of the distinction between craft and art was
legible to some reviewers in terms of Jackson’s “inventive” use of “traditional materials in
nontraditional formats,” as one reviewer of Women of Sweetgrass, Cedar and Sage noted of
Jackson’s basketry-inspired composition Rainbow Rain #2 (ca. 1983), a variation on the
aforementioned Rainbow/Wings of Different Colors.157 For others, the dichotomy was less easy
to dispel. A reviewer for Artweek noted of a group exhibition in 1993, Native America:
Reflecting Contemporary Realities at American Indian Contemporary Arts in San Francisco, that
works by James Luna and Jackson “both ‘look’ like art” while work by another artist looks “like
craft,” and the two aesthetics can co-exist in the show without conflict or contradiction only
because of the installation’s balance – and, we are to take from the reviewer’s comparison,
because of a shared cultural affinity between the Native artists on display.158 But Jackson’s
works operate within such overlapping claims made for them by and for the contemporary art
world and from within a Tlingit material and cultural framework. Within Jackson’s oeuvre, I
would argue, her basketry collages are where the tension between the aesthetic autonomy of an
abstract composition and cultural function is most present and keenly felt in a matter directly
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parallel to Schoppert and other male peers engaging abstraction at this time.159
Jackson, in her appeal to more traditionalist art forms, has long questioned the category
of art. Writing on her earliest lessons in sewing and weaving, she acknowledges her mother as
her first teacher: “I'm sure she never considered them “art lessons” and I never considered the
work I was doing “art.” Those early lessons in sewing, darning, recycling yarn and fabric are
very evident in my artwork today.”160 Nonetheless, bound up in these seemingly modernist
abstractions, then, are the same relations to land and ceremony that manifest in the gathering,
tactility, and processing of basketry and weaving practices. The basket collages are a through
line from Jackson’s earliest training in weaving and textile arts to her lessons in Tlingit women’s
artistic practices that concretize the ecological relations present in her sculptural assemblages.
They also make the distinction with Euro-American abstract modernist works explicitly clear:
these abstractions cannot be read solely in visual terms, but require a relational reading bound up
in the Tlingit epistemologies and ways of knowing the land and its network of inhabitants. This
was apparently to the approval of the traditionalist members of her Tlingit community; when
asked about the response to her work from the “traditional people of your culture,” Jackson
responded “Total approval. Tlingit people pride themselves on being innovative and resourceful.
My work is handmade paper is following in this tradition.” 161 She did believe, however, that
there was “greater appreciation at home for my traditional weavings than my handmade
paper.”162 For a community such as Kake in the midst of its own rejuvenation of traditionalist
arts and material culture, this is perhaps unsurprising. The relations expressed visually and
materially in regalia and historic weaving practices are just as present in Jackson’s work,
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situating her practices within the landscape of Tlingit territory and suggesting a belonging to
place that is ancient and documented in the woven and entangled fibers of her abstractions. In
Jackson’s work, then, styles coexist yet are dually deployed in the expression of Tlingit forms of
relational knowledge. When it manifests in service of political auotonomy, the next section will
show, do these relations become sovereign.

III. Spirit Masks and Money Blankets: Land and Body, Political and Sovereign
In the 1988 work Mother of Kake (Once Our Mother Was a Tree), Jackson’s weaving
background, the relational nature of basketry, and local narratives of the Tlingit landscape of
Ḵéex’ Kwáan converge in a later example of her assemblage style (Fig 4.25). A molded cedar
bark paper mask surmounts several layers of fibrous handmade paper mounted on white canvas.
Strips of thick paper loosely hang beneath the mask, and from behind them emerge twisted
strands of twine, sewn into the stretched canvas. These strands are cords of woven yellow cedar
and wool yarn in the style of historic naaxein, spun together by hand over the knee, a technique
that Jackson learned from Cheryl Samuel. The hanging strands accentuate the mask, which is
framed by the lighter sheet of paper on top of the thick cedar bark paper that is in turn framed by
broad brushstrokes of dark brown paint. The framing accentuates the mask as a focal piece
within the larger structure of the assemblage, drawing attention to its details; a labret identifying
the mask as depicting a female face, black formline curves and U-forms on the right side of the
forehead and below the right eye, and a chevron design depicted in relief that covers the left side
of the face, replacing the left eye. Like the earlier Spirit Mask (1986), the composition is vertical
and corporeal, its composition suggesting that the strands of woven cedar and wool form a kind
of body to the central mask.
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The title alludes to the Ḵéex’ Kwáan narrative of the Mother of Kake, also called the
Birthing Tree. As told to Edna and Mike Jackson by Mike’s father, the late Tom Jackson Sr.,
who is said to have been born under this tree in 1913 and learned of it in turn from his mother,
the oral history tells that:
A long time ago, women used to give birth to children in a special area. The area was
under a huge spruce tree behind Kake. It was so big that the branches hung down and
protected the women under the tree. When a woman's time came, she would go to this
area with attending women and she would have her baby in this warm, soft, protected
area. This place was called the Mother of Kake.163
The woven paper and strands of cedar wool yarn suggest the sheltering nature of the branches of
the tree, as well as the hanging warp cords of aweaving in process. The chevron design on the
left side of the face, meanwhile, is a variation on the aas sák’w yahaayák’u or “tree reflection”
basketry pattern. The basketry design is particularly appropriate for the subject as a symbolic
representation of trees and life. The Mother of Kake, said to have been a spruce tree situated next
to one of the many streams that run through Kake or possibly a spring, bringing fresh water from
the mountains to the seaside village, was a site at which tree, water, and new life came together
under the tree’s sheltering branches. The paper-making process serves as a material metaphor: it
requires significant volumes of water, and in breaking down and combining fibers from the
Tlingit landscape Jackson reconstitutes organic matter into new object life.164 In aggregate with
the basketry designs and embedded cedar bark, the processual elements of water, tree, and
creation meet in Mother of Kake’s material, narrative, and symbolic form.
As Aldona Jonaitis notes of Tlingit visual culture in general, in Jackson’s assemblages
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men’s and women’s art forms also meet in balance: the narrative and sculptural qualities of
masks and monumental art, typically read as “men’s art” on the Northwest Coast, is balanced
with the material manifestations of “women’s art” such as weaving to represent a story of life
giving and the natural cycle as it is intertwined with the local environment.165 In 1994, the
Mother of Kake served again as the inspiration for a collaborative work that Jackson made with
her husband, Mike. That summer the Southeast Alaska Conservation Council sponsored a
gathering of local artists on the remote Kuiu Island, situated across Keku Strait from Kake. Kuiu
Island and Kupreanof Island are situated in the Tongass National Forest, the largest national
forest in the United States with old-growth that covers much of southeast Alaska.166 The
gathered artists were asked to convey their impressions of the unique and beautiful landscape
slated at the time for clear-cut logging by the U.S. Forest Service. The resulting Kuiu Island
Artists Project, a collection of forty prints, photographs, paintings, and sculptures, toured across
the USA in support of the protection and conservation of the forest and to sway the outcome of
revisions to the Tongass Land Management Plan, the roadmap for US Forest Service logging and
forest management in the area. In addition to the island’s important role as a site of sustenance
activities for the people of Ḵéex’ Kwáan at the time and into the present, archaeological evidence
from village sites on Kuiu Island and oral history also gives testament to the Tlingit occupation
of the area dating back tens of thousands of years. To represent the local relationship to that
place and in support of the Conservation Council’s mission, the Jacksons created a variation on a
button blanket titled The Mother of Kake (ca. 1994) (Fig. 4.26). The red wool felt blanket,
bordered with pearl buttons, was sewn by Edna and features a black silkscreen design by Mike
representing the Mother of Kake that shares many features with Edna’s assemblage. A mother
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and child crouch under the branches of the tree, flanked by two masks representing midwives.
The tree itself is depicted as a stylized series of interwoven black angular lines, based again on
the zigzag spruceroot basketry design. A face decorated with formline motifs is situated at the
top of the tree to represent its spirit, two pearlescent buttons for eyes overlooking the birth. The
faces framing the tree represent the generations of Ḵéex’ Kwáan, the people of Kake, born under
the tree.167
While button blankets typically depict the clan crest of the wearer, the Jacksons chose
The Mother of Kake for the Southeast Alaska Conservation Council’s project because the
symbols of tree and life seemed particularly appropriate for the organization’s efforts. The
Tongass National Forest is under constant threat from loggers and speculators at the state,
federal, and corporate levels seeking to sell of the land, its resources, and rights. Both Edna and
Mike have for decades participated extensively in the political life of Kake and southeast Alaska,
holding various leadership positions with the Organized Village of Kake, even until today,
including educational and environmental officer positions held by Edna, and Mike’s time as a
District Court Magistrate for the Alaska State Court. In her official capacity and as a concerned
community stakeholder Edna, frequently sent letters and petitions to the US Forest Service
objecting to and decrying the harvest and sale of Tongass National Forest stock and the
devastating impact of clear-cutting on local wildlife and ecosystems. In one such letter from
1995, for example, Jackson writes in favor of a “no action” approach to harvesting timber on
Kupreanof Island, stating that not only does such logging threaten Native subsistence activities,
the wetland ecosystems, and watershed habitats of essential fish stock, but that “[a]s a U.S.
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taxpayer, I am against selling any more National Forest at a subsidized rate.”168 Like many
Tlingit political actors before her, Jackson appeals in her interactions with the U.S. government
to her statuses as enrolled Tlingit member, U.S. citizen, and to her local Indigenous perspective
on the environment and ecology that she identifies as under threat by logging expansion.169
Artistic expression as cultural diplomacy, appeals to public sentiment, and direct engagement
with the settler colonial state and its legal frameworks are all actions deployed in the contest over
the natural resources and territory of southeast Alaska that has taken place between Tlingit, state,
and extraction industry actors for centuries and continues into the twenty-first century.170 In her
comments and artistic contributions, Jacksons appeals to and defends an ecological relation that
today is still very much under siege.171
Evoking the Mother of Kake in several of her assemblages from 1988 and putting the
motif into the service of environmental conservation with the later button blanket form is an
example of how Jackson visualizes and participates in Jessica Horton’s notion of “ecolonial
holism,” that is the web of fractious, interconnected, and oftentimes violent relations between
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Indigenous, settler colonial, and other-than-human agents in which ecological processes and
Indigenous relations to the land are bounded by ongoing colonialism.172 The people of Kake
regularly face challenges to the maintenance of their tribal territory, forests, and resources. As
the story of the Mother of Kake and symbolic imagery shows, the Tlingit of Kake see an intimate
relationship between the forest, the broader ecosystem, and their lifeways. Jackson’s use of cedar
bark and other gathered materials from that territory within her assemblages expresses the
connection of her art and body to that land, a political claim that emphatically makes the case for
a unique Tlingit relationship to the territory. Horton encourages ecocritical studies of American
art to ask how “culturally specific environmental knowledge informs Indigenous artwork.”173
Jackson’s Mother of Kake assemblage is exemplary for how Indigenous environmental
knowledge informs the work’s subject matter, materiality, process, and iconography. Jackson’s
personal process of gathering and preparing her cedar and other fiber materials, the land-based
processes of basketry and weaving, and the locality-based narrative of the Mother of Kake all
rely on and simultaneously communicate a relational knowledge of environment and the otherthan-human beings inhabiting therein. The assertion of this Indigenous knowledge or tribal
thinking in visual form towards active goals of self-determination, political autonomy, and the
defense of land and natural resources is the most clear expression within Jackson’s art of what
Jolene Rickard terms visual sovereignty. Jackson’s work in the late-1980s, intuitively and more
explicitly than in the first half of the decade, asserts the political relationship of the female
Indigenous body to the land in a challenge to colonial assaults on Tlingit autonomy, self
determination, and life ways.
Another variation on Jackson’s representation of the Mother of Kake narrative, Mother of
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Kake #2 (1988) places the cast cedar bark mask and fibrous assemblage within a grid of silk
thread and glass beads on silk fabric (Fig. 4.27). The artist has used the same cast mask with
chevron motifs, resting on several sheets of rectangular hand-made cedar paper, but here the
mask is unpainted. Instead a few strips of cedar bark paper have been applied to the angles of the
chevron zigzag, creating textural distinction. Two chicken feathers hang below the mask like
earrings, and in the bottom-center of the piece is a large white circle of hand made devil’s club
paper. Another grid of silk thread has been sewn onto this paper, above which rest a
perpendicular stack of interwoven cedar bark strips and a single white devil’s club twig. The grid
of thread and beads has been sewn directly into the canvas and functions, on the one hand, as an
ordering device within the composition, extending a formal logic that Jackson began by using
rectangular pieces of her handmade paper to frame the cast masks of her earliest such
assemblages. The grid also appeared in her earlier work as a thematic reference to her weaving
background, as in the multiple grids of threaded and woven textile samples in the leaves of Kaswoot. Rosalind Krauss famously states that the grid “functions to declare the modernity of
modern art” in part by being an “emblem of modernity” specific to the twentieth century.174 As
discussed in the prior sections, abstract elements, like the grid, function likewise as signifiers of
modernism that declare Jackson’s access to and fluency in modernist legacies. But while Krauss
argues that the grid also functions to declare modernity in its “antinatural, antimimetic, antireal”
spatial ordering and in how it “turns it back on nature” to replace the real with the “spread of a
single surface,” Jackson’s grid functions to thrust the real stuff of nature, the organic materials of
her assemblage, forward towards the viewer’s space. This thrust of multivalent imagery and
matter into the real and occupied space of the audience functions in Krauss’s terms as
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centrifugal: the sewn grid in Mother of Kake #2 extends outward, “compelling our
acknowledgement of a world beyond the frame.”175 The conditions of the world beyond the
picture frame are both those of contemporary Indigenous art, the terms of which Jackson’s
modernist declaration reaches beyond, as well as the settler colonial political order inside of
which Indigenous sovereignty is nested. The grid signifies, then, both non-Native aesthetic
operations within which the assemblage elements of Tlingit material culture have been situated,
as well as the suspended status of working simultaneously within and straining against the
societal and political conditions of twentieth-century Tlingit life.
Unlike Krauss’s grid, Jackson’s use of the structure is not hostile to narrative. Rather it
functions as a nonhierarchical schema for lineage stories and active organic matter. The
imbrication of the grid with the ontologically loaded materials of Jackson’s assemblage serves as
a theoretical model of visualities coexisting within and apart from one another. Just as Jolene
Rickard points out that Vine Deloria Jr.’s idea of the “nation within nations” is no longer a
suitable understanding of Indigenous sovereignty in North America, one cannot understand the
meeting of Indigenous and Euro-American art histories as simply the framing of Indigenous
ways of thinking within non-Native aesthetic operations.176 The nature of the grid here, having
been sewn into and between the layers of paper and fabric ground, suggests the breaking of such
dichotomies. “My work is very definitely in transition,” Jackson wrote in 1984, referring to her
relationship to “tradition.”177 The sewn grid transitions the viewer between layers, intermingling
them, travelling between fore- and background, and distributing qualities. As with the grids
structuring Schoppert’s painted panels, one can understand the Mother of Kake #2 to consist of
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fragments with ontological content distributed amongst the multiple layers of grids, styles, and
materialities. These include the story itself, the basketry design, and the materials like devil’s
club understood to have medicinal and spiritual properties. The sewn threads move between
abstract patterns and potent medicines. The grid, as Krauss suggests, is thus a juncture between
different modes of expression, less those of the “sacred and the secular,” as Krauss writes, than
the false dichotomy of Native and non-Native.178
Audra Simpson’s conception of nested sovereignty accounts for the transitions between
Indigenous and settler political systems, compelling us to recognize Indigenous political orders
paradoxically prevailing in the present “within and apart from settler governance.”179 The
concept also points to the ways in which intermingling systems of jurisdiction and legitimacy are
deployed in the defense of Indigenous lifeways. Julia Cruikshank, meanwhile, has shown that
oral histories among Indigenous people, such as that underpinning the Mother of Kake series, or
the relational language of basketry, can counter settler colonial claims through the naming of
landscape and history.180 The foregrounding of the Tlingit relationship with specific place and
the other-than-human beings who inhabit the forests of southeast Alaska is thus a political act of
ecolonial holism.181 Jackson’s art makes a sovereign claim through her visual deployment of
Tlingit forms of knowledge, some of which are not immediately accessible to the non-Tlingit
viewer. As Abby Wasserman writes of Jackson’s work:
There is something tantalizingly elusive about Jackson's art. The intimate scale draws you
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near, but her choice of paper, with its complex, layered surfaces, repels too-easy
knowledge. Jackson touches on formal Tlingit elements of hidden features and layers of
meaning. There are mysteries beneath the contours and hollows of her mask forms…182
These “mysteries” and elusive elements encompass the narratives of the landscape embedded in
her art. It is that sense of mystery that draws comparison to the Surrealists, who themselves
hoped to access different kinds of hidden knowledge. In some cases this knowledge is shared in
Jackson’s accounts of her art; in others, it remains hidden, and as Wasserman notes, is visually
layered so as to repel a too-easy comprehension. This is a tactic of refusal, often dislocating
specific stories and beings, such as the Mother of Kake, to less easily legible identifiers, such as
a generic “spirit.”
These invocations do not necessarily refer to specific stories, however, and at times are
imprecise in order to evoke connections to broader artistic solidarities. In Spirit Mask (#5)
(1988), for example, a cast cedar bark paper face mounted on canvas has a miniature masquette
over its left eye similar to the aforementioned Spirit Mask of 1986 (Fig. 4.28). The assemblage
includes a translucent grid of sewn seal gut below the mask, through which a circle of devil’s
club paper is visible. Triangles of paper and seal gut beside the mask refer to the basketry
patterns for mountains, and Jackson has said that the devil’s club disk refers to a rising moon.183
Linen roving, a favorite sampler material of the modern weaver, surrounds the mask and
masquette like hair or a lunar corona. Both the seal gut and the small masquette form reflect
Jackson’s connection to wider networks of Indigenous art practice. For a number of years she
travelled to Bethel in the summers to conduct papermaking workshops. There she fell in love
with seal gut as a material, hardly typical of Tlingit practices, yet she found its diaphanous nature
very complementary to her layered papers. The small masquette over the eye of the larger face,
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meanwhile, was a motif she adopted from Yup’ik and Iunpiaq artists alongside whom she
participated during Alaskameut ’86, including Fred Anderson (Aleut), Sylvester Ayek (Iñupiaq),
and Joe Senungetuk (Iñupiaq). She saw the northern mask makers inlaying small faces into
larger masks to represent the spirits (yua or inua) of the subjects and adopted the style for her
own masks. Jackson has placed these spirit-masquettes into the eyes of her masks, a position of
vision and insight that has similar analogs in historic Tlingit art. The borrowing of other Alaska
Native motifs draws a parallel to Schoppert, another participant in the workshop. But if the
writer Joseph Brushac describes the work as representing “contemporary legends,” one has to
question then if the titular spirit refers to any particular stories or beings.184 Her combinatory
compositions are sites of Indigenous exchange as much as assemblages of diverse materials. A
lack of cultural specificity and grounding could lead to the trap of cosmopolitanism that
Elizabeth Cook-Lynn warns against. But as seen, in the contemporary art world, such
cosmopolitanism was sometimes the key to exhibitions and success. An untitled work whose
whereabouts are currently unknown appears on the invitation of a 1988 solo exhibition of
Jackson’s work at the American Indian Community House Gallery in New York City (Fig. 4.29).
In the work, likely made during the Alaskameut ’86 workshop, cedar meets arctic; another spirit
mask is surrounded by concentric arcs of wood borrowed from the concentric hoops of the
Yup’ik masking tradition that are said to represent the universe.185 The exhibition, Grandmother
Moon: Earth Dreams Visions, was curated by Lloyd Oxendine, a central figure in the Native
contemporary art scene. It was the first return of Jackson’s work to New York since her
appearance in Women of Sweetgrass, Cedar, and Sage several years prior.
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It is when Jackson’s work is located in the specific web of ecolonial holism surrounding
her home and family that it most adamantly comes to stand for visual sovereignty. Horton has
noted that “genealogical accounts of contemporary art and ecology have only tentatively engaged
the cultural dimensions of Native struggles for justice in the context of settler colonialism.
Notably neglected are Indigenous North American practices that predate the 2000s.”186 Jackson’s
work offers opportunity to enter such Indigenous struggles, alongside cultural frameworks and
ecological relations, into the history of contemporary art and ecology. A borrowed spirit form
may evoke pan-Indigenous solidarity and networking, but artwork representing the spirits of the
trees with which Jackson interacts on a regular basis locates her work in pointed territorial
conflicts. Her 1988 work Cedar Woman Spirit (For All the Trees We’ve Logged), for example, is
titled to directly invoke the fight over clear-cut logging (Fig. 4.30). The work includes a cast
cedar paper female mask that incorporates a small masquette form over the left eye, as learned
from her Arctic colleagues, to represent the spirit of Cedar Woman. Below the mask is a paper
circle painted with a formline representation of Raven and Eagle. The intertwined circular
representation of the two Tlingit moieties is a variation on the Kake Tribal Corporation logo and
recurs in Jackson’s work to represent the meeting of her and her husband’s moieties and the
people of Ḵéex’ Kwáan more generally. Cedar Woman Spirit is thus located in the specific
locality of Kake. Ecological and political concerns are intertwined with relations to other-thanhuman beings.187
Writers and commentators have since the late 1980s regularly recognized the intertwining
of Northwest Coast Native art, ecology, and politics in what Charlotte Townsend-Gault calls “the
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culture of the land claims.”188 Indeed, even the involvement of Bill Reid in the Haida blockade
against logging on Lyell Island in 1986 has been considered a turning point in the Haida artist’s
rhetorical and material support for the living art, culture, and sovereignty of his mother’s own
people.189 Assemblages like Cedar Woman Spirit seem to exemplify what T. J. Demos identifies
as “nature-culture assemblages,” that is, works that insist on “the political dimensions of ecology
and sustainability in relation to social justice and economic equality.”190 Indigenous land claims
are tied to social justice, equality, and sustainability, but the added dimension of Indigenous
ontologies and world views that can be integrated into a work of art bring a cultural dimension
beyond the nexus that Demos puts forward in pursuit of those same themes and ideals. The
foundation of these intertwined ecological and spiritual relations is the latticework that
distinguishes non-Native ecological efforts from the intertwined relationship of Indigenous
sovereignty and ecological relations, leading Rickard to define visual sovereignty as embodying
“the consciousness that it is the renewable quality of the earth’s ecosystems that sustain life.”191
In 1984, for example, Nuu-chah-nulth artist Joe David carved a monumental wooden welcome
figure that was raised in protest of the logging of Meares Island.192 David’s figure, carved in the
style of historic Nuu-chah-nulth welcome figures, and in particular based on the form of a figure
carved by his great-great-great-grandfather, was first raised at Tin-Wis in Nuu-chah-nulth
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territory and again in 1987 in front of the BC Provincial legislative buildings. It intentionally
evokes historic carving forms to link its protest to the longevity of occupation underpinning
claims to sovereignty.
Yet Jackson’s assemblages have more in line, I would suggest, with the politically
minded prints of Lyle Wilson that address Indigenous violence and incarceration, or Rebecca
Belmore’s protest-performance piece Artifact #671B (1988), than with David’s monumental
carving. Belmore performed Artifact #671B in response to the exhibition The Spirit Sings, which
critics said failed to acknowledge the lived realities of the Lubicon Cree Nation, namely the
nation’s ongoing deterritorialization and the destruction wrought on their culture and livelihood
by the extraction industry, including Shell Canada, an exhibition corporate sponsor. Jackson’s
work from the late 1980s, such as Cedar Woman Spirit, have, as Davis Hoffman writes, “one
common theme that is most disturbing is the sense of historical displacement and a disinheritance
of the land—a relationship from which native culture defines its very identity.” 193 The
distinction with David’s welcome figure, as Davis Hoffman writes, is that even as Jackson uses
“the old, the historical to define the current present chaos,” she, like Wilson, Belmore, and many
other Indigenous artists, addresses the chaos and conflict of the colonial present also with and
through contemporary modes. Printmaking, performance, assemblage, and painting respond to
the colonial commodification, extraction, and destruction of Indigenous land and bodies with
artistic idioms legible across tribal and settler cultural spheres. In doing so, as has been argued,
they imbricate visualities and speak to sovereign relations.
In 1986-87 Jackson and her brother received an Initiative Project grant from the Institute
of Alaska Native Arts, funded by the Alaska State Council on the Arts that resulted in a
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collaborative project titled Descent is Not a Bad Word.194 Six assemblages by Jackson, including
Mother of Kake and Cedar Woman Spirit, were produced in tandem with six poems by her
brother. The series addresses not only the ecological dimensions just discussed, but also, as
Jackson described, “issues that we Native Alaskans have to confront—alcoholism, 1991
legislation, subsistence living, tribal vs corporate mentality.”195 The project was featured in a
spread in Journal of Alaska Native Arts that year in which four of Jackson’s panels are paired
with three of her brother’s poems (Fig. 4.31).196 Davis’s poems are overtly political and critical
of both the state of colonial affairs and his own people’s role in destructive tribal and corporate
policies. The pairing of text and imagery enunciates the political positions of Jackson’s
assemblages, if not the ontological and cosmological meanings that underpin them.
The poem “Who Writes the History Books?” laments the turn to natural resource
extraction industries by the Tlingit community and the entanglement of tribal members with the
tools and structures of settler colonial society, a recurring subject in Davis’s work.197 The first
stanza reads “Coastal inhabitants turn island. / Fisherman turn to the woods. / Loggers get on
committees. / Some think they are radical. / Guess who wrote the by-laws.”198 The third stanza
continues “When once we danced to the woods, / we now play timber markets and lose.” Davis
questions whether Tlingit loggers can work radically towards their own financial success, let
alone self-determination and sovereignty, within the by-laws of the settler colonial state, and
observes that they always lose when playing the markets which turn the beings and tree spirits
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with whom they once danced into raw capital product. Jackson’s Mother of Kake is illustrated
directly above the poem and Cedar Woman Spirit is pictured next to it, both works visualizing
the tree spirits and a relationship to the forest that is mutual and relational rather than the farreaching destruction of the extraction industry with which the poem ends.
The subject of “ANSCA,” another of Davis’s poems from the series, is the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, the 1971 legislative act that legitimized U.S. control of Indigenous land,
territory, and resources in the state. Purportedly intended to resolve long-standing land claims by
Alaska Natives, with whom no formal treaties were ever signed by the United States, the act
established twelve (presently thirteen) regional corporations and over two hundred local village
corporations, of which the Kake Tribal Corporation is one, controlled by Alaska Native
shareholders. In exchange for title to the vast majority of land in Alaska, ANCSA granted 44
million acres of land and nearly a billion dollars ($963 million) to the various tribal corporations,
otherwise extinguishing Indigenous claims to the land and divorcing land ownership from
governance. It was the largest land settlement in United States history and its process was devoid
of direct negotiations with Indigenous rights holders and any kind of vote or treaty process. 199
Reception of the act and its legacy by Alaska Natives has been mixed. Rosita Worl, for example,
writes that it is “more assimilated Natives who [work] to administer land and financial resources
under the corporate structure,” while “more traditional Natives” seek to protect life land base,
subsistence lifestyles, and autonomy over their communities.200 In his poem, Davis expresses
great cynicism at ANSCA’s impact, nearly two decades after its initial passage. “Another time
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we’d have been tribal, / not corporate. Under the heavy thumb of the State. … A tribal council
dreamed of land. / Now it’s real estate. / That will soon be gone. / The greedy men are waiting. /
The final settlement / was extinguished tribal status.”201 Davis see the dissolution of tribal status
at the hands of ANCSA and its corporations as tied to the threat of land loss under the saleable
terms of ANCSA. His reference to 1991 in the next lines, “1991 is a great bear / looming over
us,” is in regards to the twenty-year review of the act that was under way at the time of his
writing. Under the terms of the 1971 act, corporate shares would become transferable that year to
non-Natives, raising concerns that shares would be sold and the corporate land alienated from
Alaska Native control. The “1991 amendments,” in fact finalized in 1988, avoided this outcome
by setting up procedural barriers to the sale of land assets by Native corporations, but the threat
of the sale and loss of land that, as Davis writes in the poem, “was our birthright,” led to fierce
debate and activism during the review period.202
It was not just the potential sale of shares and land by the corporations that threatened
Indigenous sovereignty as a result of ANCSA. The terms of corporate membership and
enrollment in the original act defined eligible enrollees as those who were born before December
18th, 1971, and who were at least one-quarter Alaska Native.203 This definition not only
renounced enrollment in a regional corporation for those born after 1971 without inheriting
shares; it also legally quantified Alaska Native identity according to the concept of “blood
quantum,” a biologically racialized understanding of Indigenous identity and tribal membership
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that does not account for the evolution of heritage or Indigenous understandings of kinship.204
This arbitrary quantification of heritage is defined federally by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
has various legal ramifications in Alaska; the Marine Mammals Protection Act of 1972, for
example, restricts the harvesting of marine mammals and the artistic use of marine mammal
byproducts to those who meet the one-quarter Alaska Native blood quantification.205 More
dangerous to Alaska Native sovereignty is how the concept of blood quantum when tied to
corporation enrollment threatens to, as the result of intermarriage over time, thin out and
eliminate according to the terms of authenticity set by the colonial system those who qualify as
Alaska Native with the one-quarter minimum, a form of soft genocide and land
disenfranchisement, “termination in disguise” as Tanis S’eiltin has described.206
The ramifications of the blood quantum definitions baked into the original ANCSA
demonstrate the pitfalls of racialized hybridity when it comes to defining Indigenous identity. If
Alaska Natives intermarry to the point that their descendant no longer meet the arbitrary blood
quantum qualifications, Alaska Natives will lose control over the tribal corporations, at which
point hybridity’s theoretical reconciliation of cultural difference will contribute to even vaster
material and economic inequalities than Alaska Natives currently face. Two of Jackson’s
assemblages created for “Descent is Not a Bad Word” address the futurity of her own kin and the
embodied politics of descent. Dawn’s Mask (1988) and Adam’s Mask (1988) are two works
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featuring the cast cedar bark paper faces of her daughter and nephew respectively (Fig. 4.324.33). Each is mounted on handmade paper on silk above a ring of shredded yellow cedar bark.
These rings are based on kas e’k’w, neck cords worn for dancing at potlatches, which Jackson
learned to weave from Delores Churchill. In Dawn’s Mask, the circular interlinked Raven and
Eagle formline motif representing the moieties of Ḵéex’ Kwáan fills the cedar ring; another
similar work featuring Dawn’s cast face titled Killer Whale Child #3 (1988) has a formline killer
whale design below the closed-eye visage of Jackson’s daughter (Fig. 4.34). Including Dawn’s
Tsaagweidí clan crest on one composition and the Ḵéex’ Kwáan moiety motif on the other
functions the same way: to identify her daughter with her Tlingit heritage and community. By
casting the faces of her daughter and nephew, Jackson puts their bodies into dialogue with a
network of kinship and land relations that exceed the politics of blood quantum and ANCSA’s
definitions of corporate enrollment. The material relations with the land embedded in the cedar
paper of the assemblages are in these works inseparable from the bonds of kinship that Jackson
puts on display. Individuals such as Dawn and Adam, born after the eligibility date of December
8, 1971, became known as “afterborns” and were under the original terms of the act ineligible for
inclusion in the settlement.
Jackson’s own daughter was ineligible for tribal corporate enrollment as a result, and
further, given the thematizing in her art of her mixed and “thinned” heritage earlier in the decade,
Jackson was keenly aware that blood quantum strictures meant that within only a few
generations any kind of intermarriage could make her descendants completely ineligible for
Alaska Native status. Her brother’s last poem in the published spread is titled “Afterborn” in
reference to this very issue. “It even sounds dirty. / We abandoned tribalism for corporateness,”
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the poem begins.207 “Some barely made it,” he writes in reference to making it past the genetic
bar (or under the deadline) for enrollment. The afterborn, however, were not so lucky: “They are
86-ed. / They move like us. / They talk like us. / They act like us. / I said the land claims act was
a two-way mirror. / Now look, you lawmakers. / What is happening is precisely as planned. / We
are divided.” The dividing of Alaska Native peoples is both in terms of the functions of the
corporation as an entity, hiring some members to corporate positions and forcing a for-profit
capitalist structure upon tribal governance, as well as the fractionalizing of heritage, the dividing
of the self, into quantified portions of Nativeness. Jackson’s assemblages refuse such
fractionalizing for her daughter and nephew, supporting instead the political currents moving at
the time in favor of sovereign self-determination – what Davis writes is “a current whispering /
and swelling.” Advocacy efforts resulted in changes through the 1991 amendments that allowed
for individual Alaska Native corporations to expand shareholder enrollment eligibility to include
one “who is regarded as an Alaska Native by the Native village or Native group of which he
claims to be a member and whose father or mother is (or, if deceased, was) regarded as Native by
any village or group.” This was a victory, in one sense, for self determination of membership.
However, enrollment expansion to this day requires a vote of the shareholders which is not
guaranteed. Today, for example, the Sealaska Corporation, the primary corporation of Tlingit,
Haida, and Tsimshian shareholders, has allowed for the enrollment of Natives who were born
after 1971 and who did not receive stock, but the corporation continues to require that they be at
least one-quarter Alaska Native.
Works such as Dawn’s Mask and Adam’s Mask featuring her family’s faces recall her
earliest cast paper works that featured familial narratives; here they support the role of a local
Indigenous kinship system over the colonial corporate structure imposed by ANCSA. Like her
207
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brother, Jackson expressed much cynicism towards the Alaska Native corporations, describing
once how they “tore down that which was valued by traditional villages and turned them into
vulgar atrocities that Natives no longer identify with.”208 Her Corporate Button Blanket series
from the middle of the decade uses the format of the button blanket to express her “bitter feelings
about local politics” and the involvement of corporations.209 Works from the series such as
Money Blanket #3 (1984-85) are button blankets of a different kind; the familiar Northwest Coast
design, typically used to display clan crests during ku.éex’ and representative of intangible
wealth, duties, rights, and privileges, is here made into a conceptual critique of the profit-driven
interests of Alaska Native corporations (Fig. 4.35).210 A red dollar sign is emblazoned on the
center of a sheet of painted handmade paper in the position that an appliquéd crest image would
normally occupy on a worn blanket. The paper, Jackson writes, has been torn up and stitched
back together to give the appearance of being “old and torn apart, which is what our Native
corporation is doing to our town.” 211 Formline motifs of a female face with large red lips and an
open-beaked raven emerge from the form of the dollar sign, another play on the Kake Tribal
Corporation logo. Instead of pearl buttons, the central motif is bordered by impressions of
buttons cast into the paper that have been painted white, and several curving formlines transverse
the paper. Discussing the series, Jackson wrote:
I recently did a series of button blankets in handmade paper which helped me deal with
frustrations of belonging to a Native Corporation. These have been my most political
works—money blankets for Native Corporate leaders. The things we wear have been
inspiration: masks, button blankets. I am thinking more about using the concept of the
clothing we wear, the statements we want to convey about ourselves through our
clothing, and incorporating these ideas in handmade paper.212
208
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Blankets have historically been distributed as gifts at ku.éex’ and potlatches across the Northwest
Coast, the size of the pile of blankets becoming shorthand for the wealth and generosity of the
host. The title, Money Blanket, alludes to the role of blankets as symbols of wealth and prestige,
but here is turned into a symbol of corporate greed. Button blankets, meanwhile, function as
“powerful statements of identity” that when worn display status and power, but here the format
has been shifted from textile to paper in a satirical mode to condemn, in the artist’s eyes, the
monetary interests and profit-driven allegiances of the corporations.213 Refuting the predominant
view in her time that Northwest Coast art looked to the past more so than the present, Jackson’s
work comments on the intersection of state and federal policies and her local politics, the point at
which Alaska Native political and social life is most nested with broader settler colonial
structures.214
“Jackson's art is a social documentary of contemporary issues and conflicts among
modern Natives,” Robert Davis writes of his sister’s art. It asserts an alignment with values and
ways of thinking that might be considered “traditional,” but in fact cohere to a contemporary
worldview that is individual yet centered in Tlingit understandings of the landscape, protocols,
and kinship relations that value sustenance, conservation, and reciprocity. This is an inherently
political stance because it favors sovereign institutions and systems over those constantly
threatening assimilation and alienation; for example, only a few months before the publication of
“Dissent is Not a Bad Word,” a May 1988 ruling by the Alaska Supreme Court found that Alaska
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Native groups and communities do not have tribal sovereignty over their land.215 Work that
asserts the Indigenous body within the landscape is inherently political, yet for many critics of
her time it was not legible as such. “While her art is certainly a far cry from the commercialized
and vulgarized native artifacts produced for the consumption of the tourist trade,” one reviewer
wrote of her 1989 Anchorage Museum solo exhibition, “her work does not reflect the
contemporary socio-political problems facing natives today. The ‘alcoholism, suicide, village
life, tribal vs corporate powers, subsistence rights, acculturation and attrition by legislation,’ as
was emphatically stated in the exhibition's introductory essays, cannot be read in the final
products [emphasis mine].”216 I have described how Jackson’s work reflects and dwells upon a
host of socio-political concerns, so the question becomes why it is that the reviewers of
Jackson’s work could not pick up these same threads. Her assemblages are not “modest,” as
described by one reviewer, nor “placid” and “gentle” per another—they make claims to and
across culture and territory.217 Unlike her peers across the continent who made equally political
artwork with strident figuration and a legible conceptual language, such as the surreal figurative
paintings of Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun or public signage installations of Hock E Aye Vi
Edgar Heap of Birds’s Native Hosts series, it would seem that Jackson’s work did not find the
right balance in the ratio of non-Native aesthetic tropes and Tlingit visualities to communicate
effectively with a mainstream critical audience of its time. Particularly for an audience that for
decades had been accustomed to viewing Northwest Coast Native art as an apolitical and
ahistorical rejuvenation of past forms, the relational claims underpinning Jackson’s work were
lost to an emphasis on her references to the traditions and stories mistaken as belonging to the
215
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romanticized past.
With no easy precedent in the canon of Northwest Coast art or formal analogs in the
many guide books dedicated to the iconographic reading of masks and totem poles, works such
as Things Living in Darkness Turn White #3, perhaps, were too obtuse to the everyday viewer.
One of a small series of assemblages of the same name titled after a line from a painful poem by
her brother, Things Living in Darkness Turn White #3 replaces the cast paper mask typical of this
format with a white circle of devil’s club, rather than cedar bark, paper, painted with a white and
beige version of her recurring intertwined Raven and Eagle motif (Fig. 4.36). The formline fades
into the paper so as to be barely visible and heralds a turn in Jackson’s oeuvre to versions of her
assemblages that drop the cast masks entirely with completely abstract compositions. A grid of
sewn thread again undergirds the composition, along with the vertical stretch of dark brown
acrylic that frames the sheets of white paper. The color palette, compared to the rest of Jackson’s
oeuvre, is pallid and devoid of both the bright contemporary pigments of her most expressive
assemblages and the traditionalist tripartite color scheme of Tlingit design. That pallor, as the
title alludes, is a metaphor for the secreting of Tlingit culture under threat of colonial pressure
and the hiding of clan regalia, treasures, and at.óow from missionaries and converts. Compared
to Ka-swoot it seems a much more damning representation of whiteness and its racial
connotations. But its white schema and latticework of silk thread recalls the work of Agnes
Martin and the oft-repeated quote that when she first made a grid she was “thinking about the
innocence of trees.”218 Things Living in Darkness Turn White #3 is not about Jackson’s dual
identity or binary relations, but the innocence of trees, devil’s club, and the web of ecological
relations. It is evidence for how the visual intermingling of abstract painterly marks, grids, and
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Indigenous materialities can reconcile and synthesize Western art education and aesthetics and
Tlingit cultural and visual practices in support of sovereign political aims, even if it was not
registered as such at the time by mainstream critics.
Jan Ingram, an art critic for the Anchorage Daily News, was one of few reviewers to
capture the essence of Jackson’s work in the late 1980s. Ingram, whose time writing about the
Anchorage art beat exposed her to the gamut of Alaska Native art, writes of Jackson’s 1989
exhibition, “Feelings about the land and life on the land infuse [her new solo show] at the
Anchorage Museum of History and Art. … Jackson speaks to love, pain, memories and the
interpretation of herself as the child of people who have lived close to the land…she is one of
several Alaska Native artists who deal with cultural change by marrying traditional images to
contemporary thought and design.”219 There is no question for Ingram, unlike her peers quoted
above, of the presence of socio-political themes throughout Jackson’s art. But Ingram also
acknowledges the opacity of the work and the limits of her own apprehension as a non-Native
viewer: “A precise reading of Jackson's work is difficult. It is both diffuse and highly
personalized. She has trapped a great deal of emotional material in these rather precise and
formally arranged rectangles. This density of embodied feeling in textures, colors and forms
pulls the viewer into a world strongly felt but not quite understood.”220
The uncanny nature of her cast paper masks, the multivalent materials that speak to a
relationship with environment and other-than-human beings that is outside of the viewer’s own
sphere of experience, the explication of the forms and stories of the past in response to the
ongoing conflicts of the present—this is the world of Jackson’s art that is, as Ingram concludes,
“strongly felt,” but in my estimation, never quite understood. The elements refused to the lay
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viewer, the materials and signs and masks that simultaneously reveal and obscure inner meaning,
are where Jackson’s most sovereign expressions lie. By 1992, she was rarely showing her art in
the lower forty-eight. It is tempting to see the shortcomings of her critical reception as the cause,
but according to Jackson her departure from the contemporary art circuit had more to do with the
expense of shipping and transporting herself and her art from the small village of Kake to
galleries and museums in distant parts of the country.221 She grew weary of being a “starving
artist” whose art was rarely valued on par with her male peers, and felt that being a full-time
artist no longer met the financial needs of her family nor those of her community as she became
increasingly involved in the stewardship of Ḵéex’ Kwáan land.222 Many of her works currently
decorate the homes of her family members and the tribal office of the Organized Village of
Kake, where her daughter Dawn currently serves as Executive Director, rather than being on
display in museum collections. But at its earliest moments, Jackson’s art foregrounded the
narratives of her family and community. It seems appropriate, then, that the works are home
where the web of Tlingit narratives, land, and other-than-human beings is most keenly felt.
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CONCLUSION
BEYOND CONTEMPORARY

I. Northwest Coast Native Art and the 1992 Quincentennial
The year 1992 was momentous for contemporary Indigenous North American art. Across
the Americas, governments and public institutions planned celebrations to mark the 500th
anniversary of Christopher Columbus landing in the “New World,” while in Canada the country
celebrated the 125th anniversary of its confederation. In response, Indigenous and non-Native
artists and curators organized exhibitions throughout Canada and the United States to subvert the
quincentennial, using the occasion to instead challenge and reflect on the colonial legacy sown
by the doctrine of discovery. Exhibitions that year such as the nationally touring The Submuloc
Show / Columbus Wohs, curated by Jaune Quick-to-See Smith and produced by Phoenix-based
Native arts organization ATLATL, countered the celebration of Columbus’s arrival in the
Americas with a group presentation of contemporary Indigenous art that documented artistic
responses to and critical perspectives on the explorer’s legacy.1 Two international touring
exhibitions organized in Canada are often singled out as exemplars of the moment for their scope
and high profile host institutions. INDIGENA: Contemporary Native Perspectives in Canadian
Art, curated by Gerald McMaster and Lee-Ann Martin at the Canadian Museum of Civilization
(now Canadian Museum of History), opened early in 1992. Land, Spirit, Power: First Nations at
the National Gallery of Canada followed several months later, co-curated by Diana Nemiroff,
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Robert Houle, and Charlotte Townsend-Gault.2 As Lee-Ann Martin writes, one of the goals of
these group exhibitions was to “shock non-Indigenous viewers out of their complacency and
ignorance of Indigenous history and contemporary realities.”3 After decades of contemporary
Indigenous artists’ efforts to break into major art museums and cultural institutions, these
exhibitions represented an unprecedented level of mainstream recognition for contemporary
Native art while revising the historical record and recognizing Indigenous perspectives and
rights.
These exhibitions were likewise a point of entry for some of the better known Northwest
Coast Native artists of the time to enter into contemporary art contexts alongside their peers from
across the continent. Tlingit photographer Jesse Cooday was included in several of the US
exhibitions. The Institute of American Indian Arts opened its first permanent museum space
(now the Museum of Contemporary Native Arts) with the 1992 exhibition Creativity Is Our
Tradition: Three Decades of Contemporary Indian Art at the Institute of American Indian Arts,
which featured thirty years of work by IAIA faculty and alumni, including Henry Gobin and
other past Northwest Coast students.4 INDIGENA included surreal psychedelic paintings by
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Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun and a sculptural installation by Eric Robertson.5 Four of the
eighteen artists included in Land, Spirit, Power, one of the first large-scale group exhibitions of
contemporary Indigenous art held at the National Gallery of Canada, were from the Northwest
Coast: Yuxweluptun was again included, while fashion designer Dorothy Grant (Haida), Robert
Davidson, and Dempsey Bob (Tlingit/Tahltan) contributed formline appliqué blankets, masks,
and wood carvings, respectively. The latter three were considered by the organizers to be
examples of culturally-specific and community-oriented artistic practices “fully comprehensible
only to those who live them.”6 The display of traditionalist work such as Davidson’s mask Eagle
Transforming Into Itself (1990) alongside the minimalist sculpture of Faye HeavyShield and
other paintings, mixed media, and conceptual works served to integrate a broad range of
Northwest Coast art into an understanding of art that Houle called “both new and indigenous,”
straddling not only the modern/postmodern dichotomy but also “the tension between the
contemporary world and that of the ancient ones” (Fig. C.1).7 Charlotte Townsend-Gault writes
that this accomplished “the disturbance of the troublesome ‘traditional’ versus ‘innovative’
binary.”8 Just as Arts of the Raven had cemented the entry of Northwest Coast Native art into the
category of “fine art” a quarter of a century earlier, the exhibitions of 1992 marked the
acceptance of Northwest Coast Native artists in all their approaches into the field of
contemporary art alongside their Indigenous and non-Native peers. The inclusion of these artists
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was a breakthrough moment for Northwest Coast artists not just for their broad inclusion in
mainstream art institutions, but also to be seen beyond the revivalist terms of the debunked
Renaissance narrative. Robert Houle had accused Northwest Coast Native artists of shying away
from expressions of political struggle and contemporary relevance just a few years prior at the
1989 symposium for Beyond History. In 1992, however, Northwest Coast Native art was
positioned as not merely the recovery of forms of the past, but as integral to the resistance to five
hundred years of colonization.
While many reviewers at the time agreed that exhibitions like INDIGENA and Land,
Spirit, Power challenged “Western museological distinctions between art and artifact, traditional
and modern, Aboriginal and Western forms of expression,” not all critics at the time were
satisfied that the binary of tradition and innovation had so effectively been disturbed.9 In a joint
review of IDIGENA and Land, Spirit, Power, art historian Scott Watson writes that many of the
artists on view, such as Yuxweluptun, Carl Beam and Faye HeavyShield, indeed straddle and
negotiate identity and culture by engaging cultural memory and supposedly traditional forms to
make art understood in the idioms of modern art. He distinguishes such art from Davidson,
Grant, and Bob, however, who he writes “work within the inherited lexicon of traditional design
and iconographic convention” and avoid the otherwise central questions to the exhibitions of
how art and identity are negotiated between cultures.10 Writing as a contemporary art curator
based in Vancouver, Watson is quick to distinguish what to him would have been familiar
traditionalist, or “conventional,” Northwest Coast art from art he saw as more engaged with
contemporary styles and modernist histories. He is not wrong to identify such differences in style
and formal choices. The central questions of this dissertation has been based on a similar
9
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observation: why, in spite of cultural, commercial, and institutional momentum behind revivalist
and neo-traditionalist practices, did some Northwest Coast Native artists in the post-war period
draw on non-Native artistic forms, techniques, and media; how did they use contemporary
idioms to reflect on their relationship to tradition and heritage and comment on politics, social
issues, and the reception of Native art in their time; and why did their art escape broader
inclusion and recognition?
As I have argued, the “traditional” versus “innovative” binary was troubled by artists on
the Northwest Coast long before the breakthrough moment of 1992. Artists such as Nathan
Jackson, Jim Schoppert, Lyle Wilson, and Edna Davis Jackson created work that does not merely
straddle the two art historical worlds of the “contemporary” and “ancient,” per Houle, nor is their
work reducible to the space of hybridity. Rather these artists demonstrate fluency in a range of
visual discourses and the ability to constantly shift between discourses of reclaimed cultural
heritage and the styles, techniques, and media of Euro-American art history. Tradition is
embedded in their art, and their engagement with modern and contemporary art likewise
underpins their pivots back and forth between historic or classic styles, revivalist practices, and
individualist expression. Critics and historians such as Watson over emphasize the visual
distinction between “conventional” or canonical traditionalist art, referring to the likes of Grant,
Davidson, and Bob who replicate and compositionally innovate on historic forms, and broader
contemporary Indigenous art that deployed non-Native aesthetic techniques, particularly in the
decades leading up to 1992. The history of Northwest Coast art has, at different points in time,
likewise demonstrated biases by scholars, curators, and collectors towards traditionalist art for its
connections to internal communities and ceremonial and social functions even when transferred
to non-ceremonial contexts. This was represented in Land, Spirit, Power by Dorothy Grant’s
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appliqué blankets, which the curators were sure to note had been danced prior to their inclusion
in the exhibition.11
This dissertation has argued that one cannot categorize Indigenous art into the
contemporary versus traditional binary, for ancestral knowledge and spiritual relations can
inhabit made-for-market art that might otherwise seem to be concerned with aesthetic innovation
alone. Rather, we must critically appraise the ratio by which Indigenous and Euro-American
visual styles coexist within and apart from one another, and therein locate the philosophies and
epistemologies that organize and shape these artistic approaches. Indigenous world views are not
limited to historic forms and artistic conventions, and the “traditional” is not a style but rather an
organizing framework and lived experience that can be expressed by varied visual forms.
Traditions and epistemological relations may be practiced and expressed in relation to many
visual discourses and languages. Art that critics such as Watson identify as more “contemporary”
may draw more heavily on visual forms that are tied to a strong Euro-American tradition for
reasons of their own expressive need. But at least some artists of the Northwest Coast have
shown their ability to move fluently between many such visual traditions. The relevance of their
work to ongoing struggles over land claims, representation, and colonial justice has less to do
with how contemporary or historic it may appear than it does with the artist’s world view and
attitude towards materials, community, and the cultural practices that their work enacts and
materializes. This dissertation has not sought to answer, as Houle writes in Land, Spirit, Power,
"the question of whether Western art now includes indigenous art, particularly the contemporary
art in question." Rather, it has attempted to evaluate how, and to what extent, Indigenous artists
have found Western art useful or necessary at a given moment in time, to what end, and in what
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relation to their own conceptions and expressions of Indigenous art.12
Despite the achievements of the artists central to this dissertation, none were included in
any of the major exhibitions marking the Columbus Quincentennial. 1992 was nonetheless a
pivotal year for each of them. While his work was not included in the exhibition, Lee-Ann
Martin writes that Jim Schoppert was an early collaborator on the project that would become
INDIGENA.13 The exhibition as we know it was organized in Canada in collaboration with
McMaster. When it opened at the Canadian Museum of Civilization in April 1992, it did not
include any US-born artists, nor any mention of Schoppert’s contribution to its development.
Schoppert passed away in September of that year. He died in the midst of what would be his
final project: a suite of masks commissioned for an architectural installation at the SeattleTacoma International Airport, the gateway terminal between Alaska and the rest of the United
States. The mask sets, designed as four circular column surrounds, were intended to progress
“from the traditional to the modern in Native American mask design motifs,” as Schoppert wrote
in his proposal, illustrating designs based on Tlingit, Eskimo (Yup’ik and Iñupiaq), Aleut
(Unangan), and modern styles (Fig. C.2).14 In fitting fashion, Schoppert executed the sequence in
reverse, first completing the supposed culmination of the cycle, the “modern” masks, in a Cubistinspired style. The artist only partially completed the Aleut-style set before his death, but when
compared to the modern masks, now installed on a column in Concourse C of the airport (Fig.
C.3), it is clear that the series was intended to indicate less a linear progression from “traditional
to the modern” than the intermingling of such an arbitrary divide.
In 1992, an international project by Lyle Wilson, also bridged this supposed divide
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between traditional and modern in unexpected ways. Wilson was invited to exhibit his carving to
represent British Columbia’s First Nations at the Canadian Pavilion of the Universal Exposition
of Seville in 1992 (Expo ’92). Rather than a static aestheticized display of masks and sculpture,
Wilson sent Grizzly Bear Transformation Mask (1992), a larger than life animatronic dance
figure wearing a carved mask and Haisla dance costume (Fig. C.4). The figure, filled with
wiring, gears, and circuit boards, moved robotically through a series of arm and torso movements
until the grizzly bear mask opened to reveal a human face inside. Like Lawrence Paul
Yuxweluptun’s virtual reality installation Inherent Rights, Vision Rights (1992), which was
featured in Land, Spirit, Power that year and required the viewer to look through a kiosk similar
to a stereoscope, Wilson’s animatronic dancer used nineteenth-century display technologies,
namely the Pepper’s ghost mirror and light illusion, to give the appearance of a forested diorama.
In the context of the universal exposition, Wilson replaced the live Indigenous performers
exhibited throughout the prior century and a half of world’s fairs with a Disney-like robotic
dancing imitation. Such live performers, hired to give audiences the impression of Indigenous
lifeways and traditions from the past, had performed only a simulation of authenticity. Grizzly
Bear Transformation Mask is thus a simulacrum: a mechanical imitation of a history of
Indigenous simulations and performances. Its rote movements in traditional-style regalia invoke
Wilson’s earlier criticisms of the standardized reception and conservative replication of
Northwest Coast art. But even if the work outsources the historic labor of exhibition performance
to a motorized surrogate, the intricately hand carved wooden transformation mask defies
mechanical reproduction. Thus, even while the contemporary animatronics technology unsettles
static expectations for the display of Northwest Coast art, the mask imbues the automaton with a
veneer of hand-crafted skill and evidence of dexterity with wood and carving knife that global
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audiences expected and desired when coming to see the exquisite technique of a Haisla artist.
The distinction between automatic and handmade, modern and traditional, is suspended in
Grizzly Bear Transformation Mask, just as it was by mechanical reproduction of Wilson’s
virtuosic formline curves in his prints of box-forms and shattered crests.
Edna Davis Jackson also traversed oceans in 1992. That year she participated in some of
her last major group exhibitions to date. Her work appeared in Native America: Reflecting
Contemporary Realities at the Craft and Folk Art Museum in Los Angeles, another group show
that sought to remind audiences in the year of the quincentennial that the Americas were as of
yet unreconciled to the ongoing project of colonization. More impactful, however, was a trip to
Japan in July 1992 at the invitation of Noaki Sakamoto, a Japanese paper maker whom Jackson
met attending paper making workshops that Sakamoto conducted in Oregon. Sakamoto invited
five Native American artists to the township of Oguni in the Niigata prefecture to participate in
an exhibition titled The Spiritual World of the Native American. Jackson, along with Lillian Pitt,
Rick Bartow, Joe Cantrell, and Harry Fonseca, travelled to Japan for eight days to install the
exhibition at the Oguni Exhibition Hall. Her visit to Japan was a continuation of her interest in
the Japanese paper making and ceramic techniques she had started to explore during her fine arts
education. Such techniques were incorporated in works such as Ka-swoot a decade earlier. The
sponsored trip to Japan was an early example of pan-Pacific artistic exchange that has since
flourished on the Pacific Rim. Exhibitions featuring Indigenous artists from Aotearoa (New
Zealand), Australia, Japan, and the north Pacific in conversation with Northwest Coast Native
artists have globally expanded the reach of what was formerly thought to be a regionalized
industry and history.15 Upon returning from the trip, however, Jackson hung up her paper mats
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and screen, not showing her art in the lower forty-eight again. She opted out of the contemporary
art market in favor of the land-based politics, ecological efforts, and subsistence activities that
have since occupied her from her home in Kake.
Even if the exhibitions of 1992 disturbed the binary of “traditional” and “innovative,”
many artists still found value in pursuing the lessons to be found in long-standing heritage.
Nathan Jackson by this time had cemented his position as the preeminent carver of the classic
Tlingit style and one of the great living carvers on the Northwest Coast. Monumental sculptures
and totem poles by Jackson could by then be found in private collections, museums, and on
public display around the world, including in Japan, the United Kingdom, Australia, and across
the United States from New York to Chicago to Juneau. In 1992 he began organizing the
exhibition Carving: A Cultural Heritage as guest curator, which opened early the next year at the
Tongass Historical Museum in Ketchikan. The exhibition of Northwest Coast carving was
dedicated to the continuation of carving traditions in the present and to learning from the artists
of the past.16 The work on display did not stridently denounce Columbus or colonial history in
contemporary artistic idioms; its contributors, instead, found power in the return and
maintenance of cultural knowledge, once thought by Western anthropologists to be lost.
Jackson’s biographical entry in the catalogue does not mention his time at the Institute of
American Indian Arts, nor his early experiments in painting and printing. Yet those formative
years grounded his revivalist work with modernist training. Several years later, in 1995, National
Endowment for the Arts recognized Jackson as a National Heritage Fellow in honor of his
contributions to Tlingit art and cultural heritage.
Common Ground (Olympia, WA: Evergreen State College Longhouse Education and Cultural Center, 2002). In
Vancouver, Gary Wyatt, Derek Norton, and Nigel Reading of Spirit Wrestler Gallery participated in such exchanges
with Māori artists in exhibitions such as Fusion: Tradition and Discovery (1999), Kiwa — Pacific Connections
(2003), and Manawa—Pacific Heartbeat (2006).
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The breakthroughs of 1992 did not appear out of a vacuum. As this dissertation has
shown, the gap between the period of the modern revival, during which Northwest Coast Native
art became widely accepted as fine art, and the current state of contemporary Native art, which
appears in biennials and exhibitions worldwide, is bridged by artists who, from 1962-1992,
sought to expand on and push the limits of the formal elements of their cultural heritage. Artists
working today readily acknowledge the influence of this hitherto understudied generation on
their practice.17 But this history is not complete. Future research remains to be done on a wide
variety of Northwest Coast Native artists who similarly took up forms and mediums beyond
revivalist expectations and who form a broad network reaching outward from the Pacific
Northwest across the globe between 1962 and 1992. This includes the photography of Jesse
Cooday and Larry McNeil; the abstract paintings of Gigaemi Kukwits (Kwakwaka’wakw); the
early paintings of Joe David; sculpture by Lawney Reyes (Colville) the fiber constructions of
Tanis S’eiltin; the movement of Henry Gobin between Santa Fe and Seattle; and artists at the
edge of the constructed category of Northwest Coast art, such as Lillian Pitt and Joe Feddersen.
These artists, and those covered in this dissertation, responded differently to the binds that have
faced Native artists of the Northwest Coast: binds between authenticity and contemporaneity,
expectations to be at once traditional and modern, and the pursuit of cultural and political
sovereignty alongside individual expression, professional success and economic security, and,
above all, self determination. Through their fluency in diverse aesthetic approaches and in
balance with the cultural precepts that ground them, Northwest Coast Native artists have worked
through these binds without resorting to essentialist positions or succumbing to outsider
expectations for their art.
17
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II. Dorothea Romero: Abstraction as Renewal
Future research on Northwest Coast Native artists in the post-war period will be best
served by critical approaches to the varied claims and living relationships of individual artists to
visual and cultural heritages, rather than blanketly viewing them as representatives of an
abstracted culture. Northwest Coast Native artists in the post-war period frequently drew upon
the historic visualities of their ancestry and non-Native aesthetic innovations alike. While their
art may intersect with multiple art historical trajectories, it cannot be said that all artists created
work from the same degree of access to Indigenous heritage and community or equal grounding
in tribal knowledge. As a concluding example, the Tlingit artist Dorothea Romero (b. 1942)
demonstrates why it is not enough to simply appraise an artist as working in a “contemporary” or
Euro-American mode. A self-taught artist with no formal training whose brief professional
career lasted only approximately five years, Romero created abstract mixed media paintings that
she claimed were an expression of her experience of the Alaskan landscape and imbued with
place-based Tlingit epistemologies and narratives. The nature of her relationship to that cultural
heritage, however, was inconstant and ambiguous for much of her early life and career. Rather
than using abstract painting to express ancestral knowledge or advocate sovereign politics and
relations, she developed and explored her Indigenous heritage through her short career as a
contemporary painter. Abstraction, for Romero, was a process of establishing and renewing
Indigenous identity despite its seeming incongruity with historic Tlingit form. Romero had to
overcome this conflict with essentialism and traditionalism not only as an artist working in the
Pacific Northwest but as a diasporic Tlingit woman reestablishing ties to ancestral territory.
Born in Petersburg, Alaska, to a Tlingit mother and Filipino father, Romero has spent
much of her life moving between southeast Alaska and the Seattle, Washington, area. She
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identifies as a Raven-Beaver of the Deisheetaan clan from the Deishú Hít, or House at the End of
Spring Road, in Angoon. In her early life, however, she was raised between Washington state
and Ketchikan, AK, before running away from home to Seattle in her teenage years. Romero did
not create her first art works as a professional artist until 1983, at which point she was raising her
three teenage children. She came to painting after frequently volunteering at Sacred Circle
Gallery, which by that time was exhibiting a diverse array of prominent contemporary Native
artists, such as James Luna, Jaune Quick-to-See Smith, and Hock E Aye Vi Edgar Heap of Birds,
as well as artists from the Pacific Northwest, including James Lavadour, Joe Feddersen, and
Edna Jackson. Encouraged by artists and mentors including Dorothy Grant, Jim Schoppert, and
Jim Halliday, the founder and manager of Sacred Circle, Romero began painting in emulation of
art she saw in the Seattle area. Halliday urged her to try her hand at painting and encouragingly
took her to see Seattle museum and gallery exhibitions, including those of American abstract and
neo-expressionist painters.18 Despite being an entirely self taught artist with no formal training,
Romero found enthusiastic reception to her first works, leading to several group and solo
exhibitions alongside well established artists at Sacred Circle and other venues across the Pacific
Northwest and Europe.
Romero’s mixed media works, only a handful of which survive in public collections, are
typically abstract expressionist paintings in which she has built up layers of pigment, oil pastel,
colored pencil, and vinyl paste on paper, board, and styrene. Her expressionist style is unique
amongst Northwest Coast women artists of the period, being neither representational nor based
in any relationship to formline. Romero claimed to represent in her paintings a particularly
Tlingit relationship with “the beauty of my homeland, the Northwest weather and landscape” that
capture the environment and its “forces of nature, their changing moods, color and movement of
18
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the sky, winds and sleet of the ocean storms.”19 In Yow-De-Tee #1 (Saltwater Snowstorm), for
example, Romero uses swirls of white and blue paint and mixed media to give the impression of
chilly Alaskan waters (Fig. C.5). The series was inspired by Romero’s experience exploring
Portage Glacier on the Kenai Peninsula. The title alludes to the rush of a sheet of ice sheering off
the ice shelf and crashing into the water just off the hull of her boat.20 The sweeping tracks of
white spackle and paint on blue suggest the chilling backsplash, and also give the impression of
an aerial view of a glacial ice flow, or marine ice. Romero’s abstraction thus connotes the glacial
and coastal landscapes of Alaska, as suggested by the artist’s statements:
As a native Tlingit from Alaska I spent a great deal of time looking at the beautiful sky
and mystical waters. These are the inspiration for my art. I try to express the changing
moods, colors, and movements of the skies and the waters. Whether the water and sky are
calm or stormy I see beauty in all their moods.21
Her abstract treatment, then, is intended to be perceptual and sensational; a translation of her
experience of that landscape, rendered expressively rather than figuratively.
The gestural paintwork is intersected by a series of straight lines and concentric circles.
Some of these are drawn in pencil with ruler and compass directly on the surface, appearing
cartographic. Others are lines of beads, sewn into a chine-collé fabric affixed to the paintings
surface (Fig. C.6). The lustrous fabric, Romero has said, was added to get an “icy cold look” and
emulate “the sparkle of snow when it is melted and then frozen again…like diamonds.”22 The
almost mathematical linearity of the beads and thread cut through the environmental paintwork,
asserting a geometric structure to the work. The beads evoked, for one New York Times writer in
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1985, “the bearing [of] native influences” as “traditional materials.”23 Romero writes, however,
that she uses threads and beads in “a non-traditional way, sewn on top and through the swirls of
soft blues of the background…splatted with frothy white paint.”24 On the one hand, Romero’s
incorporation of sewn threads and beads into her otherwise gestural and painterly meditation on
the weather and landscape of the Pacific Northwest could be seen as a bridge between
historically men’s and women’s arts. Unlike the use of basketry designs by Edna Jackson,
however, the stark linearity of the beading in Romero’s compositions has no stylistic relationship
to any form of historic Tlingit beadwork.25 Her use of bead and thread is described in a 1985
press release as “non-traditional” in the way it is sewn on top and through the swirls of her
surface.26 Deployed here in a “non-traditional” manner, then, or rather in a fashion not based in
generations of Tlingit beading practice, one can only read the beads, as the Times writer did, as
an intentional material signification of Nativeness.
Romero met Jaune Quick-to-See Smith at Sacred Circle Gallery, and Smith served as an
encouraging influence who offered support and advice on finding success as a professional
Native woman artist within the contemporary art world. Most impactful, Smith and Harmony
Hammond included Romero as one of two Northwest Coast Native artists in Women of
Sweetgrass, Cedar, and Sage in 1985. Romero travelled to New York City for the exhibition
opening and can be seen in Jesse Cooday’s group portrait of the participants (Fig. C.7). She
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showed another work from the Saltwater Snowstorm series, Yow-De-Tee #7, in that exhibition.
The painting, reproduced in the catalogue, is similar in size and treatment to Yow-De-Tee #1,
though without the chine-collé fabric and beads which have been replaced by white drips and
splatters (Fig. C.8). Romero’s inspiration for her work— “the changing moods, colors, and
movements of the skies and the waters…calm or stormy…beauty in all their mood” as she wrote
for the catalogue of Women of Sweetgrass—apparently translated well to visitors to the
exhibition, including one reviewer who wrote that Romero “recreates the thick drips and drops of
white, wind-driven snow over cool, dark ultramarine shades of choppy arctic water.”27 Another
work from the series, Yow-De-Tee #8, now in the Washington State Arts Council collection,
gives a sense of the palette and effect of the white drips that Yow-De-Tee #7 shares (Fig. C.9). It
evokes the icy squall of its title with drips of white spackle over a frenzy of brushily applied
paint. White streaking drips and red and grey arcs pierce the turbulent blue and white ground.
Romero describes the piece as evoking storms and the wind, and the work elicits such sleeting
skies more than the splashing iceberg fragments that originally inspired the series. The variety of
abstract painterly marks takes full advantage of the range of expressionistic gestures.
This climactic impressionism of Romero’s abstract mixed media paintings fit nicely into
Smith and Hammond’s schema for the exhibition and their emphasis on artists who incorporate
techniques from Western art history while “revitalizing” and “transcending tradition.” Smith
wrote in her catalogue essay for the exhibition that “[a]bstraction is another area that belongs
distinctly to Native American women artists.” She groups Romero with artists such as Kay
WalkingStick, Emmi Whitehorse, and herself who all “apply, scrape, build, scrape, and paint our
way to a surface which is layered, physical and viscous. Abstract marks and naïve figures,” she
27
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continues, “appear to show that it is inhabited. In our work, we connect our past with our
knowledge of New York expressionism, minimalism, color field painting and modernist mark
making, which we have absorbed through education and travel.”28 These artists, Smith writes,
handle paint in a way that expresses their relationship to the landscape, in which “knowing in a
physical and spiritual way, Indian women embody themselves.”29 Smith’s inclusion of Romero
alongside other women Native artists whose art expressed specifically Indigenous relationships
to the landscape is in alignment with the frequent descriptions of Romero’s work in press
releases, catalogues, and other artist statements.30
As Smith notes, Romero, despite having no formal arts education, looked toward
examples in American painting. Her thick snow-white drips are intentional references to Jackson
Pollock. Her broad turbulent application with the brush and curvilinear streaks and scraped
layers created with palette knife bring up a variety of associations. Romero describes that Jim
Halliday frequently took her to various galleries and museums throughout Seattle, where she had
the opportunity to absorb contemporary trends along with exhibitions of modernist painters in
the 1980s. 31 Romero would have seen the work of neo-expressionists, such as Alden Mason and
Gaylen Hansen, alongside prominent Northwest School artists such as Mark Tobey, Guy
Anderson, and Kenneth Callahan. These latter modernists, like the Abstract Expressionists and
28
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Indian Space Painters, drew heavily on Northwest Coast Native art for visual and philosophical
inspiration.32
If these varied non-Native sources of abstract and neo-expressionism were major
influences, than Romero’s paintings can be read as yet another site of intercultural exchange: she
appropriated the visual language of painters who themselves borrowed the visual forms of
Tlingit and other Northwest Coast Native peoples. Romero is another example of an artist who
made use of non-Native aesthetic idioms to depart from the categorization of post-war Northwest
Coast Native art as emulating the forms of the past. Indeed, in support of a reading of Romero’s
art as resistant to such essentialist framing, Lucy Lippard wrote that “nothing could be further
from the bold, flat graphic motifs of the Tlingit tradition than Dorothea Romero's misty
abstractions, inspired by the mapping of northwest weather patterns. Yet her decision to interpret
familiar forces and places in an unfamiliar medium makes her art no less ‘authentic.’”33
The question of authenticity, however, vexed Romero in her life and artistic practice. Her
relationship with her Tlingit heritage was distant for much of her life. She and her sister were
raised almost entirely by her Filipino father following her parents’ separation as a young child,
and her father forbid his daughters from engaging with any part of their Tlingit heritage. “When I
was in Ketchikan I was only allowed to be Filipino,” Romero recently described. She was,
accordingly, not taught anything about her Tlingit clan lineage or traditions during her youth.
When she ran away from home as a teenager to find and reconnect with her mother in Seattle,
she learned that her mother had remarried and did not want to see her. Romero was then left to
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find her own place in the world as a self-professed “Tlingipino,” or Tlingit-Fillipino woman. She
admits that the lack of upbringing from her maternal Tlingit side affected her acceptance by
Tlingit community members and Native artists alike. “It helped if you knew about the culture
and traditions. I didn’t. So I didn’t know how to talk to some of the ones that knew. They
appeared to know everything, and who, and what they were, and all this stuff. I was too busy
trying to raise my kids to keep up with all that.”34 Yet despite her self-admitted lack of cultural
knowledge and not having been raised “in the culture” as some Tlingit say, Romero frequently
wrote in her early artist statements that, “through her study of her Tlingit heritage she has
incorporated the Tlingit stories and mythology into her artwork.”35 How could she claim Tlingit
narratives and knowledge underpin her work when she grew up without them?
Given this facet of her biography, the readings of her art in terms of an Indigenous
relationship to place seem at odds with the understandings of Tlingit and Northwest Coast Native
relationships to land that this dissertation has explored through her contemporaries. The
characteristics of her paintings, she states, is her knowledge of place: “[k]nowing the weather,
and the patterns…that you see during these weather storms,” for example.36 With an upbringing
outside of the Tlingit community of her claimed heritage, this relationship and knowledge is
more generalized and perceptual than specifically Tlingit. Other elements of Romero’s work
further support this. Her titling, for example, does not reflect a deep engagement with Tlingit
language, social structures, or land-based relations. Romero describes in a statement that “I give
each of my works a Tlingit name. By doing so it helps me learn my native language and helps
me convey to non-Indians the feelings our people had for these natural elements which are such
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an integral part of our culture.”37 Her titles such as Yow-De-Tee, however, do not seem to be
standard Łingit terminology.The places she references in her titles are also not always within
Tlingit territory, if real places at all. Portage Glacier, for example, is well north of Tlingit land.
Another series, titled Glacier Bay, is named after a National Park and popular cruise ship
destination in the territory of the Tlingit Xunaa Kwáan. Not only does Romero not belong to this
Kwáan, she has in fact never been to Glacier Bay. She recently reflected that she arbitrarily
chose the title of the series. “You [have] got to name it something” she said, noting that the title’s
ability to evoke her intended subject and mood mattered more than its veracity.38 The nature of
the Northwest Coast landscape that her paintings express, then, seems to come less from a
particular Tlingit relation and claim to territory than Romero’s perceptual experience of that
landscape as generalized through her painterly expression.
Pondering the nature of Indigeneity, James Clifford wonders in his book Routes “how
long does it take to become ‘indigenous’?”39 When considering Romero’s art, we might similarly
ask what qualifies as an Indigenous relationship to place in an art work, and further what is an
artist’s debt to his or her community when making such claims to Indigeneity in their art?
Clifford writes that “tribal cultures are not diasporic; their sense of rootedness in the land is
precisely what diasporic peoples have lost.”40 But he follows up this statement by arguing for a
more ambiguous relationship between diasporic and Indigenous experiences than his initial
assessment suggests: “the older forms of tribal cosmopolitanism,” he writes, are in fact
37
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“supplemented by more properly diasporic forms.”41 Any interruptions to Romero’s relationship
with Tlingit rootedness in land caused by her diasporic life experience and frequent dislocations
was exacerbated by her father’s prohibitions on acknowledging that side of her mixed heritage.
Yet as Clifford notes, this is not to say that Romero’s artwork is not Tlingit, nor that it is not
important in the history of Northwest Coast Native art. Rather it is to acknowledge that different
experiences of and exposures to cultural heritage produce different conceptions of Indigenous
knowledge and different modes of visual expression. Diasporic Indigenous life experiences,
whether existing across state and national borders or living and working off-reservation in urban
centers, do not preclude strong attachments to cultures and places of origin and heritage.42 By
considering Romero’s art as the nexus of her ambiguous and searching relationship to her Tlingit
heritage, we must take it as an example of why Northwest Coast Native art history should not be
categorized into binaries of simply either cosmopolitan or traditionalist production.
In the early 1980s, Romero reconnected with her maternal uncle, a Tlingit carver from
Angoon named Abner Johnson, and began to study her Tlingit heritage in depth. Among the
Tlingit, it typically falls to the maternal uncle to teach children their clan history, laws, and
narratives. Reconnecting with her uncle allowed Romero to partake in these teachings for the
first time. Joane Nagel has described this process as “individual ethnic renewal,” undertaken to
fill what she terms an "ethnic void.”43 This renewal of Romero’s Tlingit heritage was in
conjunction with further involvement in the Seattle Indigenous community; by 1986, for
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example, Romero was the Chairperson for the Alaska Heritage Dancers, a cultural group
teaching dance, language, and history in the Seattle area. Her personal renewal also developed
directly in parallel to her professional art career as she reconnected in earnest with her uncle and
exhibited her art for the first time all within the course of the same year. Romero’s painting and
art making thus went hand-in-hand with her own cultural education and awareness. Romero’s art
can then be reassessed in terms of the process of ethnic renewal. “Through her study of her
Tlingit heritage she has incorporated Tlingit stories and mythology into her artwork,” Romero
states, to quote her artist statement once more.44 Romero obliquely acknowledges the processual
nature of her apprehension of the Tlingit relations she claims are embedded in her work.
Like many of the contemporary Native artists that she was showing and working with at
the time, the authenticity of her work was a concern to family, community, artist peers, and nonNative audiences alike. “I didn’t realize until I [recently] went back how important it is to the
families that you know. ‘She doesn’t even know nothing about her own family!’ [people said to
me].”45 Reconnecting with her Tlingit heritage brought her into conflict with the double bind that
faced artists throughout this dissertation, that of whether abstraction or non-Native aesthetic
expression can adequately represent Indigenous heritage and values. Romero’s uncle questioned
whether her art represented her as a Tlingit artist. Looking at her abstractions early in her short
career, Romero recalls, her uncle asked her “what in that is Tlingit?”46 Because the work did not
adapt formline design or otherwise emulate historic Tlingit forms or mediums, her uncle and
other Indigenous artists apparently did not see her as a Tlingit artist. Her uncle’s question repeats
a common refrain in the history of Native American art. As Cree artist and writer Alfred Young
Man wrote in the catalogue for INDIGENA, a central question in the history of Native American
44
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art has been “what constitutes North American Indian Art?”47 And as Tuscarora curator Richard
Hill Sr. notes, most audiences are even more direct in asking “what’s Indian about it?”48 For
Romero, the answer should be based on her heritage: “The fact that I’m Tlingit and I’m doing it,
that’s not enough [for her uncle] … I thought it was enough. It is me, I did it, I’m Tlingit,” she
insists.49 Yet her uncle’s critical inquiry points to a crucial truth: Romero did not, in fact, know
how to produce classic Tlingit visual forms at the time. She turned to abstraction in part for its
ability to obscure her lack of access to the visual traditions of her cultural heritage. At the same
time, abstraction became one of the means by which Romero could recover and renew that very
connection to her heritage and its associated aesthetic and social practices.
While she faced questions about her art and upbringing, Romero believed strongly in her
art’s ability to express her renewed Tlingit identity and beliefs. She wrote in 1984 that “[t]he
earth, the sky the water are all integral parts of my native beliefs. We have a deep respect for the
beauty and power of things. I portray these things in my work…Traditional art is the basis of my
art.” 50 With no training in and little exposure to “traditional art” at this point in time, one might
question to what extent it could be the basis of her work. But for Romero, painting was a process
for establishing identity, ethnic renewal, and developing a relationship to her Indigenous
heritage. Her use of abstraction teased out a relationship to land and place that she was in the
process of rediscovering, one with foundations in Tlingit world views and philosophies. This
distinguishes her from many of the artists she was working with and those artists otherwise
explored in this dissertation who used abstraction and other contemporary idioms to overcome
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essentialisms imposed by that identity. Abstract painterly operations are not only a stylistic
avenue outside of the constraints of tradition, per Schoppert’s and Wilson’s innovations, but also
a means of locating one’s origins and identity in parallel to such markers of heritage. Abstraction
is a process, for Romero, of ethnic renewal. Thus as opposed to what Darby English identifies as
the potential of abstraction to be an expression of identity outside such essentialisms, for Romero
abstraction was a means of affirming identity.51
Romero, then, uses modernist idioms to reactivate found heritage rather than replicate
historic forms to enact a revival of lost heritage, as the Renaissance paradigm insisted upon. This
is what Geeta Kapur calls the process of putting “a tradition-in-use,” but Romero flips the
equation.52 Rather than mining her Indigenous heritage to politicize her position in modernity, as
Kapur write, she puts Euro-American art history, namely abstract and neo-expression, to use in
the process of reestablishing her own heritage. This is seen again in her use of assemblage. In
1983 and 1984, Edna Jackson conducted a series of papermaking workshops in Seattle, including
at the University of Washington and other art organizations. Romero was among the participants
who learned from Jackson how to make cedar bark paper and cast it into masks and other forms
from molds. Romero incorporated the technique in her 1985 mixed media work Spirits Going to
a Potlatch, in which a series of nested cedar bark paper masks are affixed to a background
photograph of a Haida style longhouse with a painted front and crest pole (Fig. C.10). The cedar
bark masks are painted with classic Tlingit colors and affixed with hair. Each mask splits open to
reveal a hidden face inside like a transformation mask, but hinged at the bottom rather than the
sides. Romero’s departure from her abstract style to the photo-sculptural assemblage, what art
historian Robert Henkes calls a “surrealist objective montage,” further demonstrates that Romero
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used diverse styles to explore her heritage. 53 The nested faces are suggestive of the duality of her
Tlingit and Filipino background between which she negotiates. The background photo is of the
clan house at Totem Bight outside of Ketchikan. She chose this photo from Totem Bight because
when she lived in Ketchikan she “would get on [her] bike and every day would ride out to Totem
Bight and go in there and sing songs. It was just a special place to me.”54 The photo of the clan
house is deployed as a mnemonic connection to that place, a stand-in for her Tlingit side at a
time it was denied to her. Emily Moore has written about the context of the clan house’s design,
erection, and commemoration by the Civilian Conservation Corps carvers in the mid-twentieth
century as part of a government-sponsored totem park project.55 The clan house is more
monument than historic or functioning clan house, an amalgamation of architectural and carving
styles not necessarily suited for its Tlingit locale (and opposed, per Moore, by some members of
the local Tlingit community). Thus even the photograph, used by Romero as a stand-in for
Indigenous heritage, exists in tenuous relationship to the clan histories and reclamations present
at the site.
For Romero, the primary connection to Totem Bight was not one of clan lineage but
rather a lived experience of place. The imagery in Spirits Going to a Potlatch is not sourced in
the specifics of Romero’s own heritage, despite its seemingly historic and archival appeal.
Romero does not collect the cedar she uses in her works herself, nor does she not locate the
material in any home territory, distinguishing her use of cedar bark masks from their appearance
in Jackson’s work.56 So while I have argued that Jackson’s use of cedar bark places her in a
specific relation to the Tlingit landscape through protocols of gathering and processes of
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preparation, Romero uses cedar bark not to express that same relationship but rather in the
process of (re)establishing it. Spirits Going to a Potlatch appeals to Tlingit ceremonial, social,
and visual forms through the Indigenous landscape of Romero’s childhood. But it does not
express a living relationship to those forms as home and foundation. Rather, it represents
Romero’s own search, her process of remembering and reshaping her connection to her Tlingit
heritage.
By 1988 Romero had stopped exhibiting and painting professionally altogether. Her brief
five year career made waves in the Seattle and Indigenous contemporary art scene, yet inevitably
could not consistently support her family. She found herself focusing instead on her community,
and her creative practice became dedicated to creating regalia for her dance group and
performing in powwows and cultural festivals.57 She learned the basic elements of formline from
workshops led by masters such as David Boxley and Robert Davidson, bolstering her regalia
making and familiarity with classic Tlingit style. Romero had mingled with and shown alongside
many of the best known contemporary Native American artists, one of relatively few Northwest
Coast Native artists to do so, making the appraisal of her work in relation to questions of style
and heritage all the more productive and necessary. Her abstract paintings, expressively
connoting the sensations of the seascapes and weather patterns of the Pacific Northwest,
communicate an individual, phenomenological understanding of the landscape rather than an
inherently sovereign or ecolonial one. Yet Aldona Jonaitis writes that Northwest Coast women’s
art “obliquely refer[s] to the cycle of nature as well as of life, its more abstract imagery
privileging the subtle over the obvious.”58 The subtlety of Romero’s work is a strategy by which
the artist negotiated her own identity and ties to tradition and land through the idioms of
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modernist painting. She engaged art making as a site to express her shifting relations to her
Tlingit heritage and found extraordinary success for a self-taught artist during her short-lived
career. Romero’s example encourages us to not interpret contemporary idioms as necessarily
apart from historically-based styles and practices. Rather, neither traditionalist nor non-Native
styles alone inherently represent a more community-based or diasporic relationship to one’s
heritage. Clifford asks how long it takes to be Indigenous; an equally ambiguous and loaded
question is how “traditional” art must look to be Indigenous in the eyes of the outsider or
community insider alike. The ratio between heritage and broader visual styles can have an
impact on the reception and perception of authenticity and community belonging. Yet as artists
such as Romero and others explored throughout this dissertation demonstrate, there is no
threshold in that visual ratio that must be met in order to express Indigenous values, knowledge,
and political and social life. Instead it is how artists deploy any number of a variety of aesthetic
choices to communicate and partake in the structuring philosophies and worldviews that emerge
from a sovereign lived relationship to community and the ancestral landscape. There is no
historic enough form revived by archaeological inquiry, nor contemporary enough aesthetic
innovated to the point of complete dissociation from the past, that fully captures, represents, or
refutes the relational natures of the many Northwest Coast Native artistic traditions. Yet artists
who bring together distinct visual idioms such that they cohabit a work deploy such a meeting to
represent and potentially resolve the state of living through the tensions around identity,
authenticity, and nested political orders that define the modern Indigenous experience.

III. An Act of Revenge
The explosion of interest in contemporary Native American art leading up to the
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Columbus Quincentennial worried some artists that it would be a passing phase, leading James
Luna to famously say “call me in ’93.”59 The choice of Edward Poitras (Métis) to represent
Canada at the Venice Biennale in 1995, followed by exhibitions by Rebecca Belmore, Luna, and
Heap of Birds in subsequent decades, suggests that 1992 was indeed a break through, if a slow
burning one. For contemporary Northwest Coast Native art, the moment proved to be a stepping
stone for a new generation of artists who internalized, incorporated, and inevitably went beyond
the revival of their ancestors’ styles. Artists such as Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun, Eric
Robertson, Larry McNeil, Jesse Cooday, Beau Dick (Musgamakw Dzawada’enuxw
Kwakwaka’wakw), Marianne Nicolson (Dzawada’enuxw Kwakwaka’wakw), Brian Jungen
(Swiss/Dane-Zaa), David Neel, Jr. (Kwakwaka’wakw), and Tanis S’eiltin made inroads into the
greater sphere of contemporary Indigenous art throughout the 1990s, asserting the position of
Northwest Coast Native artists as leading voices in the field and more broadly in the struggle for
the recognition of Indigenous rights and land claims. Northwest Coast Native artists now
regularly feature in global exhibitions and biennials. Nicholas Galanin, Stephen Jackson, Shawn
Hunt (Heiltsuk), Sonny Assu (Li wilda xw Kwakwaka’wakw), Da-ka-xeen Mehner (Tlingit),
Alison Bremner (Tlingit), Corey Bulpitt (Haida), Peter Morin (Tahltan), Rande Cook
(Kwakwaka’wakw), Donald Varnell (Haida), and Skeena Reece (Cree/Métis/Tsimshian/Gitksan)
are just some of the artists who hail from the Northwest Coast and whose work goes beyond the
canon of formline in medium, innovation, and spirit.
These artists working today likewise move between art worlds, audiences, and
communities, capably producing work that differently balances the idioms of broader art
histories with the historic forms of their ancestry and heritage. They frequently take critical and
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iconoclastic approaches to the expectations that outsiders have of Northwest Coast Native art,
and revel in unexpected juxtapositions of style, medium, and other signifiers of their identities
and backgrounds as diversely trained artists. Formline for many of them is both a malleable icon
of Northwest Coast Native art’s constructed history and an ancient tradition to be mastered and
treated with the utmost respect. They are fluent in Indigenous and Euro-American nineteenth and
twentieth century visual canons, both of which are deployed to critique colonialism and its
consequences and express Indigenous sovereignty as relevant to the increasingly dire conditions
of our contemporary conditions, environment, and social structures. Taking their cue from those
discussed in this dissertation, known primarily through community and other local ties, artists
working today not only escape ongoing attempts by non-Native critics, scholars, and institutions
to impose the limitations of false notions of “tradition” upon their art and lives, but use the
opportunity to undermine the values upheld by the dominant settler colonial powers and
histories. This dissertation has demonstrated that contemporary fine art practices can be an
essential part of Indigenous cultural revitalization that are implicated with community based
traditionalist movements. Whatever the medium, stylistic approach, or distance from historic
forms, these artists are alike in being grounded in the conceptual and philosophical foundations
of their respective traditions of Northwest Coast art.
Indigenous art offers lessons for more ethical and reciprocal relations with the land,
environment, and beings therein. The unique contribution of modern and contemporary
Northwest Coast Native art is that in its many imbrications, meeting points, and entanglements
with the history of Euro-American modernism, it offers a model for the like intermingling of
such values and ways of being. There is a foundational Indigenous presence at the core of
histories of Western modernism, artistic, intellectual, and otherwise. Northwest Coast Native
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artists have been aware of this imbrication for decades and have explored it through their own
appropriations and stylistic layerings. These explorations continue today, from Shawn Hunt’s
Cubist and Surrealist assemblages and paintings of fractured masks to Sonny Assu’s abstract
canvases and floating ovoids invading the post-impressionist landscapes of Emily Carr. For
Hunt, he feels that it is his duty and in his interest to appropriate back from the Euro-American
modernists who looked towards Indigenous art to fracture the body and the picture plane to
create something new. “They took our art and incorporated it into their work to evolve what we
know as art. So I find it interesting to take it back, full circle. It's a revenge if you will, taking it
back.”60 Sonny Assu, likewise, says his abstracted ovoids are “about the exploration of
abstraction and looking at how western artists were influenced and inspired by the Northwest
Coast. It’s taking their gaze and turning it back onto them by adopting their way of
understanding art through abstraction.”61 These acts of revenge, the turning of the gaze through
appropriation and abstraction, are a taking back of the terms of perception. Indigenous artists are
more and more locating aspects of their own heritage within the lineage of Euro-American art
that grew out of modern artists’ infatuations with Indigenous art and visual culture, what Ian
McLean dubs "Western indigenism.”62 Rather than being indebted to the innovations of Western
modernism, Indigenous artists are beginning to call in modernism’s debt to their own visual
culture.
The artists examined in this dissertation, their contemporaries, and their successors
encourage us to read the long history of primitivism in modern art with a new lens. By arranging
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the different styles in their art as coexistent and layered within and apart from one another,
intermingling yet ontologically distinct, the artists discussed here demand that we appraise their
work in terms of the concomitant values, intangible properties, and inalienable knowledge. By
reading contemporary Northwest Coast Native art in terms of its adaptation and response to
Western modernism, we find that non-Native forms allow for the expression of Indigenous
values. This encourages us in turn to approach Western modernism with an Indigenous
framework in mind. What narratives circulated within Surrealist exhibitions of Indigenous
belongings? Which prerogatives are embedded in a Pollock painting of a Kwakwaka’wakw
mask? Can those stories be told through Surrealist artworks, or could a Pollock be danced at a
potlatch? Shifting the unidirectional relationship of primitivism has the potential to not only
redress histories of cultural appropriation, material dispossession, and colonial theft, but also to
reconfigure the hierarchies of value that have long structured the relationship between Western
and Indigenous art. With further attention to the many intersecting histories that exist in the study
of Indigenous modernisms and postmodernisms, we can continue to uncover and appreciate how
Indigenous artist have used diverse visual forms to their own ends. In doing so, we can also
reconfigure the nature of art history to bring forth the Indigenous stories that are embedded
within.
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INTRODUCTION – FIGURES

Fig. I.1 Robert Houle (Saulteaux), Zero Hour, 1988. Mixed media installation: oil on canvas,
text on a wall painted with opaque black latex, a red laser with mirror, and sand, two sand
paintings, one rectangular and one circular, and four paintings, each: 66 1/8 x 66 1/8 in.

Fig. I.2 Joane CardinalSchubert (Kainaiwa),
Preservation Of A Species:
Deep Freeze (installation in
progress), 1988-89. Mixed
media installation: wire mesh,
plaster, oil, varethane, found
objects, 50 x 72 x 10 in. Photo
from Karen Duffek and Tom
Hill, Beyond History
(Vancouver: Vancouver Art
Gallery, 1989), 19.
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Fig. I.3 Wayne Alfred (Kwakwaka’wakw), Christ at Gol-Go-Tha, 1988. Yellow cedar, red
cedar, cedar bark, 77 ½ x 30 x 15 in. Photo from Barbara DeMott and Maureen Milburn,
Beyond the Revival: Contemporary North West Native Art (Vancouver: Charles H. Scott
Gallery, Emily Carr School of Art and Design, 1989), 27, pl. 8-9.
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Fig. I.4 Tony Hunt Sr. ((Kwakwaka’wakw ), Moon Mask, 1986 .Cedar, paint, abalone,
operculum shell, 17 x 17 x 4.5 in.
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Fig. I.5 Eric Robertson (Métis/Gitksan ), Untitled, 1988. Mixed-media installation, 46 x 143
¼ in. Photo from Barbara DeMott and Maureen Milburn, Beyond the Revival: Contemporary
North West Native Art (Vancouver: Charles H. Scott Gallery, Emily Carr School of Art and
Design, 1989), 26, pl. 7.
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CHAPTER ONE – FIGURES

Fig. 1.1 Installation view of “The Art of Today,” Arts of the Raven: Masterworks by the
Northwest Coast Indian, Vancouver Art Gallery, 1967. Photo courtesy Vancouver Art Gallery
Archives.

Fig. 1.2 Installation view of “Slate, Ivory, Bone, Silver,” Arts of the Raven: Masterworks by
the Northwest Coast Indian, Vancouver Art Gallery, 1967. Photo courtesy Vancouver Art
Gallery Archives.
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Fig. 1.3 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Tlingit pendant, 1969. Silver, ebony, leather, 2 5/8 in.
Collection of Albert Kookesh/ Photo from 6th Annual Festival of Native Arts (Anchorage,
AK: Anchorage Historical and Fine Arts Museum, 1971), fig. J-26, n.p.

Fig. 1.4 Detail of display case from “The Art of Today” gallery with Nathan Jackson pendant
visible in the center-right, installation view of Arts of the Raven: Masterworks by the
Northwest Coast Indian, Vancouver Art Gallery, 1967. Photo courtesy Vancouver Art Gallery
Archives.
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Fig. 1.5 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Dorica Jackson, Stephen Jackson (Tlingit), Kaats’
pole, 2004. Cedar and paint, 20 ft. Photo: Smithsonian National Museum of the
American Indian.

Fig. 1.6 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Bear Totemic Sculptures, ca. 1959-1960. Wood and paint,
4 in. Private collection, on view at the Tongass Historical Museum, Ketchikan, AK, July
2017. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 1.7 Arthur F. Kodwat (Tlingit), Charlie James Wearing a Tlingit Blanket, 1962. Graphite
on paper, 11 ¾ x 9 in. Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian, cat. no.
25/9381.
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Fig. 1.8 Photo of Jim Tagook, The Voice of the Brotherhood 8, no. 7 (June 1962), 8.

Fig. 1.9 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Untitled (Portrait of Jim Tagook), 1962. Oil on paper.
Private collection. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 1.10 Schallevers, Chief Jim Takgook of Juneau, AK, n.d. Photographic postcard. Richard
Wood Photo Collection Item 76, William L. Paul Sr. Archives, Sealaska Heritage Institute,
Juneau, AK.
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Fig. 1.11 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Untitled (Man in Chilkat Blanket), 1963. Oil on
velveteen. Alaska Indian Arts, Inc., Haines, AK. Photo by the author.

Fig. 1.12 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Untitled (Old man in Chilkat headdress), 1965. Oil on
velveteen, 18 ½ x 14 3/8 in. Sheldon Museum, Haines, AK, cat. no. 1975.010. Photo courtesy
of the Sheldon Museum.
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Fig. 1.13 Edward S. Curtis, Hayas, of Kayung – Haida, from The North American Indian,
Vol.11. The Nootka. The Haida. (Norwood, Mass.: The Plimpton Press, 1916), 160
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Fig. 1.14 Case & Draper, Chief Cow-Dik-Ney in full potlatch dancing costume, 1906.
Photographic postcard. Alaska State Library Historical Collections #ASL-P39-0012.

Fig. 1.15 Case & Draper, Ano-Thlosh, Chief of the Taku Tribe of Thlinght Natives, 1906.
Photographic postcard. Alaska State Library Historical Collections #ASL-P39-0079.
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Fig. 1.16 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Untitled (Old man in Chilkat headdress), ca. 1962-63. Oil
on velveteen. Private Collection. Photo by the author.

Fig. 1.17 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Untitled (Shaman), 1963. Oil on velveteen. Alaska Indian
Arts, Inc., Haines, AK. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 1.18 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Tlinget Dancer, 1963. Watercolor on paper, 17 x 11 in.
Institute of American Indian Arts Museum of Contemporary Native Arts, Santa Fe, NM, cat.
no. TL-8. Photo by the author
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Fig. 1.19 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Old Navajo Lady, 1963. Oil on board, 20 x 14 ¾ in.
Institute of American Indian Arts Museum of Contemporary Native Arts, Santa Fe, NM, cat.
no. TL-16. Photograph courtesy of the Museum of Contemporary Native Arts.
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Fig. 1.20 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Textile with Eagle Design, ca. 1963-64. Fabric, silkscreen
on cotton, 27 x 57 in. Institute of American Indian Arts Museum of Contemporary Native
Arts, Santa Fe, NM, cat. no. PROP-3. Photograph by the author.
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Fig. 1.21 William Blackmore (Athabaskan), Textile with Whale Design (detail), ca. 1963-65.
Ink on cotton, 27 x 57 in. Institute of American Indian Arts Museum of Contemporary Native
Arts, Santa Fe, NM, #Ath-26. Photo by Jason S. Ordaz.

Fig. 1.22 Charles Tega (Tananan Athabaskan), Raven Textile (detail), ca. 1964-65.
Screenprint on cotton. From "Institute of American Indian Arts." Special issue, Native
American Arts 1 (1968). 46
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Fig. 1.23 Detail of “New Horizons for the American Indian,” edited by Sherman R. Emery,
Interior Design 35, no. 3 (March 1964), 167.
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Fig. 1.24 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Tlinget design in Blue (detail), ca. 1963-64. Fabric,
silkscreen on cotton and rayon, 80 x 41 in. Institute of American Indian Arts Museum of
Contemporary Native Arts, Santa Fe, NM, cat. no. NW-35. Photograph by the author.
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Fig. 1.25 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Kooshta, 1963. Woodblock on pellon, 20 3/8 x 11 7/8 in.
Institute of American Indian Arts Museum of Contemporary Native Arts, Santa Fe, NM, cat.
no. TL-2. Photograph courtesy of the Museum of Contemporary Native Arts.
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Fig. 1.26 Tlingit artist not yet known, Kóoshdaa-káa (land otter man) figure, before 1882.
Wood with red, black, and Reckitt's blue paint, 13 ¾ × 3 ¾ × 3 13/16 in. Princeton
University Art Museum cat. no. ui.2011.44.
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Fig. 1.27 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Kooshta, 1964. Woodblock (monoprint), 16.5 x 9.5 in.
Institute of American Indian Arts Museum of Contemporary Native Arts, Santa Fe, NM, cat.
no. TL-23. Photograph by the author.
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Fig. 1.28 Seymour Tubis, Winter (Taos Snow), 1963. Oil & mineral on Masonite, 36 × 48 in.
Courtesy of Calabi Gallery. Photo by Camille Palmer.
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Fig. 1.29 Henry Gobin (Tulalip/Snohomish), Dance, 1963. Woodblock on paper, 20 1/8 x 15
1/8 in. Institute of American Indian Arts Museum of Contemporary Native Arts, Santa Fe,
NM, cat. no. SNH-53. Photograph by the author.
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Fig. 1.30 Henry Gobin
(Tulalip/Snohomish), Untitled (Cylindrical
Basket), ca. 1964. Monoprint on paper, 31
x 20 in. Institute of American Indian Arts
Museum of Contemporary Native Arts,
Santa Fe, NM, cat. no. SNH-24.
Photograph by the author.

Fig. 1.31 Henry Gobin
(Tulalip/Snohomish), Red Print II, 1965.
Monoprint on paper, 21.25 x 33.25 in.
Institute of American Indian Arts Museum
of Contemporary Native Arts, Santa Fe,
NM, cat. no. SNH-20. Photograph by the
author.
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Fig. 1.32 Henry Gobin (Tulalip/Snohomish), Northwest Design, 1966. Casein, tissue paper,
and ink pen on paper, 18 x 22 in. Institute of American Indian Arts Museum of Contemporary
Native Arts, Santa Fe, NM, cat. no. SNH-6. Photograph courtesy of the Museum of
Contemporary Native Arts.
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Fig. 1.33 Charles Tega (Tananan
Athabaskan), Kwakitul, 1965. Woodcut,
ink on paper, 19 x 12 ¾ in. Institute of
American Indian Arts Museum of
Contemporary Native Arts, Santa Fe, NM,
cat. no. Ath-16. Photograph by the author.

Fig. 1.34 Edward S. Curtis, Kotsuis and
Hohhuq – Nakoaktok, from The North
American Indian, Vol.10. The Kwakiutl.
(Norwood, Mass.: The Plimpton Press,
1916), pl. 336.
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Fig. 1.35 Agnes Pratt (Suquamish) and Charles Tega (Tananan Athabaskan), Totems, 1965.
Linocut, 20 ¾ x 12 ¾ in. Institute of American Indian Arts Museum of Contemporary Native
Arts, Santa Fe, NM, cat. no. Ath-43. Photograph by the author.
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Fig. 1.36 Will Barnet, Summer Family, 1948. Oil on canvas, 34 1/8 x 44 1/8 in. Philadelphia
Museum of Art.
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Fig. 1.37 Seymour Tubis, Space Objects, 1948. Etching on paper, 4.5 x 2 in. Private
Collection.

Fig. 1.38 Seymour Tubis. Pueblo Ceremonial Trio, 1975. Woodcut, 17 x 24 in. Private
collection.
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Fig. 1.39 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Untitled (Box design), 1964. Woodblock print. Alaska
State Museum cat. no. V-A-295.
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Fig. 1.40 Nathan Jackson at Alaska Indian Arts, Inc., 1965. Photo courtesy of the Sheldon
Museum, Haines, AK.
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Fig. 1.41 United States Department of the Interior, Indian Arts and Crafts Board, “Port
Chilkoot / MDTA Retraining Project,” Smoke Signals 50-51 (Fall-Winter 1966), 18-19.

Fig. 1.42 Phoebe Hammond (Tlingit), Frog, 1965. Silkscreen (linocut?) on paper, 17 x 12 in.
Sheldon Museum cat. no. 2013.070.0006. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 1.43 Henry Kadake (Tlingit), Wasko,
1965. Silkscreen (linocut?) on paper, 14 x 16
¼ in. Sheldon Museum cat. no.
2013.070.0005. Photo by the author.

Fig. 1.44 Peter Johnson (Tlingit), Bear and
Raven, 1965. Silkscreen (linocut?) on
paper, 14 x 20 in. Sheldon Museum cat. no.
2013.070.0001. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 1.45 James Ward (Tlingit),
Bear and Raven, 1965. Silkscreen
(linocut?) on paper, 14 x 20 in.
Sheldon Museum cat. no.
2013.070.0001. Photo by the author.

Fig. 1.46 Artist Unknown (possibly Alton
George), Eagle, ca. 1965. Silkscreen (linocut?) on
paper, 16 x 17 in. Sheldon Museum cat. no.
2013.070.0007. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 1.47 Dan Morrison (Tlingit?), Chilkat Blanket, 1965. Silkscreen (linocut?) on paper, 16
¾ x 20 ¾ in. Sheldon Museum cat. no. 2013.070.0004. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 1.48 Printmaking Demo by Nathan Jackson, Alaska Indian Arts, Inc., 1965. Photo credit:
Indian Arts and Crafts Board #435-T-70-B271-11, Smithsonian National Museum of the
American Indian Archives.
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Fig. 1.49 Nathan Jackson, Fire Mask, 1965. Silkscreen (linocut?) on paper. Sheldon Museum,
Haines, AK, cat. no. 2013.070.0003. Photo courtesy of the Sheldon Museum.
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Fig. 1.50 Welch Mathlaw (Mekoryuk Eskimo [Yup’ik]), Headdress Composition, ca. 1965.
Woodcut in color. From “Port Chilkoot / MDTA Retraining Project,” Smoke Signals 50-51
(Fall-Winter 1966),19.

Fig. 1.51 Tlingit maskette, from
Robert Bruce Inverarity, Art of the
Northwest Coast, fifth edition
(1950; repr., Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of California
Press, 1973), fig. 73.
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Fig. 1.52 John Nelson (Tlingit), Dragonfly,
ca. 1965-66. Color block print on paper, 17
x 12 in. Autry Museum cat. no. 14.C.262.
Photo by the Autry Museum.

Fig. 1.53 Haida argillite platter with
dragonfly, from Robert Bruce Inverarity,
Art of the Northwest Coast, fifth edition
(1950; repr., Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 1973), fig.
191.
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Fig. 1.54 Welch Mathlaw (Mekoryuk Eskimo [Yup’ik]), Tinnah, ca. 1965-66. Color block
print on paper, 16 x 9 in. Autry Museum cat. no. 14.C.260. Photo by the Autry Museum.
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Fig. 1.55 Ceremonial coppers, Tlingit (left) and Tsimshian (right), from Robert Bruce
Inverarity, Art of the Northwest Coast, fifth edition (1950; repr. Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 1973), fig. 151 and 153.
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Fig. 1.56 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Chieftan, ca. 1965. Woodblock (?) print. Alaska State
Museum cat. no. 2010-20-1. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 1.57 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Raven (Double
Raven), ca. 1965-66. Color block print on paper,
15 x 10 in. Autry Museum cat. no. 14.C.261. Photo
by the Autry Museum.

Fig. 1.58 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit),
Eagle, ca. 1965-66. Color block print
on paper, 14 ¾ x 8 ½ in. Autry
Museum cat. no. 14.C.256. Photo by
the Autry Museum.
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Fig. 1.59 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Whale, ca. 1965-66. Color block print on paper, 13 ½ x
13 ½ in. Autry Museum #14.C.259A. Photo by the Autry Museum.

Fig. 1.60 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Killer Whale,1966. Color block print on paper, 7 x 17 in.
Autry Museum cat. no. 14.C.257. Photo by the Autry Museum.
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Fig. 1.61 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), The Raven (Yelch), 1966. Color block print on paper, 13
¾ x 11 in. Autry Museum cat. no. 14.C.258. Photo by the Autry Museum.
418

Fig. 1.62 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Poster for Northwest Coast Carvers: Tony Hunt and
Nathan Jackson, 1971. Color print on paper. Alaska State Museum cat. no. V-A-786. Photo
by the author.

Fig. 1.63 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Whale, 1972. Serigraph, black ink on brown paper, 65
editions. Alaska State Museum cat. no. V-A-444. Photo by the author.
419

Fig. 1.64 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Eagle and Raven Bentwood Box, ca. 1965. Red cedar,
pigment, 10 1/16 x 12 x 13 9/16 in. Anchorage Museum cat. no. 1971.096.007.

Fig. 1.65 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Eagle Grease Dish, 1971. Wood, 2 ½ x 8 ¾ x 5 3/16 in.
Anchorage Museum cat. no. 1971.070.001.
420

Fig. 1.66 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Shaman Mask, 1972. Wood, paint, bear fur, human hair,
cow tail hair, 9 ¼ x 8 1/8 in. Anchorage Museum cat. no. 1972.049.009.
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Fig. 1.67 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Eagle Panel, 1973. Wood, pigment, 10 x 12 ft..
Ketchikan Airport, Ketchikan, AK. Photo by the author.

Fig. 1.68 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Thunderbird Panel, 1975. Wood, pigment, 10 x 12 ft.
Ketchikan Airport, Ketchikan, AK. Photo by the author.
422

Fig. 1.69 Stills from Nathan Jackson: Tlingit Artist, 1974. Film, 14 min., produced by
Peabody Museum, Harvard University.
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Fig. 1.70 Nathan Jackson (Tlingit), Kaats’
Post, 2005. Wood, pigment. Burke
Museum of Natural History, University of
Washington. Photo by the author.

Fig. 1.71 Stephen Jackson (Tlingit),
Nearing Completion, 2005. Epoxy resin
and cedar. Burke Museum of Natural
History, University of Washington. Photo
by the author.
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Fig. 2.1 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Blueberries, 1986. Alder and paint, 71 15/16 x 71 5/8 x 3 in.
Anchorage Museum cat. no. 1986.036.001AC. Photo courtesy of the Anchorage Museum.

425

Fig. 2.2 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Three Birds, 1976. Soapstone, 14 in. high. Photo courtesy of
the Estate of Jim Schoppert.
426

Fig. 2.3. Photo of Jim Schoppert with archway for Cottage Crafts, Anchorage, AK, 1973.
Photo courtesy of the Estate of Jim Schoppert.
427

Fig. 2.4 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Dukt’ootl’
panel, 1974. Carved cedar panel, 85 x 16 x 3.5
in. Sealaska Corporation Collection. Photo by
the author.
428

Fig. 2.5 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Snowy Owl (Owl Mask), 1973. Yellow cedar, pigment,
snowy owl feathers, white eagle feathers (feathers now lost). Collection of the Bahá'í
International Community United Nations Office. Photo by the author.

Fig. 2.6 Jim Schoppert pictured with Snowy Owl (Owl Mask) (feathers intact) 1974. Photo
from “Given to Bahá’í Snowy Owl Mask,” Tundra Times. September 4, 1974.
429

Fig. 2.7 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Six of One, Half a Dozen of the Other, 1976. Limestone, 11
¾ in. Photo courtesy of the Estate of Jim Schoppert.
430

Fig. 2.8 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Two Birds, 1977. Polished copper, height approx. 11 in.
Photo courtesy of the Estate of Jim Schoppert.
431

Fig. 2.9 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Meditation in Ivory, 1978. Carved walrus ivory, 8 x 2 10/16
x 1 13/16 in. Anchorage Museum cat. no. 1978.037.005. Photo by the Anchorage Museum.
432

Fig. 2.10 Jim Schoppert and Nerone (Giovanni Ceccarelli), interior view of Tlingit Rattle Top
Basket Design marble wall treatment for the Sheraton Anchorage Hotel lobby, executed
1978-79. Etched marble. Sheraton Anchorage Hotel, Anchorage, AK. Photo by the author.

433

Fig. 2.11 Detail of Patricia Carroll, "Jim Schoppert: Minimal Sculptor," The Alaska Journal
9, no. 2 (Spring 1979), 89.

Fig. 2.12 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Totemic Tusk, 1977. Walrus ivory, 20 ¼ x 2 1/8 x 3/8 in.
Heard Museum 4837-10. Photo by the author.
434

Fig. 2.13 Jim Schoppert
(Tlingit), Art is a One-Eared
Madman, 1986. Wood, paint,
sinew, feather shafts, 24 x 12 x
3 in. Photo courtesy of the
Estate of Jim Schoppert.

Fig. 2.14 Chugach mask from
Prince William Sound, collected
ca. 1791. Wood, pigment,
leather, metal, vegetal fibre,
height: 10 ½ in. Museo de
América, Madrid, cat. no.
13901. Photo by the Museo de
América.
435

Fig. 2.15 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Miro and the Midnight Sun, 1985. Acrylic on rice paper, 26
× 41 in. Private Collection. Photo courtesy of the Estate of Jim Schoppert.

Fig. 2.16 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Under Picasso Skies, 1989. Acrylic on rice paper, 24 x 36
in. Photo courtesy of the Estate of Jim Schoppert.
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Fig. 2.17 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Inua Mask, 1980. Wood, paint, feathers, dimensions
without appendages: 9 3/8 x 7 ½ x 2 3/8 in. Anchorage Museum cat. no. 1981.003.001.
Photo by the Anchorage Museum.

437

Fig. 2.18 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Inua Mask (Eskimo Mask), 1981. Alder wood, paint,
feathers, down, 11 ½ x 27 x 3 in. Alaska State Council on the Arts, Alaska Contemporary Art
Bank cat. no. 81.06. Photo by the author.
438

Fig. 2.19 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Migrations, 1985. Wood, walrus stomach, acrylic, string,
feathers, paint, 22 ¼ x 5 ½ x 33 7/8 in. Anchorage Museum cat. no. 1989.025.001. Photo by
the Anchorage Museum.
439

Fig. 2.20 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Creation of Frogs, 1978. Alderwood, horsehair, fur,
and paint, 14 x 12 in. Photo from Portfolio: American Indian Contemporary Arts (San
Francisco: American Indian Contemporary Arts, 1986), n.p.
440

Fig. 2.21 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Of Wolves That Travel, 1983. Left: pre-1983 finish; right:
final version. Alder, oil stain, and acrylic, 18 × 9 × 5 in. 1% for Art Commission, Alaska State
Troopers, current whereabouts unknown. Photos courtesy of the Estate of Jim Schoppert.
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Fig. 2.22 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Bear Panel, 1979. Carved and painted red cedar, 72 x 60
in. Private collection. Photo courtesy of the Estate of Jim Schoppert.

442

Fig. 2.23 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), working materials for designs based on Bear Panel (1979),
ca. 1979. Jim Schoppert Personal Archives. Photo by the author.
443

Fig. 2.24 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), study for Salmon, Halibut + Other Sealife, 1980. Pencil
and collage on paper. Jim Schoppert Personal Archives. Photo by the author.

Fig. 2.25 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Black and white transparency of design for Bear Panel
(1979), with highlighted section showing the portion used in the design for Salmon, Halibut
+ Other Sealife. Jim Schoppert Personal Archives. Photograph and highlight by the author.
444

Fig. 2.26 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Big Sky Salmon, 1984. Carved and painted red cedar, 96 ×
384 × 2 in. 1% for Art Commission, Fort Richardson Hatchery, Anchorage, Alaska. Photo
courtesy of the Estate of Jim Schoppert.

Fig. 2.27 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Fragments of Seabear, 1980. Pencil study on paper, 8 ½ ×
14 in. Jim Schoppert personal Archives. Photograph by the author.
445

Fig. 2.28 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Black and white photocopy of design for Seabear Panel
(1979). Jim Schoppert Personal Archives. Photo by the author.
446

Fig. 2.29 Sources of Fragments of Seabear (1980) in Seabear Panel (1979). Photos and
highlights by the author.
447

Fig. 2.30 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), A Smooth Round Stone, 1981. Carved and painted red
cedar, 48 x 48 x 3 in. Alaska State Council on the Arts, Alaska Contemporary Art Bank cat.
no. 82.19. Photo by the author.

Fig. 2.31 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Black and white transparency of design for Bear Panel
(1979), with highlighted section showing the portion used in the design for A Smooth Round
Stone. Jim Schoppert Personal Archives. Photograph and highlight by the author.
448

Fig. 2.32 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Stillwater, 1983. Acrylic and oil stain on red cedar, 24 x 72
in. Skagit Valley College, Art in Public Places, Washington State Arts Commission Art cat.
no. WSAC1983.150.000. Photo by the author

Fig. 2.33 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Stillwater #2, 1984. Red cedar, acrylic paint, 16 x 54 in.
Alaska State Museum cat. no. V-A-844. Photo by the author
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Fig. 2.34 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Kaa-Gee-Saak, 1985. Polychromed red cedar, 72 x 72 in.
Heard Museum cat. no. IAC1925. Photo by the author
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Fig. 2.35. Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Raven Opens Box of Stars, 1981. Red cedar and paint, 76
3/8 × 39 3/4 in. Anchorage Museum cat. no. 1981.103.001. Photo courtesy of the Anchorage
Museum.
451

Fig. 2.36. Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Raven: In the Pink, 1984. Carved wood panel, paint, 65 ×
40 × 4 ¼ in. University of Alaska Museum of the North cat. no. UA1984-3-128. Photograph
by Barry McWayne, courtesy of the UA Museum of the North.
452

Fig. 2.37 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Of Clouds and Sacred Cows, ca. 1980. Carved clear fir,
acrylic, and chalk, 72 x 72 in. Photo courtesy of the Estate of Jim Schoppert.
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Fig. 2.38 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Thunderhead,1992. Carved and polychromed poplar
panel, 72 x 70 in. Private collection. Photo by the National Museum of the American Indian,
Smithsonian Institution.
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Fig. 2.39 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), In Search of the Perfect Circle, 1985. Carved and
polychromed yellow cedar panel, 60 x 60 in. Anchorage Museum cat. no. 2013.008.001.
Photo by the Anchorage Musuem.
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Fig. 2.40 Mary Randlett, James Schoppert, Tlingit Artist, January 1984, 1984. Black-andwhite photograph. Courtesy of University of Washington Libraries, Special Collections,
UW26560.
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Fig. 2.41 Jackson Pollock with Mural, 1943. Oil on canvas, 95 ¾ x 237 ½ in. Photo from
E.A. Carmean, E.A. and Eliza Rathbone. American Art at Mid-Century: the Subjects of the
Artist (Washington: National Gallery, 1978), p. 148.
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Fig. 2.42. Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Seabear Panel, 1988. Carved and painted redwood panel,
61 x 96 in. Photo courtesy of the Estate of Jim Schoppert.
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Fig. 2.43 Doug Cranmer
(Kwakwaka’wakw), Untitled
painting, 1960-70. Lacquer on wood,
19 x 30 x 13/16 in. UBC Museum of
Anthropology cat. no. 2687/1. Photo
by the author.

Fig. 2.44 Robert Davidson (Haida),
kugann jaad giidii, 1983. Acylic on
paper, 30 x 22 in. Collection of
Robert Davidson. Photo from Karen
Duffek, ed., Robert Davidson: The
Abstract Edge (Vancouver: UBC
Museum of Anthropology, 2004), 25.
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Fig. 3.1 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Ode to Billy Holm…Lalooska…Duane Pasco… & Johnathon
Livingston Seagull, 1980. Etching, edition of 9 (5 AP), 10 13/16 x 9 ½ in. UBC Museum of
Anthropology cat. no. Nb3.1372. Photo by the author.
460

Fig. 3.2 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Homage to Patrick M., 1979. Cover of The Ubyssey LXV, no.
39, February 25, 1983.
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Fig. 3.3 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Homage to Patrick M., 1979. Serigraph, edition of 9, 22 ¼ x
14 in. Burnaby Art Gallery cat. no. 2007.28. Photo courtesy of the Burnaby Art Gallery.
462

Fig. 3.4 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), When Worlds Collide, 1979. Silkscreen print, edition of 30, 19
11/16 x 20 5/8 in. Vancouver Art Gallery cat. no. 2001.8.1. Photo by the author.
463

Fig. 3.5 Haisla artist not yet known, kakatc.kanci (Bentwood Box), ca. 1860-1880. Red cedar
wood, operculum shell, metal, paint, box: 20 x 16 ½ x 16 1/8 in.; lid: 3 ½ x 17 ¾ x 17 in.
UBC Museum of Anthropology cat. no. A1597 a-b. Photos by the UBC Museum of
Anthropology.
464

Fig. 3.6 Bill Holm, Northwest Coast Indian Art, first edition hardcover (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1965).
465

Fig. 3.7 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Traditional Symbol, 1980. Serigraph, edition of 10, 22 x 15 in.
Photo from Lyle Wilson Artist File, Eugene B. Adkins Study Center, Philbrook Museum,
Tulsa, OK.
466

Fig. 3.8 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), A Siren Called Tradition, 1980. Silkscreen, edition of 50, 22 ½
x 14 ½ in. Burke Museum cat. no. 1998-90/1132. Photo from Karen Duffek, Lyle Wilson:
When Worlds Collide, Museum Note no. 28 (Vancouver: UBC Museum of Anthropology,
467
1989), cover.

Fig. 3.9 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Some Where Inbetween, 1980. Silkscreen, edition of 15, 22
13/16 x 15 in. Photo from Lyle Wilson Artist File, Eugene B. Adkins Study Center, Philbrook
Museum, Tulsa, OK.
468

Fig. 3.10 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Art & Eagles, 1982. Silkscreen, edition of 40, 22 ¼ x 15 3/16
in.. UBC Museum of Anthropology cat. no. Nb3.1391. Photo by the author.
469

Fig. 3.11 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Shaman Caught in the Midst of a Dream, 1980. Serigraph,
edition of 50, 19 11/16 x 12 5/8 in. Photo from Lyle Wilson Artist File, Eugene B. Adkins
Study Center, Philbrook Museum, Tulsa, OK.
470

Fig. 3.12 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Tradition, Time, & Consequence, 1980. Serigraph, edition of
40, 20 ½ x 15 3/8 in. Private collection. Photo by the author, courtesy of the artist.
471

Fig. 3.13 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Frolicking Whale, 1981. Serigraph, edition of 47, 22 5/16 x
14 ½ in. UBC Museum of Anthropology cat. no. Nb3.1392. Photo by the author.
472

Fig. 3.14 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Ode to Billy
Holm…Lalooska…Duane Pasco… &
Johnathon Livingston Seagull (details), 1980.
Etching, edition of 9 (5 AP), 10 13/16 x 9 ½ in.
Top left: Royal British Columbia Museum cat.
no. 17227. Photo by the author.
Bottom Left: Private collection. Photo by
Spirit Wrestler Gallery.
Top Right: Burke Museum cat. no. 2004141/14. Photo by Burke Museum.
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Fig. 3.15 Lyle Wilson, Ode to Billy Holm…Lalooska…Duane Pasco… & Johnathon
Livingston Seagull (detail), 1980. Etching, edition of 9 (5 AP), ), 10 13/16 x 9 ½ in. UBC
Museum of Anthropology cat. no. 2649/2. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 3.16 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Broken Eagle, 1979. Silkscreen, edition of 29, 22 7/16 x 14
12 in. Vancouver Art Gallery cat. no. 2001.8.2. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 3.17 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Crest Memorial of the Haisla, 1980. Pencil, 15 ½ x 22 ¼ in.
Private collection. Photo from Edwin L. Wade and Rennard Strickland, Magic Images:
Contemporary Native American Art (Tulsa: Philbrook Art Center, 1982), 30.
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Fig. 3.18 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), The Shaman Restores a Dead Soul to Life, 1980. Pencil, 14 x
19 ½ in. Collection of the artist. Photo from Edwin L. Wade and Rennard Strickland, Magic
Images: Contemporary Native American Art (Tulsa: Philbrook Art Center,1982), 31

477

Fig. 3.19 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), The Eagle and Shadows, ca. 1982. Serigraph, AP 5, 15 x 16 ½
in. UBC Museum of Anthropology cat. no. 2844/3. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 3.20 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Untitled #1, 1986. Silkscreen and lithograph, AP #1, 15 x 19
5/16 in. UBC Museum of Anthropology cat. no. 2844/1. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 3.21 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Untitled #1 (detail), 1986. Silkscreen and lithograph, AP #1,
15 x 19 5/16 in. UBC Museum of Anthropology cat. no. 2844/1. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 3.22 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), A4444, 1989. Wood assemblage, 7 13/16 x 6 ¾ x 15 ¼ in.
UBC Museum of Anthropology cat. no. Nb3.1453. Photo from Karen Duffek, Lyle Wilson:
When Worlds Collide, Museum Note no. 28 (Vancouver: UBC Museum of Anthropology,
1989), n.p.
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Fig. 3.23 Lyle Wilson (Haisla),
‘nik suugid ‘wiileeksm
waap (Tsimshian Cosmos), 1996.
Acrylic on red cedar, 27 ¼ x 98 x
1 ½ in. UBC Museum of
Anthropology cat. no. Nb7.342.
Photo from UBC Museum of
Anthropology.

Fig. 3.24 Lyle Wilson
(Haisla), Replicas of painted
house-front boards, 1989.
Red cedar, paint, 17 ft. and 15
ft. high. Based on original
Tsimshian boards dated c.
1840, Lax Kw’alaams (Port
Simpson, BC). UBC Museum
of Anthropology. Photo by the
author.
482

Fig. 3.25 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Tsimshian House Front Painting Detail on a Drum, c. 1995.
Acrylic on rawhide, 18 in. diameter. Collection of Deborah Jeffrey. Photo from Lyle Wilson,
Paint: The Painted Works of Lyle Wilson (Maple Ridge, BC: Maple Ridge Pitt Meadows Arts
Council, 2012), 49.
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Fig. 3.26 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), After A1779, 2010. Acrylic on red cedar, 11 1/8 x 10 7/8 in.
Collection of the artist. Photo from Lyle Wilson, Paint: The Painted Works of Lyle Wilson
(Maple Ridge, BC: Maple Ridge Pitt Meadows Arts Council, 2012), 50.
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Fig. 3.27 Haisla artist not yet known, House
Post Figure, c. 1850. Red cedar, paint, 70
3/16 x 32 1/8 x 17 3/16 in. UBC Museum of
Anthropology cat. no. A17797 Photo from
UBC Museum of Anthropology.

Fig. 3.28 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), House
Post Figure (After A1779), 2006. Red
cedar, paint, 70 7/8 x 33 7/16 x 18 1/8 in.
Photo courtesy of Spirit Wrestler Gallery.
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Fig. 3.29 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), When Worlds Collide: Revisited, 2008. Paper collage, 14 x 14
in. Private collection. Photo courtesy of Spirit Wrestler Gallery.

Fig. 3.30 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Flag, 1981. Silkscreened nylon with cord, 71 11/16 x 35 7/16
in. Collection of the artist. Photo from UBC Museum of Anthropology Archives.
486

Fig. 3.31 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), When Worlds Collide, 1979, pencil overdrawing 2011.
Silkscreen print with pencil, edition of 30, 19 11/16 x 20 5/8 in. UBC Museum of
Anthropology cat. no. Nb3.1393. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 4.1 Top: Robert Davidson
(Haida), xiigya (Happy Negative
Spaces), 1979. Silver, 1 9/16 x 2 ½ x
2 ½ in. UBC Museum of
Anthropology cat. no. 2594/1.
Bottom: Marvin Oliver
(Quinault/Isleta Pueblo), Sea Bear
Helmet, ca. 1979. Wood, pigment,
shell, hair (horse?), dimensions
unknown. Photos from Edwin S.
Hall, Jr. and Margaret B. Blackman,
Contemporary Northwest Coast Art
(New York: American Indian
Community House, Inc., 1980), 7, 9.
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Fig. 4.2 Edna Jackson, Weaver’s Mask, 1983. Mixed media with handmade cedar bark paper,
20 x 32 in. Top photo from Heard Museum Library, Phoenix, Arizona; bottom photo from
Harmony Hammond and Jaune Quick-to-See Smith, Women o f Sweetgrass, Cedar and Sage:
Contemporary Art by Native American Women (New York, NY: Gallery of the American
Indian Community House, 1985), n.p.
489

Fig. 4.3 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Reliquary, 1980. Handmade cedar bark paper,
pigment, woven cedar bark, 29 x 23 in. Photo from Anchorage Musuem.
490

Fig. 4.4 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Ka-oosh and Coho Salmon, 1980. Mixed media, cast
cedar paper, fiber, string, copper wire, and gouache pigment, 27 ½ x 31 in. Albion and Lynne
Fenderson Collection.

Fig. 4.5 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Mask for Ka-oosh, 1982. Cast cedar paper, and pigment,
27 x 17 x 4.5 in. Photo from Abby Wasserman, Portfolio: American Indian Contemporary Arts
(San Francisco: American Indian Contemporary Ars, 1986), n.p
491

Fig. 4.6 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Time Markers, 1983. Mixed media (cast handmade
cedar bark, feathers, linen thread and acrylic paint on cotton/linen fabric), 20 x 32 x 3 in.
Collection of Mr and Mrs. Myron Sokolsky. Photo from Cook Inlet Region Inc. 1985
Annual Report (Anchorage, AK: Cook Inlet Region, Inc., 1985), cover.
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Fig. 4.7 Edna Davis Jackson
(Tlingit), Ka-swoot (cover),
1983. Handmade cast cedar
paper, paper, paint, and
prismacolor pencil on a
black silk, beaded box, 14 x
11 x 2 in. Collection of the
artist. Photos by the author.
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Fig. 4.8 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Ka-swoot (interior), 1983. Handmade cast cedar paper,
tissue paper, prismacolor pencil on black silk and cardboard, 13 ½ x 10 in. Collection of the
artist. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 4.9 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Ka-swoot (interior), 1983. Handmade cast cedar paper,
tissue paper, prismacolor pencil on black silk and cardboard, 13 ½ x 10 in. Collection of the
artist. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 4.10 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Ka-swoot (interior), 1983. Handmade cast cedar
paper, tissue paper, prismacolor pencil on black silk and cardboard, 13 ½ x 10 in. Collection
of the artist. Photo by the author.
496

Fig. 4.11 Jesse Cooday (Tlingit), For Velda Cooday Onibokum, 1984. Color photograph, 9 ½
x 13 ½ in. Washington State Art Collection cat. no. WSAC1985.057.000.
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Fig. 4.12 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Medicine Box for Dawn, 1983. Handmade and cast
cedar bark paper, fabric, thread, silk, beads, feathers, hair, mixed media, 15 x 18 x 7in. Photo
from the Heard Museum Library, Phoenix, Arizona.
498

Fig. 4.13 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Sister’s Reliquary, 1986. Handmade and cast cedar
bark paper, mixed media. Collection of Kathleen Carlo. Photo from Jan Steinbright, ed.,
Alaskameut ’86: An Exhibit of Contemporary Alaska Native Masks (Fairbanks, AK: Institute
of Alaska Native Arts, 1986), 35.
499

Fig. 4.14 Kwakwaka’wakw maker not yet known, Yaxwiwe’ (Peace Dance or Chief’s
Headdress), ca. 1922. Maple wood, abalone, paint, cotton, ermine fur, sea lion whiskers,
metal wire, 8 11/16 x 7 11/16 x 3 ½ in. U’Mista Cultural Society cat. no. 07.09.018.
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Fig. 4.15 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Ravenstail Leggings, 1987. Wool yarn, marten fur,
each legging 16 x 15 in. Alaska State Museum cat. no. 86-13. Photo by the author.

Fig. 4.16 Edna Davis Jackson conducting weaving demonstration, Alaska Native Heritage
Festival, Anchorage, AK, March 1985. Photo from Institute of Alaska Native Arts, Inc.,
“People in the News,” Journal of Alaska Native Arts (May-June 1985), n.p.
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Fig. 4.17 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Spirit Mask, 1986. Cast cedar paper and mixed
media, 22 x 28 x 3 in. Photo from George C. Longfish et al., New Directions Northwest:
Contemporary Native American Art (Olympia, WA: Evergreen State College, 1986), 32.
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Fig. 4.18 Tlingit maker not yet known, Raven’s Tail Robe, 19th century. Photo from Cheryl
Samuel, The Raven’s Tail (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1987).
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Fig. 4.19 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Rainbow/Wings of Different Colors, ca. 1983. Cast
cedar paper, mixed media, 30 x 32 x 2 in. Photo from the Heard Museum Library, Phoenix,
Arizona.
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Fig. 4.20 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Moons, Tides, Rainy Days, ca. 1983. Cast cedar
paper, mixed media, 30 x 32 x 2 in. Photo from the Heard Museum Library, Phoenix,
Arizona..
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Fig. 4.21 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Raven and Reflections, 1983. Handmade cedar bark
paper, dyed abaca pulp, mixed media, 39 x 52 in. Photo from invitation to “Edna L. Jackson
– Conrad House Two Person Show,” Sacred Circle Gallery, Seattle, WA, November 27, 1983
– January 28, 1984.
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Fig. 4.22 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Crossing the Bear’s Path Picking Berries, ca. 198384. Handmade cedar bark paper, dyed handmade rag paper, acrylic paint, thread on fabric, 22
x 22 in. Photo from exhibition brochure, Second Biennial Native American Fine Arts
Invitational, Heard Museum, October 14, 1985 – January 31, 1986, 7
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Fig. 4.23 Tlingit maker not yet known, Large kaa dix’ ka aa (“on top of the back”) berrying
baskets, 19th century. From George T. Emmons, The Basketry of the Tlingit, vol. 3, pt. 2 of
Memoirs of the American Museum of Natural History (New York: American Museum of
Natural History, 1903), plate V.
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Fig. 4.24 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Raven, 1987. Handmade cedar and dyed abaca paper,
44 x 60 in. Photo from Suzanne G. Kenagy, “Eight Artists II: Contemporary Indian Art at the
Southwest Museum (Los Angeles),” American Indian Art 13 (Winter 1987), 58.
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Fig. 4.25 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Mother of Kake (Once Our Mother Was a Tree),
1988. Handmade cedar paper, paint, twine, 27 15/16 x 22 1/16 in. Anchorage Museum cat.
no. 1989.018.001. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 4.26 Mike Jackson (Tlingit) and Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Mother of Kake (detail),
1994. Silkscreen on wool felt, buttons. 42 x 42 in. Collection of the Southeastern Alaska
Conservation Council. Photo from Alaska State Library.
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Fig. 4.27 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Mother of Kake #2, 1988. Cast cedar paper, silk
thread, glass beads, cedar paper, devil’s club paper, cedar bark, devil’s club twig and feathers,
on silk fabric, 28 x 24 in. Photo from Edna Davis Jackson, Mixed Media and Paper Works by
Edna Jackson (Anandarko, OK: US Department of the Interior, Southern Plains Indian
Museum and Crafts Center, Indians Arts and Crafts Board,, 1988), n.p.
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Fig. 4.28 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Spirit Mask (#5), 1988. Cast cedar paper, cedar
paper, devil’s club paper, linen roving, silk thread, seal gut, and acrylic on canvas, 28 x 24 in.
Anchorage Museum cat. no. 1999.073.006. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 4.29 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Untitled Spirit Mask, ca. 1986-88. Cast cedar paper,
wood, feathers, dimensions unknown. Photo from invitation for “Grandmother Moon: Earth,
Dreams, Visions: Edna Davis Jackson Solo Exhibition,” American Indian Community House
Gallery, New York, NY, June 11-July 16, 1988.
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Fig. 4.30 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Cedar Woman Spirit (For All the Trees We’ve
Logged), 1988. Cast cedar paper, wooden dowels, acrylic on canvas, 22 x 28 in. Photo from
Anchorage Museum Library.
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Fig. 4.31 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit) and Robert Davis (Tlingit), “Descent is Not a Bad
Word,” Journal of Alaska Native Arts (September-October 1988), n.p. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 4.32 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit),
Dawn’s Mask, 1988. Cast cedar paper,
handmade cedar paper, spun and shredded
yellow cedar bark, acrylic on silk, 28 x 22
in. Photo from Anchorage Museum
Library.

Fig. 4.33 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit),
Adam’s Mask, 1988. Cast cedar paper,
handmade cedar paper, spun and shredded
yellow cedar bark, acrylic on silk, 28 x 22 in.
Photo from Anchorage Museum Library.
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Fig. 4.34 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Killer Whale Child #3, 1988. Cast cedar paper, cedar
paper, acrylic paint on silk, 28 x 24 in. Photo from Indian Arts and Crafts Board, American
Indian and Alaska Native Arts and Crafts (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of the
Interior, 1995), 12.
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Fig. 4.35 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Money Blanket #3, 1984-85. Mixed media, painted
and dyed handmade paper, 19 ½ x 27 in. National Museum of the American Indian cat. no.
262426. Photo by the author.
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Fig. 4.36 Edna Davis Jackson (Tlingit), Things Living in Darkness Turn White #3, 1988.
Devil’s club paper, devil’s club twig, silk thread, glass beads, acrylic on canvas, 28 x 24 in.
Photo from Edna Davis Jackson, Mixed Media and Paper Works by Edna Jackson
(Anandarko, OK: US Department of the Interior, Southern Plains Indian Museum and Crafts
Center, Indians Arts and Crafts Board,, 1988), n.p.
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CONCLUSION – FIGURES

Fig. C.1 Installation view of Land, Spirit, Power: First Nations at the National Gallery of
Canada, 1992. Left: Faye HeavyShield (Kainaiwa Blackfoot), Untitled, 1992. Rear wall:
Dorothy Grant (Haida), Seven Ravens (two blankets), 1989. Left and right walls: Robert
Davidson (Haida), Gagit Mask, 1984; Eagle Transforming into Itself, 1990.
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Fig. C.2 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Mask suite from proposal for SEATAC Concourse
Improvement Project, 1991. Clockwise from top left: Tlingit; Eskimo; Modern; Aleut.
Drawings. Jim Schoppert Personal Archives. Private Collection.

Fig. C.3 Jim Schoppert (Tlingit), Modern Mask, 1992. Painted wood column surround, 3’ high,
8’ circumference. Collection of the Port of Seattle, Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.
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Fig. C.4 Lyle Wilson (Haisla), Grizzly Bear Transformation Mask, 1992. Animatronic figure
with painted wood, fur, and hide costume. Variable dimension, 7’ tall when extended.
Collection of the University of Northern British Columbia.
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Fig. C.5 Dorothea Romero (Tlingit), Yow-De-Tee #1 (Saltwater Snowstorm), 1984. Painting,
mixed media with beads, thread, chine colle' fabric on Fabriano, 28 ½ x 37 in. National
Museum of the American Indian cat. no. 26/2199.

Fig. C.6 Dorothea Romero (Tlingit), Yow-De-Tee #1 (Saltwater Snowstorm) (detail), 1984.
Photo by the author.
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Fig. C.7 Photograph of Dorothea Romero (front row, second from left) with artists and
curators from Women of Sweetgrass, Cedar, and Sage, American Indian Community House,
New York, 1985. Photo by Jesse Cooday (Tlingit).

Fig. C.8 Dorothea Romero (Tlingit), Yow-De-Tee #7 (Saltwater Snowstorm), 1984. Mixed
media on paper, 29 ½ x 42 in. Photo from Harmony Hammond and Jaune Quick-to-See
Smith, Women o f Sweetgrass, Cedar and Sage: Contemporary Art by Native American
Women (New York, NY: Gallery of the American Indian Community House, 1985), n.p
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Fig. C.9 Dorothea Romero (Tlingit), Yow-De-Tee #8 (Saltwater Snowstorm), 1984. Dry
pigment, colored pencil, spackling past, wax pastels, styrene, 24’x 48 x 1’in. Washington
States Arts Commission cat. no. WSAC1985.050.000.

Fig. C.10 Dorothea Romero
(Tlingit), Spirits Going to a
Potlatch, 1985. Mixed media,
handmade cedar bark masks,
painted with acrylic, attached
to a background of a
photograph of a ceremonial
house in Ketchikan,
dimensions unknown. Photo
from Dorothea Romero, The
Artistry of Dorothea Romero
(Browning, MT: US
Department of the Interior,
Museum of the Plains Indian
and Crafts Center, Indians Arts
and Crafts Board, 1986), n.p.
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